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ABSTRACT
In 1980, the first German proposals for gender-fairness in language were published in
Germany. They suggested many gender-fair alternatives to items such as the generic
masculine, which were believed to convey androcentric or sexist meanings. Since
then critics of androcentrism in the German language, together with subsequent
antidiscrimination legislation, have instigated several linguistic changes that aim at an
equal treatment and representation of the two genders. This ongoing reform of
German is, however, primarily noticeable in the official, and especially the written,
form of German; there are effective laws that ensure the use of non-discriminatory
items in this domain. In private language, on the other hand - both spoken and written
be
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there has been little empirical research that investigates the extent to which people
are willing to speak and write gender-fair language in their everyday private lives.
Thus, there is little knowledge of whether speakers of German are aware of any
sexism in their language, whether they agree with the criticisms that have been made
of the androcentric aspects of their language, or whether they approve of the many
gender-fair innovations. The present case study, using a triangulation approach,
investigates these questions. The research is conducted in a local speech community
in North-Rhine Westphalia. It focuses on the inhabitants of this community as a
source of information. More generally, the study emphasises the strong but often
neglected relationship between two fields of study within sociolinguistics that are often
kept separate: 'Language and Gender'and 'Language Planning'.
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INTRODUCTION

Language is not a neutral means of communication; it is a reflection of society and
how people live together. At the same time, language use is also social practice.
Against the background of women's emancipation, many languages around the world
have been subjected to scrutiny to see whether they harbour an androcentric bias.
Just as societies were criticised as being sexist and as discriminating against women,
languages and language use were believed to sustain men's superiority. Subsequent
research suggested that this may indeed be the case. Women were - and indeed are
language.
through
marginalised
To remove this gender-unfairness in language, a global consciousness raising
movement developed which aimed to identify sexist, androcentric items and to
propose non-discriminatory, gender-fair' alternatives. Educational work on the
equality of the two genders in language initially progressed via committed individuals
or pressure groups. Later these language planning agents were often supported by
governments which passed antidiscrimination legislation. Consequently, in many
countries co-operation between the critics of sexism in language and the respective
supportive governments have enforced considerable changes aiming at an equal
treatment and representation of the two genders in language. As such, the criticism of
sexism in language and discourse has initiated a global change or reforM2 of longestablished languages.
In Germany3, the first steps away from the male bias in language were taken in the
early 1980s. Committed feminist linguists published the first guidelines for genderfairness in language in 1980 (Guentherodt et al. 1980 and 1981) and introduced the
topic into both public and academic discourse. This reform has considerably changed
the character of the German language; due to the introduction of many gender-fair

1 Terms and languages which name, represent and treat the two genders equally are defined
as being gender-fair and as expressing gender-faimess.
2 In the following, the terms language change and language reform will be used
interchangeablyto denote the process of removing gender-unfairness in language.
3 Please note that all references to Germany prior to Unification in 1990 describe the situation
in Western Germany only. Due to the political separation of the two parts of Germany, the
criticism of sexism in language developed differently and independently in the Federal
Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic. The first such criticism was raised
in the GDR as early as the 1950s. Initially, the critics proposed the feminisation of the German
language; everyday language use, however, tended towards and eventually established a
neutralisation of language. For detailed information about the different development of genderfair language in the German Democratic Republic see, for instance, Diehl (1992),
Trempelmann (1998), Sobotta (2002) and Lutjeharms (2004).
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alternative items, women have become more visible in the language system. Today,
after more than two decades of work trying to abolish androcentrism in language and
arguing with critics of the reform movement, gender-fairness is primarily noticeable in
the official, written form of German. In private language - spoken and written readiness to use gender-fair terms still appears to be fairly hesitant. So far, however,
there is little empirical data regarding the acceptance of the reform by speakers of
German. Until now, speakers of German have not tended to be approached as
sources of information regarding their everyday use of gender-fair language. Hence,
although great efforts were undertaken to implement gender-fairness in the German
language, implementation of the proposed language changes has to a large extent not
been evaluated.
The research reported in this dissertation was designed to elicit information about the
acceptance of gender-fairness in language in a specific German speech community.
The research was conducted in Oberhausen, a former industrial city which now
boasts a large service and cultural sector located in the heart of the populous state of
North-Rhine Westphalia. It seeks to evaluate the extent to which speakers are aware
of the criticisms made by feminist linguists concerning a male bias in German, and of
the various gender-fair alternatives, and to discover their opinions about these issues.
The study's underlying assumption is that only speakers who are aware of a language
change and who consider it as a constructive and positive development will eventually
change their language habits and accept innovations. Hence, awareness of the
criticism of sexism and a widespread positive evaluation of proposed linguistic
changes among the participants can be taken as evidence of their acceptance of this
planned language change.
Since the key research question focuses on the evaluative aspect of language
frameworks
design
influenced
by
theoretical
the
used within the
change,
research
was
study of language planning. By integrating criticisms of a male bias in language within
this framework, this case study highlights the common ground between the two
fields
Gender
Language
of
study
of
and
and Language
relatively unconnected
Planning.

The first chapter contextualises criticisms of sexism in language and provides an
development
the
of the study of Language and Gender. It outlines the
of
overview
different approaches to the relationship between gender, language and society.
Particular attention is paid to the history of research in this field in the German
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context, as the criticism of androcentric language in Germany has been embedded in
and influenced by a distinct and at times confrontational academic climate.
The second chapter examines and reviews motivations for changing language so that
it becomes gender-fair. The key linguistic features that have been criticised as
creating and sustaining androcentrism in the German language are presented and
discussed. The discussion concentrates on the specific proposals aiming at genderfairness that are dealt with in the case-study, such as the generic masculine principle
and various spelling reforms. The chapter also emphasises the common theoretical
ground between criticisms of androcentric language and some aspects of language
planning (henceforth LP). A framework of LP is briefly outlined and this is then applied
to the issue of sexism in language. Furthermore, factors within speech communities
that may be supportive or obstructive to language change are discussed. The chapter
is organised according to the four stages that a language reform is typically
characterised by i.e. the fact-finding and planning stages, the implementation stage
and the evaluation / feedback stage. Previous evaluative studies of the acceptance of
language reform are discussed in order to further contextualise the present research.
The research methodology is described in chapter three. Emphasising the close link
between language planning and the criticism of sexism in language, the research
focuses on two aspects of what is claimed here to be an ongoing reform in German
towards gender-fairness: the awareness and evaluation by speakers of this change. In
order to explore these issues as exhaustively as possible whilst staying within a
realistic scope for a PhD thesis, three different research methods were chosen; a
survey (using a questionnaire), a series of interviews with a smaller number of
participants who took part in the survey, and a small-scale experiment. The data is
analysed and presented in line with the two foci of the case study: language
awareness and evaluation.
Chapter four then analyses the participants' level of awareness regarding genderfairness in the German language. As mentioned above, a good level of awareness of
this issue is a prerequisite for acceptance of the proposals made by the promoters of
gender-fairness in language. Some of the questions put to participants in the survey
and in the interviews were therefore designed to elicit the participants' level of
awareness of the existence of this language change, their knowledge of the genderfair innovations and their awareness of antidiscrimination legislation.
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Chapter five deals with the participants' assessment of this planned language change.
Just as awareness is a necessary pre-condition for accepting the reform, so is a
positive assessment both of the criticism of sexism in German and of the linguistic
innovations an indispensable prerequisite. Consequently, the research described in
this chapter aimed to determine the participants' assessment of the goals of the
reform and their attitudes towards the gender-fair alternatives that have been
proposed.
The existence of generic masculine forms has been one of the main reasons for
advocating change in various language systems, because it has been perceived as
obliterating the presence of women. For that reason, a specific focus of the study was
the participants' views concerning this key feature. Chapter six discusses their
interpretation of the generic masculine. The experiment mentioned above was
designed to probe further into the effect of the generic masculine on mental imagery;
the results of the small experiment are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter seven brings together the findings concerning the participants' awareness
and their assessment both of gender-fairness in German in general and of the specific
gender-fair linguistic alternatives. The conclusion discusses the participants'
readiness to accept this language reform, and seeks to interpret the findings of this
research within the context of the general study of language and sexism. Although
the results of the study of a specific group of speakers cannot necessarily be
assumed to hold for a wider population, I nevertheless venture to consider the general
impact of proposed language changes on gender-fairness in the German language.
The thesis concludes with recommendations for both further research and future
language planning strategies.
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CHAPTER 1. THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE AND GENDER: FROM A FEMALE
DEFICIT APPROACH TO GENDER PERFORMANCE
1.1 Introduction to women's language and folklinguistic

beliefs

Language and Gender as a sub-discipline of sociolinguistics arose in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. In line with the revolutionary and liberating spirit of the second wave
of feminism, the first publications about gender and language aimed to instruct and
inform their readers about the unfair treatment of women in languages, about how
language is used to talk about women and how they are addressed, and about the
language used by female speakers (Lakoff 1975: preface). In line with these interests,
three principal areas of research developed: discourse analysis of men's and
women's language, sexism in language, and the development of guidelines towards
gender-fairness in language. Sexism in language and the development of guidelines
will be discussed in chapter two.
In fact, however, the topic of language and gender had been addressed much earlier.
Prior to the scholarly approaches, which for the first time focused on the correlation
between a speaker's gender and their language behaviour, there were already
abundant folklinguistic beliefs circulating in Western Societies about the 'obvious'
differences between women's and men's use of words or prosodic features i.e.
intonation, stress or rhythm. Thus, a rich list of proverbs about women's 'verbosity'
such as 'A woman's strength is in her tongue', 'A woman's tongue wags like a lamb's
tail', 'Ein Mann ein Wort, eine Frau ein Buch' and many more, bears witness to the
fact that a perceived gender dichotomy in language use is firmly established in the
general culture of Western Societies. The number of early comments concerning
alleged characteristics of women's language is plentiful (for later examples see
Coates 1993: 16-37 and Bailey 1992: 247-266), and at the beginning of the twentieth
century this eventually led to more systematic and detailed descriptions of genderlinked differences from anthropologists and linguists (for a detailed account of the first
studies in this field see Bodine 1975a).
Initially, differences between women's and men's language were studied only in little
known parts of the world, not in a European context. An often-cited classic example is
Charles de Rochefort's description of his stay among Caribbean people in the Lesser
Antilles in the seventeenth century, wherein he observed that parts of the Caribbean
vocabulary were gender-exclusive i.e. some words were apparently used by either
but
female
speakers
never by both genders (Jespersen 1925: 220). This
male or
finding cultivated the misconception that men and women generally speak different
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languages or varieties of a language and, due to the fact that Rochefort is quoted in a
chapter called 'The Woman' in Otto Jespersen's influential publication Language: Its
Nature, Development and Origin (1925), the account did not escape people's
attention. As a consequence, Rochefort's story fostered the concept of specific female
I male idioms for a long time.
But Jespersen's portrayal of 'the woman' and 'her' language and speech is worth
mentioning in this respect, too, as it serves as a good example of norm-and-deviationthinking, where the characteristics of the male variety are regarded as the norm and
the specific features of the female variety are judged by comparison with this
supposed norm. This comparison is usually unfavourable towards the female gender.
This norm-and-deviation-thinking initiated the female deficit approach which
characterised the intellectual climate of early studies of Language and Gender.
Based on his intuition and prejudices, Jespersen (1969: 220-238) identified women as
being more conservative regarding language change, shrinking from coarse
expressions, typically having a smaller vocabulary, having an affinity for hyperbole
and intensifiers, and as being mentally incapable of constructing complex sentences:
in short, "the highest linguistic genius and the lowest degree of linguistic imbecility are
rarely found among women" (ibid.: 238). Cameron, a leading figure in the study of
Language and Gender, accurately assessed Jespersen's evaluation in stating that
[t]hese characteristics of women's speech were evidently not chosen at random and
are not value-free. Jespersen is caught between his fantasies (soft-spoken, retiting
child-woman) and his prejudices (loquacious yet bird-brained women) to produce a
stereotype that is both old ... and yet contemporary (Cameron 1992a: 43).

Jespersen's negative stereotyping of women was obviously influenced by a society
that was dominated by men and which regarded the 'fair' but 'intellectually challenged'
gender as being of secondary or, even worse, no importance. This norm-anddeviation-thinking proved to be persistent for more than half a century (see, for
example, Reik 1954). Surprisingly, this view of women as deficient human beings and
speakers was still present in the first substantial works about language and gender, as
we will see below. These first studies mark the beginning of the initial, rather
unsystematic stage of research which focused on the gender of a speaker.

1.2 The female deficit approach

The first pillars of the study of Language and Gender are the works by Lakoff and Key
in
1975
both
published
after a period of several years of research. Due to
which were
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their controversial discussions of the topic of gender and language and in Key's case
also because of an extensive bibliography, they initiated a lively, committed discourse
and established a new challenge to be faced in sociolinguistics (see, for instance,
Dubois and Crouch 1975 and O'Barr and Atkins 1980 who explicitly refer to Lakoff as
their starting-point).
However, even though men's dominance and superiority in society was questioned in
these early works, both authors seemed unable to free themselves from a white male
middle class normativeness - "a view that sees female / male difference as female
deviation from what is often called "the" norm, but is actually the male cultural norm"
(Henley and Kramer/Kramarae 1991: 21). Their thinking was, in other words, a normand-deviation type. As such both Lakoff and Key continued to consider women's
characteristics as exceptional compared to men's 'normal' ones (see also Johnson
1983: 135 and Spender 1992: 8). They saw men's language use as exemplary,
accepting that women were somehow linguistically 'handicapped' and in need of
improvement (Henley and Kramer/Kramarae ibid.: 29). According to this woman-asproblem view (for a critique of this approach see Crawford 1997: 39), women's style
was portrayed as "a limited repertoire of communication skills that works to women's
disadvantage in many or most contexts" (Crawford ibid: 35) and which was always
measured against men's ability to communicate.
In contrast to Jespersen's view, though, this 'handicap' in communication was not
considered as deriving from a genetic defect but from woman's inferior place in
society. Hence, for Lakoff and Key the female deficit approach resulted from the
premise that language is a reflection of the real world (the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis;
see section 2.3.1 for a detailed account), and that it therefore mirrors how members of
a society live together:
If it is indeed true that our feelings about the world color our expressionof our
thoughts, then we can use our linguistic behavior as a diagnostic of our hidden
feelingsaboutthings (Lakoff1975:3-4).
The terminology that is used in labelling and describing members of society is a
subtle (but sometimes not so subtle) reflection of the structures of society in terms of
status, quality, permitted performance, and values. (Key 1996: 36)
In other words, as Western
the two genders, women's

Societies were characterised
secondary

by an unequal treatment

place in the 'brotherhood

of men'was

of

reflected

in language, which tended to "relegate women to certain subservient

functions"(Lakoff

ibid.: 4). Accordingly,

as being socially

conditioned.

women's

and men's varieties were interpreted

This view, which attributes

features

of women's

language

(henceforth
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WL) to their lack of power and status in society became known as the dominance
approach (Gibbon 1999:104; for research in the dominance framework see also
Ardener 1975 and 1978, Kramer/Kramarae 1981, P. Fishman 1983 or Spender 1992).
Lakoff and Key concluded that the inter-relationship between women's social
discrimination and their linguistic discrimination becomes apparent in a speech style
typical of the majority of female speakers. The speech style displays women's
dependence and tends to be more emotional, polite and apologetic and, hence,
lacking in expressiveness, persuasiveness and self-assurance. At the same time, both
Lakoff and Key criticised the existence and extensive use of the generic masculine,
asymmetry in couplets such as 'boys and girls', 'Mr. and Mrs. White' and the process
of semantic derogation of words referring to females (see sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 for
a detailed explanation). They were disapproved of on the grounds that they
camouflage women's actual contribution in discourse and society by not naming them
explicitly (the generic masculine) or by representing them in a negative, disapproving
way (semantic derogation).
The characteristics of WL were surnmarised by Lakoff in a list of nine features which
were supposedly preferred and used more often by women than by men and which
therefore constitute a particular female variety (see also Key 1996: chapter 8):
words related to their special interest - empty adjectives - question intonation where
we might expect declaratives - hedges of various kinds - the use of intensive 'so' hypercorrect grammar: women are not supposed to talk rough - super polite forms women don't tell jokes - women speak in italics (Lakoff 1975: 53-56).

This enumeration typified WL as having the qualities of "indirectness, emotionality,
standardness, and conservatism" (Romaine 1999: 155) or as "a subservient way of
talking in which everything is hedged about and nothing asserted outright" (Cameron
1992a: 44). From today's perspective, with the knowledge that has been acquired
through empirically researching the relationship between language and gender, the
idea of putting together an 'inventory' of women's linguistic (dis)abilities seems very
simplistic, naYveand even wrong. It also seems paradoxical that Lakoff and Key wrote
for the benefit of women while simultaneously belittling them and readily agreeing to
the superiority of men. However, to relativise this contradiction, one has to take into
for
fact
did
the
that
the
that
time
political
climate
not
yet
allow
challenging
at
account
the androcentric view on the world. The rejection of this perspective was a result of
the achievements of the feminist movement, which came later.
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The great merit of Lakoff's and Key's works lies in the fact that they put the
interrelation between gender, language and society into the focus of their research
together with the political implications, and that they tried to find an explanation for the
occurrence, distribution and meaning of WIL features (see, for example, McConnellGinet 1988: 85). In variationist studies, gender was treated and analysed as just
another social variable such as age, education or occupation (see, for instance,
Trudgill 1972, Labov 1966 in English; Ammon 1973, Mattheier 1980 in German), but
Lakoff and Key lay the foundations for new ways of conceptionalising gender.
Perhaps, due to the fact that Language and Woman's Place and Male / Female
language were the first ground-breaking, substantial works focussing on language and
gender, they exhibit a lack of refinement in their empirical foundation. The scope of
the investigations is too narrow, imprecise and subjective to allow for an uncritical
acceptance of their sometimes sweeping statements (for criticism of the shortcomings
see, for example, Kramer/Kramarae 1974, McConnell-Ginet 1988, Cameron 1992a,
Hall and Bucholtz 1995, Crawford 1997, Romaine 1999 on Lakoff; Morgenschweis
and Szell 1978, Hill 1986 with a very positive discussion of Lakoff; Brown 1976,
Bodine 1977 on Key; Hellinger 1990 on Lakoff and Key).
Because of these shortcomings, their works left the impression of a remarkable
homogeneity amongst (American) women which, as became obvious in studies in the
post-Lakoff era, did not exist in reality (for more sophisticated approaches see, for
Thus,
into
Crawford
1997).
taking
Kramer/Kramarae
1974,1975
without
and
example,
account other extra-linguistic variables, such as ethnicity, age or sexual preferences,
both authors made the "mistake to assume that all women necessarily have much in
common with each other simply because they are women" (Crawford 1997: 8).

This idea of stereotypical women with stereotypical female (linguistic) abilities was
it
language
held
in
initial
the
and
of
and
gender
research
gave rise to the
stage
widely
problematical but nevertheless widely accepted concepts of a dual-language-model
(for discussion see, for instance, McConnell-Ginet 1980) or of two genderlects
(Kramer/Kramarae 1975) or a special female register (Crosby and Nyquist 1977).
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However, the first quantitative analyses (see, for example, the collection of studies
edited by Thorne and Henley 1975 and Thorne et al. 1983a; for an assessment of
these first studies see Hill 1986, Graddol and Swann 1996) made it very obvious that
Lakoff's and Key's concept of women's language was too simplistic: the research
findings of these studies could neither confirm the existence of two genderlects, nor
give an explanation of why WL features were employed in speech or what role they
played in conveying one's personality, opinion, attitude and conversational strategy
(see, for example, Thorne et al. 1983b).
Consequently, the individual speaker as an interacting and reacting person in different
conversational contexts and with different discourse partners became the focus of
attention; the na*fve idea of a woman's language that is insensitive to other extralinguistic variables (see, for instance, Nichols 1983) i.e. that is an almost static result
of women's socialisation was increasingly discredited. Even though gender was still
regarded as a highly relevant variable affecting speakers' attitudes and speech, it was
no longer considered as the sole decisive extra-linguistic factor (for the concept of
powerless language see, for example, O'Barr and Atkins 1980; for research in the
dominance approach see P. Fishman 1980,1983 and Zimmerman and West 1975,
1983).
During the late 1970s Klann and Tr6mel-Pl6tz imported Lakoff's ideas into the field of
German linguistics. Their two essays 'Weibliche Sprache - Identitat, Sprache und
Kommunikation
von Frauen', 'Female language - identity, language and
communication of women', (KIann) and 'Linguistik und Frauensprache', 'Linguistics
and women's language', (Tr6mel-Pl6tz) were published independently of one another
in 1978. There were earlier works about women's language which were, however,
somehow overshadowed by the two articles by Klann and Tr6mel-Pl6tz. R6mer, for
instance, had analysed German Grammars as early as 1973 and had arrived at the
conclusion that women were under- and misrepresented in example sentences (for
the same conclusion see Janssen-Jurreit
Leodolter 1977,1979,1981).

1976; see also the studies by Wodak-

Furthermore, as in America, language and gender was

already a subject of discussion at universities since 1974 (Samel 1995: 10). In
addition, an International Symposium about women's language took place in 1979 at
the University of OsnabrOck.

However, due to the highly controversial discussion which followed Tr6mel-Pl6tz's

'Linguistik und Frauensprache', her article must be considered as much more decisive
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for the further development of the study of Language and Gender in Germany and this
is why Tr6mel-Pl6tz is nowadays regarded as the initiator of this discipline (see, for
example, K. Frank 1995: 153 and Schoenthal 1985: 144).
The works by Tr6mel-Pl6tz, whose first essays are collected in a book entitled
Frauensprache: Sprache der Vercinderung,'Women's language: Language of change'
(1996a, first published in 1982), were undoubtedly influenced by the dominance
framework. In 'Linguistik und Frauensprache' she ascribed the more timid and less
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women
submissive role
54), which makes them into victims in a man's world. Thus, the female register, a term
she preferred to women's language as this style is not exclusive to women but rather
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1996a: 45 ff. ). On the other hand, she did not actually judge women's language as a
deficient style. Thus, in her first collection of essays, her assessment of WL remains
rather vague.
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disapproving assessment of the masculine grammatical gender and ignored nearly
altogether her discussion of men's and women's speech behaviour. In general,
Tr6mel-Pl6tz's ideas were received with little enthusiasm, and often with vehement
protest by - in the main male - linguists. This unenthusiastic, even confrontational
reception of this new focus of research, though, was typical of reactions to the study
of Language and Gender in German linguistics in general. Thus, right at the beginning
of this new orientation in linguistics there arose a fierce controversy between
supporters of the study of the relationship between language and gender - Tr6melP16tzand Pusch - and an opponent - Kalverkamper. The controversy started because
Kalverkamper refused to see the generic masculine as a feature obliterating the
presence of women. Trained as a structuralist, he failed to recognise that Tr6melP16tz and her fellow-researchers began their analyses of the German language
system from an entirely different premise, focussing not on the grammatical function
of linguistic items in a language system, but focussing on the effect of androcentric
tendencies (for instance of generic masculines on people's mental imageries; see
section 2.3.2). In short, researchers working in the field of Language and Gender
doubted that women are mitgemeint, 'being meant', and visible in written and spoken
language.
Kalverkcimper (1979) defended the use of the generic masculine on the grounds that it
is neutral with regard to the two genders, stating that it addresses and 'means' both
67;
for
Kalverkamper's
(ibid.:
of
argument see also
and
men
alike
support
women
Engel 1988, Stickel 1988, Ulrich 1988, Lieb and Richter 1990). As a result, he
assessed Tr6mel-Pl6tzs arguments as untenable, unscientific (ibid.: 62,64) and
be
failed
Even
his
(ibid.
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though
as
a
attempt at
article
must
seen
unjustified
understanding Tr6mel-Pl6tz's concern about the generic masculine and its
problematic semantic message, it must still be considered as a milestone in the
German discussion of the issue. It is noteworthy, though, that Kalverkamper had
already pointed to one of the shortcomings in the methodology of Tr6mel-Pl6tz and
her fellow researchers i.e. in seeing women as a homogeneous group (ibid.: 67). The
article is, however, much more worthy of note for its cynical, even mocking tone.
Kalverkamper paved the way for a very emotional, personal and, as a consequence,
hardly scholarly discussion of this subject right at the beginning of the study of
Language and Gender in Germany. Hence, in retrospect, his article and Pusch's
vehement reply (Pusch 1979) entrenched the positions of the two opposing parties in
German linguistics from the beginning and this resulted in a difficult start for a serious
issue.
discussion
the
of
and scholarly
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The inappropriate emotionality of the initial debate, which could perhaps be
summarised as male-bashing against feminist-bashing and which more often than not
resulted in polemic, ridicule and trivialisation, is, however, particularly noticeable in the
writings of the opponents of research on gender and language. The tenor of these
papers (see, for example, Burkhardt 1984/5, Gutte 1985, Doerfer 1985, Griesbach
1985, Ulrich 1988, Stickel 1988, Dyck 1989, Otto 1991, Beck 1991, Drosdowski
1991a, 1991b) suggests that they were written to discredit the new discipline rather
than to critically assess its contents and goals. What is more, the tenor of the
controversy between Trbmel-Pl6tz, Kalverk5mper and Pusch led to its being a debate
about an ideology and its individual supporters rather than about a linguistic topic (for
a detailed account of this controversy see, for example, Schramm 1981, Schoenthal
1985, Samel 1995). In this respect it is also very striking that the critics referred only
to Tr6mel-Pl6tz's and Pusch's criticism of sexism in language when challenging the
study of Language and Gender. They completely ignored the fact that it was already
developing into a very productive field in German linguistics, with works by, for
instance, Wodak-Leodolter (1977,1979,1981), Guentherodt (for example 1979,1980)
and Hellinger (1980a, 1980b, 1983,1985a,

1985b, 1990). There is, however, a

noteworthy article by Erfurt (1988), giving an objective assessment of the aims of
those working in the field of Language and Gender.
Hellinger and Schr5pel (1983) described this debate, which ran parallel to fruitful
discussion within the field, as a strategy to ignore and pacify female researchers and
to belittle this new field (for discussion of this general trend in the field of Language
and Gender see also Pauwels 1998: 66 ff.). One possible reason for the initial
vehement rejection and disapproval of research into language and sexism amongst
linguists in Germany (as, indeed, elsewhere) may be the basic assumption that
linguists must describe language rather than prescribe or attempt to reform it (see
Schoenthal 1989).

In retrospect, it may be concluded that this unscholarly debate damaged the
reputation of the study of Language and Gender rather than helping to introduce it as
a serious discipline. One may even propose that a more thoughtful, scientific and
respectful dialogue between the two opposing parties would have resulted in a better
status for language and gender research within German linguistics as well as in
academia more generally. However, despite the initial negative response, the
discipline has now developed into an active field of research within German
linguistics, and is influenced by Anglo-American studies.
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Quantitative research into the so-called WL features was also carried out in Germany.
Initially, these studies had the same shortcomings as the first Anglo-American studies.
There was a focus on gender as the only or the most important extra-linguistic
variable influencing language use. Moreover, there was a relatively superficial
approach to the elicitation and analysis of data and to the interpretation of the results
of the analysis. The studies which mainly focused on conversations in public
(university, TV and radio shows) obtained similarly inconclusive results regarding the
correlation between gender and the occurrence of WL features. For the most part, the
analyses confirmed a difference in, for example, verbosity or assertiveness along the
women-men dichotomy at university (see, for example, Klann 1978, Kuhn 1982,
Werner 1983, Kofthoff 1989) or in TV discussions (see Hummel 1989, Tr6mel-Pl6tz
1989,1996a, ZumbOhl 1989). Tr6mel-Pl6tz adopted a neutral attitude. However, in
contrast to the negative attitudes that were in the main expressed towards female
speech in Anglo-American research, few studies (notably Werner 1983 and ZumbCjhI
1989) assessed the female speech as being superior to men's. But there were also
studies which did not support the hypothesis that there is a woman's language (see,
for example, Lauper and Lotz 1989, Wodak-Leodolter 1977,1979,1981).
Tr6mel-Pl6tz not only introduced the relationship between gender and language as a
focus of research in Germany, she also influenced and perhaps even dominated the
field
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Frauensprache: Sprache der Ver5nderung, 'Women's language- Language of change'
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In essence, her analyses supported her hypothesis that women are victims in
conversation with men i.e. she adopted the dominance approach (see, for instance,
1996a: 171-195,1989: 288-319)- men speak and interrupt more often than women do,
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Tr6mel-Pl6tz 1989: 354-394 for her characterisation of women's and men's language).
In terms of research questions and methodology, her studies exhibit the same
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unsystematic approach as the analyses that were carried out earlier in the AngloAmerican context. Her studies are, however, different from the majority of the AngloAmerican ones as they are influenced by a radical social or feminist commitment,
which apparently led to a tunnel-vision that shaped both her research design and her
interpretation of data: in her view, women are seen as behaving in that way because
men make them react that way. For instance, her 1989 book Gewaft durch Sprache,
'Violence through language', adopted a radical viewpoint orientated towards a gender
dichotomy and blaming of men. With hindsight, it may be presumed that explicit antimale attitudes like these - and Pusch's publications must be mentioned in this
respect, as well - contributed to the fact that male researchers were rarely active in
research on language and gender in Germany.

1.3 The two cultures / difference approach

Improvement both of scientific rigour and research methodologies entailed a
comprehensive revision of key concepts, which in turn made it necessary to seek
terminological clarity. Definitions of categories such as power, sex or language, which
were initially not questioned, were challenged and re-defined. The concept of gender
may serve as an example of this reorientation regarding the key issues. The first
studies in Language and Gender in the Anglo-American context as well as in
Germany started with the premise that the simple fact that people are born with two
different sets of genitals also entails that there are two corresponding sets of language
use (sometimes referred to as biological determinism). However, in sociology and
psychology this assumption was already obsolete. As early as the late 1960s
Garfinkel had pointed out that femininity and masculinity are learned in and by society,
and are not innate (Garfinkel 1967, see also Stoller 1968). The opposition between
nature and nurture was later described by Oakley (1972) and Unger (1979) using two
different terms i.e. gender versus (biological) sex: "[g]ender identity refers to those
characteristics an individual develops and internalises in response to the stimulus
functions of biological sex" (Unger ibid.: 1086). This distinction is still valid today and
is accepted and widely used in the field of Language and Gender4, despite it being a
simplified description of the distinction between sex and gender. It is in fact quite
problematic to distinguish between inborn characteristics and environmental
4 The view nature versus nurture was acknowledged in the study of Language and Gender in
the early 1980s, a fact that is documented by Thorne et al.'s publication Language, Gender
and Society (1983a), where the status quo of the gender versus sex debate is recollected in
the introductory essay. Since then this distinction can be regarded as firmly established or at
least as a hardly disputable requirement in the discussion about women, men and language.
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influences (see, for example, the discussions of this problem by Gentile 1993, Unger
1993 and Deaux 1993). With the spread of post-modern and post-post-modern ideas,
though, the idea that sex = biological and gender = social became blurred again, and
has been subjected to further scrutiny (see, for instance, J. Butler 1990,1993,
Gildemeister and Wetterer 1992, Bern 1993, Bergvall 1999, Przygoda and Chrisler
2000). As Bergvall observes
The resolution of the sex / gender debate comes down to simple substitution of
<gender> for <sex> as a more polite term, probably to avoid the taboo implications of
sexuality (Bergvall 1999: 276).

In line with this reorientation regarding key issues and research methods in the study
of Language and Gender, the two cultures / difference approach evolved. This
approach works without value judgements, assuming that women's language is just
different from the way male speakers communicate. Thus, this approach refrains from
reproaches, unlike the deficit theory, which considers women's language as flawed
and aberrant and a trait of (mostly female) powerless and underprivileged speakers
(O'Barr and Atkins 1980), and also different from the dominance framework (see the
muted group theory by Ardener 1975,1978

and Kramer/Kramarae 1981).

Furthermore, this framework focuses less on the concepts of power, dominance or
patriarchy than the deficit and dominance theories. Researchers also show less
political involvement.
In essence, the two cultures / difference approach, which originated in John Gumperz'
work on the ethnography of speaking (see, for example, Gumperz 1982a, 1982b),
assumes that rules of discourse are closely related to culture and that, as a
for
different cultural groups in society (see,
different
these
consequence,
norms are
for instance, Gumperz 1982c). Accordingly, miscommunications in interethnic
conversations are rarely a result of bad faith but rather of a lack of knowledge about
culture-specific rules of behaviour and discourse. Applied to gender this framework
suggests that gender-related language and its use is a result of a socialisation
process in childhood which is apparently characterised by an early segregation of girls
and boys into single-sex play groups (for first steps in this direction see Balswick and
Peek 1971 or Sattel 1983; see, however, Thorne 1994, amongst others, for a different
view on this assumption). Because of this division children grow up with two separate
codes of communication.
Boys' groups are chiefly based on competition and a hierarchical order; girls, on the
To
to
team-spirit.
hand,
tend
emphasise
achieve this, boys tend to use
other
directives, while girls avoid them (Goodwin 1980, see also Brooks-Gunn and
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Matthews 1979, Maccoby 1986, Sachs 1987). Hence, miscommunication that evolves
in mixed-sex conversations is an immediate effect of this relatively separate upbringing in different types of social organisation (Goodwin ibid.: 173). These
misreadings are unintentional, the result of different communicative norms (Maltz and
Borker 1982: 200). Thus, "men and women come from different sociolinguistic
subcultures" (ibid.) which are not in competition.
As in the case of the deficit and dominance approaches, however, studies conducted
and interpreted within the two cultures / difference framework are open to criticism.
The two cultures / difference approach faced criticism because of the lack of sociopolitical commitment and the clear-cut gender-polarisation that was involved. It also
ignored factors other than gender-based socialisation practices (for criticisms see, for
example, Coates 1988: 154, DeFrancisco 1992, Graddol and Swann 1996: 89-91,
GOnthner 1992a; for comments on Tannen see Henley and Kramer/Kramarae 1991,
Uchida 1992, Cameron 1992a, 1992b, 1996, Crawford 1997: 88 ff., Tr6mel-Pl6tz
1998, Gibbon 1999: 138 ff. ).
The relationships between and within social groups of women and men was not
considered in terms of a social network with hierarchies, power struggles and
antipathies. Furthermore, the close interrelation between speech acts and the sociopolitical and situational contexts in which they are performed was not recognised (see,
for example, Uchida 1992: 560). Hence, the conversational context this approach
deals with is in fact an ideal constructed one: the participants are considered to be
equals, respecting each other, with good intentions regarding both each other and the
outcome of the conversation (Maltz and Borker 1982: 200, see also Henley and
Kramer/Kramarae, 1991: 42). In short, cross-sex (mis-)communication is seen to
happen in a socio-political vacuum without any culprits (see, for example, Henley and
Karmer/Kramarae ibid.: 30). Based on this idea, the approach has no "victim blaming"
(Crawford 1997: 10) or, to be more specific, no "male bashing" (Uchida ibid.: 553).
This last mentioned aspect, however, must be regarded as a welcome and very
positive development in the study of Language and Gender.
The assumption of a harmonious symmetry between speakers, however, was clearly
contradicted by studies that showed a tendency for some male speakers to dominate
a conversation (on interruptions see, for example, Esposito 1979, Zimmerman and
West 1975,1983, West 1979,1984, Coates 1993; on amount of talk see James and
Drakich 1993; see also, however, James and Clarke 1992 for a critical review of
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research on interruptions). Other studies illustrated the effort made by female
speakers to 'keep a conversation going' (on back-channelling (minimal responses)
see, for instance, Edelsky and Adams 1990, Coates 1993; on women as 'shitworkers'
in conversation see P. Fishman 1980,1983, DeFrancisco 1991).
Two of the most popular representatives of the two cultures / difference approach are
Deborah Tannen (1986,1991,1994)
and John Gray (1992). As self-help books,
directed at patching up cross-sex relationships, their works became best-sellers in
several countries. As typical works of this approach, though, they also clearly display
its shortcomings i.e. a dichotomous view of the two genders, discussed in a sociopolitical vacuum. This is particularly disappointing in the case of Tannen, a trained
linguist.

All in all, however, the shortcomings of the two cultures / difference framework cannot
dwarf its enormous input to the study of Language and Gender. Its imperfections are
compensated for by the fact that it opened up new options in research and offered a
new interpretation of the so-called WL features. Researchers, for example, shifted
their attention to discourse analysis of the language used in single-sex female groups
(see, for example, Jones 1980, Coates and Cameron 1988) and from this perspective
a positive reappraisal of female communication skills took place (see, for instance, the
collection of essays in Coates and Cameron ibid.). Features of female conversation,
such as hesitancy, question-asking or polite speech - which were previously, within
the deficit framework, interpreted as signs of unskilled speakers - were reinterpreted
as constructive elements in discourse. Coates' (1988) reconsideration of gossip as a
powerful means of establishing intimacy and of showing support and solidarity
amongst women may also serve as a good example of this new positive approach to
WL features. The speech style characteristic of women was now positively assessed
as co-operative as opposed to men's competitive style (see, for instance, Coates
1996 and Holmes 1984,1987,1993).
A positive assessment of women's language has always been present in research on
gender and language in Germany. From the beginning this was intertwined with the
ideas of (radical) feminism. The prevalent premise that women are victims in society
led
in
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speech
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as well
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approach) rather than as a defective one (i.e.
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female deficit approach). Thus, compared to the first Anglo-American works, women's
speech was generally not perceived negatively. As a result, the apolitical two cultures
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/ difference approach proved to be rather incompatible with the research tradition in
Germany. A good illustration of this incompatibility is Tr6mel-Pl6tz's criticism of
Tannen's 1991 book (You just don't understand) in which she arrived at the
conclusion that
[t]his book trivializesour experienceof injusticesand of conversationaldominance;it
disguisespowerdifferences;it concealswho has to adjust; it veils differencesagain
and again and equalizeswith a levellingmaniaany distinctionin how we experience
womenand men (Trbmel-Pl6tz1998:457).
In any event, it can be said that studies carried out within the classic two cultures /
difference approach were hardly noticeable in Germany. Instead, two main research
strands evolved: Feministische Linguistik, 'Feminist Linguistics', and Linguistische
Frauenforschung, 'Linguistics in Women's Studies' (see K. Frank 1995). In studies
conducted in the Feminist Linguistics approach (a term coined by Pusch; see Samel
1995: 10) data is evaluated with reference to extra-linguistic realities such as women's
position in society or in the work place, with an overemphasis on the gender
dichotomy. Within the tradition of the Linguistische Frauenforschung, research results
are assessed with less political involvement (see, for example, Schoenthal 1998b:
166-167). Thus, in studies where factors such as age, context or conversation topic
are considered more important than aspects of power and dominance, the difference
between gender styles is emphasised rather than the dominance of one style over the
other (see, for instance, Kuhn 1982, Kotthoff 1989, C. Schmidt 1988, Braun 1993).
The less political approach is more receptive to the idea that speech behaviour does
not always coincide with the gender dichotomy. Hence, diverse analyses assume that
the frequency of WL features is related to situational contexts (Siebert-Oft 1985,
1987), to a speaker's personality (C. Schmidt 1988), status (Gr;ýRel 1991) or to the
fact that women accepted their position as victims (Kofthoff 1989). The strong and
fairly radical stance in studies conducted within the Feministische Linguistik
framework nowadays leads some researchers to prefer the term Linguistische
Frauenforschung, 'Linguistics in Women's Studies' (C. Schmidt 1997: 349).
Hence, in general, the arrival of the two cultures / difference approach did not result in
a serious reorientation in language and gender research in Germany. Similarly, a shift
from investigations of mixed-sex encounters to single-sex interactions was not as
noticeable
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research,
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publications such as Women in their speech communities (Coates and Cameron
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1.4 The gender performance approach
Overall, German studies as well as Anglo-American studies showed that the two
cultures / difference approach had led research on gender and language into a 'blind
alley', because the dichotomous view of gender was inadequate to explain the
complex relationship between men, women and language. On the surface, the
majority of research findings seem to fit the idea that there is a women's language and
a men's language. A closer look at the data, however, shows that those results that
did not concur with this binary view were often either interpreted as deviations or
overshadowed by findings that fitted a bipolar pattern (as, for example, in the case of
Goodwin 1980; for criticism see also Scott 1988: 45). Hence, research design was
and sometimes still is - see, for example, the continuing work of Tannen - oriented
towards the women-men dichotomy. This resulted in overgeneralisation and distorted
facts; and it concealed intra-group differences i.e. variation within groups of women
and groups of men (see, for instance, Bing and Bergvall 1996).
Nonetheless, the idea that there are male and female varieties has always been
criticised, or at least questioned, by some researchers, such as O'Barr and Atkins
(1980), Nichols (1983), West and Zimmerman (1985,1987), Cameron (for example
1992a) or McConnell-Ginet (for instance 1988), and in the late 1980s and early 1990s
more and more researchers began to embrace post-structuralist and post-modern
ideas. Considering the fact that these novel understandings and interpretations of the
world and its inhabitants by, for instance, Lacan, Derrida or Foucault had started in
the late 1960s, it is quite surprising that these new concepts found their way relatively
late into the discipline, and that it then still took some time for them to become
established in gender research.
In essence, post-structuralism and post-modernism try to discover
how to understand and (re)constitute the self, gender, knowledge, social relations,
and culture without resorting to linear, teleological, hierarchical, holistic, or binary
ways of thinking and being (Flax 1990: 39).

Hence, post-structuralism and post-modernism advocate deconstruction (an idea
connected with the work of Derrida; see, for instance, Sarup 1993: 32-57) and along
with that fragmentation, complexity, diversity and discontinuity (ideas associated with
Foucault; see Sarup ibid., Nicholson 1990, Weedon 1992). This implies a general
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rejection of a belief that anything or anyone is unified and stable. Thus, "[i]n place of a
unified being or consciousness we get a multifaceted and disintegrating play of
selves" (Sarup ibid.. 53). Language is considered to play an essential role in the
process of creating rather than representing an identity, as it enables the individual to
perform her or his multifaceted selves. Similarly, the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan
identified language as the prerequisite for recognising oneself as a person and for
obtaining access to others and the world in general (Sarup, ibid.: 8). This view was
taken up by the French feminist intellectuals Luce Irigaray, H616neCixous and Julia
Kristeva (see footnote 11 on page 49) and then brought into the study of Language
and Gender (see, for example, Cameron 1992a, chapter 8). However, not all of their
ideas had an immediate effect on the field. Some researchers, such as those
focussing on the language system, readily took up their theory. They acknowledged
the necessity for a reform of language systems so that the patriarchal structure of
(Western) society could be destabilised or even broken down and gender equality
established (see chapter 2). However, Cixous' and Kristeva's refusal to recognise
dichotomies of any kind, and here especially the male - female bipolarity was not
immediately adopted by most researchers investigating language use. It was not until
about the late 1980s and early 1990s that the re-interpretation of the idea of gender
as a variable category gained noticeable currency in this field.
Nowadays, the view that a "simple belief in 'only two' is not an experiential given but a
normative social construction" (Bing and Bergvall 1996: 2; emphasis added), which is
imposed on the idea of how members of a given society have to develop and to
behave, seems generally accepted in the field of Language and Gender. Moreover,
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diverse contexts s/he encounters, continuously constructs and de-constructs his or
her identity in discourse. Gender is done (West and Zimmerman 1987) or performed
(J. Butler 1990, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1992a, b) rather than existing as a
property (see also Cameron 1995,1996, Hall and Bucholtz 1995, Bergvall et al. 1996,
Hopper and LeBaron 1998, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003). As a consequence, in
different contexts and conversations and according to diverse gender-role
expectations, the degree of masculinity and femininity that a person enacts or
embodies may vary (for example Bohan 1993). This concept of 'performing' or 'doing'
gender was already influenced by post-post-modern ideas. In contrast to the postmodern view which assumes that nothing is stable and everything is destined to
it
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understood in the study of Language and
change, gender-construction,
Gender, is pre-determined by the expectations and constraints of society. Hence, a
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person's gender inevitably brings about a certain set of behavioural patterns, which
are set and sanctioned by members of society. They include, for instance, the general
belief that girls are supposed to play with dolls. Accordingly, J. Butler locates a
person's different gender performances "within the compulsory frames set by the
various forces that police the social appearance of gender' (J. Butler 1990: 33;
emphasis added). Against this background, West and Zimmerman (1987) introduced
the concept of doing gender in interactions, an approach which is nowadays also
called the doing difference approach (for latest developments see West and
Fenstermaker 1995,2002). Eckert and McConnell-Ginet introduced the influential
concept of the community of practice which convincingly identified gender as a
performative act, performed by means of language (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet
1992a,b). They showed how different discourse strategies, and with them varying
gender identities, were dependent on the habitual environments in which individuals
move, and on their associated conversational routines (for criticisms of this approach
see, for example, Klann-Delius 2005).
Hence, the arrival of post-modern ideas has offered a promising way out of the 'blind
alley' in the study of Language and Gender. The theory of 'performing' or 'doing'
rather than 'having' gender when talking has opened up new directions in research
that may find more satisfying answers with regard to why we talk as we do.
In contrast to the thriving research activity in North America and Great Britain in the
1990s, discussion of language and gender amongst German-speaking linguists did
not develop into a lively academic discipline. An analysis of major linguistic journals by
K. Frank in 1994, for instance, discovered that hardly any research had been
conducted between 1992 and 1994 in the tradition of either the Feministische
Linguistik or the Linguistische Frauenforschung (K. Frank 1995: 156). A further
illustration of the lethargic situation in the 1990s is Ingrid Samel's Einf0hrung in die
feministische Sprachwissenschaft (1995) 5, which reveals the paucity of new ideas
and the lack of research conducted in Germany. This lack of research activity can in
part be considered as a result of the initial rejection by mainstream German linguists,
mentioned above. The key reason for this neglect, though, presumably lies in the fact
that, partly as a result of the early unfavourable academic climate, language and
5 Until very recently, Samel's Einfahrung in die feministische Sprachwissenschaft was the only
publication available that gives an overview of the discipline. The Duden Veriag, however,
published a comprehensive book on the study of Language and Gender in 2004 (EichhoffCyrus 2004). Just recently, Klann-Delius published a good introduction to Sprache und
Geschlecht, 'Language and Gender' (Klan n-Delius 2005).
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gender as a field of research is not yet fully accepted in German universities. At best,
and this is still only rarely the case, the relationship between gender and language
constitutes a focal point in a German or English department. A notable exception to
this academic isolation is the Zentrum fOr interdisziplincire Frauenforschung, 'Centre
for Interdisciplinary Women's Studies' in Kiel, where language and gender constitutes
one focus of research. Overall, though, it must be concluded that this discipline is still
excluded by the German academic world (K. Frank 1995, see also Tr6mel-Pl6tz
1997). Courses on language and gender are rarely taught. Neither Tr6mel-Pl6tz nor
Pusch are currently teaching at a German university; Tr6mel-Pl6tz was until recently
lecturing in Pennsylvania, USA, and Pusch is currently head of an institute of women's
biographies, the Institut ffir Feministische Biographieforschung, in Hannover,
Germany. Hellinger, however, is professor of English and Linguistics at the Johann
Wolfgang Goethe-Universitit in Frankfurt/Main.
Progress in the study of Language and Gender currently relies chiefly on the support
and personal research interest of (socio)linguists such as Kotthoff (for example with
Wodak 1997), GUnthner (for instance 1992,1992, with Kotthoff 1991), K. Frank
(1992), Hellinger (for example 1990,2000,2004) or Braun (for instance 1993,1997a,
1997b; with Pasero 1997,2004) rather than on the backing of an academic institution.
This situation means that there are not enough platforms or opportunities where an
interest in women's language and sexism in language can be fostered amongst young
academics.
Furthermore, a recent study by Hellinger (2000) exposed the fact that discussion of
criticisms of androcentric German outside the academic field is surprisingly
antagonistic and, hence, does not contribute to the reputation of the study of
Language and Gender in Germany nor, what is more, to a positive attitude toward the
criticism. In her research Hellinger analysed 25 texts from German newspapers and
journals which were published in the 1990s. All texts deal with the criticism of a male
bias in German in general and in particular with several key features of criticism: the
splitting of nouns, for instance, or the Binnen / (capital I within a word; see p. 76). Her
analysis concluded that the same problematic features of German discussed in the
1970s continued to be used. There was still a derisory tenor in the argumentation, and
the topic and the achievements of the criticism were still belittled and ridiculed. In
short, the authors of these texts showed that they did not take seriously either the
study of Language and Gender and the criticism of sexism in German, or the
subsequent attempts at language change.
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Another complicating factor impeding research was that linguists working in this field
appeared to be in disagreement with each other. Linguists with a more radical feminist
background such as K. Frank or Tr6mel-Pl6tz blamed other scholars with a
background in sociolinguistics or conversational analysis for 'watering down' the
political content of the issue of gender and language by renaming Feministische
Linguistik, 'Feminist Linguistics', finguistische Frauenforschung, 'Linguistics in
Women's Studies', or Geschlechterforschung, 'Gender Studies' (Tr6mel-Pl6tz 1997:
338). They were accused of following a certain strategy ("wissenschaftsstrategisch",
K. Frank 1995: 154) i.e. of being apolitical, so that their works would eventually be
approved of by mainstream German linguistics. In view of this debate within the
discipline, Tr6mel-Pl6tz even warned her fellow researchers of "a new process of
exclusion taking place, this time with other actors", and to be aware "that feminist
linguistics and in general feminist research with a partiality for women and with a
potential for change is not again defined as unscientific" (Tr6mel-Pl6tz 1997).
However, in view of the history of Feministische Linguistik, a change of term seems
worth considering, as the existing term now has negative connotations of feminism,
radicalism and'anti male'.
Nonetheless, despite these impediments, German scholars in the field of Language
and Gender are nowadays enthusiastically embracing and elaborating on the concept
of gender performance. Their criticism of a binary approach to the understanding of
gender came relatively late, however. It was first voiced by Gunthner and Kofthoff
(1991), GCjnthner(1992a) and K. Frank (1992,1995).
GCjnthner, for instance, suggested a further differentiation within the concept of how
gender is done or, to be more precise, between what is actually constructed in
interactions and what is already brought into it. She proposed a distinction between a
speaker's characteristics i.e. extra-linguistic variables such as gender, age or ethnicity
that are "brought along" (GOnthner 1997: 134) to a conversation and cannot be
changed, and those identities and social roles that are actually constructed

or

"brought about" (ibid. ) while talking to people. Gender performance, though, takes
place entlang k0urspezifischer

Erwartungen,

'along the lines of culture-specific

expectations' (Gottburgsen 2000: 33), and is also affected by stereotypical ideas of
how the two genders are supposed to look, act, react and speak. Hence, the
construction or performance of gender happens through discourse as well as in the
perception of the discourse participants (see Gottburgsen 2004). Kofthoff (for example
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1992,1993)

and Gonthner (for example 1992,1997)

in particular promoted the

concept of performing gender, and since then a number of publications have further
refined this framework (for instance Pasero and Braun 1995, Braun and Pasero 1997,
Kotthoff and Wodak 1997, Gottburgsen 2000). It is striking that most of the
publications not only deal with German studies, but also introduce other European
research studies. This may be an indication that, due to the unwelcoming and
unproductive academic environment in Germany, German linguists working on
language and gender are nowadays aiming at a more global discussion of this
discipline.

One of the most promising approaches to research on language use and gender
today is pursued by Gottburgsen, who studies the construction of gender in
communication with regard to stereotypical expectations and how these are decoded
by speakers and listeners (stereotypgestiAzte Sprachwahmehmung, 'decoding of
discourse along the lines of gender stereotypes'; Gottburgsen 2000,2002,2004).
All in all, the more sophisticated approach of doing gender is a promising model in the
study of Language and Gender with reference to German, which may help to explain
more exhaustively the interrelationship between being -a speaker's characteristics
and personality - and doing -a speaker's social role and status - in verbal interactions.
It is a very promising approach which has the potential to instigate a new research
interest in the study of Language and Gender in Germany. At present, though, despite
the input of post-modern theories and despite encouraging studies by individual
researchers, the study of language use and gender and sexism in language as
applied to German remains a fairly underdeveloped field within linguistics.

This is confirmed by the latest collection of essays about Adam, Eva und die Sprache,
'Adam, Eve and language', published in October 2004 by the editorial staff of the
Duden publishing house and the Gesefischaft ftir deutsche Sprache, 'Society for the
German language' (Eichhoff-Cyrus 2004). The 26 essays give a comprehensive
overview of the study of Language and Gender in the German-speaking world and
show a good selection of the latest developments in the main areas: gender and
discourse, gender in the German language system, gender in literature and gender in
legislation. But they do not suggest that this is a very lively field of research, since
they do not exemplify innovative approaches to the study of Language and Gender.
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1.5 Concluding remarks
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CHAPTER 2. THE CRITICISM OF SEXISM IN LANGUAGE
-A
LANGUAGE CHANGING PROCESS

PLANNED

2.1 Criticisms Of sexist language
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, analysis of the representation of the two
genders in languages such as English, German and French became more systematic
and thorough. However, long before this systematic analysis, certain people (mainly
women) were already aware that words, expressions and syntax could be
discriminatory or sexist. For example, feminist versions of the Bible appeared as early
as the 19th century (see, for example, Stanton 1895 and Welter 1974, Moulton et al.
1978: 1032, Kramer/Kramarae and Treichler 1985: 68). Political writings by American
feminist activists mentioned language (see, for instance, Meredith 1930; for a
summary of criticisms made about language before the second wave of feminism see,
for example, Kramer/Kramarae and Treichler 1985: introduction, Sunderland 1991:
506).
Concern about sexism and discrimination in and through language was initially
discussed mainly in the United States of America. At first, the term sexism, probably
coined by analogy with the term racism in the late 1960s (Bailey, 1992: 212, Miller and
Swift 2000: 154), originally referred only to instances where women were treated
unfairly and were discriminated against on account of being female. Nowadays, the
term sexism applies to any kind of prejudice and discrimination that is based on a
person's gender, whether they are female or male. Likewise, the concept of sexist
language was at first used only in relation to discrimination against women by means
of words or expressions. The Oxford Companion to the English Language, for
example, provides the following definition of sexism in language:
In terms of language,sexismrefersto a bias throughwhich patternsand references
of male usage are taken to be normative,superordinate,and positiveand those of
(McArthur
(ed.
be
deviant,
) 1996:
to
taken
and
negative
subordinate,
are
women
840).
Another, more explicit definition is given by Hellinger et al. in their Empfehlungen zur
Vermeidung von sexistischem Sprachgebrauch in 6ffentlicher Sprache,
'Recommendations for avoiding sexist language use in official language' published in
1989Sprache ist sexistisch, wenn sie Frauen und ihre Leistungen ignoriert; sie ist
ebenfalls sexistisch, wenn sie Frauen in Abhängigkeit von oder Unterordnung zu
Männern beschreibt, wenn sie Frauen nur in stereotypen Rollen zeigt und / oder sie
Stereotyp
hinausgehende
das
Interessen und
ihnen
über
so
anspricht und
Fähigkeiten nicht zugestanden werden; sie ist sexistisch, wenn si.e Frauen immer
wieder durch herablassende Ausdrücke demütigt und lächerlich macht (Hellinger et
al. 1989: 1).
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humiliates and ridicules women by means of derogatory expressions.

In addition, Tr6mel-Pl6tz strongly relates sexist language to women's oppression:
Sexistische Sprache wird als eine Sprache der Unterdrückung angesehen, mit der
die Mächtigen, die Männer, eine andere Gruppe, die Frauen, unterdrücken (TrömelPlötz 1996a: 139).
Sexist language is considered as a language of oppression, with which the powerful,
men, oppress another group, women.

Hence, during the first two decades of research on language and gender, sexism and
discrimination in language was primarily studied with a focus on women. Today,
though, "sexist language might not mean only expressions that exclude, insult or
trivialise women, but also those that do the same thing to men" (Cameron 1992a: 99).
Thus, today men complain about the "establishment's double standard on sexist
language" (Zohrab online: 2). Zohrab, for example, criticises the gender-reversal in
language systems that has taken place as a result of feminist initiatives. He claims
that men are now discriminated against, and that this has not met with criticism in
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though in this thesis the term sexist language is to be understood according to
Cameron's gender-fair definition (see above), the following discussion will suggest
that sexist language affects women far more than men.
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language can still be sexist" (Cameron 1992a: 125), even if discriminatory and sexist
terms, phrases and syntactic structures have been substituted by gender-fair terms so
that a more egalitarian language has been achieved (see also Hamilton 1991). This
process may also operate in society at large:
Linguistic meanings are, to a large extent, determined by the dominant culture's
social values and attitudes - i.e. they are socially constructed and constituted; hence
lose
terms initially introduced to be nonsexist, nonracist, or even feminist may
...
their intended meanings in the mouths and ears of a sexist, racist speech community
and culture (Ehrlich and King 1994: 60).

Thus, "sexism in language is more than a matter of just words" (Weatherall 2002- 6),
as the meaning of words is always tied to context, discourse, speaker or writer and
recipient.
However there is yet another significant perspective to sexism in language: sexism
can also be expressed unintentionally. If a language system contains androcentric
elements, speakers can unintentionally produce sexist assertions, because they do
not usually reflect upon their language. Speakers grow up with their language and
generally do not question its structure or vocabulary, as language systems are
"adaptive, learned, conventional, and largely unconscious" (Smith 1973: 108). 1 am a
female
Until
a
good example of somebody using sexist elements unintentionally.
linguist raised my awareness while I was following an MA programme at Queen Mary,
University of London, I was completely oblivious of this gender bias in my mothertongue, German, or indeed in other languages. Thus, without knowing, I contributed to
the unequal representation of the two genders through language.
The male as norm principle is indeed apparent in many languages, often without
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1997b on Finnish). The same phenomenon of male as norm regularly surfaces in
different forms in many languages, whether Indo-European or non-Indo-European. In
this respect, Hellinger draws an admittedly harsh but nevertheless appropriate
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linguistic colonization with masculine terms taking over feminine territory" (Hellinger
1989: 273; brackets added).
Critics have instigated changes in several languages, based on their strong belief that
language systems all over the world contain sexist or androcentric features. They
have raised speakers' awareness of any bias, exposed androcentric and sexist
elements in the language systems and proposed alternatives to the items that were
under scrutiny. Criticisms of sexism in language can therefore be identified as a
language planning activity.

2.2 Language planning and the criticism

of sexism in language

Bearing in mind that making a language more gender-fair is a case of language
planning (henceforth LIP), it is surprising that exchanges of opinions and ideas
between researchers in the field of LP and the study of Language and Gender have
taken place very rarely (see Pauwels 1998- intro). Haugen, for instance, a prominent
figure in LIP,mentioned this topic only briefly in one of his essays (1983: 281 ff. ). One
notable exception is Cooper's contribution (1989) which integrates the criticism of
sexist language into the LIPframework. Similarly, research on sexism in language has
often avoided a thorough discussion and application of the theoretical foundations of
LIP. Noticeable attempts to combine both fields of study are the papers by F. Frank
(1985,1990) and Henley (1987) on English and Schr5pel (1985) on the German
language. They aimed to situate the criticism of androcentrism in language within the
broader framework of LP. However, they did not lead to a substantial integration of the
approaches to LP into research on language and gender. This was only achieved in
the late 1990s, when Pauwels explicitly connected the study of Language and Gender
to the LP framework in her book Women Changing Language (1998).
This neglect of the obviously strong relationship between the disciplines on both sides
is surprising. It can only be explained by assuming that their goals and foci were too
diverse, as will become apparent in the following discussion. But while research on
language and gender and LIP has developed along separate lines, both fields are
based in the real world of communication: both are characterised by a dissatisfaction
about prevailing linguistic situations in speech communities and, consequently, deal
language
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language systems. However, LIP research topics are more diverse. Researchers deal
with various problems in and between speech communities, such as the selection and
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standardisation of national languages, the status of lesser used languages, the writing
of spoken languages, spelling reforms or mass illiteracy. These issues came under
critical examination in line with the new linguistic conditions of the emerging post
World War 11era and the general expansion of a socio-political consciousness during
the 1960S7 The new linguistic issues called for careful analyses of the linguistic status
.
quo, feasible strategies to solve particular problems, establishing organisations that
support these processes, and laying down realistic goals that can be achieved in
particular speech communities.
The term language planning was introduced by Haugen (Haugen 1959), and it is one
of many terms used to specify processes in which changes in language and language
behaviour are intended. Other terms for this include language engineering (Miller
1950) or language management (Jernudd and Neustupnq 1986), but today language
planning is the most accepted and most popular (Cooper 1989: 29). The early drivingforces in the development of the theoretical background to LIP were Haugen (1959,
1966a, 1966b, 1983), Kloss (1967), Tauli, (1968), J. Fishman (for example 1974a,
with Ferguson and das Gupta 1968 and with Cobarrubias 1983), Neustupný (1970,
1983), Jernudd (1973, with Rubin 1983) and Rubin (1971,1983, with Jernudd 1971,
with Shuy 1973, et al. 1977).
Work in this field has produced a wide range of definitions of language planning
activities (Cooper ibid.: 30-31), which reflect the diversity of research topics. Haugen,
for example, sees the planning of languages as a means of solving linguistic
problems: "LP is called for wherever there are language problems. If a linguistic
situation for any reason is felt to be unsatisfactory, there is room for a program of LIP"
(Haugen 1966a- 52). J. Fishman agrees with Haugen and defines LIP as "the
organized pursuit of solutions to language problems, typically at the national level" (J.
7 Following the
end of World War 11in 1945, new linguistic conditions emerged in line with the
political, economic and social rearrangement of the world such as, the further decline of
colonialism and with that the building of new nations or the growing need for the integration of
immigrants (see, for example, Karam 1974: 105): new emerging nations, or ex-colonies,
required national languages, which needed to be selected and standardised; in multi-lingual
speech communities, caused by mass immigration, people were worried about their mothertongues, which only had minority status; nations were concerned about mass illiteracy among
the population, as it was regarded as a hindrance for a nation's economic progress.
However, there have been instances before the twentieth century when people planned the
development of languages, for example, the foundation of Language Academies in France or
Italy in the sixteenth century, the standardisation processes of European languages from the
sixteenth century onwards, or the 'language purism' movement in Germany from the
seventeenth century onwards. But these were more or less unrelated LP activities, separated
by time and geography; frameworks for a field of study LP did not exist at that time.
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Fishman 1974b: 79). Like J. Fishman, Tauli also stresses the strong connection
between language and nation: "LIP is the methodical activity of regulating and
improving existing languages or creating new common regional, national or
international languages" (Tauli 1968: 27). Jernudd and Das Gupta characterise LP as
a "political and administrative activity for solving language problems in society"
(Jernudd and Das Gupta 1971: 211). And for Weinstein LP is a "government
authorised, long term sustained and conscious effort to alter a language itself or to
change a language's functions in a society for the purpose of solving communication
problems" (Weinstein 1980: 55). Only Haugen's definition is applicable to the
language planning activities of the critics of sexism in language.
In his book Cooper presents many interpretations of LIP (1989: 30-31). From today's
perspective, however, the great majority of these early definitions (ibid. ) are too
restrictive and even inadequate. They mainly depict LP as a means of solving
linguistic

problems

by making

language

'better'

or 'perfect'

-

the

so-called

instrumental approach (Fasold 1984) - and this is nearly without exception taken care
of and financed by governments or other authoritative bodies and organisations. In
this top-down approach,

LIP is considered as a process that originates on an

administrative level and that disseminates downwards through speech communities.
However, this approach fails to recognise the actual potential of language planning
activities. Firstly, the targets of LIP, the problems to be solved, are not always
exclusively linguistic ones. It is indeed difficult to distinguish a process of LIP which
has been carried out for linguistic reasons only (see Cooper ibid.: 34). LIP does not
take place in a vacuum, and it must always be interpreted in its socio-political context
(see Neustupnq 1993):
regardless of the type of language planning, in nearly all cases the language problem
to be solved is not a problem in isolation within the region or nation but is directly
associated with the political, economic, scientific, social, cultural and / or religious
situation (Karam 1974: 108).

Thus, LP efforts usually pursue direct or overt (linguistic) and indirect or covert (nonlinguistic) goals, and one may go as far as to say that solving direct or overt linguistic
problems by planning language must be seen as a means of achieving covert or
indirect goals in certain socio-political climates. In this respect, Cooper points out
correctly that LP "is typically, perhaps always, directed ultimately towards nonlinguistic
ends" (Cooper ibid.: 35). This non-linguistic goal of a planned language change is
especially apparent in proposals for gender-fair language, where a change of thinking
and of society is also aimed at.
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In addition, the top-down approach to LIP must be regarded as problematic since it
completely ignores efforts to reform language that are instigated in society and then
spread by non-governmental groups and organisations. Hence, the criticism of sexism
in language by (feminist) linguists or the politically correct language movement are, for
instance, not included in these top-down approach definitions of LP activities. They
are, instead, examples of LP efforts that start and are then implemented in the speech
community from below, or grass-roots level. Governments can only act supportively in
these grass-root LIP processes. Five groups of LP agents can thus be identified:
governments, international agencies such as the UNESCO, national or nongovernmental agencies, private agencies such as a newsreader's proof-reading
function and the individual speaker and writer (see Jernudd 1973).
Cooper presents a more comprehensive definition of LIP in an attempt to define the
complexity of the processes behind it. He identifies LIPactivities as "deliberate efforts
to influence the behaviour of others with respect to the acquisition, structure, or
functional allocation of their language codes" (Cooper 1989: 45; emphasis added). His
definition differs from others in stressing that LIP is about an interaction between
language planners - individuals, groups, organisations or governments - and the
recipients of their efforts: a particular innovation is proposed or even prescribed and
the speech community then accepts or rejects it. It is also different in that Cooper
prefers to use the term influence instead of change, thus including in this definition
any efforts which are designed to maintain or'stabilise' a linguistic status quo (if this is
at all possible, as languages change constantly). The ongoing revision of dictionaries,
for instance, such as the Oxford English Dictionary or the Duden in German, may
serve as good examples of this kind of LIP.The comprehensiveness of the definition
and its stress on the spread of innovations as interactive, multi-layered processes
make Cooper's definition the most useful and convincing one in the field of LIP. As
such, his definition permits the inclusion of criticisms of sexism in language in the LIP
framework.

The planning of languages might appear on the surface to be a somewhat
disorganised process, a multi-faceted and "messy affair - ad hoc, haphazard, and
emotionally driven" (Cooper ibid.: 41), rather than "systematic, theory-based, rational,
and organized" (Neustupnq 1983.2). However, the field of study is in fact based on a
sophisticated framework. Usually the process of changing language can be separated
into four stages, the fact-finding stage, the planning stage, the implementation stage
and the evaluation / feedback stage. The basis for this framework is the categorisation
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of LP efforts into corpus and status planning (Kloss 1969). Corpus and status planning
are separated only in theory; in practice they are interrelated (see, for example, Rubin
1983). The term corpus planning denotes the development of language varieties. This
entails, according to a descriptive model by Haugen (1966a, 1966b, revised model in
8

1983), the codification, i.e. standardisation, and elaboration of varieties. Varieties are
codified or standardised by means of graphisation (introduction of a written form, if
necessary, or a spelling reform), grammatication (producing a prescriptive grammar)
and lexication (selection of a lexicon; Haugen 1983: 271). Usually, the results of these
processes are standardised orthographies, grammars and dictionaries. Elaboration,
on the other hand, involves the development of the functional aspect of varieties, a
modernisation of vocabulary, if necessary, and the development of different styles
(ibid.: 273-274). The criticism of sexism in language mainly falls within this type of LP.
While corpus planning primarily deals with lexical and functional expansion and the
written codification of varieties, status planning is about "authoritative decisions to
maintain, extend, or restrict the range of uses (functional range) of a language in
particular settings" (Gorman 1973: 73). To be more precise, in the status planning
stage alternatives to the linguistic status quo are proposed and decided on i.e.
selected and, these alternatives are then implemented in speech communities. In the
case of multilingual speech communities, for instance, status planning entails the
allocation of varieties to different domains (for the theory of domains see J. Fishman
1965,1972).
In order to establish whether the strategies that are chosen to change language are
indeed effective, language planners must constantly gather information about ongoing
LP processes (evaluation / feedback stage): Are there changes noticeable as a result
of this planning? Are the means to implement linguistic innovations effective? Did the
do
do
if
to
they
through
so? Are the adopted
continue
changes spread
society and so,
changes effective, i.e., are they used in the way language planners aspired? By what
(official
/
is
What
the
the
status
semi-official; sole or
means are
changes spreading?
8 Although Haugen's approach to LP processes was, and still is, regarded as an apt and useful
description of the aspects that are involved in planning languages, it has, nevertheless, been
continually amended. Neustupng, for example, emphasises the cultivation of languages as a
separate stage in LP. Cultivation signifies the "interest in questions of correctness, efficiency,
linguistic levels fulfilling specialized functions, problems of style, constraints on communicative
capacity etc" (Neustupnq 1974: 39). In short, cultivation sees to the development of different
functional registers. This is why Haugen integrates Neustupng's cultivation into his elaboration
stage (Haugen 1983: 273). In fact, both Haugen's and Neustupng's approaches are
reconcilable, as they do not contradict each other.
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joint official use) of the innovations? Who uses the innovations? Is the change in
spoken language as advanced or as noticeable as in the written language, and vice
versa? Are these innovations preferred or not preferred; is their use encouraged or
discouraged?

Bearing in mind that LIP processes involve much decision-making by language
planning agents, such as selecting alternatives to current language use, feedback
from speakers about these decisions is very important. Thus, the evaluative part in a
programme of language change, as a means "through which information might be
provided to help determine which kinds of decisions seem to be the best of several
alternatives" (Rubin 1971: 221), must be considered as playing a decisive role in the
implementation of language reform. However, the best and most effective strategy to
gain this kind of feedback is to gather information while changes are still underway.
Such "periodic interim evaluations" (Cooper, 1989) can be very useful for modifying or
revising plans to implement changes, if necessary, and they may help to prevent
potential failures. In order to be effective, though, these evaluations must be carried
out frequently.
As already mentioned, the desire to rid languages of sexism must clearly be
considered as a case of LIP (in line with Cooper's comprehensive definition, see p.
42). As stated by Hellinger,
Eine feministische Analyse sprachlicher Diskriminierung kann nicht bei der
Beschreibung von Ursachen, Erscheinungsformen
und Wirkungen dieses
Phänomens stehen bleiben. Sie wird darüber hinaus den unmittelbaren Bezug zur
gesellschaftlichen Praxis suchen und Vorschläge zum Abbau der sprachlichen
Diskriminierung von Frauen machen (Hellinger 1990: 123).
A feminist analysis of linguistic discrimination cannot stop at a description of the
reasons, the manifestations and and effects of this phenomenon. It will, in additon,
look for an immediate connection with social practice and will make suggestions for
the breaking down of discrimination against women.

By identifying androcentric items such as the generic masculine and by editing
proposals, guidelines and dictionaries, the supporters of gender-fair language
unmistakably made "deliberate efforts to influence the behavior of others with respect
to the acquisition, structure, or functional allocation of their language codes" (Cooper
ibid.: 45). However, strictly speaking, the criticism of sexism in language is a case of a
further corpus planning of codes that have already been standardised and elaborated.
In this respect, Cooper proposes the term renovation9, a term which describes
9 In the following, the terms language renovation, language change and language reform
will
be used interchangeably to denote the process of establishing gender-fairness in language.
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processes of corpus planning that aim "to change an already developed code,
whether in the name of efficiency, aesthetics, or national or political ideology" (Cooper
ibid.: 154). In line with this definition, the elimination of sexism in language is a
language renovation which originated as a grass-roots movement in the exceptional
political climate of the late 1960s and early 1970s. However, Cooper's term renovation
can be criticised, because he also interprets renovation as a type of corpus planning
after which languages serve "old functions in new ways" and thus fulfil "no new
communicative functions" (ibid.). This is precisely the opposite of what is intended by
those who wish to eliminate sexism in language systems. A language reform towards
gender-fairness is not solely about a replacement of sexist expressions and structures
with gender-fair alternatives; it goes deeper than this. It concentrates on eradicating
"old functions" of language like the generic masculine (see section 2.3.2), which can
be taken as discriminating against women and making them invisible in language. By
proposing new, gender-fair ways of communicating ideas, those who are critical of
sexism in language aim at creating "new communicative functions" of language. This
is done, for example, by introducing alternatives not only to biased terminology, but
also to biased idiomatic expressions, forms of address, syntax and discourse (see
section 2.3, the fact-finding and planning stages). Despite the drawback of Cooper's
definition of language renovation, that it does not take account of all aspects and
goals of this type of corpus planning, the term is accepted here as a suitable label for
the process of changing sexist language into gender-fair language.
Cameron proposes the term verbal hygiene to describe this kind of LIP.According to
her definition, "verbal hygiene comes into being whenever people reflect on language
in a critical (in the sense of 'evaluative') way" (Cameron 1996: 9). Other terms exist
that describe the process of changing language towards gender-fairness- feminist
language planning / reform, (non-)sexist language reform or reform of gender-biased
language (see Pauwels 1998: 8) and, in Germany, Feministische Sprachkritik,
Ferninistische Linguistik and Linguistische Frauenforschung.
In the following sections, the criticism of sexism in language will be illustrated along
the lines of the four stages of planned language changes: first, the fact-finding stage,
second, the planning stage (section 2.3), third, the implementation stage (section 2.4)
and, finally, the evaluation / feedback stage (section 2.5). The discussion will present
answers to the questions who initiated and planned the change, why languages were
criticised, how they were changed and by what means gender-fairness was to be
fact-finding
The
established.
and planning stages are treated together in section 2.3,
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because I think that it is difficult to separate these two language planning activities;
facts
(i.
the
e. sexism in language), the critics at the same time
establishing
while
proposed and planned gender-fair alternatives.
With regard to the present research, the renovation of the German language in
Germany will be the focus of the following discussion. However, since AngloAmerican research led the way in analysing sexism in language - and therefore
instigated and influenced German research - approaches within the Anglo-American
tradition are described in sections 2.3.1,2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

2.3 Changing sexist language - the fact-finding and planning stages
2.3.1 The criticism

of sexism in language and the Sapir-Whorf

hypothesis

The first objective of the critics of sexism in language was to analyse and expose
sexist traits in language, to propose gender-fair alternatives and to plan how genderfairness in language could be established. This task was primarily driven by the
suspicion that language systems reflect or even perpetrate sexist views:
If language can be shown to influence or determine thought, then sexist language will
influence speakers in the direction of sexist thought. Changing sexist language will
change sexist attitudes; challenging sexist language will raise awareness about
sexist assumptions (Gibbon 1999: 37).

In essence, this chain of argument is the driving force of all efforts to establish genderfairness in language. The idea of a strong correlation between extra-linguistic
conditions and language originates in the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis'o. Essentially, this
theory establishes the impact of a speaker's language system, in particular grammar,
on his or her thoughts and perception of reality. One pillar of this theory is
summarised in the following statement by Sapir:

10In the present discussion, the account of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis will focus only on the
most relevant aspects of this framework for the criticism of androcentric language. It is,
however, important to mention that, prior to Sapir and Whorf, other linguists (for instance
Humboldt) also dealt with the correlation of language, thought and perception. The structuralist
Ferdinand de Saussure, for example, stated that
[p]sychologically, our thought - apart from its expression in words - is only a
shapeless and indistinct mass. Philosophers and linguists have always agreed on
recognising that without the help of signs, we would be unable to make a consistent
distinction between two ideas. Without language, thought is a vague, uncharted
nebula. There are no pre-existing ideas, and nothing is distinct before the
appearance of language (de Saussure 1974: 112; emphasis added).
Thus, Sapir and Whorfs concept was not an innovative one, but their interpretation became
popular in sociolinguistics.
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Human beings are very much at the mercy of the particular language which has
become the medium of expression for their society. The fact of the matter is that
...
'the real world' is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits of
the group. No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as
representing the same social reality. The world, in which different societies live are
distinct worlds, not merely the same world with different labels attached (Sapir 1949:
162).
A further basis is Whorf's claim that
[t]he categories and types that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not
find there because they stare every observer in the face. On the contrary the world is
presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which have to be organized in our
minds. This means, largely, by the linguistic system in our minds (Whorf 1956: 212).

These two statements represent the core of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis: language
systems influence or even determine people's perception of reality.
However, owing to the fact that Sapir and Whorf left extensive written material, there
is a great scope for diverse (mis)interpretations, and this is why this concept in
linguistics is still a fairly unclear and controversial one (for an account of the SapirWhorf hypothesis see, for example, Cameron 1992a: 134 ff. and Lyons 1992: 269 ff. -)
for a thorough analysis of Whorf's influence on the theory see Berthoff 1988, for
empirical research on the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis see Kay and Kempton 1984).
Consequently, there are today at least two accepted versions of this framework which
influence research on gender and language: a strong version and a weak one.
Supporters of the strong version interpret Sapir and Whorf's writings as saying that
language systems determine thoughts and views on the world (linguistic determinism).
Speakers are therefore believed to be 'trapped' by their mother-tongues. The weaker
version, which has more supporters in (socio)linguistics (Gibbon 1999), interprets
language systems as being influential on the perceptions of speakers (linguistic
relativity). Hence, language systems help to construct thoughts, they channel or
organise thinking and perception by means of grammatical categories and words, but
they do not impede thinking (see Gumperz and Levinson 1996).
In view of these two interpretations, the sexist elements in language which are
challenged by opponents of language reform, are either regarded as a result of sexist
societies (weak version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis) or as the origin of sexist ideas
(strong version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis). Both views - language-as-mirror and
language-as-reproductive (Talbot 1998: 14) - have found their supporters in research
on language and gender, and this has led to two different approaches to language.
This differentiation is found in the classic chicken-and-egg-question as regards the
direction of causality of sexism in language. If language is a mirror or a symptom of
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sexist society, society has to be changed first, and a change in language will
subsequently follow. Consequently, it was considered as more important to fight for
women's ýghts than for changes in language. However, if language causes sexist
views and sexist behaviour, a change towards gender-faimess will be a first and
necessary step for the liberation of women. According to this view, a language reform
also implies a change of beliefs in society. The calls for linguistic changes inevitably
became either moderate or radical, according to each of the interpretations of the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. Lakoff, for instance, gives preference to the weak version of
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and sees the required change of language as a
consequential result of ongoing changes in society (Lakoff 1975: 41-42). In line with
this moderate viewpoint, proposals for the replacement of sexist elements in language
are considered as a supportive element of the far-reaching process of women's
emancipation, rather than as the vital &ving force in this development (see also Miller
and Swift 2000).
A far more radical stance is taken by Spender who is a fervent supporter of the
determinist view and who is known in the study of Language and Gender as the
originator of the concept that English is a man made language (Spender 1992). As
stated by Spender, society is patdarchal and
[h]aving learnt the language of a patriarchal society we have also learnt to classify
and manage the world in accordance with patriarchal order to preclude many
possibilitiesfor alternative ways of making sense of the world (ibid.- 3).
Spender regards language systems as shapers of a male reality, 'made by men', and
as a repression of female ideas (see also Penelope 1990 for a similar viewpoint).
Consequently, she views a change of language systems as a crucial, although not
necessarily the most decisive, step away from male oppression. Spender favours a
'dialectal process' of linguistic and societal changes (ibid.: 31). The same sociopolitical, feminist commitment is observable in Tr6mel-Pl6tzs and Pusch's works (see,
for example, Tr6mel-Pl6tz 1996a chapter 1 and Pusch's glosses in 1984,1990,1999).

Various perspectives on language have emerged in line with differing interpretations
of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis- from complete disapproval or even rejection of varýious
mother-tongues to a partial acceptance of them. The disapproval or rejection of
language systems is chiefly based on the belief that they were made (Spender) by the
male part of the world. Language systems are considered as conveying male
perceptions on objects and human beings, since men in contrast to women have
always had access to learning and social power and have also always been in
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command of it. Those women who take this view believe their world, experiences and
"
in
views are not represented vocabulary and grammars.
However, it is not always clearly stated what is meant by the idea that a language is
man made. How were or are men actually able to rule, shape and guide diverse
languages? Here Cameron (1992a) gives a useful distinction between language as a
means of communication and language as a monitored and codified institution. If
language as a means of communication is accessible to all human beings, it cannot
really be under the influence of male speakers. Cameron, however, reminds us of the
fact that
[mlen could be said to 'control language',then, to the extent that their economic,
political and social dominance enables them to dominate the relevant linguistic
institutionsas well, definingwho may speak in what contextand what counts as a
reasonableor intelligiblething for them to say (ibid.: 197).
As women's emancipation progresses, female speakers are also disputing men's right
to occupy this monitoring function. As women enter new positions in society, they are
also able to have an influence on what is 'appropriate' communication. Consequently,
language as a means of communication is nowadays made by both, men and women.
On the other hand, language as a codified institution can indeed be regarded as
having been chiefly developed by men. Due to the unequal distribution of social power
and opportunities in the past, it was men who founded Language Academies or
Societies (for instance L'Acad6mie Frangaise, 1535; Accademia della Crusca, 1582;
Fruchtbringende Geselischaft, 1617), and who led in the standardisation of languages
(in the case of English see, for instance, Baugh and Cable 1994, chapter 9), who
wrote dictionaries (see Green 1996), who produced literature (female writers therefore
invented male pseudonyms, for example, George Eliot, George Sand), and who
discussed the grammatical structures of languages (see, for instance, Bodine 1975b).
In this respect, language can be said to have been shaped by men. Nowadays, the
development and codification of languages is increasingly done by "state institutions,
including mass media and monopolistic private enterprise, as in journalism and
advertising" (Pateman 1980: 129). Although women can still experience some
11 Feminists and emancipated women from different disciplines
theology,
philosophy,
anthropology, philology - such as Helene Cixous, Julia Kristeva, Mary Daly or Suzette Haden
Elgin centred their studies on the ineptitude of language systems to depict female
lebensraume. Based on their understanding of language as patriarchal or "phallo(go)centric"
(Cixous, in Klages 1997), they developed various strategies to create alternative languages to
androcentric ones ( for an account of the 6criture feminine propagated by Cixous, Kristeva and
Irigaray see, for example, Marks and de Courtivron 1981, Kristeva 1984, Irigaray 1985 and
1990, Moi 1986; for other alternative languages see Daly 1973,1978,1987
or Elgin 1985,
2000; see also Romaine 1999: chapter 10 for an overview of alternative languages).
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discrimination at work, such as limited opportunities for promotion, this is on the
decrease. More and more women are attaining higher positions and are therefore able
to contribute more equally to gender-fairness in language.

2.3.2 The criticism of sexism in language and the generic masculine
The key features in language that are challenged as sexist by (feminist) linguists are
the generic masculine and lexical asymmetry in word pairs, naming and honorifics
(see section 2.3.3). Further features that can be said to misrepresent and discriminate
against women are: the loss of a woman's family name upon marriage, the description
of women as sex objects, the reference to women as dependents (wife of, mother of),
the description of women according to their physical attributes, the stereotypical
description 'hero and damsel in distress' (in romantic novels) or the frequent address
with terms of endearment (see Wolfson and Manes 1980; for a good overview of
these sexist features see Romaine 1999; for an overview of German see Gorny
1995). These features suggest that men and women are not represented equally in
language.

The generic masculine is one of the most criticised characteristics

of sexism in

language. According to traditional grammars, generic masculines are unmarked terms
in the linguistic system, that apply to people or groups of people whose gender is
either unknown or not further specified. Hence, for instance, the term der Lehrer, 'the
teacher', is regarded as denoting both a female and a male tutor. The same genderneutral interpretation is ascribed to prescribed generic pronouns such as er and sein
in German and he, his and him in English. Accordingly, a sentence such as jemand
hat seinen Regenschirm im BOro liegengelassen, 'somebody left his umbrella in the
office', 'traditionally' addresses women as well as men. However, as regards generic
pronouns, Bodine convincingly exposed the artificiality of the use of the third person
singular pronoun in English to denote the two genders. She illustrated that he is

actually a product of the 19thcentury, to be more precise, of the "prescriptive grammar
movement in English" (Bodine 1990: 166), which was led by male grammarians. For
various reasons - such as claims that it was not logical, not accurate and not elegant
(Bodine ibid.. 170) - they rejected the singular they, which was extensively used at
that time, and firmly established he as the only grammatically correct gender-neutral /
gender-inclusive singular pronoun. Based on a broad study of documents and
grammars, she arrived at the conclusion that
there is no rational, objective basis for their choice, and therefore the explanation
must lie elsewhere.It would appearthat their choicewas dictatedby an androcentric
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worldview; linguistically human beings were to be considered male unless proven
otherwise (ibid.: 170-171).

Bodine's chronological analysis therefore gives rise to serious doubts regarding the
gender-neutrality of prescriptive he. In line with the exposure of other sexist /
androcentric traits in language systems, criticism of the pure grammaticality and
gender-neutrality of the generic masculine grew in many places and in many
languages, although it arose first of all with regard to the English language.
In Germany, Pusch, who together with Tr6mel-Pl6tz initiated and defined the study of
Language and Gender in German linguistics (see chapter 1), questioned the generic
content of the generic masculine with the following thought:
In meinem Paß steht.- Ver Inhaber dieses Passes ist Deutscher" Ich bin aber kein
Deutscher. Hätte ich je in einem Deutschaufsatz geschrieben, ich sei " Deutscher ",
so wäre mir das Maskulinum als Grammatikfehler angestrichen worden. Ich bin
Deutsche. Es müßte also heißen: " Der Inhaber dieses Passes ist Deutsche. " Nein
das ist auch falsch. Zwar gilt es nicht als Fehler, wenn ich, obwohl weiblich, über
mich sage: "Ich bin der Inhaber dieses Passes. " Genauso korrekt ist aber Inhaberin.
Und zusammen mit Deutsche ist nur Inhaberin richtig: Vie Inhaberin dieses Passes
ist Deutsche" (Pusch 1984: 7).
On my identity card it reads as follows: "The holder [generic masculine] of this
identity card is German [generic masculine]. " But I am not a German [generic
masculine]. If I had ever written in an essay that I am a German [generic masculine],
the masculine would have been marked as a mistake. I am a female German. Thus,
it actually must read as follows: "The holder [generic masculine] of this identity card
is a female German. " No, this is wrong, too. Albeit it is not a mistake if 1,even though
I am female, call myself: "I am the holder [generic masculine] of this identity card. "
But female holder is correct, as well. And in connection with female German, female
holder is the only correct form- "The female holder of this identity card is a female
German" (brackets added).

With these sentences Pusch convincingly addressed the problematic message of
generic masculines and suggested that women are probably not 'meant' or included in
them. It was assumed that using the generic masculine results in a gender-specific
interpretation rather than in a gender-neutral one. Hence, the criticism of sexism in
language mainly focused on the mental imagery that is produced by generics in
speakers and recipients, and it was not accepted that speakers and listeners interpret
and react to them as traditional grammars maintain and prescribe.

Right from the beginning, two opposing viewpoints developed in the debate about the
generic masculine. Supporters of the use of the generic masculine regarded it as a
pure gender-neutral / gender-inclusive instrument of grammar, used for the sake of
linguistic economy (see, for instance, Polenz 1991: 75). Critics interpreted it as a
image
therefore
Hence,
the
mental
male
as
a
androcentrism.
vehicle
of
vehicle of a
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controversy was founded on two different approaches to language: 'traditional'
mainstream descriptive linguistics and psycholinguistics, which bases its claim on
thought processes in speakers. Due to their more or less unrelated orientations in the
field of linguistics, they could not reach an agreement on this issue. The scholars
involved were in general not able to follow each other's argumentation or to share the
conflicting viewpoints. A good example of this irresolvable situation is a debate carried
out between Harvard Divinity School students and linguists, which is by now well
known in the English discussion of language and gender. In 1971 some female
students proposed a ban on the generic use of man, men and he in class, as these
terms were regarded as signifiers of sexist language. The staff of the linguistic
department, though, reacted to this protest with a lack of understanding. As their
reaction is the standard counter-argument in the debate about generic masculines in
many languages, it is cited here in full:
[flor people and pronouns in English the masculine is the unmarked and hence is
used as a neutral or unspecified term. This reflects the ancient pattern of the IndoEuropean language.
The fact that the masculine is the unmarked gender in
...
English
is simply a feature of grammar It is unlikely to be an impediment to any
...
change in the patterns of the sexual division of labor toward which our society may
wish to evolve. There is really no cause for anxiety or pronoun-envy on the part of
those seeking such changes (cited from Miller and Swift 2000: 82; emphasis added).

The same tenor is noticeable in the controversy between Tr6mel-Pl6tz, Kalverkimper
and Pusch in German linguistics (see chapter 1: 21). Kalverk6mper defended the
economical use of the generic masculine in the German language with the following
line of reasoning:
Ein Wort wie der Kunde besitzt im Sprachsystem ein bestimmtes, sozial bekanntes
semantisches Merkmalbündel, das es von anderen Wörtem wie der Verkäufer, der
Geschäftsführer, der Kaufwunsch, die Ware, natürlich auch von die Universität, das
Auto, die Orgel, lachen, schön usw. unterscheidbar macht - es bekommt so seinen
semantischen Stellenwert im lexikalischen Subsystem des Sprachsystems
zugewiesen .... d.h. die Code-Bedeutung ist gegenüber den näheren und
entfemteren Nachbarwörtem festgelegt (per negationem) und zwar - wie H. Weinrich
sagt - weitgespannt, vage sozial, abstrakt ... Nun können Situationen und Kontexte
aber auch Texte verlangen in denen diese sexus-spezifizierende Markierung des
außersprachlichen Objekts, also des Referenten, keine Rolle spielen soll,- für solche
Fälle der Ausblendung spezieller Merkmale in der Textverwendung sieht das
Sprachsystem die Neutralisation vor. Sie enthebt die Wörter ihrer spezifischen
Anwendungsgebundenheit in gewissen Merkmalen (z.B. eben 'Sexus), ermöglicht
dadurch also einen erweiterten (in diesem Fall: 'generischen) Anwendungsbereich
(Kalverkämper 1979: 58).
A term like der Kunde ['the customer'; masculine grammatical gender, PAH] has a
certain set of semantic markers which is well-known and which distinguishes it from
other terms such as the shop assistant, the sales manager, the desire to buy
something, the product, and of course also from university, the car, the organ,
laughing, beautiful and so on - its semantic value in the lexical subsystem is, thus
allocated.... meaning that the denotation is defined in opposition to its adjacent and
more remote fellow lexical terms (per negationem) and this happens - according to H
Weinrich - in an extensive, vague, social and abstract way
However, there are
...
cases and contexts and also texts in which the gender-specific marker of the extra-
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linguistic object, meaning the referent, is not significant; in such cases where specific
characteristics in texts are not important, the language system makes use of
neutralisation. It relieves the words from their specific fixed range of application (for
instance, 'sexus' in particular), it therefore allows for a wider range of application (in
this case: 'generic') (square brackets added).

Discussion of the generic masculine and its semantic content in both German and
English were accompanied by unconstructive and ridiculing comments ("pronoun
envy", see above), which tried to demean the negative criticism of the generic
masculine (for a review on the English discussion see, for example, Martyna 1980 and
for reactions to the criticism of the generic masculine in Germany see, for instance,
Gutte 1985, Doerfer 1985, Ulrich 1988 and Drosdowski 1991a, 1991b).
Despite being rather crude, the arguments on both sides of the debate were not
unconvincing. Regarding grammar, the generic masculine is indeed an economic
means of conveying a message. A sentence, such as the student has to hand in his
essay on time, in which student and the pronoun his function as gender-neutral /
gender-inclusive generic masculines, is evidently more concise than the student has
to hand in his or her essay on time, in which the noun and the pronouns are used as
gender-specifics. This principle of economy is strained even more in the German
language, in which the example sentences can be translated as follows:
generic masculine terms:

Der Student muss seine Hausarbeit pünktlich abgeben.

gender-specific terms:
Der Student bzw. die Studentin muss seine bzw. ihre Hausarbeit pünktlich
abgeben.

The different length of the sentences is readily apparent on paper, and even more so
in spoken language. Thus, from a grammatical point of view, true generic masculines
(that are used and interpreted by speakers and recipients as gender-neutral / genderinclusive terms) indeed give the most information for the hearer and least effort for the
speaker. This maxim, however, can also be achieved when generic masculines are
avoided.

Proposals

and handbooks

of non-sexist

language

use offer various

economic ways of expressing gender-fair ideas (for example The A-Z of Non-Sexist
Language by Doyle, 1997 and Obung macht die Meisterin. Ratschl5ge fOr einen
nichtsexistischen Sprachgebrauch, 'Practice makes perfect - tips for a non-sexist use
of language', by Hiberlin et al. 1992, see section 2.4.1).

The opponents of the generic masculine do not challenge its economic function in
grammar, instead, they deny the gender-neutral / gender-inclusive message. Generic
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masculines were and are still not interpreted as denoting the two genders as equals. It
is argued that more often than not generics are decoded as gender-specific / genderexclusive items, to be more precise, as specifically male terms.
The structure of the German language adds to the problem of how to decode the
message of generic masculines. German possesses two numbers of nouns (singular,
plural), three grammatical genders (masculine, feminine and neuter) and four cases
(nominative, genitive, dative, accusative) which are all grammatically marked by
means of inflectional suffixes. All are subject to concord e.g. nouns must agree with
their determiners, adjectives and pronouns. Hence, the many inflectional markings in
German make "it virtually impossible to use a noun with a truly generic meaning"
(Lenk 2000: 152). As such, German must be regarded as "a notoriously difficult
language in which to achieve non-sexist language use, even when speakers are
perfectly willing" (ibid.).
Adding to this difficulty, the three grammatical genders, expressed in the definite
articles der (masc.), die (fem.), das (neut.), apparently suggest a close association
with natural gender. Thus, a masculine or neuter generic masculine term may induce
its recipients to think of male rather than female referents. For instance, the generic
masculine noun Lehrer, 'teacher', which is said by some 'traditional' descriptive
grammars to include male and female tutors, is accompanied by the definite article
der, 'the (masculine)'. Re-enforced by this masculine definite article, the expression
der Lehrer may suggest a male mental image rather than a female one. However, this
image changes as soon as the generic masculine der Lehrer is specified with regard
to gender (as proposed by the critics of androcentric language): by adding the
feminine suffix -in and the feminine definite article die, die Lehrefin, 'the female
teacher', definitely brings to mind the image of a woman.

LeiSS12(1994) provides a good historical discussion of the understanding of the
gender concept in German linguistics and shows how the strong association between
She
being.
into
argues against a connection
grammatical and natural gender came
between natural and grammatical gender and holds responsible the Zeitgeist of the
12 Even though Leiss convincingly demonstrates how the strong association between
grammatical and natural gender came into being, she is, nevertheless, incorrect in her final
assessment that "feminist linguists should give up the view that gender has got a lot to do with
th
be
ideology
dates
back
is
This
to
18
to
the
a relic of a sexist and racist
which
sex.
view shown
and 19thcentury" (Leiss 1994: 281). Today, personal nouns in German indeed show a strong
correlation between grammatical and natural gender.
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18th and 19th century, and here especially J. Grimm who is one of the 'fathers' of
German linguistics, for a nattirliche Assoziation, 'association with nature', and a
sexusbasierte Erklclrung, 'explanation based on biological gender', of grammatical
gender (Leiss ibid.; see also, for example, Royen 1929, Forer 1986). With comments
such as
das masculinum scheint das frühere, größere, festere, spröder, raschere, das
thätige, bewegliche, zeugende; das femininum das spätere, kleinere, weichere,
stillere, das leidende, empfangende; das neutrum das er-zeugte, stoffartige,
generelle, unterentwickelte, collective (Grimm 1831: 359).
the masculine seems to be the earlier, bigger, harder, harsher, quicker, the active,
agile and reproductive; the feminine seems to be the later, smaller, softer, quieter,
the suffering, receiving; the neuter seems to be the produced, material, general,
undersized, collective.

Grimm has had a persistent effect on the interpretation of grammatical gender by
linguists as well as by laypeople.

However, research into grammatical gender systems has shown that, even though
"[w]e are still some way from understanding how gender systems arise" (Corbett
1991: 310), we can safely assume that the allocation of nouns to different grammatical
genders does not necessarily correspond with reality i.e. grammatical genders do not
mirror natural gender, nor are they likely to be motivated by it (see, for example,
Bloomfield 1933, Fodor 1959, Corbett 1991, Lyons 1992, Weinrich 1993, Eisenberg
1998, see also Cameron 1985,1990, Leiss 1994 and BAr 2004 ).
This becomes obvious in Mark Twain's tongue-in-cheek essay A Tramp Abroad:
To continue with the German genders: a tree is male, its buds are female, its leaves
female
included,
tomcats
dogs
horses
male,
cats
are
are
are sexless,
are neuter;
of course; a person's mouth, neck bosom, elbows, fingers, nails feet, and body are of
the male sex, and his [sic] head is male or neuter according to the word selected to
for
individual
it
in
Germany
it,
the
to
the
of
who
wears
sex
signify
and not according
all the women wear either male heads or sexless ones; a person's nose, lips,
shoulders, breast, eyes, chin, legs, knees, heart, and conscience haven't any sex at
all.
In the German it is true that by some oversight of the inventor of the language, a
Woman is a female; but a Wife (Weib) is not - which is unfortunate. A Wife, here has
no sex; she is neuter; so, according to the grammar, a fish is he, his scales are she,
but a fishwife is neither. To describe a wife as sexless may be called underdescription; that is bad enough, but over-description is surely worse. A German
speaks of an Englishman as the Englander, to change the sex, he adds inn [sic], and
that stands for Englishwomen - Englanderinn. That seems descriptive enough, but
still it is not exact enough for a German; so he [sic] precedes the word with that
follow
feminine,
is
indicates
that
the
to
creature
and writes it down thus:
article which
"die Englanderinn, " - which means "the she-English woman". I consider that that
person is over-described (Twain 1935: 1147-1148; square brackets added).
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The account shows clearly that the assignment of nouns to one of the three
grammatical genders in German is unsystematic (see also the Duden 1984: 199).
Other evidence to support this are instances in which natural gender is overruled by
grammatical gender, as is, for example, the case with das Ujdchen, 'girl', das Weib,
'woman', or das Fr5ulein, 'Miss', which are all neuter. There is, however, indeed one
exception to this rule of independence between grammatical and natural gender in
German, and this is the Personenbezeichnung, 'personal noun', which comprises
Verwandtschaftsbezeichnungen, 'family terms', titles and occupational titles (see, for
example, BuRmann 1990,1995). In all cases, grammatical gender is clearly motivated
by natural gender. This biological motivation (Weinrich 1993) of personal nouns (with
the exception of family terms), however, must be identified as a relatively recent
development in the history of the German language. It only emerged due to the
vehement criticism of (feminist) linguists such as Tr6mel-Pl6tz and Pusch. Before their
involvement, the generic masculine was as a rule used to denote both female and
male human beings, and speakers of German also accepted this grammatical rule.
Pusch and her fellow researchers, though, rigorously disapprove of the generic
masculine principle in German grammar as it relates to personal nouns:
Jede maskuline
Personenbezeichnung
des Deutschen
ist grundsätzlich
doppeldeutig.
Sie besitzt
Hauptbedeutung,
"Männer",
eine
eine
und
Nebenbedeutung, Wänner und / oder Frauen" - und so dürfen wir Frauen denn bei
jedem Satz über Personen raten, ob wir wohl mitgemeint sind oder nicht. "Eigentlich"
sind wir zwar "gelöscht", "vaporisiert", nicht greifbar - zur Not können wir aber doch
wieder hervorgezaubert werden. Diese Regel gehört zum Grundbestand der
deutschen Grammatik und trainiert alle diejenigen, die sie als Muttersprache
erlernen, von Kindheit an gründlich in der geistigen Technik des Doublethink (Pusch
1990: 29).
Every masculine personal noun in German is basically ambiguous. It has an original
meaning, "men", and an additional meaning, "men and / or women" - and hence,
regarding every sentence about women, we women may guess whether we are
included or not. "Actually" we are indeed "erased", "vaporised", not concrete - if
necessary we can be conjured up again. This rule belongs to the foundations of
German grammar, and from childhood it will train everyone who learns German as
their mother-tongue in the mental technique of doublethink.

The controversy between Tr6mel-Pl6tz, Kalverktimper and Pusch, which marks the
beginning of research on language and gender in Germany (see chapter 1: 21),
started for precisely this reason, and it will become apparent that Pusch's complaint
was not unfounded.

The uncertainty as to whether female human beings are included in or alluded to by
the generic masculine becomes especially apparent with nouns denoting groups of
people. As Pusch complains, as soon as one male person is present in a group of
women, the whole group is referred to with a generic masculine:
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99 Staatsbürgerinnen und ein Staatsbürger sind auf Deutsch 100 Staatsbürger Die
99 Bürgerinnen können zusehen, wo sie bleiben (Pusch 1999: 10).
99 female citizens and one male citizen are 100 citizens [generic masculine, PAH] in
German. The 99 female citizens have to fend for themselves (bracket added).

Hence, grammatically, female referents tended to vanish in the German language.
Pusch therefore concluded in her 1984 book:
Man kann also unser deutsches Sprachsystem in diesem Bereich mit einer Lotterie
vergleichen, in dem Männer im jedem Los gewinnen (mit beiden Lesarten gemeint
sind), Frauen aber nur mit jedem zweiten. Noch treffender ist vermutlich der
gewichtende Vergleich mit einer Lotterie, bei der Männer mit der einen Hälfte der
Lose doppelt gewinnen (nämlich auf Kosten der Frauen) und mit der anderen Hälfte
einfach, Frauen hingegen bei der einen Hälfte der Lose leer ausgehen und bei der
anderen nur eine einfache Gewinnchance haben (Pusch 1984: 27).

In this respect one can compare our German language system with a lottery in which
men win with every ticket (they are meant with both interpretations),women, though,
only with every second one. Apparently, the evaluative comparison with a lottery is
even more apt, in which men win twice with one half of the tickets (that is at the
expense of women) and win once with the other half, and women, on the other hand,
come away empty-handed with one half of the tickets and with the other half they
only have a simple chance of winning.
All in all, due to its ambiguous readings, the generic masculine was very much

suspected of misrepresenting or obliterating women in both the English and German
language. To confirm this assumption, a series of empirical studies was conducted.
Research in the English language, with its roots in the US at the very beginning of the
1970s dominated a long series of empirical studies into the gender-neutrality / genderinclusiveness of the generic masculinen (for early reviews see Silveira 1980 and
Todd-Mancillas 1981). These studies primarily aimed to discover the impact of generic
masculines on speakers as well as hearers, and aimed to find evidence for the kind of
images that are produced when hearing or reading generic pronouns and / or nouns.
Some studies focused on aspects such as the speaker's mental imagery (see, for
example, Hamilton 1988 [M]13and Martyna 1978 [m] about generics in writing), the
comprehensibility and acceptance of non-traditional or even new generic pronouns
(for instance Flanagan and Todd-Mancillas 1982, Adamsky 1981), the influence of
generics on memory (see Crawford and English 1984, Ng 1990 [m]), the degree of
13The studies are too many and too diverse as to refer to them in greater detail. However, in
order to give at least an indication of the results of the studies, the following abbreviations
show the general tendency of the findings:
[m] = masculine bias i.e. the hypothesis that the generic masculine leads to a male bias in the
mental imagery is confirmed.
[n] neither male nor female bias, the hypothesis is not confirmed.
[m f] = ambiguous results as regards the influence of the generic masculine on the mental
imagery.
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femininity and masculinity conveyed by man/men-linked nouns such as chairman or
postman (for example Shimanoff 1977 [m / fl), children's perception of generics (for
instance MacKay and Konishi 1980, Hyde 1984 [m], Hughes and Casey 1986 [m /f],
Switzer 1990 [m]) and the speakers' choice and interpretation of the generic
masculine in more recent times (for example Markowitz 1984, Cooper 1984, Dubois
and Crouch 1987, Khosroshahi 1989).
Despite the wide variety of research, two focal points are noticeable in these studies.
First, the generic masculine was studied by analysing the impact of generic pronouns
on thought processes (for instance Hook 1974 [n], Harrison 1975 [m]), Martyna 1978
[m], Moulton et al. 1978 [m], MacKay and Fulkerson 1979, MacKay 1980a, 1980b,
1980c, 1983, with Konishi 1980 [all m], Stericker 1981 [m / fl, Khosroshahi 1989 [m],
Gastil 1990 [m], Hamilton et al. 1992 [m]). Second, researchers concentrated their
studies on generic masculine nouns, especially on manlmen-linked terms (for
example Kidd 1971 [m], Bern and Bern 1973 [m], Schneider and Hacker 1973 [m],
Gottfredson 1976 [n], Shimanoff 1977 [m / fl, Wilson 1978 [m], Wise and Rafferty
Cole et al. 1983 [n], Sniezek and Jazwinski 1986 (m], Hamilton 1991 [m
1982 [m
9).
The research designs were as diverse as the different research aims. Participants, for
example, were asked to draw pictures after reading an example sentence (for
example Harrison 1975 [m] and Khosroshahi 1989 [m]), to relate pictures to example
sentences or manlmen-linked terms (for instance Schneider and Hacker 1973 [m] or
Wilson and Ng 1988 [m]), to carry out sentence completion tasks (for example
Martyna 1978 [m]), to recall the contents of passages that had been read previously
(see Crawford and English 1984) or to write a story about a person referred to in the
example sentence (for example Moulton et al. 1978 [m]).

The research methods, on the other hand, were in essence quite similar. A group of
participants were given - either verbally or on paper - extracts containing generic
masculines. The understanding and / or mental imagery produced was subsequently
for
by
instance,
in
means of drawing,
elicited
various ways, as mentioned above
narration or questionnaires and interviews. Participants were also often divided into
smaller groups and were then confronted with sentences or short extracts; one group
including generic he and his, the other group dealing with its gender-fair alternatives
they or he and she (see, for instance, Khosroshahi 1989).
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All in all, a very striking majority of these analyses essentially indicated that masculine
generic pronouns and nouns were at best ambiguous and at worst gender-specific /
gender-biased instead of gender-fair. They appeared to be detrimental towards
women, as they seemed to disguise their presence in the sentences in which they
occurred. Hence, instead of being interpreted generically - as prescribed and
predicted by grammars and grammarians - the participants tended with a striking
regularity to understand literally the 'generic' pronoun he, its possessive pronoun and
manlmen-linked terms (see the series of studies by MacKay 1979,1980a, b,c, 1983,
with Konishi 1980).
Furthermore, some studies also revealed a relationship between the participants'
gender and the interpretation and use of he, generic or literal. Findings suggested that
women are generally more inclined to give less male-biased responses and to employ
alternative pronouns (see, for example, Harrison 1975, Martyna 1978, Moulton et al.
1978, MacKay and Fulkerson 1979, Gastil 1990). Against this background, Martyna
(1978,1980) set up the self-imagery hypothesis. She proposed that
males have an easier time imagining themselves as members of the category
referenced by generic "he" ... In general, males appear to be using and
understanding "he" in its specific more often than in its generic sense. Females both
avoid the use of "he" and respond to its use with a more generic than specific
interpretation. For females to do otherwise would be to encourage self-exclusion
(Martyna 1980: 489).

In addition to this self-imagery concept, Nilsen (1977) proposed another likely reason
for this gender-related

divergence. She pointed out that girls and boys learn the

generic masculine rule differently. For a boy, learning this grammatical feature is "a
very natural process". As such, the 'naturalness' of this rule is later not questioned by
be
included
in
learn
Girls,
do
have
to
(Nilsen
ibid.
).
however,
to
generic he.
men
Hence, for female speakers the generic rule seems to be quite an artificial feature in
language, as it appears to negate their presence.

Thus, a general trend can be observed in the results of empirical studies, which
strongly suggests that the use of generic masculines produces a male bias in mental
imagery. However, there were certain shortcomings, especially in the research
designs of the earlier analyses, such as the sometimes small number of participants,
participants being chosen from university only, influencing participants to give socially
desirable replies or the use of example sentences with stereotypic contents.
Consequently, it is not possible to arrive at the safe conclusion that the message of
generic masculines is a clear-cut issue, where more often than not this grammatical
feature alone routinely causes a male bias. A closer look at the studies and especially
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at the inconsistencies in data reveals that the link between generic masculines and
their associations in recipients' minds is complicated and multi-faceted; factors both
inside and outside language systems seem to contribute to this significant male bias.
Thus, regarding intra-linguistic factors, for instance, Martyna (1978) and MacKay
(1979,1980a, b, c, 1983 with Konishi 1980) identified the double semantic duty of he
(Martyna 1978: 131) used as a gender-specific / gender-exclusive or as a genderneutral / gender-inclusive pronoun, as an unconvincing aspect of grammar. The
double semantic duty is prone to ambiguity or falsity i.e. male interpretations with
regard to the referent's gender. As such, they suggested that the two messages of the
generic masculine can be regarded as a contributing factor to the invisibility of

women.
Another convincing argument for the chiefly male interpretation of the generic
masculine by speakers / recipients was also put forward by MacKay who pointed out
that "speakers of English encounter the specific use of he about 10 to 20 times as
often as the supposedly generic use" (MacKay 1980a: 447-478). The higher
frequency of gender-specific he, which definitely denotes a male person, may serve
as a good explanation of why generic he more often than not brings to mind male
images rather than both female and male ones. A further reasonable extra-linguistic
explanation for this gender bias is proposed by typicality research, which is largely
derived from a succession of analyses and essays by Eleanor Rosch (for example
1977,1978, with Mervis 1975). Typicality research likens language processing to a
least
is
information
in
"maximum
cognitive
effort
with
mind-mapping process,
which
achieved if categories map the perceived world structure as closely as possible"
(Rosch 1978: 28). These categories are preceded by prototypes, which fit the
Accordingly,
idea
the basis of
basis
the
best
the
the
thus
of
norm.
of
category
and are
the idea of the norm in the category 'human being' is man rather than woman, and this
may serve as an explanation for why generic he tends to be interpreted as referring
predominantly to male persons.
The interpretation of generics by speakers and hearers is more complex still. Malebiased or gender-neutral readings of the generic masculine are apparently related to
further extra-linguistic factors, such as a recipient's view of the world and their cultural
knowledge, a recipient's interest in the various issues, or a recipient's prior
experiences and the society in which the recipient lives. MacKay names this
background knowledge "the evaluative framework of the perceiver' (1980b: 89). For
instance, stereotypical allocations of social roles (for example, men in the role as
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bread-winner and women as housewives and mothers) or the actual climate in society
(emancipated or not, androcentric or gender-fair) can affect the interpretation of
generic masculines as either gender-specific / gender-exclusive or gender-neutral /
gender-inclusive (see also Rickheit and Strohner 1999 for the effect of the evaluative
background on the interpretation of comprehensive texts). This process, which is
influenced by stereotypical assumptions about how women and men act or are
expected to act in society, produces social gender in languages i.e. the gender of
referents is assumed due to the influence of stereotypes (Hellinger 1995: 288-289).
This impact of a speaker's and recipient's socio-cultural background, knowledge and
previous experiences is identified, for example, in studies by Bate (1975), MacKay
(1980b), Mackay and Konishi (1980), Crawford and English (1984), Jacobson and
Insko (1985), Hughes and Casey (1986), Khosroshahi (1989) or Hamilton (1991).
Regarding the evaluation of pronoun choice in sentence completion tasks Jacobson
and Insko Jr., for instance, discovered that
it most certainly seems to be the case that sex-role stereotypes and attitudes affect
choice of pronoun [in sentence completion tasks, PAH]. Among relatively feminist
subjects, whose acceptance of traditional sex roles is presumably weaker, such sextyped pronoun usage, although not completely eliminated, is less frequent (Jacobson
and Insko 1985: 6; bracket added).

MacKay, however, also observed that prescriptive generic he
unconsciously conveys a social message, even though perceivers can localise the
message to the sender or class of senders and react to the message in terms of their
own framework of thought (MacKay 1980b: 96; emphasis added).

This social message apparently suggests an androcentric view of the world, which
tends to provoke people into thinking of male rather than female referents. MacKay
even went as far as to ascribe "highly effective propaganda techniques" to generic he:
As a device for sh! ping attitudes, prescriptive he has the following advantages:
frequency (over 10 occurrences in the course of a lifetime for educated
Americans;...); covertness (questioning the use of prescriptive he is difficult, since it
usually is not intended as an open attempt to maintain or alter attitudes); eariy age of
acquisition (prescriptive he is learned long before the concept of propaganda itself);
association with high-prestige sources (it is especially prevalent in some of society's
most prestigious literature, such as university textbooks); and indirectness
(prescriptive he presents its message indirectly, as if it were a matter of common
well-established knowledge) (MacKay 1980c: 448-449).

In line with these multi-faceted results, it must be concluded that research on the
generic masculine principle in English has not arrived at a final answer concerning the
effects of generics on mental processes. The latest studies reveal that the relationship
between generic masculines and thought is far more comprehensive than the first
findings predicted. However, on account of the long list of results that display a male
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bias in mental imagery one can safely assume that an interaction of certain factors,
to
intra-linguistic,
the
encourages
masculines
whether extra- or
perceivers of generic
think of male rather than female persons, and that 'generic' masculines are often
pseudo generic. Therefore, the generic masculine must be identified as a reinforcing
fact,
for
In
the
than
images.
rather
as
only
element
cause
a preponderance of male
contrary to the initial claims that the "retirement of 'he' is long overdue" (Martyna 1978:
138) and that "[m]an and he exists as means of maintaining sexist thinking" (Silveira
1980: 174), several later studies (see, for example, Khosroshahi 1989, Hamilton 1991;
see also Klein 1988, Scheele and Gauler 1993, Rothmund and Scheele 2004 on
German) showed that the sole avoidance of the generic masculine did not bring about
the envisaged and desired gender-fairness in language. Hamilton, for instance, when
discussing the influence of neutral expressions such as he or she and person on the
thoughts of recipients, even arrived at the assumption that "there seems to be bias
1989
Khosroshahi
in
(Hamilton
1991:
399;
terms"
also
see
even supposedly unbiased
MacKay
for
however,
the
see,
at
same
conclusion;
an
opposing
result
who arrived
and Fulkerson 1979: 671), as "our cultural habit of referring to a specific male as a
ibid.:
(Hamilton
bias"
"people
for
inevitably
causes a
people" nearly
= male
stand-in
339; see also Merrit and Kok 1995, Braun 1997c and 2000b, Lambdin et al. 2003).
This conclusion echoes Rosch's prototype theory.
Here, Khosroshahi

again points out the important

influence of the evaluative

background of the recipients on the decoding of the generic masculine. She observed
in an experiment that
had
language;
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reformed
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female character. Even if the paragraph used he, she or they, feminine referents did
not become more salient than masculine ones
(Khosroshahi 1989: 517).

Hence, even though one can refer to an extensive record of analyses of the English
language, further research is necessary in order to be able to gain more satisfying
the
the
of
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reinforcing,
generic
causatory
whether
effects,
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frameworks.
the
influence
the
evaluative
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of
masculine and also regarding
Regarding the German language, an empirical basis for criticising the male bias of
Even
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there
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only
established
generic masculines
German
in
their
lively
discussion
been
masculines
and
generic
about
a very
evidently
influence on the representation of women in language since the 1970s (see chapter
1), initially there was little development in the empirical field. One may even go as far
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as to say that empirical research on the effects of the generic masculine has been
almost non-existent (for the same conclusion see Braun et al. 2002). By looking at the
studies that are available today, it appears that a real interest in empirical research on
the German language only emerged in the late 1990s (see Scheele and Gauler 1993,
Rummler 1995, Irmen and K6hncke 1996, Oelkers 1996, Kirdorf 1997, Braun et al.
1998, Rothermund 1998). Since the beginning of this century, however, a number of
studies with diverging experimental procedures have been conducted, mainly by
researchers who are based in the Zentrum fOr interdisziplincire Frauenforschung,
'Centre for Interdisciplinary Women's Studies', in Kiel (see Heise 2000, Stahlberg and
Sczesny 2001, Stahlberg et al. 2001, Braun et al. 2002, Rothmund and Christmann
2002, Heise, Irmen and RoRberg 2004, Rothmund and Scheele 2004). In view of the
fact that the discrimination of women through the generic masculine has been
continuously discussed since the 1970s (for example, the controversy between
Tr6mel-Pl6tz/Kalverkcimper/Pusch), this hesitant start in collecting empirical evidence
to support its likely discriminating effect is fairly surprising (for an overview of studies
conducted in German see Irmen and Linner 2005).
The findings that are available, however, are similar to those found for the English:
generally, a male mental image was observed (see, for example, Batliner 1984, Klein
1988, Merrit and Kok 1995, Rummler 1995, Oelkers 1996, Irmen and K6hncke 1996,
Braun et al. 1998, Rothermund 1998, Heise 2000, Stahlberg and Sczesny 2001,
Rothmund and Christmann 2002, Rothmund and Scheele 2004). The predominantly
gender-specific

(i.e. male) interpretation

of the generic masculine

became, for

instance, apparent in a study by Rummler (1995), in which the effect of the generic
masculine on the minds of 29 school children between the ages of 8 and 11 was
examined. The results of this research are especially interesting, as it can be
assumed that the language use of the young participants was probably not yet
affected by any criticism of a gender-bias in the German language (see, however, the
study by Lambdin et al. 2003). In order to examine the influence of the generic
masculine on their mental imagery, the pupils were given occupational titles such as
Arzt / Arztin, 'male / female doctor', or Friseur / Friseurin, 'male / female hairdresser'.
The participants in the first group were given generic occupational titles, either in
written form or orally, and were asked to sketch the person they were thinking of when
reading or hearing the terms. The second group was asked to do the opposite.
pictures of employees were presented and they were asked to add the occupational
title. In essence, the study revealed that the pupils sketched predominantly men and
almost always wrote down generic occupational titles. Rummler asked the participants
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in a questionnaire about their knowledge of these occupations, as well as the gender
of their own doctor, hairdresser, teacher etc. She arrived at the conclusion that both
the use of the generic masculine as well as the pupils' own experience had influenced
their mental imagery in these experiments. This result confirms the state of the
generic debate today. However, her data allows for a more precise evaluation of the
effect of the generic masculine in this process:
Der Grund für sexistisches Denken und Handeln liegt oft sogar mehr im Gebrauch
bestimmter Sprachformen, die die Realität verzerren können als an der Realität. Dies
wurde an den Untersuchungsergebnissen von Schülerinnen und Schülern deutlich,
die trotz vorwiegend weiblich geprägter Vorerfahrung aufgrund des generischen
Gebrauchs des Maskulinums Vorstellungen von Männern assoziierten (Rummler
ibid.: 184).
The reason for sexist thinking and actions is because of the use of certain
formulations which can distort reality rather than because of reality itself. This
became apparent in the results of the study of the female and male school children,
who, even though they had female-oriented experiences, associated male mental
images due to the use of the generic masculine.

Rummler's results therefore suggest a causatory influence of the generic masculine
on thought processes rather than a reinforcing effect. In addition, she found that the
generic masculine was interpreted differently according to whether it was produced
(i.e. written) or perceived (i.e. heard or read) by her participants: when the generic
masculine was used by the school children themselves, they interpreted and used it
as a gender-inclusive i.e. generic term. But as soon as the generic masculine was
heard or read, it was decoded as a gender-exclusive i.e. male term. Hence, the
findings of Rummler's study strongly suggest that the argument that androcentrism is
caused by generic masculines is reasonable. Later research, conducted by
Rothermund (1998), in which participants were given short text passages containing
gender-specific contexts in connection with generic masculines, also suggests that the
mental imagery is not only influenced by the generic masculine, but also by the
articles and pronouns that accompany the generic (Rothermund ibid.: 195, see also
Irmen and K6hncke 1996). This is why singular generic masculines, which were
accompanied by masculine pronouns and articles, for instance, der, 'the (masculine)',
or sein, 'his', produced male mental images, and plural generic masculines,
accompanied by feminine articles and pronouns, for example, die, 'the (feminine)',
generated female ones.

As in the case of the findings for English, a sole replacement of the generic masculine
with a gender-fair term was not considered to present an "optimale "Heilungswirkuny',
'the best solution' (Scheele and Gauler 1993: 72) for a gender-fair interpretation.
Instead, Braun et al. (1998) identified the explicit naming of the two genders by means
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of Beidbenennung, 'splitting', such as Lehrer und Lehrefin, 'male and female teacher',
as the best alternative to the generic masculine, because this formula evoked the
most mental images of women (see also Stahlberg and Sczesny 2001). This finding
supports a much earlier study by Klein, which arrived at the conclusion that
[djarum führt der von vielen ferninistisch orientierten Linguist(inn)en empfohlenen
Ersatz des generischen Maskulinums durch feminin / maskuline Doppelformen zwar
nicht zur Beseitigung, sicherlich aber zu einer Abschwächung der Ignoranz
gegenüber dem Frauenanteil in Personengruppen (Klein 1988: 319).
hence, the replacement of the generic masculine by means of feminine / masculine
splittings, as suggested by feminist linguists, does not lead to an elimination, but
surely to a reduction of the ignorance regarding the female part in groups of people.

Meanwhile, the search for the best solution to overcome discrimination against
women as a result of the use of the generic masculine became the focus of attention
and has led to a number of studies (for example Heise 2000 and 2003, Stahlberg and
Sczesny 2001 Rothmund and Christmann 2002, Scheele and Gauler 2003, Irmen and
RoRberg 2004, Rothmund and Scheele 2004). In these analyses the effect of the
generic masculine on the mental imagery of recipients is compared to the influence on
cognitive processes instigated by gender-fair alternatives. In line with previous
research, all analyses found that the generic masculine again brought to mind a
disproportionate number of male images whilst other gender-fair alternatives caused
less male bias. Here the split form of personal nouns was confirmed as the best
gender-fair innovation (see Braun et al. 1998), since it caused a balanced number of
female and male mental images (see, for instance, Heise 2000, Rothmund and
Christmann 2002, Rothmund and Scheele 2004). The Binnen / (capital I within a word,
see p. 76 for a detailed discussion), on the other hand, was repeatedly identified as
evoking a disproportionate number of women in the participants' minds (see, for
example, Scheele and Gauler 1993, Heise 2000, Stahlberg and Sczesny 2001,
Rothmund and Scheele 2004). In this respect, Stahlberg and Sczesny suggested that
the predominance of female mental images in connection with the Binnen / was
mainly related to the fact that the participants identified it as an indication of political
correctness and as a sign of the researchers' orientation towards feminist issues
which thus led to a better inclusion of women (Stahlberg and Sczesny 2001: 137-138).
Accordingly, Rothmund and Scheele (2004) proposed that the more explicit and
striking the gender-fair alternative to the generic masculine, the more likely the
representation of women in the recipients' minds. To evoke a balanced representation
of the two genders in mental imagery, they also suggested the use of the split form.
Splitting, however, is also the longest gender-fair innovation and was therefore
suspected of affecting the "readability", "conciseness" or "aesthetics" of extensive
written material (Rothmund and Christmann 2002.115). In this respect Rothmund and
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Christmann focused their research on identifying the best gender-fair alternatives to
the generic masculine in text processing i.e. on identifying, which linguistic innovations
ensure gender-fairness and do not restrict the qualities of texts. Regarding these two
aims, Rothmund and Christmann concluded that:
Optimal tauglich für Informationstexte ist die "wechselnde Verwendung von
generischem Maskulinum und Paarform".- Erfüllt sie sowohl das Kriterium WichtBenachteiligung von Frauen" als auch das Kriterium Wicht-Beeinträchtigung von
Textqualitaten"(bid.: 129).
The most advantageous alternative in information texts is the "alternating use of the
generic masculine and the split form". It meets the terms of "not discriminating
against women" as well as "not affecting the qualities of texts".

The issue of any bias brought about by the use of generic masculines on a textual
level is still being pursued. The focus is extended to the influence of the thematic
context (subject matter) in longer texts, on the double semantic duty of the generic
masculine, and on which of the gender-fair alternatives present the best solution. Here
Rothmund and Scheele recently concluded that
Die Kombinationsmodelle, 'GM [generic masculine, PAH] und Paarform' sowie
Paarform und Neutralisierung'[
] erwiesen sich [ ] als unterschiedlich wirksam im
...
...
Hinblick auf eine symmetrische Geschlechterreferenz. Die Ergebnisse legen nahe,
dass der sprachliche Verwendungskontext einen Einfluss darauf hat, ob bei der
Verarbeitung von Personenbezeichnungen sexusspezifische oder
-übergreifende
Kategorien aufgebaut werden, ob sich im Falle eines spezifisch-konkreten Denkens
dichotome oder übergreifende Assoziationen herausbilden und zu weichem
Geschlecht hin sich ein dichotomes Denken ggf orientiert (Rothmund and Scheele
2004: 50; brackets added).
Regarding a symmetrical reference of the two genders, the combinations 'GM and
splitting' as well as 'splitting and neutralisation' [ ... ] turned out to be [ ... ] effective to
various extents. The results suggest that the linguistic context has an effect on
whether personal nouns will be interpreted as gender-specific or gender-inclusive
categories, whether in case of a context-specific thinking, dichotomous or allembracing associations will emerge, and, if applicable, towards which gender a
dichotomous thinking will be directed.

Hence, their research strongly proposes that contexts which are predominantly
associated with one of the two genders can apparently guide thought processes and
can thus weaken or strengthen the 'healing power' of gender-fair language. An
example of this is the reaction of participants towards a text about thermal baths in
Budapest. The participants predominantly thought of men, irrespective of the fact that
gender-fair alternatives were used and also of whether the participants really thought
that more men than women go to public baths (Rothmund and Scheele ibid.: 47).
Conversely, the use of gender-fair alternatives in a gender-neutral text such as one
about health and leisure pools in Germany brought about a more symmetrical
representation of women and men in the participants' minds (ibid.: 48ff. ). This finding
draws attention to the influence of the context of longer texts on the creation of mental
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imagery (see also the studies by Lieb and Richter 1990, Braun et al. 1998; for a
different conclusion on this issue see Merrit and Kok 1995). It also supports the claim
that a replacement of the generic masculine by means of gender-fair alternatives does
not inevitably lead to a fairer representation of the two genders in people's minds.
In addition, Rothmund and Scheele's research strongly proposes that the exclusive
use of generic masculines in longer texts, even if used in their plural form, obscures
women in the text. This result clearly disagrees with Rothermund's (1998) finding that
the plural form of the generic masculine and the feminine articles and pronouns that
go along with the generic evoked a fair number of female mental images. Here, the
apparent exclusion of women through the use of the generic masculine in the plural
was independent of the context of the text (i.e. whether it was gender-neutral or
gender-specific), and it was also unaffected by the participants' evaluative
background. Rothmund and Scheele therefore observed that:
Entgegen der Annahme von Kritikerinnen der
die
wurden
Benachteiligungs"these
maskulinen Personenbezeichnungen also gerade nicht durch den Verwendungskontext disambiguiert, vielmehr dürfte umgekehrt die Ambiguität eines Kontextes, der
keine Geschlechterfestiegung implizierte, durch das GM [generic masculine, PAH]
aufgelöst worden sein (Rothmund and Scheele 2004: 50; square brackets added).
Contrary to the assumptions by the critics of the "discrimination" thesis, the
masculine personal nouns did not become at all unambiguous due to the context. On
the contrary, it can be assumed that the ambiguity of a context, which did not entail a
preference for one of the two genders, was quashed by the generic masculine.
As such, the study identified
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of relevant text qualities i.e. "readability", "conciseness" and "aesthetics" (Rothmund
and Christmann 2002).
All in all, German studies are similar to those carried out on the English language in
supporting the assumption that many factors, such as the number of articles and
pronomina (Rothermund 1998) or the thematic context (gender-neutral versus genderspecific) of texts (for instance Braun et al. 1998, Rothmund and Scheele 2004), are
very likely to contribute to the predominance of male mental imagery in connection
with the generic masculine. Some studies, however, also underline the causatory
effect of the generic masculine (for example Rummler 1995, Rothmund and Scheele
ibid.). As such, German research into the influence of the generic masculine on
mental imagery has so far also arrived at the conclusion that it is a potential source of
ambiguity which leads to images of men rather than women. This is why German
researchers nowadays strongly propose the use of gender-fair alternatives, and here
the split form in particular, so as to ensure a more balanced representation of the two
genders in thought processes. In this respect, Stahlberg and Sczesny remarked that
Ule selbstverständlicher und gesellschaftlich akzeptierter der Gebrauch alternativer
sprachlicher Formen wie Beidbenennung oder das « Große 1»
wird, desto
seltener sollten generisch maskuline Formen im Sinne eines spezifischen
Maskulinums interpretiert werden (Stahlberg and Sczesny 2001: 138).
the more natural and socially accepted the use of alternative linguistic forms such as
splitting or the << capital I >>, the rarer the generic masculine forms should be
intertpreted as a gender-specific masculine.

However, the sole replacement of the generic masculine is not considered as the
best available alternative for eradicating androcentrism.

2.3.3 The criticism of sexism in language and lexical asymmetry
Lexical asymmetry of terms and expressions denoting female and male persons is
Word
language.
in
pairs are a striking example.
another characteristic of sexism
Before the critics of androcentrism in language instigated a change, male referents
preceded female ones almost without exception: Jungen und McIdchen, 'boys and
girls', Mann und Frau, 'man and woman', (Ehe)mann und (Ehe)frau, 'husband and
wife', and Herr und Frau X, 'Mr. and Mrs. K. This order also applies to famous lovers
or couples: Adam and Eve, Romeo and Juliet or Tristan and Isolde (Bebout 1984,
Zimmer 1986: 67). This regularity is seemingly not governed by any grammatical rule.
However, the grammarian Sir Thomas Wilson encouraged this ordering in the 16th
century by stating that "... in speaking at the leaste, let us kepe a natural order, and
for
1560
the
(Wilson
from
before
Bodine
the
manners
sake"
cited
woman
set
man
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1990: 171; emphasis added). It therefore seems to be a linguistic convention,
probably a reflection of earlier patriarchal societies when men were regarded as being
superior (Zimmer 1986: 67), which still exists either out of habit or because speakers
have become used to the rhythm of these couplets. Hence, the male - female
ordering in word pairs is still often regarded as the unmarked i.e. normal or 'frozen'
(Cooper and Ross 1975) form. Hellinger believes this still suggests the order of
precedence of human beings (male first, female second) and she views this very
critically, as she believes it may have an effect on how children see and organise the
world (Hellinger 1990: 43).
The order in word pairs may also be connected to context. McGuire and McGuire
suggest that it is in traditional female contexts, such as family life, that the usual,
unmarked order is Mama und Papa, 'Mum and Dad', rather than vice versa (McGuire
and McGuire 1992). Other exceptions to the male - female word order include the
polite oral form of address Damen und Herren, 'Ladies and Gentleman'. Having said
that, this is not the case in written anonymous forms of address- sehr geehrter Herr/
sehr geehrte Dame, 'dear sir / madam'. Hellinger (1990: 99) draws attention to a
further deviation from this male-female norm. In writing, the female - male word order
in pairs or noun phrases is sometimes made use of as a useful effect or as a
manipulating strategy. In these cases, women are addressed first, because they are
considered as potential buyers - Liebe Kundin, lieber Kunde, 'dear customer (f / m)', or voters - Liebe Wjhlerinnen und W5hler, 'dear voter (f / m)', (see also Tr6mel-Pl6tz
1996a: 19). This may even lead to over-enthusiastic and grammatically incorrect
formulations such as Liebe Mitgliederinnen und Mitglieder, 'dear members (f / m)', there is no feminine form of the neuter term Mitglied, 'member', in German; a female
member is a Mitgfied. As a result of the criticism of sexism in language by (feminist)
linguists, the male - female order in couplets is nowadays more flexible, and it is
sometimes broken up deliberately. Nevertheless, this reordering can still be
considered as the marked exception to the unwritten rule.
Lexical asymmetry is also noticeable in terms relating to women and men's
lebensr.jume, their spheres of life. One reason for this unequal representation of
women and men in language is the semantic derogation of terms used for women
(Schulz 1975; see also Nilsen 1972, Penelope 1990: 124-125, Spender 1992: 16 ff. in
English and Kochskcimper 1991 in German). The term semantic derogation describes
a process in language systems, in which the meaning of a word becomes pejorative
or takes on sexual connotations. Diachronic analyses of terms which were originally
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used in parallel reveal that chiefly female terms are affected by this development. The
terms Junggeselle, 'bachelor', and Jungfer, 'spinster', for example, originally signified
an unmarried person of either male or female gender. Nowadays, Junggeselle,
'bachelor', is used as a very positive term (as in 'an eligible bachelor' or 'bachelor
pad'), but Jungfer, 'spinster', has over the years gained negative connotations such as
'a woman who has never found a husband'. The same negative connotations can be
found in connection with Wresse, 'mistress', (before: 'female housekeeper', today:
'female lover', often adulterous) and Hexe, 'witch', ('dangerous woman', 'the devil's
right-hand woman' in contrast to 'wizard' who is 'a distinguished magician'; for more
examples see Schulz 1975). Negative connotations also become apparent when
terms are used for men which usually only refer to women, and vice versa. Die
Memme (feminine grammatical gender), 'sissy', for example, when used with
reference to boys or men clearly undervalues the referent. Der Rabauke (masculine
grammatical gender), 'tomboy', on the other hand, when used in relation to girls
enhances the status of the referent.

A further incidence of lexical asymmetry is identified by Stanley (1977). Her analysis
of the Oxford English Dictionary exposed more than 200 labels for women as
prostitutes and only 20 words for sexually promiscuous men (for an analysis with the
same result for French see, for example, Guiraud 1978). Likewise, as Gregersen
(1979) observed in a cross-cultural study of verbal abuses, the most insulting forms of
swearing and name-calling involve references to women and especially to mothers
(for further information on derogatory expressions for females and for males in English
see also Romaine 1999: 98 ff.; see Borneman 1971 for the same in German and
Rash 1993 on expressions in Swiss German). All in all, these recurring processes in
semantics can be summarised as follows:
Historically speaking, we can see the following three trends. First, terms that refer to
women gain more negative senses over time. Second, male terms either retain their
original meaning or become more positive. Third, terms that were originally generic
(such as girý or neutral, such as tart or biddy, gain more negative connotations when
they are specialized to refer to females only (Romaine ibid.: 94).

These trends might suggest a strong male influence on society and on language
In addition, the stereotypical portrayal of human beings, especially in school books
and dictionaries, such as crying girls, mothers as housewives, men as hard working
and boys as troublemakers, could be seen as a case of asymmetry in language use
and is highly criticised (on German school books see, for example, R6mer 1973,
Brehmer 1982 and Fichera 1990,1994;

on English textbooks see Nilsen 1977,
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Hellinger 1980b, Gupta and Yin 1990; on the Duden in German see Pusch 1984: 135144 and Kunkel-Razum 2004; on English dictionaries see Graham 1975, Willinsky

1994, Miller and Swift 2000: chapter 4). These stereotypical descriptions are still
noticeable today (see, for instance, Freebody and Baker 1987, Harres and
Truckenbrodt 1992, Willinsky 1994, Fichera 1994, Bjr 2001, Kunkel-Razum, 2004;
see also Sheldon 2004 on pre-school Computing Software), and even if they are less
obvious, they still contribute to the representation of a woman's more composed,

caring and passive world against a man's active and committed world. Likewise,
women are also often referred to in the passive voice, leading to the fact that they are
depicted

as

objects

(passive)

rather

than

agents

(active).

These

syntactic

constructions in the passive voice, which in some cases also lead to agent deletion,

are especially problematic in cases where violence against women is expressed.
Sentences such as sie wurde vergewaltigt, 'she was raped', instead of ein Mann
vergewaltigte sie, 'a man raped her', suggest a dissociation of the culprit from his (sic)
crime and also maybe suggest that women are objects that 'can be handled' (see
Penelope 1990- 146 ff., Henley et al. 1995).
Lexical asymmetry can also be found in many languages in honorific titles for men
and women, such as Herr, Frau, Frjulein in the German language and Mr., Mrs., and
Miss in English. This form of address derives from highly differentiated systems of
honorifics, which were originally based on the hierarchical structure of medieval
society. With advancing democratisation over the centuries, though, honorific systems
have undergone semantic changes to the extent of being noticeably rationalised (see,
for example, Besch 1998- 110-112). Nowadays, the use of the forms of address in
German still shows respect for the addressee, but the courtesy titles do not mark a
social standing any longer. They do, however, reveal additional information about the
female addressee. The titles for women express their marital status i.e. they are
marked and define them in terms of the relationship (if any) to a man. The following
chart of the courtesy titles before the second wave of feminism clearly displays this
asymmetryforms of address in German
Frau, 'M rs. ',
Herr, 'M r.',
man, married or bachelor woman, married or in 'mature age'
Fr-ffulein, 'Miss',
(no equivalent term)
(young) man, unmarried
(young) woman, unmarried

The critics of sexism in language object to women's 'availability for marriage' being
indicated in the form of address, and to the fact that this information is to be made
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available only to men and not vice versa. Moreover, the critics are opposed to titles for
women being dependent on the absence or presence of a male partner, claiming that
the titles for females express a social role or function (i.e. wife, mother) rather than
just respect and formality, as in the case of Herr, 'Mr.' (for a sketch of the semantic
changes of Mrs. and Miss see, for example, Miller and Swift 2000: 106 ff. ). The
following statement by Levin gives strong support to the introduction of a gender-fair
honorific system and the demand by (feminist) linguists that gender-fairness in society
and language has to be established.
In the human species Man is the aggressor and Woman the acceptor. Hence a man
has to know, when encountering a new female, if she is eligible for his overtures. A
woman needs to know nothing similar of a new man, since she is not the one
responsible for initiation. The Miss / Mrs. device signals the male immediately as to
the potentials for his future relations with this new female. The possibility of sexual
awareness always exists between man and woman, and Miss / Mrs. is one of many
ways of accommodatingthis (Levin 1981: 220).

In addition, the titles are actually not in keeping with our society any more. They do
not reflect our values and morals any longer. For instance, the differentiation between
Frau and Fr5ulein, 'Mrs. and Miss', is problematic, since a person's marital status is
not always known. Owing to the propagation of gender-fairness by feminist
campaigns, women's marital status became less important in society. Besides, to be
unmarried is not automatically the same as being single: there are nowadays many
different kinds of hetero- or homosexual partnerships, that are often not authorised by
marriage certificates.
This is why the system of honorifics in German and in English (see, for instance,
Kochskamper 1991 and Miller and Swift 2000: 106-113) were subject to serious
readjustments. As Kochskamper puts it, women wanted to emerge "from the role of
the 'signified' into the role of the 'signifiers of ourselves" (Kochskamper ibid.: 11).
While against this background a third title Ms was introduced into the English
language system to replace Mrs. and Miss, in the German language, the process of
rectifying the asymmetry was of a different nature (for a possible etymology and origin
of Ms see, for example, Kramer/Kramarae and Treichler 1985 and Pauwels 1987; for
further details on this process see Lakoff 1975: 36 ff. and Miller and Swift 2000: 106
ff.). An equilibrium in titles for women and men in German was aimed at by
simultaneously generalising the meaning of Frau and by discouraging or eliminating
the use of Frclulein (for a diachronic analysis of the semantics of both titles see
Kochskamper 1991). The desired elimination of Fr5ulein was due to the suffix -lein,
is
The
inferior
English
diminutive
by
like
the
the
a
suffix.
status
conveyed
which
-ling
diminutive is further enforced grammatically, since in German, with the three
diminutive
this
genders,
automatically leads to a neuter gender. Thus,
grammatical
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FrcJuleinwas criticised not only because there was no equivalent word for unmarried
men available (*Herrlein) but also because it suggested connotations of smallness
and asexuality. The symmetrical system of honorifics as proposed by emancipated

follows:
is
as
women
forms of address in German
Herr, 'Mr. ',
Frau, 'Mrs. / Ms',
man, married or bachelor
woman, married or
unmarried

Just as the methods and means of introducing this symmetry into the address

systems in German and English were different, the results of these efforts are
divergent, too (see Pauwels 1996 for a comparative study of English and Dutch with a

similar result). In the German language the title as generally replaced FrJulein and
has thus undergone semantic generalisation and created equilibrium in the system of
forms of address (Gorny 1995: 542-543). The German Federal Ministry of the Interior
recommended the disuse of Fr5ulein in official language as early as 1972 (Samel
1995- 137) and, currently, Frclulein is mainly used only by older people of either
gender to address young girls or women (for regional differences see GlOck and Koch
1998). This, however, appears to be on the decrease and is evidence of the fact that
the change in meaning and use of Fr5ulein has not yet affected or convinced the older
generation. On the other hand, Fr5ulein is still quite frequently used to attract a
waitress' attention. However, in my opinion, women, regardless of age or marital
status, generally do not like to be addressed as Frjulein.
Conversely, the new honorific title Ms has not become established as a substitute for
Mrs. and Miss and as a parallel form of Mr.. It is used by many English speakers, but
has become stigmatised (marked) and a marker of the different lifestyles of women

(Pauwels 2001). Nowadays it apparently has connotations of being unmarried,
divorced or widowed and/or homosexual and / or feminist and / or emancipated and /
or career woman (see, for example, Pauwels 1996: 263, Atkinson 1987, Wood 1997,
Graddol and Swann 1996- 97, Romaine 1999: 310).
To summarise, in line with the readjustments and the subsequent interpretations, the

followsGerman
in
language
honorifics
the
as
now
reads
system of
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forms of address in German
Frau, 'Mrs. /M s',

Herr 'Mr '

,
.,
man, married or
bachelor

woman, married or unmarried

Frduiein, 'Miss',
very young woman i.e. teenager,
unmarried
(low frequency, mostly used by older
speakers)

In contrast to the German system of courtesy titles, the asymmetry in the English

language is so far not completely eliminated, and speakers just seem to use different
terms to denote the same characteristic i.e. marital status. Contrary to the German
language,

the

distinction

'married

-

unmarried'

is still

linguistically

marked.

Consequently, the attempt to balance, neutralise and simplify the system of honorifics

Mr.,
be
have
in
German
language,
to
the
of
said
succeeded
can
while a readjustment
Mrs. and Miss has so far failed to achieve the same acceptance in the case of English
(for possible reasons for this failure see Pauwels 1987,1996).

forms of address in English

Mr
.
man, marr ied or bac he lor

Mrs.
woman, married
Miss
(young) woman, unmarried
MS
woman, married or unmarried;
nowadays also divorced or
feminist i.e. with ideological
connotations

All these cases of lexical asymmetry convincingly demonstrate that a bias was and
English,
German
is
in
languages
or
which represents women
such as
still
evident
first
(see,
however,
that
men
come
suggests
and
which
unrealistically and unfairly
Klann-Delius 2005 for a different view on this).

2.3.4 Gender-fair alternatives in the German language
For the German language, a vital task in making women's presence more obvious
for
for
the generic
to
and
personal
nouns
generic
was
plan and offer replacements
Two
indefinite
main strategies were proposed to
pronouns.
personal, possessive, and
(Hellinger
1995-.
to
covert
neutralisation
and
peopleovert
enable a neutral reference
297 ff.; for a concise account of the main strategies see Dietrich 2004). Overt
neutralisation, the most frequently used strategy, entails a gender-specification of the
feminine
i.
female
terms
e.
male
and
referents are explicitly named.
and
masculine
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Here, the German language follows a strategy which is quite different from the English
language
English
in
to
the
one, contrast
where, due to its analytical character, genderneutralisation is aimed at, gender-specification or overt neutralisation has developed
into the most productive means of avoiding a male bias (see, for example, Hellinger,
ibid.). Overt neutralisation of referents via Doppelform / Paarform or Beidbenennung,
'splitting', resulted in an increased coinage of feminine terms, which in German mostly
derive from the addition of the suffix -in to the masculine stem. This kind of derivation
is highly productive, and it is very well integrated into the language system - for
instance, Professor -> Professorin (for criticisms of this kind of derivation see Pusch,
for example, 1984, Doleschal 1992). Other lexical means of generating German
feminine personal nouns were also proposed. Nouns can, for instance, be modified
with the adjective or attribute weiblich - e.g. weibliche Person, 'female person' - or a
compound can be built with the suffix -frau - e.g. Kauffrau, 'female salesperson' (for a
thorough and comparative account of grammatical and lexical means of genderGerman
in
the
and English language see Hellinger 1990,1995).
specification
Brackets, oblique strokes and the Binnen / (capital I within a word) were proposed to
refer to the two genders in an economic way. In writing, parallel naming can take
diverse shapes. Male and female professors, for example, can be referred to as,
a)

Professor und / oder / bzw. Professorin (sing. )

b) Professoren und Professorinnen (p1.)

c) Professor/in (sing.)
d)

Professor/inn/en (pl. )

e)

Professor(in) (sing. )

0

Professor(inn)en (pl. )

g) Professorln (sing.)
h) ProfessorInnen (pl. )
i)

ProfessorINNen

(The strokes, brackets and capital letters in g), h) and i) are orthographic
indicators, showing the morphological boundaries)

At times, though, gender-fairness in language can become quite complicated. This is
the case, for instance, when people are referred to in the genitive case: des
Professors und der Professorin, des / der Professorsfin? (for other problematic cases,
such as the splitting of compounds see, for example, Beck 1991).
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In spoken language only the long splittings - a) and b) - can be pronounced. All other
Sparformeln, 'economic formulae', actually exist only on paper; the promoters of the
Binnen /- examples g), h), i) - however, claim that it can indeed be pronounced. A
speaker can either resolve it to its two components i.e. the feminine and masculine
terms are explicitly named, or can use the glottal stop to point out the morphological
boundary (see Gorny 1995: 534). The preference and frequency of a specific overt
economic formula appears to be connected to specific contexts and particular types of
text. Gorny (ibid: 534), however, noted that a gender-fair reference to persons is
primarily achieved by means of splittings either with brackets or strokes - examples c)
_f).
One spelling of splittings, the Binnen / (capital I within a word), is especially worthy of
note. It is remarkable, because as a capital letter within a word, it is a phenomenon in
the German language that

contravenes the

rules of grammar (Deutsche

Rechtschreibung 1996, for a thorough discussion see also Schoenthal 1998a: 18-20).
It came about in line with the criticism of sexism in language, although its origin
cannot be firmly established. HAberlin et al. (1992: 93) trace the history of the Binnen /
back to a first occurrence in 1981, where it was used in a publication about radiostations. It was then supposedly used again, and introduced to a wider audience by
the Zilricher Wochenzeitung (Woz) in Switzerland in 1983. In Germany, the use of the
Binnen / is associated with the left wing alternative newspaper Tageszeitung (TAZ),
which probably first introduced it to German readers having 'imported' it from the Woz
(for a confirmation of the origin see Scheub 2003). Since then, it has developed into
an Ideologem (ideological symbol) in the German-speaking area. Its regular use is
nowadays regarded as a signal of a feminist or emancipated attitude and is
accordingly sometimes viewed with scepticism, just as Ms and chairperson are often
Grabdrucker
1993.247, Gorny
174,
in
English
(Mayer
1989:
also
see
critically viewed
1995: 535 ff. ). It is a clear and visible signal in texts, showing that they are written in
gender-fair language and against a certain ideological background. Scheub, a
journalist at the Tageszeitung, recently aptly commented on the 'repulsive' effect of
the Binnen 1 that "[d]as groß 1 markiert einen Text mit Warninschrift: Vorsicht: Von
Ferninistin geschrieben! Schnell umbl6ttern", 'the capital I marks the text with a
warning sign- Written by a feminist! Turn the page quickly' (Scheub ibid.). However,
she also pointed out that her feminist colleagues are not using it anymore, as they do
not want to be considered as "altbacken", 'outdated' (Scheub ibid.). This evaluation
implies that the Binnen / is nowadays also considered as an outdated relic of the
feminist era.
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Overt neutralisation was also proposed as a means of avoiding generic pronouns personal, possessive, indefinite - and generic indefinite articles. As in the English
language, there are today either long split formulae - e.g. jeder oderjede, 'everyone'
(m / f), einer oder eine, 'someone' (m / f), der oder die (masculine or feminine relative
pronoun), er und sie, 'he and she', ihr oder sein, 'her or his' - or economic formulae.
The economic formulae are written with brackets or oblique strokes (eine(r) / eine1r,
derldie; erlsie), and by adding und, 'and', or oder, 'or', these short formulae can be
broken up into long splittings - for example, in written language: jede(r) or jedelr, in
spoken language: jede undjeder, 'everyone' (m / f). Today, overt neutralisation even
affects the indefinite generic pronouns man and jemand, and they sometimes receive
the feminine counterparts frau and jedfrau. These alternatives came into being,
because some women strongly associated the indefinite pronoun man and jemand
with the noun Mann, 'man' (similar to mankind / womankind in English). In addition,
people objected to man and jemand being accompanied by masculine terms (in line
with the rules of concord in German grammar), even if the sentence contained an
explicit female context; for example, man sollte sein Kind so lange wie m6glich stillen,
'one should breast-feed his baby as long as possible', or jemand hat sein
Schminkt5schchen im Bad liegenlassen, 'someone left his make-up bag in the
bathroom'. With the new gender-fair alternatives, this sentence can be rephrased as:
Jemand hat ihr Schminktäschchen im Bad liegengelassen.
Eine hat ihr Schminktäschchen im Bad liegengelassen.
Jedfrau hat ihr Schminktäschchen im Bad liegengelassen.

The last sentence is the most radical transformation of the original one, and it is
4,
fraUl
'one' (0, and jedfrau,
The
indefinite
actually very rarely used.
pronouns
ieveryone'

(f), are identified by Pusch as "die provokanteste

und bekannteste

Spracherneuerung" (1984: 76), 'the most provoking and well-known innovation', in the
German language system. However, neither term appears to be compatible with the
German language and its users. Just like the Binnen / (capital I within a word), frau /
jedfrau also became an Ideologem (ideological symbol) which expresses the user's
feminist or emancipated viewpoint. The frequency of frau as a corresponding item to
the indefinite pronoun man is, in my estimation, fairly low. It is generally considered as
an excessive form of the feminisation of the German language, and its consistent use
14 The Swiss author Verena Stefan
was the first writer to use frau consistently as a
replacement for man. Just like the French Philosophers, in her book Hautungen, 'Shedding'
(1975), Stefan played with the German language and created a medium for women and their
feelings.
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is chiefly restricted to feminist circles. This applies even more to jedfrau (see Pusch
ibid.: 86 ff. ).

Covert neutralisation, the other means proposed to avoid generic masculines, either
involves the use of neutral personal nouns e.g. Fachkraft instead of Fachmann,
'expert', or Kofiegium, 'team', instead of der/ die Kollegen, 'male / female colleagues'
Differentialgenus
the
the
(nominalised
of
or
use
adjectives or participles) which can
take on either feminine or masculine grammatical gender in the singular and which is
gender-neutral in its plural form. Examples of the Differentialgenus are krank, 'sick'
(verb) -> der/ die Kranke, 'the sick one' (m / f)
f)
die
Kranken,
(m
/
'the
sick
ones'
->
and abordnen, abgeordnet, 'to delegate' (verb, participle) -> der / die Abgeordnete,
'the member of parliament' (m / f) -> die Abgeordneten, 'the members of parliament'
(m / f). Covert neutralisation is also an effective method of avoiding long genderspecific splittings, for instance, as in der Fachmann und die Fachfrau, 'the male and
female expert' --> die Fachkrcifte, 'experts (plural, neuter grammatical gender and
male and female natural gender).
A prominent example of the different means of neutralising generic masculine
personal nouns is the term Student, 'the (masculine article) student'. Prior to the
criticism of sexism in the German language, the generic masculine der Student, 'the
(masculine article) student', was used to denote all students, regardless of gender. In
line with the new proposals towards a gender-fair German language, it was proposed
that der Student, 'the (masculine article) student', should be overtly neutralised and
that the split form der Student und die Studentin, 'the male and the female student',
should be used instead. Nowadays, the plural form of the Differentialgenus, die
Studierenden, 'those who study (m / f)', can be considered as the most useful and
economic way of referring to students. Despite these gender-fair alternatives, though,
the generic masculine noun in the plural, die Studenten, 'the students', still seems to
be very much in use.
To summarise, all these relatively recent changes to the German language that
attempt to avoid the generic masculine (2.3.2) and that aim to achieve lexical
symmetry in language and in the system of honorific titles (2.3.3) demonstrate that the
promoters of gender-fair language have been very creative and successful in reaching
their goal of planning and coining gender-fair alternatives. As a result, there are
nowadays manifold terms and linguistic means available which may help German
speakers to use spoken and written language in a gender-fair way. However, gender78

fair proposals only become habitual if the idea of gender-fairness is convincingly
propagated and spread, and if the linguistic innovations can be implemented via
appropriate and effective mechanisms.

2.4 Changing sexist language - the implementation stage
The implementation of linguistic innovations is carried out and supported by different
language planning agents and by different means, according to whether they are topdown or grass-roots changes. In top-down language changes, for example, status
planning is usually led by governments, who support the selection and implementation
of innovations chiefly via educational work i.e. by making the changes public in
speech communities and by spreading these via schooling. Governmental support
and monitoring can go as far as to enforce a language reform by law, if it is
necessary, to ensure that language is used in line with a certain policy. In contrast to
top-down planned language changes, the promotion and implementation of linguistic
innovations in deliberate grass-roots language changes is more difficult. They
generally radiate from small cells in society, which usually lack instrumental i.e.
financial and logistic means. Hence, as a grass-roots or bottom-up movement, the
criticism of sexism in various languages initially infiltrated societies via small,
in
female)
(mainly
experts
people,
not
committed groups of
who were usually
linguistics (see, for instance, Pauwels 1998: 95). At first, this criticism developed
through verbal propaganda of gender-fair language use and through protests against
the use of sexist language in private circles (for how changes diffuse through
language see, for example, Milroy and Milroy 1985, Rogers 1983, L. Milroy 1987,
Aitchison 1992, McMahon 1995).
The role-model strategy (Pauwels 1998: 141) used by committed individuals was used
to combat ignorance and was characterised by a strong appeal to others to change
their speech habits. Accordingly, right from the beginning the criticism of sexism in
language aimed to achieve an awareness and understanding of the necessity of
Pauwels
"[fleminist
As
in
the
points
out
communities.
change
speech
relevant
language planners considered the promotion of feminist LR [language reform] without
for
be
ineffectual,
if
to
the
that
the
reform
need
not
understood
ensuring
community
Awareness
brackets
143;
ibid.:
(Pauwels
added).
and an
counterproductive"
important
for
language
are
preliminaries
changes
planned
understanding of ongoing
their successful realisation: people can alter their ways of speaking only if they identify
know
they
to
if
they
the
are
supposed
what
change
reform
and
only
with
goals of a
and why.
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The

leading by example, which was the only
implementation mechanism available in the initial stage of the criticism, was based on
uncoordinated strategy of

non-intrusive propaganda work. It was originally confined to very small cells in the
speech communities (middle class feminists or people committed to the emancipation
of women). However, in order to accomplish a sole or a joint official use of gender-fair
language in speech communities (see F. Frank 1985), the critics had to make their
criticism of sexism in language known to a wider audience. This promotion was mainly
achieved by means of proposals and guidelines towards gender-fairness in language.

2.4.1 The implementation
proposals and guidelines

of gender-fair language in Germany by means of

The concept of gender-fairness in language and its importance for gender-equality in
society was originally diffused mainly by means of written material i.e. via nonprescriptive and non-compulsory proposals and recommendations, and also by
approaching the key mediators of linguistic innovations i.e. the publishing houses of
newspapers and books, journals, academic journals and learning material (Miller and
Swift 2000; for a discussion of diverse implementation strategies see also, for
instance, Pauwels 1989,1991,

Spender 1992, Cameron 1992a). Proposals and

guidelines were (and still are) employed as the key channels for raising awareness,
for sensitising speakers to the issue of sexist language, for promoting gender-fair
language and for recommending gender-fair alternatives (Pauwels 1998: 146). The
aim of these guidelines was first and foremost to revise official and public language
use. In Germany, most of the proposals were published as leaflets or brochures,
usually containing up to 20 pages. They typically introduce the reader to the issue of
sexism in language, often present a definition (English versions sometimes lack a
definition; see Pauwels, 1998- 155), and they subsequently offer multiple solutions as
to how specific cases of sexism in language can be avoided. The proposals and
guidelines are very much orientated towards practical work and are directed at
employees in private and public organisations, and also at the interested individual.
They address people who
professionell und offiziell geschriebene und gesprochene Sprache produzieren, vor
allem an die, die - ob im Kindergarten, an der Schule oder in der Universität Sprache lehren und an die in den Medien, in der Verlagsarbeit und anderswo
Sprache verbreiten, an die Verfasserinnen und Verfasser von Lehr- und
Fachbüchern, Berufsberatungstexten, Radio- und Fernsehtexten, Sachtexten,
Wörterbüchern,
Enzykiopädien,
Werbetexte,
Wettbewerbsausschreibungen,
Zeitungs- und Zeitschriftenartikel jeglicher Art (Guentherodt et al. 1980: 15).

produce professional and official written and spoken language, most of all to those
who teach language - either in nursery, at school or at universities - and to those
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who spread language in media, publishing houses or elsewhere, to the female and
male authors of textbooks, specialist books, vocational guidance books, radio- and
TV texts,
texts, dictionaries,
non-fiction
encyclopaedia,
advertisements,
announcements for competitions, newspaper and journal articles of any kind.

As such, guidelines towards gender-fairness in language are directed at those who
are in charge of writing for or speaking to a wide audience who subsequently spread
the proposals in private circles and the speech community at large.
In many European languages the proposals chiefly focus on sexism at the lexicogrammatical level. They primarily suggest gender-fair alternatives to the generic
masculine, to lexical asymmetry in titles and in terms of address and to the
stereotypical portrayal of men and women (see Pauwels ibid.- 157). It is noteworthy
that these proposals and guidelines generally only recommend a range of alternatives
to sexist or androcentric terms; the speakers can select for themselves which
expressions they want to use, if they want to use gender-fair language. Hence,
gender-fair alternatives to sexist terms are suggested but not specifically selected or
evaluated. The proposals are therefore advisory rather than legally required. In the
first Richtfinien zur Vermeidung sexistischen Sprachgebrauchs, 'proposals for
avoiding sexist language use', published in Germany in 1980, Guentherodt et al., for
instance, decided on the following strategy to present gender-fair alternatives to sexist
terms in GermanAnhand einiger Beispiele zeigen wir nun sexistischen Sprachgebrauch auf und
bieten alternative Formulierungen an (Guentherodt et al. 1980- 2).
By means of some examples we are drawing attention to sexist language use and
we are offering alternative formulations.

Hence, they propose, for example, the following multiple gender-fair alternatives to
androcentric terms:
generic term: der Deutsche, 'the German'
gender-fair alternatives: die Deutschen, 'the Germans, deutsche Frauen
Staatsangeh6rige,
deutsche
Manner,
'German
and
men',
und
women
'German nationals'

generic term: jeder einzelne, 'every single one'

gender-fair alternatives: jede einzelne 1jeder einzelne, 'every single male
(person) / every single female (person)', die einzelnen, 'the single ones',
jeder Frau undjeder Mann, 'every woman and every man', Frauen sowie
Manner, 'women as well as men'
generic term: ,Fraulein" (in a restaurant)
gender-fair alternatives: Bitte, 'Please', Entschuldigen Sie, 'Excuse me',
Wi)rden Sie uns bitte die Karte bringen, bitte?, 'Could you give us the menu
please? '
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Another example of the advisory character in proposals towards gender-fair language
is a brochure published by the Equal Opportunities Office of the city council of
Oberhausen, which, instead of instructions, gives Tips f1jr einen fairen Umgang mit
der Sprache, 'tips for a gender-fair language use' (1995). The brochure, for instance,
suggests but does not prescribe or evaluate - "diese Broschare gibt einige
Anregungen", 'this brochure presents some stimuli' - the following gender-fair terms:
generic term: Mitarbeiter, 'employee'
Mitarbeiter, Mitarbeiterin, 'male employee,
gender-fair
alternatives:
female
Beschaftigte,
'employee,
(Differentialgenus),
employee',
Angestellte, 'employee' (Differentialgenus)
generic term: Antragsteller, 'applicant'
gender-fair alternatives: Antragstellende Person, 'a person who makes
an application,
Antrag von, 'application form from', Den Antrag stellt, 'the application is
made by

The advantage of brochures like these is that they convincingly address speakers as
rational thinking language users who, when in need of uncomplicated gender-fair
alternatives to sexist terms, can decide for themselves which option they want to use.
Thus, the Leiffaden fOr ein geschlechtergerechtes Sprechen, 'Guideline for gender-fair
speech', published in 1991 by the Frauenbilro,

'Women's Office', in DUsseldorf

(NRW), is based on the following principles:
Beide Geschlechter sollen sichtbar und hörbar gemacht werden.
The two genders should be made visible and audible'.
Die Geschlechter sollen sprachlich symmetrisch behandelt werden.
'The two genders should be treated symmetrically in language'.
Sprache soll der Eindeutigkeit dienen.
'Language should be unambiguous. '
Die Sprache soll lesbar sein.
'Language should be easy to read. '

Hence, there is a selection of gender-fair terms available in these proposals, and the
However,
feel
this choice is
is
they
appropriate.
most
speakers can choose which
(see,
for
linguistic
by
the
and
unambiguity
example,
clarity
restrained
principles of
Braun 2000b). The Leitfaden fOr ein geschlechtergerechtes

Sprechen advises, for

instance, against the use of brackets, oblique strokes and the Binnen / (capital I
forms
because
human
these
in
are seen as
nouns,
withina word)
connection with
from
distracting
the
difficult
the content
to
text
the
reader
making
read and as
(Leitfaden 1991: 8).
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However, suggestions for gender-fair language were not always composed along the
lines of useful implementation strategies and linguistic clarity (see Pauwels 1991).
Some proposals do not stand the test of linguistic viability, meaning that they do not fit
into the structure of the target language (Pauwels ibid.: 24). There are also proposals
that recommend alternatives that are too complicated, unconvincing and even not
feasible. A good example of an unpersuasive and radical proposal for gender-fairness
in language is Pusch's suggestion of a gender-fair German grammar. In line with her
belief that German is a M5nnersprache,

'man made language', and not at all a

gender-fair language, she developed a reformed grammatical system, in which
feminine terms are no longer derived from the masculine ones and are unmarked.
This system (1984.: 61 ff. ) abolishes any feminine suffix and treats personal nouns
like the

Differentia Igen us, 'nominalised

adjectives

I

or participles.

Without

any

affixation, nouns can take on the feminine and masculine grammatical gender. As
regards the personal noun Lehrer, 'teacher', Pusch's gender-fair grammar displays
the following idea (Pusch ibid. ):

'crazy' Pusch proposal
generic masculine

das Lehrer

personal noun, genderspecific, feminine

die Lehrer

personal noun, genderspecific, masculine

der Lehrer

personal noun, genderspecific, attributive,
feminine, plural
personal noun, genderspecific, attributive,
masculine plural

die weiblichen Lehrers

German grammar
der Lehrer,
'the teacher',
(masculine article)
die Lehrefin,
'the teacher',
(feminine article and
feminine suffix)
der Lehrer,
'the teacher'
(masculine gender)
die weiblichen
Lehrerinnen,
'the female teachers',

die mannfichen Lehrer
die mannfichen Lehrers
,
'the male teachers'
,

A sentence along the lines of this idea is structured as follows.
Pusch grammar:
Sie ist eine gute Student. Ihre Leistungen sind beachtlich und ihre
Professor ist sehr zufrieden mit ihr. Früher war sie übrigens Sekretär bei
einer Architekt (Pusch 1984: 62).

German grammar:

Sie ist eine gute Studentin. Ihre Leistungen sind beachtlich und ihre
Professorin ist sehr zufrieden mit ihr. Früher war sie übrigens Sekretärin
bei einer Architektin.
She is a good female student. Her performance is remarkable and her
female professor is contented. By the way, previously she has been a
female secretary with a female architect.
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This grammar is evidently different from the grammar of German. It must therefore be
identified as a thoughtful and valid theoretical approach to establishing symmetry in
German rather than as a feasible proposal for a real language change. It is really hard
to imagine that such a radical intervention in grammar could be embraced by a
speech community, and this is why her proposal was later given the label of der
verrOckte Puschvorschlag, 'the crazy Pusch proposal'. It was not well received in
German linguistics (see Pusch 1990: 92, Samel 1995: 74). It also makes excessive
demands on speakers' willingness to change their language use. Time has shown that
der
Puschvorschlag
the
did
have
predictably
quite
verrtickte
effect
on
not
any
German language. Bearing in mind, though, that Pusch is a trained linguist, it is open
to question whether she had really envisaged a change of the German language. One
may assume that the verrOckte Puschvorschlag served instead as a provocation in
order to make herself heard, as well as her theories about the problem of inequality in
the German language (see, for example, Pusch 1984: 64). Thus, at times parts of
those proposals turned out to be ineffective and unconvincing, because the proposed
alternatives were too radical, and sometimes even ridiculous (see, for example,
Behlert's grammar from 1998 as cited and promoted by Pusch in 1999: 23, see also
the proposals made by Mary Daly 1973,1978,1987).
Pusch's proposals aside, the majority of the proposals that are accessible today
present sensible and feasible gender-fair alternatives to sexism in language. Time has
shown that these guidelines and proposals were and still are useful and influential in
promoting and developing gender-fairness in language (for a review of guidelines
across Europe see Wegener 1990, see also Hellinger 1990 and Pauwels 1998 for
overviews; examples of guidelines in German are, for instance, Guentherodt et al.
1980 and 1981, Wodak et al. 1987, MUller 1988, Hellinger et al. 1989, Leitfaden fOr
ein geschlechtergerechtes

Sprechen, DOsseldorf 1991, HAberlin et al. 1992, Hellinger

and Bierbach 1993, MUller and Fuchs 1993, Tips fOr einen fairen Umgang mit der
Sprache, Oberhausen
guidelines

in

1995, Braun 2000b, Irmen and Sander 2002; for a list of

German

and

English

for
de/infos/ýýender.
htm#sprachlinienallqemein;
www.evaluieren.

on

the

guidelines

internet
in the

see
US

see

McGraw-Hill (1972) and UNESCO (1991); for representative examples of English
guidelines see, for instance, Miller and Swift 1980 and 2000).

The guiding and encouraging approach to raising awareness in society and of
promoting the issue of gender-fairness in language also made the print media aware

P.
A
W-T

of this criticism, and even if the first reactions were apparently disrespectful and
negative - Die ZEIT, for example, commented on the benefit of the guidelines issued
by Guentherodt et al. (1980): "Den Geschlechterkampf auf dem Gebiet der Sprache
weiterf0hren zu wollen, das bringt nichts und fijhrt zu nichts", 'to continue the battle of
the sexes in language is pointless and does not lead to anything', (Die ZEIT 18-031983) - the coverage was nevertheless a suitable means for making the existence of
this language change public.15 Simultaneously, academic discussion of gender-fair
language in universities also contributed to the spread and implementation of nonsexist language. Furthermore, as mentioned before, (see chapter 1) female
intellectuals, for example, Mary Daly and Luise Pusch, or the French Philosophers
Luce Irigaray and Helene Cixous, used their writings to instruct and inform people
about sexist elements in their own mother-tongues.
Hence, in contrast to an ideal language change in which the implementation of
linguistic innovations is at first planned and then carried out by an organised body - in
the best scenario, the government working with the use of diverse channels to
distribute the linguistic innovations, such as antidiscrimination legislation and school
curricula - the criticism of sexism in language did not progress in line with a
masterplan by one authority. It was instead carried out by several independent, but
nevertheless interrelated, groups which happened to come into being at universities,
at home or in feminist circles. Accordingly, the reform of various languages was
actually not planned along the lines of a structured and far-sighted strategy with
clearly defined methods and goals, but rather via a strong solidarity among women
with a firm belief and commitment to the issue. Eventually, the various proposals
towards gender-fair language were

recognised by governmental and non-

governmental organisations (for example, the UNO, UNESCO or trade unions),
institutions (for instance universities, federal and state agencies and city councils) and
the (print-)media. Gradually, these bodies began to adopt a policy of gender-fair
language with their set of own guidelines. With that, these alliances of committed
women and their non-intrusive way of implementing gender-fairness in language
15 In America, for instance, articles were titled: 'Pronoun Envy' (Newsweek, 6-6-1971) or
'Sispeak: A IVIsguided Attempt to Change Herstory' (Time Magazine, 23-10-1972). In
Germany, for example, der Spiegel, a political journal, published an article called
"Grammatischer Phallus", 'grammatical phallus', (der Spiegel, no. 7-1989). The author of a
leading article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung called the critics of sexism in the German
language "verbissene Sprachamazonen", 'dogged amazons of language', (FAZ, 6-1-1990). On
the other hand, feminist magazines came into being, for example, Emma in Germany or Opzij
in the Netherlands, which fervently used and promoted - and they still continue to do so gender-fair language.
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gradually gained a wider audience, and their ideas were eventually heard in the
political arena. So any respective governmental support was thanks to these diverse
efforts at the grass-roots level: governments reacted to these LP efforts and to the
growing pressure in society. In Germany, legislation towards gender-fairness in official
language came about slowly but surely.

2.4.2 The implementation
legislation

of gender-fair

language

in Germany

through

The attitude of governments towards ongoing linguistic changes from the grass-roots
level is of major importance. By being either supportive or uncooperative, they can
influence the speed, the scope and the acceptance of planned linguistic changes. This
influence becomes quite obvious when looking, for example, at the situation of some
lesser used languages. If governments are against language diversity or, for
ideological reasons, against a particular language in the country, they can suppress
this diversity or variety through legislation (see, for example, Keetman 2001 on the
Kurdish language). On the other hand, by means of an optimistic and determined
attitude towards an innovation and by reacting to it positively - an ideal example
would be the announcement and promotion of a change via posters, adverts, trailers
on TV and radio or through prominent figures - governments can pave the way for an
affirmative acceptance of a language reform (see, for instance, Baker 1995). In this
way, governments can exert a great influence on the shaping of speakers' opinions
about linguistic innovations. And if a planned language change is approved of by a
government, its promotion and progress can be expected to be supported legally and
financially. So governmental support of a language change and with
antidiscrimination legislation cannot be estimated too highly.

it,

Support of gender-fair language use by the German government grew only tentatively.
However, people could actually have laid claim to the use of gender-fairness in
language since the foundation of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1949 and the
GG says that "Mcinner und
Frauen sind gleichberechfigt% 'men and women enjoy equal rights' (for German
legislation see Sch6nfelder 2004). In reality, however, this basic law did not ensure
German Grundgesetz (GG), 'basic law'. Article 3§2

gender-fairness in official language. This changed when the issue of sexism in the
German language became more apparent in the public arena, due to the second
wave of feminism in the later 1970s and early 1980s.
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The first legal step towards non-sexist language use is noticeable in connection with
the occupational field. In 1979 a linguistic directive was passed which prescribes that
masculine

and

feminine

occupational

titles

had

to

be

used

in

the

Ausbildungsanordhungen, 'guidelines for apprenticeships. This directive was a
consequence of the 76 / 207 guideline of the European Union, ratified in 1976, which
established equal opportunities for men and women in professional life in the private
sector. Three years earlier, the German guidelines for apprenticeship had actually
prescribed quite the opposite i.e. that generic masculine occupational titles ought to
be used for both male and female employees, because they were to be understood in
a gender-fair way (see Brinkmann 1990: 145). At that time, the newspaper Der
Tagesspiegel commented on this new directive towards linguistic gender-fairness and
the motivation of the Federal Government behind this revision as follows:
Die erste Ausbildungsanordnung, die derart umgestaltet wurde, ist die 'Verordnung
über die Berufsausbildung zum Koch / zur Köchin'. Später soll aus dem Mechaniker
dann die Mechanikerin, aus dem Elektriker die Elektrikerin werden. Die Änderung der
Ausbildungsanordnungen wird
Beitrag zur Verbesserung der Berufswahlals
...
chancen für Frauen von der Bundesregierung für erforderlich gehalten (Der
Tagesspiegel 28.07.1979).
The first guideline for apprenticeships that was changed in this way is the
'Prescription for the occupational training of male and female cooks'. Later mechanic
[generic masculine, PAH] is supposed to become female mechanic, electrician
[generic masculine, PAH] is supposed to become female electrician. The Federal
Government considers this change of the guidelines for apprenticeships
as
a
...
necessary contribution to improving the chances of women when choosing a career
(brackets added).

Today, the feminine occupational terms Kdchin, 'female cook', Mechanikerin, 'female
mechanic', Elektrikerin, 'female electrician', are well established and conventionally
used job titles. This article is therefore a noteworthy contemporary
demonstrating

document,

how much has been changed in the past decades as a result of

antidiscrimination legislation and public pressure.

However, a further and much more important influence on gender-fair language use
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law of the German Civil Code (BUrgerliches Gesetzbuch) -§ 611a and 611b- in 1980.
This regulation says that:
Der Arbeitgeber /sic. 1 soll einen Arbeitsplatz weder öffentlich noch innerhalb eines
Betriebes nur für Männer oder nur für Frauen ausschreiben (§ 611 b BGB 111980,
brackets added).
The employer [generic masculine, PAH] shall not advertise a vacancy exclusively for
men or exclusively for women, either officially or within a firm (bracket added).
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In 1994, this Sofivorschrift (recommended guideline) was transformed into a
Mussvorschrift (obligatory guideline; clause 7.2) for employers and for the design of
job advertisements in the press (Oldenburg 1998: 68). Thus, since at least 1994,
employers are required to design gender-fair job advertisements and to explicitly
direct their job offers at the two genders alike (see section 2.5.1 for a detailed account
16
influence
law
design
the
this
the
job-advertisements).
of
on
on
of
Furthermore, the introduction of Frauenbeauftragte, 'Women's Representatives'
17,
(nowadays known
Gleichsteflungsbeauftragte
Opportunities
'Equal
as
Representatives'), by the German Federal Government at federal and communal
levels in the 1980s must be regarded as another key factor in the process of
establishing gender-fairness in language through legislation (see Roth 2004). These
people are responsible for ensuring the promotion of women and their skills within the
Federal Government and its administration and this also includes the promotion of
women in language. In addition, they act as networkers who bring together interested
and committed women from different backgrounds such as autonomous women's
emancipation groups, political parties, universities, trade unions and the media. As
such they have made possible a lively exchange of interests between these originally
isolated groups of women and in doing so have supported their issues, such as the
implementation of gender-fair language, not only by legal directives but also in the
language thereof. While § 611 BGB already enforced gender-fair language use in the
work-field and while proposals and guidelines towards linguistic equality had already
begun to influence the design of public language (for example the Richtfinien zur
Vermeidung sexistischen Sprachgebrauchs, 'proposals for avoiding sexist language
use', published by Guentherodt et al. in 1980 and 1981), the language in laws and in
administration was still unaffected by the criticism and was androcentric in that
generic masculine terms were used to denote women and men, and were to be
16Rigorous prosecution and fines ensure that nowadays job advertisements conform to § 611.
A recent case (05.02.2004) is, for example, described on the internet site
hftp://www.arbeitsrecht.
htm. Here a group of lawyers was severely fined, as it was
de/aktue11489.
accused of having placed a gender-specific (i.e. with a feminine occupational term) job
advertisement on the internet homepage of the local employment centre. The interesting twist
in this case is the fact that this advertisement was not put on the internet by the lawyers
themselves but by an employee of the local employment centre, who unintentionally made the
mistake and specified the gender of the potential applicants. Nevertheless, the lawyers were
held legally liable for this mistake made by a third party.

17Landesgleichstellungsgesetz (LGG) § 15 (1): Jede Dienststelle mit mindestens 20
Beschaftigten bestellt eine Gleichstellungsbeauftragteund eine Stellvertreterin.

'Law on Equal Opportunities in North-Rhine Westphalia § 15 (1): Every administrative office
with a minimum of 20 employees nominates an Equal Opportunities Repesentative and a
deputy. '
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interpreted in a gender-inclusive way (see, for example, Guentherodt 1983/4,
Grabdrucker 1993, Eichhoff-Cyrus 2002).

In this respect, the German council for women passed a resolution against
discrimination against women in legal language in 1982. However, despite this quite
early complaint, the German Bundestag did not instigate a comprehensive analysis of
sexist language use in German legislation and administration until 1987 when the
Arbeitsgruppe Rechtssprache, 'working party on legal language', came into being.
Thus far, many discussions about the use of the generic masculine in laws and
administration had been on the agenda (see, for example, Wittem6ller 1988 and
Gorny 1995), and a law had been passed, instigated by the male members of the
Bundestag, which introduced a new occupational title for a male Hebamme, 'midwife'
(Hebammengesetz passed in 1985; see Eichhoff-Cyrus 2002). Moreover, several
proposals towards gender-fairness in legal and official language had been made at
regional level (see, for instance, Schoenthal 1989). These actions, though, had failed
to instigate a wide-ranging revision of legal language. In 1990 the working party on
legal language in essence arrived at the conclusion that any lexical asymmetry in the
German Rechtssprache, 'legal language, due to the use of the generic masculine, did
not contradict the principle of gender-equality as put into effect by Article 3 GG. At the
same time, Article 3 was interpreted as not obliging the German Federal Government
to change legal language towards gender-fairness, because the use of the generic
masculine had no legal consequences. Even if men and women were not treated fairly
in German legal language, they unquestionably had equal rights in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Consequently, the working party concluded that it was not
necessary to change the Vorschriftensprache, 'legislative language', in legal texts.
Regarding the Amtssprache, 'official language', though, which is used in
administrative communication with individual citizens such as in forms, personal
documents or examination regulations, the working party encouraged the use of
gender-fairness and proposed the gradual revision of administrative texts (for a
detailed account of the report of the Arbeitsgruppe see the Bundestagsdrucksache
12/1041 1991, see also Hellinger 1995). These recommendations were agreed to by
the German Federal Cabinet in 1991 (Bundestagsdrucksache 12/1041 1991), and this
decision was further supported by the fact that the European Union simultaneously
decided to compose all official documents published by the EU in gender-fair
language, as "sexism reflected in language is an obstacle to equality between men
and women" (European Union, Session document 2003'. 8).
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As a consequence of the report and its suggestions, the German Federal Government
strongly

appealed

to

the

state

and

regional

agencies

to

follow

these

recommendations. No laws were passed to enforce gender-fairness in legal language,
but the Handbuch der Rechtsf6rmlichkeit, 'handbook of legal formalities', which
recommends the design of legal texts, promoted the use of gender-fair formulations.
As a result, a few regional governments, for instance, Lower Saxony, North-Rhine
Westphalia, Saxony and Hesse, strongly recommended gender-fair language use in
their constitutions. The Federal Ministry of Justice pursued the issue further. From
1993 to 1996 it commissioned the Gesellschaft fOr deutsche Sprache e. V., 'Society
for the German language', to draw up expert reports on the status quo of genderfairness in legal texts and to develop guidelines against lexical asymmetry (Gutachten
1993,1994,1996, see also Frank-Cyrus and Dietrich 1998, R. Schmidt 2004). The
results of these three analyses and the proposals in the guidelines found expression
in the second edition of the Handbuch der Rechtsf6rmlichkeit, 'handbook of legal
formalities', from 1999.
The next real step in antidiscrimination legislation towards gender-fairness in society
and in language was taken in 1994. Article 3§2 GG, which was referred to earlier,
was supplemented and since then the German state is obliged to actively promote
and support the equality of men and women:
Frauen und Männer sind gleichberechtigt Der Staat fördert die tatsächliche
Durchsetzung der Gleichberechtigung von Frauen und Männern und wirkt auf die
Beseitigung bestehender Nachteile hin (Article 3§2 GG 1994).
Men and women enjoy equal rights. The state promotes the actual implementation of
equal rights for women and men and is effective against existing disadvantages.

This obligation of the German state to promote gender-fairness in all spheres of life
European
Amsterdam
Union which
in
1999
by
Treaty
the
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of
was strengthened
dictates the implementation of gender mainstreaming in all member states. The
passing of the Treaty of Amsterdam therefore initiated a row of antidiscrimination
legislation in Germany: in 2000 the Gemeinsame Gesch5ftsordnung (GGO), 'joint
points of order', of the Federal Government decreed that gender-equality should be
expressed by means of gender-fair language in legal documents (§ 42 article 5 GGO
and § 68 article 2 GGO). A year later the Bundesgleichstellungsgesetz, 'federal law
for equal rights', came into force prescribing that
Rechts- und Verwaltungsvorschriften des Bundes sollen die Gleichstellung von
Frauen und Männern auch sprachlich zum Ausdruck bringen (Bundesgleichstellungsgesetz §1 article 2,2001).

Legal and administrative regulations of the Federal State should give expression to
the equal right of women and men in language.
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However, these two directives are recommended guidelines, meaning that gender-fair
language is still not obligatory in laws and in administration and that sexist language
use in legal language, both in the Vorschriftensprache, 'legislative language', and the
Amtssprache, 'official language', does not entail legal consequences (see, for
instance, Schewe-Gerigk 2004). In addition, there is no target time given as to when
the revision of legal language should be completed. It is recommended only that new
and revised laws should be designed in gender-fair language (Bundestagsdrucksache
14/5679).
Thus, antidiscrimination legislation in Germany in favour of a gender-fair use of
German has progressed slowly; the various guidelines have been written largely to
promote and encourage the implementation of gender-fair language. Despite the first
noteworthy legal actions towards gender-fairness in official and public language use
being taken in 1979 and 1980 (the guidelines for apprenticeships and § 611a and b
BGB 111980), it was not until the mid 1990s that the Federal Government showed a
sincere examination of and commitment to the issue of non-sexist language in public,
official and legal texts. The Federal Government revised Article 3 of the German
Grundgesetz (1994) and committed itself to actively promoting the equality of the two
genders and to opposing sexism in all spheres of life, including language. Legal
language also became more neutral from around this time. In addition, the change of
government in 1998, when the coalition of the Socialist Party and the Green Party
took over from the conservative Christian-Democrats and Liberal-Democrats, must be
considered as another supporting factor in the process of implementing gender-fair
language. For the first time, the two governing parties made it their task to advance
and ensure gender mainstreaming.
However, in spite of growing support from the German government through
antidiscrimination legislation, gender-fairness in legislative and official language is still
not made compulsory by federal legislation (see, for example, R. Schmidt 2004 and
Schewe-Gerigk 2004). The Federal Government firmly recommends gender-fairness
in language, but these suggestions still have no binding force in law. In the case of the
Lcinder (Regional Governing Bodies), from the early 1990s several have outlined and
issued principles on how to revise existing legal and administrative texts (for an
for
Saxony
instance, Dietrich 2000).
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constitution of
Gender-fairness in language in legislation and administration has therefore been
strongly promoted as a guiding principle at regional and public level for at least a
decade. This has provided the legal foundations for gender-fairness in legislative,
official i.e. administrative and also in public language, although it still remains a minor
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offence rather than a breach of law to use terms like the generic masculine in laws
and official documents. The right to be addressed in gender-fair language in these
domains, though, can be granted through legal action.
Nowadays, the use of the German language in official domains is monitored, as a
result of these legal directives and guidelines; the presence of sexist language is
either discouraged - via non-binding guidelines, for instance, in the media - or
prohibited - via laws, for example, in job advertisements (see section 2.5.2). In this
respect the critics of androcentric language have succeeded in initiating a process of
rethinking which is progressively leading to a revision of official wording in documents,
forms and correspondence, learning material18and the media19.The fact, though, that
today legal action can be taken to achieve gender-fairness in language, raises the
question whether people avoid discrimination against women in public and official
language due to a genuine belief in gender-fairness or rather due to the fact that one
can lodge complaints against an unfair linguistic representation that is based on
somebody's gender. In addition, antidiscrimination legislation and proposals towards
gender-fair language have very limited impact on private language use. Regarding
this domain, the success of the implementation of linguistic non-sexist alternatives is
dependent on the individual and their personal view on the issue of gender-fairness in
language. It is also dependent on the socio-political climate in a given speech
community. These aspects can, together with other factors, develop into serious
obstacles to accepting any change in language.

2.4.3 Obstacles to accepting the planned change towards gender-fair language
Once gender-fairness in language was promoted via guidelines and eventually
supported by governments, the size of the target community (i.e. those speakers who
18Regarding learning material, though, antidiscrimination legislation is not yet fully successful,
as there is still, probably because of its concealed nature, an indirect sexism observable (see
pp. 70-71).
19The media is
evidently a vast field, and, accordingly, the efforts to use gender-fair language
vary with and even within the different genres. According to my own impression, blatant
discrimination is hardly noticeable anymore, probably because people can lodge complaints
against this. However, regarding daily newspapers, for example, it can be discerned that the
differences in efforts undertaken to use non-discriminatory language are related to the
respectability or seriousness of the paper, to the political background, to the various sections
and to the style of the individual author or journalist. The BILD-Zeitung (the German
counterpart to the English Sun), for instance, does not strictly follow the guidelines for nondiscriminatory language, whereas Die ZEIT, a serious weekly paper, fully abides by the rules.
Concerning the political background, it is striking that left wing papers and magazines
generally follow the guidelines.
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the language reform is for) grew significantly, and the issue became quite familiar in a
range of groups of language users such as journalists, editors and civil servants.
However, the moment the scope of the criticism of sexism in language extended
beyond feminist circles, the critics had to prepare themselves for a wider spectrum of
reactions towards their issue. In the role-model strategy approach, which chiefly
progressed via private 'friend of a friend of a friend' channels in relatively close-knit
social networks, the target communities were presumably well-disposed towards
language
gender-fair
use, as both 'reformers' and recipients were generally open to
each other's ideas (Henley 1987: 19; for social network analysis see Milroy and Milroy
1985 and L. Milroy 1987). In these instances, speech accommodation is likely to occur
i.e. the speakers would tend to make their speech patterns more similar, and this
process can be a very helpful means of spreading gender-fair alternatives (see, for
example, Giles and Smith 1979 and Giles and Powesland 1997). Such private links
initially paved the way for a more open and positive approach towards gender-fair
language use and also provided opportunities for it to spread to other networks.
However, as soon as the criticism of sexism in language gained a wider scope, the
supportive 'intimate' links lost their bearings, and the language renovation also met
with approval, indifference and rejection all at the same time. This must be regarded
as having been a crucial stage in the implementation of gender-fairness in language,
for any progress to be made in a speech community, the advocates had to be highly
persuasive so as to convince unknown speakers who may not be in favour of this
linguistic change. In this respect Martynyuk accurately stresses that
[i]t is obvious that the attempts of the feminists at renovating a specific language will
remain a sort of intellectual exercise until and unless there is enough social urgency
1990:
109,
(Martynyuk
lay
language
to
emphasis added).
users
and awareness
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It remained fairly difficult to gain the support and co-operation of the majority of
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of the target speech
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communities. These communities were very mixed and they varied not only from
country to country but also from region to region within a country. They consisted of a
mix of speakers who were either aware or ignorant of discrimination against women
via and in language, who were either conscious or oblivious of the ongoing change
towards linguistic gender-fairness, who were perhaps indifferent, sympathetic or
unsympathetic towards this change, and who, in the end, either accepted or rejected
the gender-fair innovations. There was probably also a 'grey area' of speakers who
did not care about the issue of gender-fairness in language at all, who had thus not
formed an opinion of it and who would eventually comply with the decision made by
the mainstream in society (in favour or against gender-fair language use).
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Hence, as in every language change, the language planning agents in this
international reform movement towards gender-fairness had to be very perceptive of
these diverse conditions and opinions in the target communities. The views and
reactions of speakers towards gender-fair language had to be carefully evaluated, so
as to be able to refine the linguistic proposals and their means and methods of
implementation. However, because this language renovation began at the grass-roots
level, a thorough and co-ordinated assessment of the appropriateness of the
proposals and of the implementation strategies was hardly practicable. This lack of a
renewed reflection on the "linguistic and social soundness of the proposals" (Pauwels
1998: 116) and on the means of implementation is often identified as a weak aspect of
this language reform. As Pauwels (ibid.) points out, though, even with the benefit of
hindsight, it is almost impossible to decide whether a more careful re-examination of
the proposed gender-fair alternatives and the means to diffuse them would have
resulted in a greater acceptance of gender-fairness in language.
But even the "linguistic and social soundness" of innovations and implementation
strategies does not inevitably guarantee any support from the target community, nor
does it guarantee a successful outcome of the LIP process. Folklinguistic beliefs and
linguistic bigotry, habit and linguistic conservatism can obstruct or prevent the
acceptance of changes in language. Folklinguistic beliefs i.e. the thoughts of ordinary
people about language tend to be very much resistant to reform. 'Interfering' with
language by others is often considered to a very delicate matter. J. Milroy observes in
this respect that
[t]he belief that language change is dysfunctional is most clearly expressed in
popular attitudes to language. These commonly conceive of languages as ideal and
perfect structures, and of speakers as awkward creatures, who violate these perfect
structures by misusing and corrupting 'language'... These attitudes are strongly
expressed and highly resistant to rational examination (J. Milroy 1992: 31-32).

Hence, there are reservations about a corrupted 'people-made' development of
language, and these are in part founded on the common folk-belief that a 'proper' or
'correct' language is synonymous with a 'correct' state of mind and 'correct', moral
behaviour (Cameron 1996: 25). Grammatical correctness in national languages, for
instance, is generally thought to be a symbol of efficiency. Changes in already
standardised languages are usually considered as undesirable and annoying, since
they are believed to have a negative effect on the linguistic and extra-linguistic status
quo. Consequently, an alleged deterioration of language through a LP process is very
frequently equated with a breakdown of cultural, economic and political life. According
to one popular folklinguistic belief, language as an autonomous living organism should
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remain unaffected by LP activities by speakers. Thus, almost every speaker who
reflects on their native language regards themselves as an expert or even as an
authority and guardian of their language, and it is therefore difficult to change their
Cameron
As
remarks, "linguistic bigotry is among the last publicly expressible
opinion.
left
to members of the western intelligentsia" (Cameron ibid: 12). And
prejudices
Aitchison aptly notes that "because they talk, many do feel able to comment on
linguistic matters, and often have surprising confidence in the rightness of their views"
(Aitchison 1997: x). One result of this 'expert knowledge' is a constant anxiety about
the state of languages; "a web of worries" (Aitchison ibid.: 1 ff. ) about their apparent
beauty, correctness, purity, efficiency and decay. Hence, one can conclude that
language changes of any kind tend to evoke negative responses, even a certain
irrational anxiety, on the part of many speakers. However, it must be stressed that a
negative attitude is a common reaction to changes of any kind, and it tends to be
related to an individual's socio-political orientation i.e. whether a person is more liberal
or conservative. This particular aspect has an especially decisive effect on language
change towards gender-fairness, as it is deeply intertwined with the idea of liberating
women and of establishing the political and social equality of the two genders.
In addition, the fact that human beings are creatures of habit gives rise to obstacles in
accepting linguistic changes. People are usually conservative in their daily routines.
Consequently, they are resistant to any change, not least in the language they have
spent time and effort learning at home and at school. Regarding this, Tauli aptly
observes that "[i]nnovations and reforms are opposed by the desire for stability, by
tradition, usage, inertia and conservatism" (Tauli 1974: 61). What is more, people do
not wish to lose face when using language and do not want to feel ridiculous or
embarrassed in front of others. This fear may also induce speakers to stick to the
conservative norm and to avoid using linguistic innovations which may not yet be
accepted by the great majority of a speech community. Speakers usually make a costbenefit-evaluation (Jernudd and Das Gupta 1971, see also Cooper 1989: 79) before
changing their linguistic habits and before adopting a change- speakers generally like
to spend the least effort in learning and adopting an innovation. Speakers' readiness
to gain knowledge of a change grows in proportion to the reward that is connected to
its adoption; English, for example, is studied by many people around the world,
because being proficient in English can result in wider opportunities for a successful
career and the economic benefits that go with this. So far, the use of gender-fair
language does not generally entail a great benefit, and can even lead to criticism or
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ridicule (in my opinion) because of the political message behind this language
renovation.
Aside from these three aspects that influence the level of acceptability of a planned
language change - folklinguistic beliefs, speech habit and language conservatism - the
change towards gender-fairness in language particularly suffered from the fact that
feminism, the socio-political movement leading the change, provoked emotional
Many
people already regarded the emancipation of women and feminism
reactions.
with scepticism and even cynicism. This extended beyond 'ordinary' speakers to those
in academia who were writing on this subject (see chapter 1: 21). However, it must be
mentioned that the critics of sexism in language themselves were in part responsible
for the creation of this obstacle to accept the change. Their behaviour was at times
too extreme, radical and anti-male. Hence, the radical tenor in the controversy
between Tr6mel-Pl6tz, KalverkAmper and Pusch and in the "crazy Pusch proposal" which disregards all traditional rules of German grammar - also put some people off
the idea of establishing a gender-fair language. Moreover, the media should not be
underrated in its role of shaping and manipulating public opinion. As Hellinger (2000)
showed in one of her recent studies (see chapter 1: 32) here is still a notable number
of statements published in Germany which distort, devaluate and belittle the criticism
of sexism in language. The following extract exemplifies this strategy:
Ein folgenreicher, sprachreformerischer Aberglaube besagt, daß Gruppen, die in
einem Sammeibegriff nicht ausdrücklich genannt werden, damit ausgegrenzt,
marginalisiert, stigmatisiert, unsichtbar gemacht werden (Die ZEIT no. 2-1996).
A superstition with serious consequences regarding language reform says that
groups of people who are not explicitly mentioned in a collective term are thereby
excluded, marginalised, stigmatised, made invisible.

Hellinger aptly characterises the influential role of the media in Germany as a
contributory factor in creating an obstacle to acceptance of this change:
Derartige Beispiele [the texts that were analysed, PAH] haben den erwünschten
Effekt, dass die Reformvorschläge als übertrieben, trivial und lächerlich erscheinen.
Und da zumindest einige Autorinnen erkennen lassen, dass sie den einen oder
anderen "Leitfaden zur geschlechtergerechten Formulierung" gelesen haben, kann
die beschriebene Redefinition sprachreformerischer Ziele nur als bewusste
Verzerrung interpretiert werden. Diese Strategie besitzt auch deswegen ein
erhebliches manipulatives Potential, weil die meisten Sprecherinnen und Sprecher
des Deutschen keinen direkten Kontakt mit den Richtlinien haben und auf die
Vermittlung durch den öffentlichen Diskurs angewiesen sind (Hellinger 2000: 181;
bracket added).

Examples like these have the desired effect that the reform proposals seem
exaggerated, trivial and ridiculous. As some authors reveal that they have at least
read one or the other of the "guidelines for a gender-fair formulation", the described
re-definition of the goals of this language reform can only be interpreted as a
deliberate misrepresentation. This strategy also bears a considerable potential for
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manipulation, as most of the female and male speakers of German do not have a
direct contact with the guidelines and are dependent on the public discourse in the
role of mediator.

As such, newspapers and journals can to a certain extent influence or manipulate the
speakers' opinion of a planned language change and can affect whether they accept

or reject innovations.
An additional factor which caused people to dislike the renovation of language
towards gender-fairness was that they felt they were perhaps inadvertently conveying
a very specific political message on gender-equality (see, for example, Cameron
1996: 119,130 ff.), and one that is highly emotive. In my own experience in Germany,
I have observed that people would rather avoid discriminatory expressions for
different races or disabled people than sexist terms. Perhaps this is because the use
of discriminatory or non-politically correct language in connection with people from
other countries or with disadvantages is sanctioned more severely by other members
of society than the use of sexism in relation to women.

To conclude this discussion of the implementation stage, it has become apparent that
language use is deeply interrelated with several extra-linguistic factors, such as
gender and social and political backgrounds (see, for example, Baker 1995), and any
objections towards LIP efforts are therefore quite indiscriminate. Yet, all these factors
that

have

been

discussed

-

folklinguistic

beliefs,

speech

habit,

language

conservatism, socio-political attitudes in society towards a particular language reform must be taken into account very seriously when language changes are planned and
eventually implemented; all aspects can decisively influence the level of acceptability
of linguistic innovations by speakers in speech communities (Haugen 1966a: 60-64).
And perhaps it is the speakers' spontaneity in everyday private informal speech which
is likely to be the most resistant to adopting gender-fair language use. Regardless of
who initiates language changes, the introduction and eventual implementation
linguistic innovations

of

has its limits. LIP agents such as small pressure groups,

organisations or governments have least influence in domains where private informal
speech is used. In everyday conversations,

the choice of words is impulsive,

unplanned and automatic. Speakers rarely reflect upon language, nor are they
consciously aware that their speech is guided by linguistic proposals and laws. So a
language reform can only be regarded as having been truly successful,

if the

language use in precisely these private domains such as between family and friends
is affected i.e. changed. The present research aims to ascertain the level of
acceptability of gender-fairness in both private and official language use in a specific
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speech community in North-Rhine Westphalia, in order to determine how far the
criticism of sexism in Germany extends.

2.5 Changing sexist language - the evaluation / feedback stage
Constant evaluation of language change is an essential part of a LIPprocess. Ideally,
this should be concurrent with any activities in the planning and implementing stages.
In reality though, a systematic assessment of the soundness of a language change, of
its progress and of the reactions by the target communities tends to take place very
late in the whole process, often due to financial constraints as well as lack of coordination. This was the case in the language renovation towards gender-fairness in
Germany: up until now, the acceptance and use of gender-fair language has only
been selectively evaluated.
The previous discussion of the implementation stage and the obstacles to a wide
acceptance of the change towards gender-fairness has shown that it was a challenge
for the various LP agents to put the reformed German language into practice. The
highly critical feedback in academic circles, for example, shows that the acceptance of
this language renovation was seriously obstructed by the firm belief that the German
language does include the two genders alike. To summarise, the criticism of sexism in
the German language voiced initially by Tr6mel-Pl6tz and Pusch, encountered the
following 'classic' chain of counter-arguments: it was denied that languages in general
and the German language in particular were androcentric or sexist; if sexism in
language was acknowledged, the issue was usually marginalised, played down and
considered as having very low priority both in German linguistics and in society at
large; the criticism of sexism in language was therefore considered as a trivial issue
that deserved ridicule rather than academic and social respect; and the critics were
accused of censorship and of destroying the historical and literary tradition of
languages (see, for example, Blaubergs 1980, Pauwels 1998: 170 ff. and Hellinger
2000 and 2004). The harsh reactions by fellow scholars, the media (Hellinger 2000)
and, as we will see, some participants in the present study demonstrate that the
arguments in support of the change towards a more equal representation of women in
language were not considered as rational or convincing by all speakers. Such
reactions can therefore turn out to be as varied as the target communities themselves.
However, while the reception and the conflicting opinions of the change towards
gender-fairness by the academic world and the media is traceable in literature on the
study of Language and Gender (see Hellinger ibid., Pusch 1984,1990,1999

and
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Samel 1995), the assessment and acceptance of this change by speakers in
Germany at large has been only selectively analysed.
Regarding written material, it is true to say that the various guidelines and
legislation
have gradually encouraged a more equal representation
antidiscrimination
of women. Although there is a tendency in written language to denote a female
individual by feminine terms, indefinite references to women are still expressed by the
generic masculine (see, for example, Lutjeharms 2004). True gender-fairness is thus
fully
implemented. The frequency of gender-fair alternatives still varies
not yet
it
is
related to the different domains - private and official - as well as
and
considerably,
the types of texts e.g. the print media, literature, learning material, laws, official
documents and forms. Perhaps more importantly, though, it is also related to the fact
that using gender-fair alternatives can often result in longer and more complicated
sentences which affect the readability and conciseness of texts (see, for instance,
Rothmund and Christmann 2002 and Rothmund and Scheele 2004). In essence,
gender-fair language tends to be used in cases where there are specific guidelines
and laws. This mainly applies to the official use of German, such as in educational
reading material, legal and administrative texts, official documents and forms.
Androcentrism is nevertheless noticeable even in these kinds of texts (for analyses of
legal texts see, for example, Schewe-Gerigk 2004 and R. Schmidt 2004; for
discussions of German school books see Fichera 1990,1994). The use of gender-fair
language in the print media and in literature is based on the various guidelines of the
frequency
directives.
Hence,
legal
the
houses,
than
of
specific publishing
on
rather
gender-fair alternatives varies according to the respectability of the publishing house,
its socio-political background and commitment, the genre of texts, and to the
individual author and journalist.
The development of gender-fairness in private language use - written and spoken appears to lag behind official and public language; the most likely cause being that it
cannot be regulated easily. However, there is still a lack of convincing empirical data
in
is
Germany,
the
in
language
to
case
many other countries
as
relating
private
use
(see Pauwels 1998.208). There is little evidence currently available that shows how
frequently gender-fair terms are being used in private language use and how they are
being perceived.
In the following two sections, the progress and implementation of gender-fairness in
the German language will be evaluated by looking at job advertisements (section
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2.5-1) and also at how German speakers perceive the use of non-sexist language
(section 2.5.2).

2.5.1 The design of job advertisements in Germany
Changes in the designs of job advertisements aptly illustrate how proposals,
guidelines and laws have affected the use of written official language. The widening
belief that generic masculines did not appropriately include women soon pervaded the
work-field, and in particular occupational titles. From an early stage, the critics of
sexism in language concentrated their efforts on creating alternatives to generic
masculine occupational titles and on the design of gender-fair job advertisements.
Legal actions were taken in order to establish equal representation of the two genders
in professional life, such as the guideline 76 / 207 of the European Union in 1976.
Further guidelines and laws were subsequently passed to make this the case in
language, too (see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). As has been mentioned already, the first
notable change in the work field pertaining to Germany was introduced in 1979 by a
linguistic directive which prescribed that both masculine and feminine occupational
titles had to be used in the guidelines for apprenticeships (Ausbildungsordnungen
nach § 25 Berufsbildungsgesetz). A year later the following directive was introduced
as § 611a and 611b in the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch):
Der Arbeitgeber /sic.] soll einen Arbeitsplatz weder öffentlich noch innerhalb eines
Betriebes nur für Männer oder nur für Frauen ausschreiben (§ 611b BGB 111980,
brackets added).
The employer [generic masculine, PAH] shall not advertise a vacancy exclusively for
men or exclusively for women, either officially or within a firm (bracket added).
Hence,

since

1994

employers

are

forced

by

law

to

design

gender-fair

job

advertisements and to explicitly direct their job offers at the two genders alike.
A series of studies recorded a hesitant but fairly gradual process of adjustment to this
prescriptive directive in German job advertisements from the 1970s onwards (for
studies on German job advertisements see Oksaar 1976, Berschin 1981, Stickel
1983, Brockhoff 1987, Oldenburg 1998, Lenk 2000, Demey 2002, Greve et al. 2002,
Hellinger and BuRmann 2003; see, for example, Fleischhauer 1983, Holmes and
Sigley 2002 on English job advertisements; see also Pauwels 1998: 196 ff. on job
advertisements in other languages; for studies conducted for the German Government
see Gorny 1995). One early analysis dealing with discrimination in job advertisements
carried out by Brockhoff (1987) arrived at the conclusion that six years after the
introduction of § 611a and 611 b in the German Civil Code, only 21 per cent of 6000
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advertisements actually met the requirements. Ten years later, in 1997, Oldenburg
found 879 (44.8 %) non-discriminatory advertisements out of a total of 1963
(Oldenburg 1998'.77). When compared to Brockhoff's previous 21 per cent of genderfair job advertisements, Oldenburg concluded that her result showed a positive
development in this official domain. Despite this encouraging result, though, an
alarmingly high percentage (55.2 %) was still not complying with antidiscrimination
legislation.
The same trend was confirmed by a later study (referred to in Schoenthal 1999). A
further problem that was underlined in this research was that it is not enough to
merely avoid generic masculines and other discriminatory elements in order to design
gender-fair job advertisements: it is also important to tackle stereotypical ways of
thinking. The study showed that
jede zweite der untersuchten 3275 Anzeigen gegen das geltende Recht der
geschlechtsneutrafen Arbeitsplatzausschreibung verstieß: Anzeigen für höhere
Positionen wandten sich z. B. häufig nur an Männer, umgekehrt richteten sich im
sozialen und frauentypisch geltenden Bereich die Anzeigen nur an weibliche
Stellensuchende (Schoenthal ibid.: 229).
out of 3275 advertisements that were analysed, every second one violated current
legislation: job advertisements for higher positions, for instance, were often only
directed at men, conversely, in the social and typically female work field the job
advertisements were only directed at female applicants.

This finding indicates that job advertisements can still be deemed discriminatory, even
if blatant discrimination is avoided by means of a gender-fair expression (for a study
with the same result see Kloas et al. 1991; see also Gorny 1995). A further, more
recent study by Lenk (2000) found a high proportion of non-discriminatory and
gender-fair job advertisements in newspapers. Regarding her analysis she arrived at
the conclusion that
[g]eneric uses of nouns without any means of signalling the inclusion of women in
the group of addressees are infrequent, and at least in terms of job advertisements
we can say that a generic masculine is not a wide-spread phenomenon in German at
this point. Regarding the low number of subversively or openly discriminatory
advertisements, the generic masculine is nearly'dead' (Lenk ibid.: 169).

What is more, she also found that nowadays the Frauenzusatz (additional clause at
the end of advertisements that explicitly addresses women) is a widely used strategy
in order to encourage women to respond to job offers (ibid.,.163).
A look through current issues of the German national weekly newspaper Die ZEIT
found support for Lenk's assessment that apart from a few exceptions, job offers in
general abide by the antidiscrimination laws, although some can sound more
complicated that others (for the same result see also Demey 2002). Schoenthal
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(1998a) came across one in which the University of Freiburg wanted to fill the
positions of "eines/r Akademischen R(ä)tes/in / Akademischen Oberr(ä)tes/in"
(Schoenthal ibid.: 15, fn. ).

However, regardless of legislation, the frequency of generic masculines apparently
also depends on the type of newspaper, whether it is regional or national,
conservative or more liberal (Oldenburg 1998). Oldenburg found that 89.2 per cent of
the job advertisements in Die ZEIT were written in line with the § 611a and 611b. On
the other hand, only 37.7 per cent of the job advertisements printed in the
Hannoverschen Allgemeinen Zeitung, a regional newspaper, were designed in
accordance with the law. A more recent study of job-advertisements in one regional
and three nation-wide newspapers by Hellinger in 2003 (Hellinger 2004; for a further
study with a similar result see Greve et al. 2002) gives further support to this trend:
Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass
Ausnahme
ZEIT
keine
der
der
mit
untersuchten Zeitungen die Auffagen des § 61 lb BGB erfüllt bzw. die Empfehlungen
für einen geschlechtergerechten Sprachgebrauch in adäquater Weise umsetzt hat.
Insbesondere an der regionalen Basis haben bisher weder die gesetzlichen
Vorgaben noch die Reformvorschläge nennenswerte Veränderungen bewirkt
(Hellinger ibid.: 288).
All in all one can say that - excluding the ZEIT - none of the newspapers that were
analysed met the conditions established by § 611 b BGB that is, none of them has
adequately implemented the proposals of a gender-fair use of language. On a
regional basis in particular, neither legal guidelines nor proposals have brought about
notable changes.

This relationship between the type and character of a newspaper and the frequency of
gender-fairness in job advertisements may also explain why Oldenburg, Lenk and
Hellinger, who looked at different newspapers in their studies, arrived at very different
results within only five years. All in all, it would appear that despite legal foundations,
the use of gender-fair language in German job advertisements

still tends to be

considered as optional rather than compulsory.

2.5.2 The acceptance of the gender-fair German language by speakers
There are few studies available 20which evaluate the impact of the criticism of sexism
in language on German speakers' use of their native tongue. Moreover, they have
generally been conducted

in 'special' environments.

analysed the use of split human

Wetschanow,

for example,

feminists
by
of
a
group
nouns

in Vienna

20There is
a study by Stephanie Jaehrling (1988) which according to the title and in line with
Pauwel's (1998: 74) information deals with language attitudes towards sexist and non-sexist
language. As this research is presented in an unpublished B.A. thesis, though, I could not
obtain this analysis.
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(Wetschanow 1995). Other studies were carried out with students at universities
(Alfers et al. 1994, Gansel 1995, Berner 1998). All previous studies share a common
theme that groups of participants are fairly homogeneous intellectuals, roughly the
same social background and age - and can be regarded as fairly open-minded.
However, for this particular research topic such a choice of participants would not be
suitable, as they are more likely to be aware of the issue of gender-fairness in
language.

Furthermore, the choice of participants in previous studies has tended to be narrow;
for example, different age-groups, social backgrounds or occupations have not been
compared. However, it can sometimes be difficult for a researcher to gain a fully
representative sample of people. Hence, it is quite understandable that the
researchers relied heavily on their students to provide data. In this way, the
participants were easily approached, they were inclined to answer the questions, and
presumably they were already interested in the research topic. Despite these
shortcomings (which, incidentally are always critically discussed in the studies) the
research to date does give useful indications of how the gender-fair proposals are
infiltrating the private spoken language of speech communities in Germany.
One of the first studies conducted to elicit the speaker's response to the criticism of
sexism in German was carried out by Hellinger and Schr5pel in 1981 (Hellinger and
Schrapel 1983, also in Hellinger 1985a). They concentrated their analysis on
speakers' assessments of the first guidelines towards gender-fairness in German published by Guentherodt, Hellinger, Pusch and Tr6mel-Pl6tz in 1980 and 1981 which proposed various ways of establishing gender-fair language. The target group
(N = 162; 87 women and 75 men) consisted of speakers who were approached
through Hellinger's and SchrApel's students. Owing to the small number of similaraged participants, the researchers did not lay claim to true representation in their
quantitative study. What is more, due to the fact that the participants had read the
guidelines for a gender-fair language use, a fairly positive or open view on this issue
was expected.
The data was collected via questionnaires and the response rate was fairly low
(Hellinger and Schr6pel ibid.: 55); the researchers identified the topic of the study as
one reason for this noncompliance. The results, on the other hand, were very positive;
Hellinger and Schr;§pel arrived at the conclusion that the participants' reactions
towards the gender-fair alternatives proposed in the guidelines were on the whole
"Oberraschend positiV, 'surprisingly positive' (ibid.: 66). Furthermore, they concluded
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that the participants were increasingly aware of sexism in German, and that they
approved of gender-fair language use; first and foremost in official language but also
in their private language use. However, despite this positive feedback, Hellinger and
SchrApel also found that only 10 to 15 per cent of the participants were actually
prepared to also change their habitual use of language and to use gender-fair
alternatives instead:
Insgesamt unterscheiden sich alle Befragten deutlich in ihrer Einstellung zur
Veränderung des Sprachgebrauchs anderer (der "Öffentlichkeit) und der
Veränderung des eigenen Verhaltens (Hellinger 1985a: 259).

Altogether, all participants clearly differ in their view on a change of language use of
others (the "public") and to a change of the own behaviour.
The study also revealed that the attitude towards gender-fairness was related to the

independent variable gender - overall, women were more involved, enthusiastic and
sensitive to the reform - and also to the participants' education
Insgesamt scheint also eine langere schulische Bildungsperiode, die gerade auch die
Reflexion von Sprache mit einschlieSt, die Sensibilisierung for sexistische
Sprachmuster bei beiden Geschlechtern zu erh6hen, bei den Frauen allerdings in
deutfich h6herem MaBe (ibid.: 258).
Altogether, it appears that a longer education, which especially includes reflection
upon language, raises the sensitivity to sexist patterns in language in both genders,
in women, though, this plainly happens to a greater extent.

All in all, Hellinger and Schrcipel's study indicates that in the early 1980s the change
towards gender-fairness in the German language was received quite positively by
women and also by men. However, it also strongly suggests that this enthusiastic
reaction did not inevitably lead to the adoption of gender-fair alternatives. Thus, this
early evaluation of a response to the criticism of sexism in the German language
already alluded to a potential problem in this planned language change: a possible
reluctance on the part of speakers to adopt the proposals in reality.
This discrepancy between approving of non-discriminatory proposals and actually
using gender-fair language is also apparent in the research by Alfers et al., which was
conducted at a German university in the early 1990s (Alfers et al. 1994). This analysis
focused on the use of human nouns for women and men. The data was collected from
different sources on campus: questionnaires (N = 100), transcripts of seminars and
oral exams and the university newspaper. Alfers et al. arrived at the same conclusion
as Hellinger and SchrApel regarding the participants' assessment of the renovation of
androcentric German. Gender-fair language use was considered as a positive
development in the German language, although once again there was a reluctance to
implement the proposed alternatives. Gender-fair human nouns were used alongside
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generic masculine ones, which were understood as gender-inclusive terms, but this
parallel use was very inconsistent. For instance, when asked to complete the
sentence Die Uni in Vechta hat etwa 1400...?, 'The university in Vechta has around
1400 7, most of the participants decided on the plural generic masculine Studenten,
...
'students', instead of a gender-fair alternative (ibid.: 260) The following figures
suggest that the female participants were much more inclined to use the different
gender-fair alternatives; the majority of them refrained from using the generic
masculine Studenten, 'students'Vervollständige bitte den folgenden Satz: Die Uni in Vechta hat etwa
1400... ?
'Please complete the following sentence: The University in Vechta has
around 1400... ?,
Studenten:
Studierende:
Studenten und Studentinnen:
Studentinnen:
Studentlinnen:
Student(inn)en:

34 %F
25 %F
11 %F
14 %F
12 %F
3%F

52%M
19%M
4%M
7%M
4%M
0%M

N= 100 (73 F, 27 M)

In addition to this, though, generic masculine human nouns were still interpreted as
denoting both genders and not, as envisaged by this language renovation, as genderspecific terms. 70 per cent of the female participants, for instance, felt included in the
term Spieler, 'players', as in the following example (ibid.: 259):
Angenommen, Du seiest begeisterte Volleyballspielerin und suchest noch
eine Mannschaft, in der Du mitspielen kannst. Würdest Du Dich auf
folgenden Aushang hin melden? Volleyballteam sucht noch Spieler. Bitte
meiden bei XY...
'Just suppose, you are an enthusiastic volleyball player and you are looking
for a team you can play in. Would you respond to the following
announcement? Volleyball team is looking for players [plural generic
masculine, PAH]. Please get in touch with XY (bracket added)'.
ia, 6yes':
nein, 'no':
no answer

70 %F
29 %F
1%F

73

Thus, in contrast to the results of the many analyses of the generic masculine and the
mental

images

produced

(see section

2.3.2),

the female

participants

indeed

interpreted the generic masculine as a gender-inclusive term and used it in a genderinclusive way (ibid., for example, 259-260). However, Rothermund (1998, see p. 64)
observed that mental imagery can be influenced by whether the generic masculine is
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singular or plural, as may be the case here where it is denoting a group of people (for
a different conclusion see, however, Rothmund and Scheele 2004)
However, the results of this research were not representative of all speakers in
Germany, as demonstrated by a study by Gansel in 1995. In this study around 70 per
cent of the participants - again, students (N = 59; 51 women and 8 men) - showed a
negative attitude towards the use of gender-fair language. 27 per cent of them, for
instance, were of the opinion that the critics of sexism in language were overstating
their proposals: "er wird Obertrieben angegangen", it [the language change, PAH1 is
tackled in an exaggerated way' (Gansel 1995: 324; bracket added). 24 per cent were
not interested at all in the language change: "feministischer Sprachwandel ist mir
gleichgOltig, egaf', 'feminist language change is a matter of indifference to me' (ibid).
Clearly, these results do not agree with the positive evaluation of the renovation of
androcentric German which had emerged in Hellinger and Schr6pel's and Alfers et
al.'s studies.
Nevertheless,
alternatives

Gansel's

research

also

were not firmly established

confirmed

the

finding

that

in speech (ibid. ). What

gender-fair

is more, the

participants were not really aware of any gender-fair alternatives, believing that the
generic masculine was applicable to both genders. Just as in Alfers et al. 's study, a
parallel use of both gender-fair and androcentric elements became apparent, although
terms with an androcentric bias still predominated. The female participants gave the
following reasons for this preference: they had enough self-confidence

to see

themselves being represented in the non-reformed German language, emancipation
in life and at work were regarded as more important than emancipation in language,
and gender-fair

language

use was considered

as less economical

and time-

consuming compared to, for instance, generic masculines - der Kunde, 'the customer
(generic masculine)', is shorter i.e. more economical than die Kundin und / oder der
Kunde, 'the customer (f/m

)1.

Even though Gansel's conclusion concerning speakers' attitudes is based on a very
small number of students (N = 59), the result appears not to be purely accidental. On
the contrary, the findings are supported by another study, carried out by Berner in
1996 / 97 (Berner 1998) with a group of students. The data from this study also
suggests that, in contrast to the participants' official use of language in its written or
spoken form, everyday language use did not seem to be significantly affected by the
gender-fair proposals. Berner assessed the progress of changes in spoken language
and found it to be rather hesitant (ibid.: 188). However, Berner's study and its
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conclusions must be interpreted and evaluated with caution. It was again restricted to
students and, the data was gained by means of an indirect approach; the questions
about gender-fair language use were incorporated into a questionnaire about
students' own language use, only a few questions actually dealing with the use of
gender-fair alternatives in the academic environment. However, these few findings
indicative
of a negative attitude towards the change, and this assessment was
were
21
by
female
the
male
expressed
and
participants alike.
In conclusion, it is important to emphasise that there have been relatively few studies
into German speakers' attitudes towards gender-fairness in language. Assumptions
made about the development of gender-fair alternatives in non-official German can
therefore be only tentative and speculative. However, my personal observations
support the general trend that is emerging in the analyses: it would appear that the
advocates of a gender-fair language have so far not succeeded in promoting the
widespread use of gender-fair alternatives in everyday private spoken and written
language. Private language is not monitored by antidiscrimination legislation, and it is
therefore largely characterised by habit and tradition, and by a relatively low frequency
of gender-fair alternatives.
However, conversely, an opinion poll conducted by Frank-Cyrus and Dietrich (1997)
on gender-fair language use in legal texts may indicate that this apparent indifference
towards gender-fairness in German is very much restricted to private domains. Here,
80 per cent of 734 participants stated that they were in favour of gender-fair language
in legal texts (ibid.: 66). Furthermore, the same number of those questioned
interpreted the generic masculine in legal texts as a gender-exclusive i.e. male term
which did not include female citizens (ibid.: 62-63). This would explain why 42 per
cent of the participants gave preference to a neutral design and 37 per cent preferred
a legal text with split forms of human nouns (ibid.: 66). These opinions clearly
disagree with the results of Alfer et al.'s (1994) and Gansel's (1995) studies which
found that participants - including women - indeed decoded the generic masculine as
a generic term. This discrepancy shows that the context in which a generic masculine
occurs, for instance, official written language versus spoken language, may affect how
its double semantic duty (see p. 60) is actually decoded: gender-inclusive or gender21 It is important to note that the study was conducted in Potsdam, in the eastern part of
Germany. Due to the long separation of the Federal Republic of Germany and the German
Democratic Republic, the reform of the German language towards gender-fairness developed
in different ways (see Trempelmann 1998, Diehl 1992). Hence, Berner's results must be
interpreted with care.
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exclusive. Frank-Cyrus and Dietrich's opinion poll strongly suggests that the double
semantic duty of the generic masculine is not accepted in official documents such as
legal texts.

However, there are too few studies to be able to reach a definite conclusion about the
difference between speakers' acceptance of gender-fair alternatives in official and in
private language. This is one of the main reasons behind the present research: the
aim is to contribute further to the evaluation of German speakers' acceptance of the
implementation of gender-fairness in the German language. The parallel use of
'traditional' i.e. generic terms and new gender-fair terms is characteristic of an
ongoing language change, of a period of uncertainty regarding the adoption or
rejection of this renovation of German (see, for example, Aitchison 1992, McMahon
1995). Future research has to establish whether this period of indecision will lead to a
more natural, unreflecting and regular use of gender-fair language.

2.6 Concluding

remarks

The discussion of the progress of the planned language change towards genderfairness has made it apparent that, thanks to the initiative, commitment and energy of
originally only a relatively small group of people, a lot has been changed in languages
which had in many ways harboured anti-female, discriminatory traits. Many innovative
gender-fair alternatives have been planned and introduced via guidelines, proposals
and laws and there are nowadays a range of terms and linguistic means available
which allow spoken and written language to be used in a gender-fair way. However,
the use of gender-fair language can obviously be prescribed only in official domains
where antidiscrimination legislation monitors the use of language and prohibits the
presence of discriminatory expressions. In this respect, the criticism of sexism in
language has instigated fundamental changes in official wording in the written media,
in legal texts, in official documents and forms, in official writing and correspondence in
the work field or in education.
This legal monitoring, though, is practically non-existent and ineffective in everyday
private speech and writing, where the choice of words will always remain personal to
the speaker. Regarding this domain, as mentioned earlier, the implementation of
gender-fair alternatives is dependent on the individual and their view on genderfairness in language and also on the socio-political climate in the speech community.
The various guidelines, handbooks and proposals can give advice to interested
speakers about gender-fair language use, but they cannot force people to really take
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up these suggestions. In any case, the advocates of gender-fair language have
formulated and recommended a large number of constructive gender-fair alternatives
which are now at the speakers' disposal. Hence, all in all, the critics of sexist language
use have made concerted efforts to plan, promote and implement gender-fairness in
language and, up until now, they have been fairly successful in ascertaining its use in
official domains. Now, it is up to the individual speaker to decide whether they are in
support of or against this language reform in their everyday private speech.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
The literature review has revealed that the criticism of sexism in language, which is
one principal area of research of the study of Language and Gender, nowadays
from
two shortcomings. Firstly, scholars carrying out research in the field of
suffers
Language and Gender have so far failed to integrate their findings into the framework
of Language Planning. Having reviewed the literature on Language Planning and the
study of Language and Gender, little evidence was found of a fruitful exchange of
ideas and theories between the two fields (see chapter 2). Secondly, perhaps as a
result, an evaluation of how speech communities accept language change is still in
the initial stages. There are, for instance, only a few studies dealing with the
acceptance of gender-fair language by speakers of German. As has become apparent
in chapter 2, there are very few studies which explore speakers' reactions to the
reform of androcentric German, and these were mainly restricted to educational
settings.
The purpose of the present research was to consider the relevance of the study of
Language Planning to work carried out on the criticism of sexism in language, and
also to evaluate specific planned changes in the German language. As such, it aimed
to find an answer to the question of whether gender-fairness can be established in the
German language. By investigating the level of support and the use of gender-fair
alternatives within a wider community than the restricted educational settings in which
research has until now mainly been conducted, I hope to assess the extent to which
gender-fair language forms have spread into German society.

I decided to work within my local community in Oberhausen, North-Rhine Westphalia,
in order to maximise participation rates and to gather as much information as possible
within the time constraints of a PhD study. Further details about the participants will
be given in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2. My study focussed on two aspects of ongoing
language changes in German: speakers' awareness of proposed language change,
and how they asses the proposals. I felt that a multiple research strategy which
combines features of a survey (a questionnaire), a case study (interviews) and an
experimental approach would allow me to explore these questions as exhaustively as
possible within the time constraints. The research design was influenced by Peter
Schlobinski's view that
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quantitative and qualitative Methoden sind nicht konträre Methoden, sondern können
und sollten komplementär angewandt werden in Abhängigkeit von der jeweiligen
Fragestellung. Sinnvoll ist es, die Vielfalt der methodischen Ansätze für spezifische
Fragestellungen pragmatisch zu nutzen; nicht Methodendogmatik ist gefragt,
sondern Methoden-pfuralität (Schlobinski 1996: 16; emphasis added)
quantitative and qualitative methods are not opposite methods, they can and should
be used in a complementary way, according to the particular question. It makes
sense to use the diversity of methodological approaches in a pragmatic way for
specific questions; it is scope rather than rigidity of methods that is called for

It was also inspired by the works by Robson (2001), Johnstone (2000) and Wolfson
(1986). 1 chose to use self-completed questionnaires (a typical quantitative method
used in surveys, see appendix, sections 1.1 and 1.2) and, to complement this,
interviews with a selection of the participants (a typical qualitative method in case
studies, see appendix, sections 11.1,11.2,11.3).In addition, a small experiment was
conducted with another group of thirteen participants. A triangulation approach of this
kind allows a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods to be used in order
to explore the research questions from different perspectives.

3.2 The Survey
3.2.1 Pilot study
As a first step I conducted a pilot study in September 2000. Eight participants living in
my neighbourhood were approached randomly and asked to fill out a questionnaire
consisting of 26 questions directed to women and 24 to men. The small group
consisted of four women and four men aged between 18 and 58. This pilot study was
performed so that I could learn how appropriate the design of the questionnaire was,
and then adapt it as necessary. I wanted to know whether:
its appearance encouraged the participants to fill it in,
the instructions and wording were clear enough so that the desired information
was gathered,
the participants could answer the questions,
there were any shortcomings or whether anything was vague or unclear,
and how much time was needed to complete the questionnaire.
The time aspect was particularly worrying, as I feared that the length of the
questionnaire would make it too time-consuming for people to agree to participate.
However, evaluation of the eight questionnaires and subsequent conversations with
five participants showed that the time taken to answer the questions was reasonable,
it took them between 30 and 45 minutes to complete the questionnaire. It also
became apparent that some questions were in need of revision. For instance, the
original appearance of the first question (see the box below) did not encourage
ill

participants to carry out the task. Three participants remarked that it looked too
difficult and time-consuming, and that since this was the initial question it may deter
participants from completing the questionnaire, and minimise co-operation.
Question1. Fällt Ihnenbei folgendenSätzenirgendetwasauf?
Bitte gebensie bei bejahenderAntwort an, was (welcheFormulierung,welchesWort, welche
Endungetc.) Ihnenauffällt.
(is there anything striking in the following sentences?If you can give an affirmativeanswer,
pleaseindicatewhat strikesyou (whichformulations,whichword,which suffix etc.)
a) Veraist einOptimist,sie möchtein zweiWochen10kg.abnehmen.
Andreasist aucheinOptimist,5 kg.würdenihmaberschonreichen.
-----------------------

-----

- ---------

b) DerBerufKauffrauerfordertvonAndreasehrgutemathematische
Fähigkeiten.
AnettesBerufswünsche
sindUmwelftechniker
oderLehrer,FrankmöchteKrankenpfleger
werden.
---------------im Badliegengelassen.
c) JemandhatseinSchminktäschchen
d) BarbaraundSandra,einevoneuchbeidenmussjetztmitdemHundraus."

imTeam,dufliegst."
e) Cornelia,du bistderSchwächste
---- ----- --------- -------- -f)
Enkelinist einerichtigeRabaukin.
'
Meine
g) DasMädchenliebtihrenTeddyüberalles.
h) Sportlerinnen
oft,sichausreichend
aufzuwärmen,
undSportlervergessen
---------------------- ---- --- -------------- ----------für gesundeErnährung.
i) MinisterinKünastentwickeltsichlangsamzumFachmann

To remedy these shortcomings, the formulation of the first question was made clearer
and the instruction was simplified (see the box below). This design led to less detailed
information from the participants, but, on the other hand, the simplicity of the task
made it easier and less threatening for them to get involved in the question and the
enquiry as a whole.
Question1. Fällt Ihnenbei folgendenSätzenirgendetwasauf?
Bitte unterstreichenSiewas Ihnenauffällt.
(is there anythingstriking in the followingsentences?Pleaseunderline.)
a) Veraist einOptimist,sie möchtein zweiWochen10kg.abnehmen.
Andreasist aucheinOptimist,5 kg.würdenihmaberschonreichen.
Fähigkeiten.
b) DerBerufKauffrauerfordertvonAndreasehrgutemathematische
AnettesBerufswünsche
werden.
sindUmwelftechniker
oderLehrer,FrankmöchteKrankenpfleger
im Badliegengelassen.
c) JemandhatseinSchminktäschchen
d) BarbaraundSandra,einevoneuchbeidenmussjetztmitdemHundraus.'
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im Team,dufliegst.'
e) Cornelia,du bistderSchwächste
ý MeineEnkelinist einerichtigeRabaukin.
'
g) DasMädchenliebtihrenTeddyüberalles.
h) Sportlerinnen
undSportlervergessen
oft,sichausreichend
aufzuwärmen.
i) MinisterinKünastentwickeltsichlangsamzumFachmann
für gesundeErnährung.

I also had to modify two questions, because they apparently induced participants to
respond in a positive, 'correct' way i.e. to give the answer they thought I would like

best (leading question; see the box below):
Question 4. Befürworten
Sie Doppelformen
wie Studentinnen
und
Studenten" oderWählerinnen
und Wähler"? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
(Do you approve of forms such as "female students and male students" or
fismalevoters and female voters"? Please tick. )
ja (yes)
nein (no)
e keine Meinung (no opinion)
Question 5. Befürworten Sie die Schreibung
Verbraucherlnnen"?
kreuzen Sie an.
(Do you approve of the spelling "Verbraucherinnen"? Please tick. )

Bitte

ja
9 (yes)
4,nein (no)
keine
Meinung (no opinion)
9

As can be seen in the box below, the leading questions were rephrasedQuestion 4. Wie beurteilen Sie Doppelformen wie
und
Studentinnen
Studenten" oderWählerinnen
und Wähler"? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
(What do you think of forms such as "female students and male students" or
$'male voters and female voters"? Please tick. )
9 empfinde ich als störend (annoying)
ist normaler Sprachgebrauch (normal language use)
ist mir egal (1do not care)
9 habe ich noch nie gesehen, bzw., es ist mir noch nicht aufgefallen (1 have never
seen it)
Question 5. Wie beurteilen Sie die Schreibung
Verbraucherlnnen"?
kreuzen Sie an.
(What do you think of the spelling "Verbraucherinnen"? Please tick. )

Bitte

o empfinde ich als störend (annoying)
ist normaler Sprachgebrauch
ist mir egal (1 do not care)

(normal language use)

(1
have
habe
ich
ist
bzw.,
nicht
aufgefallen
never
noch
mir
noch
nie
gesehen,
es
o
seen it)

3.2.2 The participants
It can always be difficult to find people who are willing to spend their time participating

in research, but I soon realised that the topic of my study made this problem worse.
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The issue of women and language was clearly an emotive subject for some people. A
few people I approached refused to contribute to a "stupid", "ridiculous", "pointless"
and "bloody" inquiry about a "half-baked" and feminist topic such as gender and
language. Because of these harsh reactions, I decided on convenience sampling in
order to maximise the chances of a high response rate (the limitations of convenience
be
discussed
in section 3.5). This entailed handing out the
will
sampling
questionnaires to anyone who expressed their readiness to take part in my survey,
regardless of gender, age or social and professional background. The only
stipulations were that they should be native or near-native speakers of German, and
members of the local Oberhausen community.
The questionnaires were distributed for a period of four months, from November 2000
to the end of February 2001. The participants were approached in two ways. I
distributed 80 questionnaires by means of personal links i.e. via family members and
friends who passed the questionnaire on to others and who later collected the
completed forms. I also approached people by means of our family business, a small
local shop which is long-established in my neighbourhood. 135 questionnaires were
displayed at the counter and also handed out by members of staff, including myself. In
general, the customers turned out to be quite supportive and interested. This was
partly because many of them knew me through my work at the shop, or some even
since childhood. However, as already mentioned, there were still a few negative
responses.
I included a covering letter with the questionnaire in order to inform the participants
about the aims of the research and also to assure them of their anonymity (see
appendix, sections 1.1 and 1.2). The letter addressed the fact that languages are
German
in
in my
linguistic
I
dealing
that
changes
constantly changing, and
with
was
doctoral thesis. Knowing from prior experience that language and gender may evoke
very emotional reactions (see above), I decided to conceal the real purpose of the
questionnaire. Thus, I told the participants that I was interested in their opinion on
recent changes in the German language which had been brought about not only by
the emancipation movement but also by the recent spelling reform and by the
increasing influence of the English language on German. Hence, it was suggested
that this questionnaire was actually the first of three, which would deal with the three
types of change separately. This could, of course, be deemed unethical since
information about the true nature and purpose of the research was withheld. But, to
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reduce the emotive reaction to the topic, I preferred to place this language renovation
movement in a wider context.
A total of 215 questionnaires were therefore distributed. 135 of these were returned,
which amounted to a satisfying response rate of 63 per cent. However, not all the
questionnaires were filled in correctly and some were not fully completed, and so the
number of the convenience sample eventually totalled 120 participants. As seen in the
tables on the next page, the participants could be categorised in terms of four
independent variables 'gender', 'age', 'length of education' and 'occupational
background and the likelihood of contact with official (written) language'. Gender, age
and education are standard independent variables used in social science research. I
added the fourth variable to gauge the relationship between a participant's contact
with official (written) language at work - and thus with antidiscrimination legislation and their response to gender-fair alternatives. I decided the likelihood of contact with
official (written) language on the basis of how regularly participants used official
German to communicate with others at their workplaces and places of training. Civil
servants, teachers and students, for instance, were therefore considered as having a
moderate to extensive contact with official (written) language at work and university.
Craftsmen, hairdressers and pensioners, on the other hand, would be less likely to
have much contact with official German, nor therefore, with antidiscrimination
legislation. Tables 3.1 to 3.4 on the next page display the composition of the sample.
Table 3.1 (see the next page) shows that the group of participants was made up of 55
men (45.8 %) and 65 women (54.2 %). I divided them into two age-groups: one 30
and below, the other 31-79. One third of them were in the first age-group. The major
difference between the two age-groups is that it was assumed that the second agegroup would have directly experienced possibly even took part in the prominent public
discourse about women's emancipation in society and in language during the 1970s
and 1980s. In contrast to this the younger generation (the first age-group) grew up in
a society in which many of the original goals of the Feminist movement seemed to
have been achieved. It was therefore assumed that the two age-groups may have
different perspectives on the issue of gender-fairness. Table 3.2 (see the next page)
shows the number of participants in each of these age-groups.
Table 3.3 (see the next page) shows that approximately half of the participants (51.7
%, N= 62) had attended school for ten years or less and had a qualification below the
Abitur level (A level). 48.3 per cent had spent a longer time at school and / or
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university and had thus passed the Abitur; a further 33.3. per cent of the participants
also had a University degree.
Table3.1: Genderof the participants
frequency
55
male
female
65
total
120

%
45.8
54.2
100

Table3.2:Age of the participants
6- 30 yearsof age
_1 79 yearsof age
_31
total

number
35
85
120

jable 3.3: Lengthof educationof the participants
number
62
withoutAbitur
_Abitur
18
_AbiturplusUniversitydegree
40
_
120
total

The sample was relatively

balanced

%
29.2
70.8
100

%
51.7
15
33.3
100

with regard to the participants'

different

%,
(42.5
half
3.4.
Nearly
them
be
in
Table
backgrounds,
of
seen
as can
occupational
N= 51) work or, in the case of retired people, had worked, at places where their
contact with written media was moderate to extensive.
Table3A Likelihoodof contactwith official (written)
languageat the workplaceand placesof training
_
%
number
42.5
51
moderateto extensivecontact
_Iiftlecontact
57.5
69
_
100
120
L_total

Altogether, the figures depict a sample of people which is skewed with regard to the
This
fall
into
the
them
70
age-group.
second
per cent of
participants' age - around
The
following
Table
in
in
cells.
some
resulted
an under-representation of participants
3.5 22 of the composition of the convenience sample shows that younger women
degree
University
Abitur
Abitur
were clearly underand a
either with
or with
the
hand,
On
in
the
the
second age-group
of
women
other
represented
sample.
bias
is
This
the
Abitur
level
of
partly
a
result
without
were slightly over-represented.
to
family
Friends,
data
the
easiest
customers
were
and
members
way
was collected.

22 The fourth
for
the
background'
'occupational
sake of
omitted
was
independent variable
clarity.
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approach, so the participants belonged either to my generation or were older. Hence,
the mean age of the participants was 38.

Table3.5: Compositionof the conveniencesample
men

women

firstage-group secondage-group
16-30
31-79
withoutAbitur
Abitur
AbiturplusUniversitydegree
total

10
6
6
22

14
5
14
33

firstage-group
16-30
10
2
1
13

secondagegroup
31-79
28
5
19
52

However, the age-distribution was also related to the relative lack of readiness of

When
it
in
to
to
the
participate
a study and
return
questionnaires.
younger people
became apparent that there might be an under-representation of the younger agethem
distributed
from
in
20
display
I
the
and
our
shop
questionnaires
group, withdrew
the
targeted
female
twenty,
age of
around
women
who
especially
cousin
aged
via a
20 to 30. Unfortunately, this attempt to even out the sample in terms of age was
furthermore
two
five
the
of
questionnaire;
returned
women
unsuccessful, as only
these questionnaires were not filled in completely and were thus not included in the
feasible
to
it
this
thesis
time
Thus,
the
reduce
not
was
of
constraints
within
analysis.
the age bias. I do not see this as a significant problem, however, as there was no
intention to generalise the research findings beyond the convenience sample (see
section 3.5).

3.2.3 Design of the questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire (see appendix, sections 1.1 and 1.2) was to elicit a
large amount of information in a relatively short time-span. It aimed to discover the

in
bias
the
discrimination
male
and
participants' opinions regarding criticisms of
German language. Some questions concentrate on the participants' awareness and
their
the
evaluation of specific proposals
on
others
assessment of
criticisms and

the
to
I
language.
participants'
attention
paid particular
aiming at gender-fair
interpretation of the generic masculine, which is often criticised for being highly
androcentric.
The questionnaire had to be fairly elaborate in order to encompass all of this. It
24
to
the
female
directed
the
to
men.
that
and
26
participants
are
comprises
questions

As mentioned before, with this number of questions, the questionnaire had certainly
reached its limits.
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The questionnaire (see appendix, sections 11.1,11.2,11.3)
was made up of four parts.
The first part provided information about the participants' gender, age and their social,
educational and professional backgrounds. In the second part, consisting of 12
questions, the tasks revolved around the two foci awareness - what do participants
know and think about discrimination in language (questions 7-10)?, have they noticed
changes in the German language (question 1 and questions 11-12)? - and
assessment - what do participants think about gender-fair proposals (questions 2-6)?
The questions were directed at all participants regardless of gender.
The third section, however, addressed men and women individually. I assumed that
gender and language is an issue which is very likely to evoke different emotions in
women and men, and also that it may be more directly relevant for the female
participants. The third section of the questionnaire was therefore split into two genderspecific parts: questions 13a-13f were formulated for men and 14a-14h particularly for
women. While the section for the male participants was designed to assess men's
readiness to accept the proposals aiming to reduce androcentrism in the German
language and also to reveal their ability to empathise with the viewpoint of (some)
women about the effect of generic masculines, the part directed at the women mainly
aimed at obtaining information about their interpretation of the generic masculine;
does it include or exclude women? Questions 13d / 14d and 13f / 14h which aimed to
elicit the participants' opinion on the forms of address Frau, 'Mrs. / Ms', and Frjulein,

'Miss', and on the topic 'women, language and the feminisation of language' were
identical, except that men and women were addressed individually.

The fourth part of the questionnaire (questions 15 - 19) was designed to obtain more
explicit background information about the participants' stance on gender-fairness in
the German language and on Women's / Gender Studies in general.
In order to minimise the time of analysis, the questions were mainly expressed in a
closed question format. Many included a 'no opinion' response option so as not to
force the participants to produce information, if they had no answer or opinion (see,
for instance, questions 4 and 5 and questions 7 to 10). The opportunity was also given
in some questions to add more information regarding a particular subject (see, for
example, the questions in the two gender-specific parts). The possible replies I offered
evolved while doing the literature review and while talking to friends about this topic.
They were meant to reflect the different emotions and views that appear to be evoked
by the criticism of sexism in language and by the reform movement. The reply options
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offered a positive, an indifferent and a negative stance towards the research topic.
They aimed, for instance, to establish
the participants' different levels of acceptance of specific innovations:
disapproval ("it's annoying", "pure waste of time) indifference (I do not care")
approval ("positive", "it is normal language use") (e.g. questions 4,5,13d / 14d).
some reasons for the participants' approval / disapproval of the reform of the
German language:
good, important, sensible, annoying, not necessary, too radical, nonsense (e.g.
questions 6,13f / 14h).
In question 15, for example, I offered five reply options to elicit a broad spectrum of
the participants' views on the equal treatment of the two genders in the German
language. As such, the categories ranged from "positive", "interesting", "the
questionnaire made me think about it" to "I am not interested" and "rubbish, pure
waste of time". Questions 13d / 14d and 13f /14h, which were merged for analysis,
show the same design.

3.2.4 Analysis of the quantitative

data

The quantitative data was analysed by means of the Statistics Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS). The answers were coded and entered into a spreadsheet. The
results were then analysed using chi-square tests and post-hoc tests in order to test
the statistical significance of correlations between the dependent variables and the
four independent ones (gender, age, length of education, occupational background).
The qualitative data analysis was based on the works by L. Milroy (1980), C. Butler
(1985), Woods et al. (1986), Robson (2001), Albert and Koster (2002), Hosker (2002)
and Z6fel (2002).

I discuss the results in chapters 4,5 and 6 where the respective questions of the
survey are dealt with. The results of the quantitative analyses of the participants'
replies to the survey enabled me to formulate questions that I wanted to explore in
more detail during the subsequent interviews.
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3.3 The interview
3.3.1 Pilot interview
Carrying out a pilot study is regarded as less crucial and maybe not even feasible in
Robson:
(see
164-165)
studies
case
since every case under investigation is unique.
Nevertheless, I decided to carry out a 'mock' interview, so as to decide on an
appropriate structure and length and also to acquaint myself with the role as the
interviewer. This interview was carried out and tape-recorded in March 2002 with a
friend
of mine who had already taken part in the survey. It was conducted at his
male
home. The recording and his useful suggestions subsequently led to minor
adjustments to the content and structure of the interview. For example, he drew my
attention to the fact that the wording of a few questions was biased. Those questions
were revised, as can be seen in the following exampleOriginal wording of question 7:
Finden Sie einige Schreibweisen zu umstAndlich oder zu lang?
(Do you regard any of these spellings as too complicated or too long?
Revised wording of question 7:
Erscheinen Ihnen einige Schreibweisen als zu problematisch?
(Do any of these spellings seem problematical to you?

In addition, the participant suggested to assess the interviewees' opinion on the
various spelling examples. The following question was therefore added-

Question 8. Finden Sie these Art von Formulierungen unn6tig, oder finden Sie
es gut, dass beide Geschlechter genannt werden? (Do you think that these
kinds of formulations are unnecessary or do you approve of the fact that the
two genders are mentioned? )

His replies were not included in the discussion of the interviews.
3.3.2 The interviewees
I decided that the minimum number of interviews required amounted to 12 (2 genders;
2 age-groups; 3 educational backgrounds = 12). However, most of the participants
were unwilling to be interviewed. Only two women accepted the invitation expressed
in the cover letter to take part in an interview (see appendix, sections 1.1 and 1.2).
Thus, although a greater number of interviews would have been preferable, only
twelve were eventually feasible. Fortunately though, it was possible to interview one
representative of each category. A brief description of each interviewee is given in
Table 3.6 on the following page.
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Table 3.6 The interviewees
me n
first age-group
second age-group
16-30
31-79
Participant12:
Participant43:
dustman,
mechanic,
20 years-old,
50 years-old,
little contact with
little contactwith
official (written) media official (written)
media

women
first age-group
second age-group
16-30
31-79
Participant60:
Participant103:
motherand
shop assistant,
housewife,
49
years-old,
without
20
little
years-old,
with
contact
Abitur
little contactwith
official (written) media
official (written)
media
Participant24:
Participant53:
Participant57Participant94:
bank clerk,
retired printer,
school student,
secretaryin town
29 years-old,
67 years-old,
18 years-old,
council, 42 years-old,
Abitur
moderateto extensive had moderateto
moderateto
moderateto extensive
contact with official
extensivecontact
extensivecontact
contact with written
(written) media
with official (written) with official (written) media
media
media
Participant27:
Participant47:
Participant77:
Participant75:
teacher,
teacher,
teacher,
project manager,
Abitur
29 years-old,
58 years-old,
27 years-old,
33 years-old,
plus
to extensive moderateto
to extensive
to
moderate
moderate
moderate
University
contact
with
official
extensive
contact
official
extensive
contact
contact
with
degree
(written) media
with official (written) with official (written) (written)media
media
media

3.3.3 Design of the interview
Participation in an interview can be an unfamiliar and even uncomfortable activity for
both interviewer and interviewee, even when researchers try hard to create as
Inatural' and as casual an atmosphere as possible for the interview situation. The
interview consisted of a list of predominantly

open questions with the aim of

list
full
The
thus
to
the
of
responses.
give
chat naturally and
encouraging
participants
The
11.2.
11.1
is
in
the
questions served as a
and
questions
appendix sections
given
interpretation
for
in
the
and analysis of
made
and
conversation,
useful guideline
me
the replies easier. The questions became gradually more probing as the participants
became more accustomed to the interview situation. As I was concerned about

making the participants feel at ease, I followed an accommodating interview structure
body
the
introductory
main
of
phase,
consisting of an
part, a preparatory warm-up
234-235).
2001:
(Robson
questions, a cool-off phase and a closing part
There were 17 questions dealing with the participants' assessment of the generic

language
their
use,
and
official
private
masculines versus gender-fair alternatives,
their awareness of legal actions, their general ideas and views on the criticism of
Question
9
topic.
knowledge
this
German
language
their
in
the
of
general
sexism
and
different
designs
the
of
ten
of
together
evaluations
participants'
grouped
questions on
job advertisements.

The questions aimed to clarify some striking or unexpected

findings of the quantitative study (see chapters 4- 6) or explore unclear results, and to
find possible explanations for the findings. There was, for instance, further
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investigation into whether the participants differentiate between the use of gender-fair
alternatives in official and private language, such as discussion about different
designs of job advertisements (gender-fair versus generic masculine) or about their
awareness of antidiscrimination legislation.
I also used the interviews as an opportunity to conduct two small experiments (see
section 3.4).

3.3.4 Conducting the interview
At first sight, interviews seem to be a fairly straightforward means of collecting data:
two people meet and converse about a certain topic. In fact, though, it is quite a
complicated method of dealing with people and of obtaining information - not only for
the interviewer but also for the interviewee.
An interview is a conversation which is "initiated by the interviewer for the specific
purpose of obtaining research-relevant information and focused by him [sic.] on
content specified by research objectives of systematic description, prediction or
explanation" (Cohen and Manion 1989: 307, bracket added). As such, the interview
situation can be problematic: the conversation itself is an artificial one between
unequal partners, overshadowed by the fact that it only takes place because of the
researcher's wish to collect data. The best results are gained when the interviewer
simultaneously directs the conversation and ensures that the interviewee is as natural
as possible.
I aimed to create a fairly relaxed situation by playing down my role as the interviewer
and by conducting the interviews in the participants' familiar surroundings of their own
home. Apart from having a calming effect on the participants, it was also expected
that, in contrast to an unknown setting such as my home or a caf6, the well-known
environment would not distract their attention from the interview. My appearance was
casual and I engaged in small talk, for instance, about their flat, local topics of interest
or the weather before and after the actual interview. Being a familiar member of the
community also worked in my favour. Despite all of this, the participants still respected
my role as the interviewer. What is more, the relaxed atmosphere and the familiar
face of the interviewer helped to minimise the observer's paradox (Labov 1972: 209210, see also Wardhaugh 1992: 150), the quandary that unaffected data is required,
but the presence of the observer (i.e. interviewer) will inadvertently have some effect.
Thus, similar to Milroy's social network approach (L. Milroy 1987), 1took advantage of
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being a member of the speech community under investigation and aimed to mitigate
the observer effect by means of familiarity with the participants. The discussion of the
qualitative data will suggest that this approach was successful (see chapters 4-6).

3.3.5 Analysis of the qualitative data
The 12 interviews were conducted in May 2002. They were tape recorded (with the
interviewees' permission) and notes were also made while conducting the
in
order to facilitate later data analysis. The qualitative data analysis
conversation,
based
mainly
on Robson (2001).
was
Shortly after an interview session the tape-recorded data and the notes made in the
field were drawn together and summarised on a session summary sheet for each
interviewee. Because of time-constraints the recordings were not transcribed in full;
instead detailed notes were made and particularly striking extracts were transcribed
for subsequent reference. The data was categorised according to the two research
foci awareness and assessment of planned language change (see section 3.2.3).
Within these two categories I looked for recurrent themes or key words, and grouped
them into clusters. The interview-data was then cross-checked against the
questionnaire-data. In this way the qualitative data supplemented the findings of the
questionnaire and also identified any anomalies.

3.4 Experiments

The interviews provided an opportunity to conduct two small experiments with the
twelve people who had agreed to participate. At the beginning of the interview I asked
the interviewees to perform two tasks. The first was an adaptation of the procedure
reported by Khosroshahi (1989). She gave fifty-five participants, all college students,
written paragraphs that included either the generic masculine he or the pronouns he
or she or they. The students were afterwards asked to sketch the characters they
find
impact
in
the
to
thinking
the
out
about
order
of
were
paragraphs
of while reading
the three different pronoun options. Of the three options tested, the generic masculine
he generated the highest number of male mental images, and the he or she
females.
images
highest
the
of
alternative created
number of
Following this experiment, the twelve participants were asked to complete the
following task (Khosroshahi 1989: 511; see appendix, sections I11.1.1and 111.1.2):
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Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit und Lachen
Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken. Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise kann ein trauriges Kind immer noch ein Lächeln auf seinem
Gesicht haben. Können Sie bitte das Gesicht eines solchen Kindes
zeichnen? Wie würden Sie das Kind nennen und wie alt könnte das Kind
sein?

'it is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling reflects
happiness. However, things are not always this simple. For example, an
unhappy child could still have a smile on his face. Could you please draw a
picture of this child? What name would you give this child and how old
could this child be?'
In contrast to Khosroshahi's experiment, though, the interviewees in the present
research were given only the generic masculine option; the German translation of the
English paragraph is composed of masculine nouns and pronouns only.
In the second task the interviewees were given a short text, titled Der Patient ist der
Dumme, 'the patient is the loser', which is again characterised by a very high
frequency of generic masculines (see appendix, sections 111.2.1and 111.2.2).
Der Patient ist der Dumme: Das deutsche Gesundheitswesen ist krank:
Kostendämpfung ist die Parole, Kostenexplosion sie Realität. Beiträge und
Zuzahlungen steigen, die Leistungen sinken. Der Patient zahlt die Zeche.
Er erfährt beim Arzt zwar, was mit ihm passiert, aber nicht, was das kostet.
Der Arzt muss viele Vorschriften beachten, damit seine Leistungen bezahlt
werden. Er wird erfinderisch und bestellt seinen Patienten mehrmals. Die
Kassen wälzen die steigenden Kosten auf die Versicherten ab.
The patient is the loser: The German health-authority is unwell: cost saving
is the motto, cost explosion the reality. Contributions and additional
payments are rising, while the performance is deteriorating. The patient
pays the bill. At the doctor's he learns what is happening to him, but he
does not learn how much it will cost. The doctor has to follow many
regulations so that his performance will be paid for. He becomes
resourceful and asks his patient to see him more frequently. The health
insurance institutions pass the rising costs on to their customers.

This text, which gives information about a TV programme on the reform of the
German health insurance system, is a very striking example of a subjective over-use
of generics, and their frequency is, in fact, not representative of the general use of the
generic masculine in the public and official use of written German; indeed, nowadays,
a text like this ought to be written in line with the existing laws and guidelines. The
Arzte
der
Arzt
to
forms
(die
have
and die
opposed
writer could
as
made use of plural
Patienten instead of der Patient) or, at best, could have employed the split form of the
human / personal nouns (e. g. der Arzt (masculine) / die Arztin (feminine) and die
Patient(inn)en or die PartientInnen), so as to explicitly include both genders. Due to
the high frequency of the generic masculine, it was once again expected that the
participants would think of a male rather than female doctor and patient.
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Unlike the first experiment, the interviewees were not required to sketch the referents
they were thinking of. Instead, they were asked to describe the appearance of the
doctor and patient. I was not interested simply in the mental images that were
by
produced the generic masculines in the interviewees' minds, and so I also started a
short discussion about the generic masculine and its likely effect on their mental
imagery.
We will see in chapter 6 that these two experiments gave inconclusive results. I
therefore repeated the first experiment with a small group of students in order to
fully
images
I
the
the
more
people
might
explore
associate with
generic masculine.
adapted Kosroshahi's experiment, conducting it with thirteen students -7 men and 6
women - around the age of seventeen and eighteen who were in their final year at a
Oberhausen.
Contact
in
school
grammar
was made with the students via a cousin of
mine who was also a student at that school. With her help I was able to conduct the
experiment during a break between two lessons. I decided to disguise the real
from
distract
in
the generic
the
to
the
test,
attention
order
students'
purpose of
masculines used in the texts, and also to restrict any communication between them. In
I
first
After
introducing
impressions.
I
to
their
explained
myself
essence, wanted
gauge
to the students that they were taking part in an experiment to test their speed of
reaction. They were asked to complete the task as quickly as possible (see appendix,
sections

(3
4
Seven
it
long
how
took.
111.3.1-111.3.4)
to
men,
students
measure
and

interview,
in
the
the
twelve
the
task
participants
as
women) were given
same
Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit und Lachen
Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken. Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise kann ein trauriges Kind immer noch ein Lächeln auf seinem
Gesicht haben.
Können Sie bitte das Gesicht eines solchen Kindes zeichnen?
Wie würden Sie das Kind nennen und wie alt könnte das Kind sein?
'It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling reflects
happiness. However, things are not always this simple. For example, an
face.
his
have
on
smile
a
unhappy child could still
Could you please draw a picture of this child?
What name would you give this child and how old could it be? '

The other six participants (3 men, 3 women) dealt with a similar task, but this time the
text was written in the plural:
Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit und Lachen
Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken. Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise können traurige Kinder immer noch ein Lächeln auf ihren
Gesichtern haben. Können Sie bitte eines zeichnen? Wie würden Sie
dieses nennen und wie alt könnte dieses Kind sein? '
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'It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling reflects
happiness. However, things are not always this simple. For example,
unhappy children could still have a smile on their faces. Could you please
draw a picture of such a child? What name would you give this child and
how old could it be? '

Thus, unlike the first experiment conducted during the interview sessions, which dealt
only with the generic masculine in the singular, this test offered two pronoun options:
the generic masculine in the singular and in the plural. The plural form was included
here to ascertain whether the number of the generic masculine pronoun had an
influence on the mental imagery of the students. In line with research by Rothermund
(1998) it could be expected that the generic masculine pronoun in the plural ihren,
'their', might lead the participants to sketch a female child rather than a male one.
Thus, in contrast to the hypothesis of the first experiment conducted with the
interviewees, that the generic masculine in the singular was expected to
predominantly generate images of boys rather than girls, the hypothesis for the group
of students was that a reasonable number of girls'faces would be sketched.
In order to redress the ethics of the experiment, the students were afterwards made
fully aware of the real purpose of the experiment. I was also able to discuss with them
the likely reasons for their choices of sketching either a male or a female face. This
additional data was indispensable for the subsequent analysis. The results added a
further dimension to my investigation.

3.5 Discussion

of the research design

I adopted the triangulation approach for the present case study as I strongly believe
that a variety of complementary research methods, using data from several sources,
enables researchers to gain a fuller understanding of a research question. In the
present research, the questionnaire

survey established

a broad overview of a

relatively large group of participants with regard to their awareness and assessment of
language reform towards gender-fairness in Germany. The results, however, were in
some instances fairly superficial and had in the main mere descriptive adequacy.
Moreover, this method of collecting a large quantity of data also had its drawbacks, for
instance, the lack of flexibility for the participants, the forced simplicity of their
responses, the lack of personal contact with the participants, the problem of selfreport and the possibility of dishonest and / or socially desirable answers. To remedy
these shortcomings, interviews and a small experiment were later conducted, as we
have seen. Both means of inquiry provided the opportunity to actually meet some
participants and to further explore their views on issues concerning this language
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change. Here the emphasis was laid on rich, in-depth information from individual
participants.
The integration of quantitative and qualitative methods, each with their respective
strengths and weaknesses, contributed to a comprehensive understanding knowledge
of how the participants in my local community responded to the idea of establishing
gender-fairness in German. Furthermore, by gaining different perspectives on the
research question via this hybrid research strategy, I was able to cross-validate the
findings.

However, I am aware that the decision to adopt a triangulation approach, by means of
a survey, twelve interviews and a small experiment also opens up the present
research to criticism. The study can be challenged because of the qualitative research
method and its means of analysis which is often considered as leading to 'soft' i.e. not
proven or scientific findings. Whereas with the quantitative data I could rely on
statistical procedures to obtain information about the significance and predictive
power of the findings, with the qualitative data I could only depend on my intuition and
interpretation to extract important results from the interviews. Miles and Huberman
aptly characterised this research method as follows:
Each [researcher, PAH] is a one-person research machine: defining the problem,
doing the sampling, designing the instruments, collecting the information, reducing
the information, analyzing it, interpreting it, writing it up (Miles and Huberman 1984:
230; bracket added).

The findings of qualitative studies are sometimes viewed sceptically in respect of their
trustworthiness, neutrality or wider applicability, and they are sometimes regarded as
being of secondary importance in research. However, statistical analysis of
quantitative data is also prone to manipulation and distortion, for instance, by
choosing inadequate tests or by displaying the data in misleading charts or graphs.
Researchers conducting both qualitative studies and quantitative studies should
therefore be aware that they can influence or even manipulate results, and they
should be cautious when analysing data. With this in mind, the combination of
quantitative and qualitative research methods in the present study offered the chance
to cross-examine the findings from the interview data against those from the
questionnaire data.
The present research may also be challenged with regard to the choice of sampling.
As mentioned, because of time-constraints and feasibility, I used a convenience
sample to gather the data. A convenience sample consists of "the nearest and most
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(Robson
2001: 141) and, it is therefore
to
respondents"
as
persons
convenient
act
unlike to random or systematic samples, not necessarily representative of a
population. This means that it can be difficult to generalise any findings and this is
why this kind of sampling is sometimes regarded as "a cheap and dirty way of doing a
Certainly,
(ibid.
).
this objection to convenience sampling has to be
survey"
sample
It
indeed
be
justified,
because it is obvious that a representative
may
acknowledged.
sample of participants is always preferable - when feasible - as the findings are later
individual
beyond
the
of
scope
an
study. However, as long as the results are not
valid
subsequently misused and presented as general conclusions, in my opinion they can
insights
into
the topics that are under investigation. They can
give
useful
still
better
to
a
understanding and can also point to directions for further
contribute
investigations.
Regarding the present research, I am fully aware that the results lack predictive power
and external validity. However, the study was not designed to contribute to an overall,
general assessment of the acceptance of gender-fairness in the German language by
all speakers of German. It aimed rather to provide useful and in-depth information
about the current climate of opinion in my own community in Oberhausen regarding
this planned language change, and to compare this with the few evaluative studies
German
language
have
dealt
of
gender-fair
which
previously
with speakers' reception
(see section 2.5.2).
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CHAPTER 4. THE PARTICIPANTS' AWARENESS OF A PLANNED LANGUAGE
CHANGE TOWARDS GENDER-FAIRNESS IN GERMAN
As has become apparent in section 2.2 of this thesis, language reform is most
successful when speakers are fully aware of the proposed innovations, and are
convinced that these new forms should replace established ones. The present study
focuses on the change towards gender-fairness in German. Some questions in the
questionnaire and interview investigated the participants' general awareness of the
existence of this language change (section 4.1), while others examined their
knowledge of specific linguistic innovations (section 4.2) and their familiarity with
antidiscrimination legislation (section 4.3). As we have seen in chapter 2, this
language renovation was instigated at a grass-roots level in order to improve the
representation of women in language; it was therefore assumed that the independent
variable gender would have a bearing on the various levels of awareness. It was
further assumed that the presence of antidiscrimination legislation in certain
occupational environments and places of training would be influential on the
participants' knowledge; since gender-fair language use is today mandatory in many
official (written) language contexts, the level of contact with official German at work
and places of training was expected to correlate with the participants' level of

awareness.
The following discussion of the results of the quantitative and qualitative parts of the
study has two aims: to determine the participants' level of awareness of the change
towards gender-fair German, and to show whether the assumption was reasonable
regarding the influence on this knowledge of gender and contact with official (written)
language at work and places of training.

4.1 The participants' awareness of the existence of a planned language change
towards gender-fair German
Certain questions in the questionnaire and interview (see the box below) sought to
discover whether the participants had actually heard of a language reform that
had
they
language,
German
in
the
the
whether
ever
and
envisages
removal of sexism
designed
to
These
issue
to
this
this
also
were
questions
reflected upon
study.
prior
Provide information about the domains in which the participants had previously
encountered the issue of gender-fairness in language.
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questionnaire, question16:
'Have you ever come across this topic e.g. at school, in the media etc.7
interview, question 12:

'Have you ever heard of a reform movement that deals with the unfair
treatment of the two genders in language? '

interview, question 13:
'Have you ever thought about this issue i.e. the representation of people in
language? '
interview, question 15:
'Have you ever encountered any of the changes I have mentioned before
e. g. splitting, in your everyday life? If you have, in which contexts did you
encounter them?

Further questions (see the box below) aimed to gather data about the participants'

awareness of discrimination of women through the German language.
questionnaire, question 8:
'Does the following sentence from a book called 'Ubung macht die
Meisterin - Ratschlage for einen nichtsexistischen Sprachgebrauch',
'Practice makes perfect - tips for a non-sexist use of language', echo your
understanding of sexism in language? '
Wir sprechen von einem sexistischen Sprachgebrauch, wenn Frauen und
ihre Leistungen sprachlich ignoriert und nicht explizit erwähnt werden
'We talk about sexist language use as soon as women and their
achievements are linguistically ignored and not explicitly expressed'
questionnaire, question 7 and interview, question 17:
Do you think that there are discriminatory items in the German language of
todayT

Regarding the participants'

awareness

of a planned language change towards

gender-fairness (questionnaire, question 16: 'Have you ever come across this topic,
e.g. at school, in the media etc. T), the data revealed that only around 38 per cent of
them claimed that they had already come across this issue, while 44 per cent stated
the contrary (see Table 4.1 below).

Table 4.1:The participants'awarenessof a plannedlanguagechangetowardsgender-fairness
question16:'Haveyouevercomeacrossthistopice.g. at school,in the mediaetc.?'
frequency
38.3%
(46)
yes
44.2% (53)
no
9.2%( 11)
_cannotsay
91.7%( 110)
total of replies
8.3%(
10)
no answergiven23
23Having

seen that the issue of women and language was clearly an emotive subject, which
evoked harsh reactions by the participants (i.e. "stupid, ridiculous, pointless" research topic), I
include
the
to
the
it
important
to
also
number of
question
considered as
research
relevant
and
The
'no answer'
this
to
did
to,
question.
answer
participants who could not, or
give an
not want
option indirectly reflects the participants' level of awareness and the relevance they attach to
this topic.
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Bearing in mind that the criticism of sexism in German has been discussed in the
media and also later supported by legal actions in West-Germany from the early
1980s onwards, this level of awareness was unexpected and remarkably low.
As predicted, this pattern of replies was significantly related to contact with
antidiscrimination legislation in certain work-fields. Table 4.2 below shows that it was
the participants in professions with moderate to extensive contact with official (written)
language who showed most awareness of the change (see section 3.2.2 how I
established the degree of contact individual participants had with official (written)

language). Indeed, official (written) communication must today adhere to laws and
guidelines that ensure a gender-fair style (see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). In addition to

regular contact with antidiscrimination legislation and guidelines, the participants also
identified the Gleichsteflungsbeauftragte,

'Equal Opportunities Representative', as an

influential and leading communicator and promoter of gender-fair language use. One
participant (P 53, male, second age-group, Abitur, pensioner) highlighted the influence
of this person on him at work- "die Gleichstellungsbeauftragte

im Beruf hat darauf

gepocht, 'the Equal Opportunities Representative at work really enforced it [i. e. to use
gender-fair language, PAH]'.

Table4.2:The participants'awarenessof a plannedlanguagechangetowards gender-fairnessin relation
to the independentvariableoccupationalbackground
16:
'Have
question
yu evercomeacrossthistopic,e.g. at school,in the mediaetc.?'
_
background
variable:occupational
andlikelihoodof
contactwithofficial written)language
littlecontact
totalof bothgroups
moderateto extensivecontact
60.8%(31)
21.7%(15)
38.8%(46)
yes
17.6%(9)
63.8%(44)
44.2%(53)
no
9.2%(11)
11.8%(6)
7.3%(5)
cannotsay
_total of replies
92.8%(64)
92.2%(110)
90.2%( 6)
7.2%(5)
7.7%(10)
9.8%(5)
noanswergiven
_

26.669, df = 3; p=0; Cramer's V=0.471

(moderate effect)

The replies also revealed that a third of those participants who had come across the
renovation

movement

in German

educational environment.

had been informed

about the issue in the

A chi-square test confirmed a significant effect of the

independent variable length of education on the result. Table 4.3 (see the next page)
shows that a higher level of education resulted in a significantly better knowledge of

the existence of this language change. Three participants had learnt about the
criticism of sexism in language at secondary school (2 male /1 female), three at
female).
/7
(3
female)
(all
ten
vocational school
and
at university male
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Table4.3: The participants'awarenessof a plannedlanguagechangetowards gender-fairnessin relation
to the independentvariablelength of education
question16:'Haveyu evercomeacrossthistopic,e.g. at school,in the mediaetc.?'
variable:len thnof edd
ucation
___ __ý Abitur
University
plus
Abitur
withoutAbitur
totalof all groups
degree
24.2%(15)
33.3%(6)
38.3%(46)
62.5%(25)
yes
%(36)
58.1
50%(9)
44.2%(53)
20%(8)
no
9.7%(6)
11.1%(2)
9.2%(11)
7.5%(3)
cannotsay
92%(57)
94.4%(17)
91.7%(110)
90%(36)
total of replies
8%(5)
5.6%(1)
8.3%(10)
10%(4)
no answergiven

18.103, df = 6; p<0.01;

Cramer's V=0.275

(little effect)

This suggests that university may be a place where the criticism of sexism in

language is particularly present and influential. Participants referred to specific
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Luise Pusch and Senta Tr6mel-Pl6tz as a source of information and influence for
them. Three of them stated that they had also attended a seminar on 'Women's
language'. In contrast, none of the men ever mentioned either a seminar or the names
of Pusch and Tr6mel-Pl6tz.
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reach statistical significance, this co-relation is strongly supported by the figures in the
following Table 4.4.

Table4.4: The participants'awarenessof a plannedlanguagechangetowards gender-fairnessin relation
to the independentvariableslength of educationand occupationalbackground
question16:'Haveyouevercomeacrossthistopic,e.g. at school,in the mediaetc.?'
variabl : lengthof education
Abiturplus
totalof all
Abitur
University
withoutAbitur
degree
groups
52.9%(9)
42.9%(3) 70.4% (19) 60.8%(31)
jes
_
17.6%(3)
17.6%(9)
42.9%(3)
%(3)
11.1
no
to
moderateextensive
11.8%(2)
11.8%(6)
14.2%(l)
11.1%(3)
cannotsay
contact
withofficial
(written)
language
atwork total of replies
81.3%(17)
90.2%(51)
100%(7) 92.
18.7%(3)
9.8%(5)
0%(0)
7.4%(2)
no answergiven
jes
no

littlecontact
withofficial
say
(written)
language atwork _cannot
of replies
_total
no answergiven

13.3%(6)
73.3%(33)
8.9%(4)
95.5%(45)
4.6%(2)

27.3%(3)
54.5%(6)
9.1 %(1)
90.
9.1 %(1

46.2%(6)
38.5%(5)
0%(0)
84.7%(13)

The qualitative study further supported this (interview, questions 12,13

21.7%(15)
63.8%(44)
7.2%(4)
92.7%(69)
7.8%(5)

and 15).
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One woman in particular, a teacher at primary school, showed that she had thought
about this issue in depth:
1: 25
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However, regardless of the independent variables, all participants asserted in the
interview that they had already reflected upon how men and women are represented
in the German language (interview, question 13: 'Have you ever thought about this
issue i.e. the representation of persons in language? ). In order to gain more detailed
information about where the participants had encountered gender-fair alternatives, the
interviewees were given a list of nine contexts: journals / newspapers, books, letters,
TV, politics, work-field, school, university and private life (interview, question 15- 'Have
you ever encountered any of the changes I have mentioned before e.g. splitting, in
your everyday life? If you have, in which contexts did you encounter them?). Here, the
independent variable length of education turned out to be influential again. In contrast
to those who spent more time in an educational environment and who were able to
name five contexts on average (journals / newspaper, letters, politics, work-field,
school), the participants with a lower level of education referred to only two or three
contexts (letters, politics, work) out of the nine. Only one interviewee without Abitur
(P43, male second age-group, dustman), a former typesetter, had encountered the
issue of gender-fairness in language at his previous workplace; his first contact with
this issue in the early 1980s, though, did not make a good impression on him,
extract 2-.
"Das war mal ganz schlimm. Eine Zeit lang war das mal ganz schlimm. Da
wurde auf jedem Antrag immer mit doppelt hingewiesen [ ...] obwohl, ich
meine, meiner Meinung nach, würden das nur Idioten falsch verstehen
können. Sag ich jetzt mal. Man weiß was gemeint ist damit. "
"It used to be really terrible. For a certain period of time, it was really
terrible. On every application form it [i. e., to typeset both, masculine and
feminine forms, PAH] was specified twice [ ] even though, I mean, in my
...
opinion, only idiots could get the wrong impression. That's what I say.
Everybody knows what is meant"
Participant 43 (male, second age-group, without Abitur, dustman)

This answer again revealed the importance of occupational environment

as an

important influence on the participants' levels of awareness regarding gender-fairness
in the German language.

All in all, the analyses of question 16 of the questionnaire and questions 12,13 and 15
of the interview revealed that a substantial number of the participants only had a low
level of awareness of a planned language change towards gender-fair German. This
finding, however, does not imply that they, generally, did not notice the problematical
representation of women in German (see above, interview, question 13). It may rather
indicate that gender-fairness in language is no longer the focus of the current public
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discourse and is thus, apart from the work-field, not particularly an issue in their
everyday lives. The findings clearly showed that the different lengths of education and
the various occupational environments had a significant bearing on the participants'
knowledge of this language renovation.
The same independent variables had an influence on how aware the participants were
of any discrimination of women through the German language (questionnaire,
questions 8 and 7; interview, question 17). In addition, the previous deduction that the

participants were relatively unaware of sexism in language was further confirmed.
Question 8 of the questionnaire, for instance, elicited the participants' knowledge of
Sprachsexismus, 'sexism in language', (questionnaire, question 8: 'Does the following
sentence from a book called 'Obung macht die Meisterin - Ratschlcige Nr einen
nichtsexistischen Sprachgebrauch', 'Practice makes perfect - tips for a non-sexist use
of language', echo your understanding of sexism in language? '). Almost half of those
questioned (43.3 %, N= 52) either did not agree with the definition that was given "We talk about sexist language use as soon as women and their achievements are
linguistically ignored and not explicitly expressed" - or could not suggest their own
(see Table 4.5 below, combined responses 'cannot say' and 'no answers'). Thus, only
56.7 per cent (N = 68) of the participants agreed to the definition or were able to
express their own interpretation

of sexism in language (see Table 4.5 below,

combined responses 'agree' and 'other definition'). Of these participants, half (29.2 %,
N= 35) suggested other definitions which, in general, concurred with the one that was
given, but which gave a wider scope to the concept of sexism in language.
Table4.5:The participants'knowledgeof sexism in language
ingof sexismin language?'
question8: 'Doesthe sentenceechoyourunderstand
frequency
27.5% (33)
agree
9.2% (35)
otherdefinition
37.5% (45)
cannotsay
.
94.2%( 113)
total of replies
5.8% (7)
noanswergiven

These additional views of sexism mainly interpreted unfair representations of women
as conscious acts of communication, which were usually explicitly marked by means
of particular derogatory, provocative or vulgar words. One man (P 21, male first age-

group, Abitur and University degree, software engineer), for instance, identified
sexism in language as "ein expliziter Ausschluß der Frauen und ihrer Leistungen
durch provokante Wortwaht', 'an explicit exclusion of women and their achievements

by means of a choice of provocative words'. One female participant (P 72, female,
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second

age-group,

Abitur

and

University

degree,

housewife)

regarded

"Bezeichnungen, Redewendungen etc., die Frauen eindeutig herabsetzen und
entwOrdigen", 'words, names, idioms etc. that without doubt belittle and degrade
women', such as Schlampe, 'slut', Tussi, 'chick', Frauenzimmer, Schnalle, 'tart',
Quatschfutt or Luder, 'so-and-so', as sexism in language. A closer look at all individual
definitions revealed that, overall, women and men gave different emphases. Nearly
half of the male participants who gave their own definitions, stressed that sexism in
language was a deliberate and conscious act in speaking or writing. The female
participants, however, primarily associated particular words and expressions with
in
for
language,
example, certain idiomatic expressions, double entendres,
sexism
offensive remarks and jokes or obscenities. On the whole, all participants alluded to
an explicit form of sexism in language and did not refer to any forms of indirect
discrimination or misrepresentation of women. It is also noteworthy that almost all
participants who expressed their views on this issue (54 %, N= 61; combined
responses 'agree' and 'other definition') accepted the premise that sexism in language
is exclusively linked with the female gender. The definition that was presented to the
participants was chosen deliberately, as it referred to sexism in language only in its
original meaning i.e. just in relation to women. It was, in fact, intended to make the
participants think about whether sexism in language is indeed a problem exclusively
for women. The replies, however, strongly suggest that the participants on the whole
believed in the original definition. Only seven of those questioned extended their own
definitions to the two genders and thus rejected the idea that this issue is restricted
only to women.
The participants' awareness regarding this issue was influenced by the independent
far
background
in
length
so
as those
variables
of education and occupational
participants with higher degrees and with extended contact with official (written)
language at work and places of training were significantly more likely to have had a
view on sexism in the German language prior to this study. For instance, half of the
participants without Abitur (50 %, N= 31) and, hence, with a shorter education,
evaded the question and could neither agree with the proposed definition nor provide
their own interpretation of sexism in language (see Table 4.6 on the next page). In
contrast, only 20 per cent (N = 8) with Abitur and a University degree were unable to
decide on a definition.
The same tendency became obvious regarding the relationship between the
participants' replies and the independent variable occupational background (see Table
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4.7 below). Whereas a mere 25.5

per cent of the participants with a moderate to

extensive contact with official (written) language at work (N = 13) did not express an
opinion concerning sexism in language, around 50 per cent with little contact (N = 32)
'cannot
did
the
say'
option
or
not give any answer at all.
chose
Table4.6:The participants'knowledgeof sexism in languagein relationto the independentvariable
lengthof education
ismin language?
'
question8: 'Doesthe sentenceechoyourunderstý
variable:lengthof eduCation
Abitur
Abiturplus
withoutAbitur
totalof all groups
University
19.4%(12)
22.2%(4)
27.5%(33)
42.5%(17)
agree
22.6%(14)
44.5%(8)
32.5%(13)
29.2%(35)
otherdefinition
50%(31)
3.3%(6)
37.5%(45)
20%(8)
cannotsay
. total of replies
92%(62)
100%(18)
94.2%(120)
95%(40)
lJ
-8%(5)
0%(0)
5.8%(7)
5%(2)
noanswerg*iven
x2=

15.026; df = 6; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.250

(little effect)

Table4.7:The participants'knowledgeof sexism in languagein relationto the independentvariable
occupationalbackground
_question8: "Doesthe sentenceec o yourunderstanding
"
of sexismin language?
_
background
variable:occupational
andlikelihood
of contactwithofficial(written)language
littlecontact
moderateto extensive
totalof bothgroups
contact
27.5%(33)
43.1%(22)
15.9%(11)
agree
29.2%(35)
29%(20)
29.4%(15)
otherdefinition
37.5%(45)
46.4%(32)
25.5%(13)
cannotsay
_
94.2%(113)
91.3%(63)
98%(50)
of replies
_total
5.8%(7)
8.7%(6)
2%(1)
noanswergiven
_

Cramer's
V=0.336
13.580;
df
3;
P<0.01;
=
x2=

(moderate effect)

This correlation between a relatively low level of awareness of sexism in German and
the effect of the different occupational environments on this knowledge was also
items
in
discriminatory
the
to
the
of
confirmed with regard
participants' experiences
German language of today (questionnaire, question 7- 'Do you think that there are
discriminatory items in the German language of today? '). As seen in Table 4.8 on the
next page, only around a third of them (34.2 %, N= 41) were aware that there are

aspects of German that discriminate against women. It was, however, even more
(36.7
%,
had
those
40
that
at
all
no
opinion
remarkable
questioned
nearly
per cent of
N= 44). These replies strongly suggest that the criticism of discrimination against
had
the
(such
the
language
through
masculine)
not
generic
women
use of
as

succeeded in reaching or convincing a substantial number of the participants.
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Table4.8: The participants'awarenessof discriminatoryitems in the Germanlanguage today
of
question7: 'Do youthinkthattherearediscriminat
rnsin the Germanlanguageof today?'
frequency
noopinion
36.7%(44)
yes
34.2%(41)
no
21.7%(26)
total of replies
92.6%(111)
no answergiven
7.4%(9)

As became apparent in the discussion of question 8 of the questionnaire, above, the

issue of discriminatory terms in the German language seemed to be more present in
the minds of those participants who regularly dealt with official (written) language in
their working lives; they appeared to have formed an opinion about this issue prior to
this study, and they seemed to be more sensitive to this topic. It was striking that the
participants with little contact with official (written) language at work were not aware of
this issue (see Table 4.9 below). Only half of those who gave an answer to this

question (31 participants out of 63 or 50 %) expressed an opinion- 18 participants
(26.1 %) could identify specific discriminatory terms, and 13 (18.8 %), did not see any
bias in language at all. In contrast to this, 70.6 per cent (N = 36) of those questioned
with a moderate to extensive contact with official (written) language at work expressed
their views; 45.1 % (N = 23) believed that there is discrimination in German, 13
participants (25.5 %) stated the opposite.

Table4.9:The participants'awarenessof discriminatoryitems in the Germanlanguageof today in
relationto the independentvariableoccupationalbackground
7: 'Doyouthi k thattherearediscriminatory
itemsin the Germanlanguageof oday?'
_question
background
andlikelihood
variable:occupational
of contactwithofficial written)language
littlecontact
totalof both groups
moderateto extensivecontact
45.1%(23)
26.1%(18)
34.2%(41)
yes
18.8%(13)
21.7%(26)
25.5%(13)
no
46.4%(32)
36.7%(44)
23.5%(12)
noopinion
91.3%(63)
92.6%(111)
94.1%(48)
of replies
_total
8.7%(6)
7.4%(9)
5.9%(3)
answergiven
_no
x2=8.185;

df = 3; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.261

(little effect)

In light of these results it could be concluded that those critical of sexism in German
have not been very successful in their attempts to raise awareness among the

participants of any discrimination against women in language.
However, the inteview revealed a different picture (interview, question 17: 'Do you

think that there are discriminatory items in the German language of today?'). Despite
the recent changes towards gender-fairness, nearly all interviewees thought there was
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an unequal representation of men and women in language. The examples that were
given by the participants of a male bias included the excess of pejorative words for
women such as Weib, 'woman' (derogative), or Schlampe, 'slut', forms of address in
letters e.g. Familie Fritz Meier, 'Family Fritz Meier', the generic masculine and lewd
terms. However, this qualitative result should not be overrated, as it may indicate a
halo effect i.e. the awareness that was stated by the eight interviewees may have
been encouraged by talking at length about women, men and language in the
interview situation.
All in all, further discussion of the participants' awareness of discrimination in and
through language resulted in further support of the first finding of an overall
remarkably low level of awareness regarding language reform towards genderfairness (questions

16 and 8), a level of awareness which in this case was

significantly affected by the participants' different occupational environments. Taking
into account that the critics of sexism in the German language have tried to put an end
to this ignorance by means of diverse publications and guidelines since as long ago
as the early 1980s, this apparent lack of knowledge among the participants was highly
surprising.

The following discussion of the next set of questions will examine whether the lack of
knowledge of the criticism of German as a biased language can also be observed in
connection with the participants' awareness of specific gender-fair alternatives. It also
aims to find further support for the finding that the independent variables length of
education and occupational background had an influence on the participants' different
levels of awareness of this language change.

4.2 The participants'

awareness of specific linguistic

innovations

Four questions in the questionnaire and in the interview, which are shown in the box
on the next page, sought to elicit the participants' awareness of recent changes in the
German language i.e. specific innovations, such as the splitting of human nouns, the
Binnen / (capital I within a word) and new gender-specific occupational terms for
female employees.
questionnaire, question 11:
'Have you perceived any changes recentlyT
questionnaire, question 12:
'If you did, could you please give examples? '
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questionnaire, question 1:
'is there anything striking in the following sentences?'
interview, question 16:
'What kind of changes did you notice? '

Quite surprisingly, the findings did not entirely correspond with the outcome of the
preceding analyses and with the conclusion that there was in general a low level of
language
the
of
renovation and the points of criticism.
awareness
While question 11 of the questionnaire again showed little awareness of recent
changes towards gender-fairness in the German language, questions 12 and 1 of the
questionnaire and question 16 of the interview at the same time exhibited a good
knowledge of specific gender-fair innovations (see section 4.4 for an explanation of
this anomaly). As seen in Table 4.10, a mere 48 participants (40 %) said they were
aware of some recent changes in the German language, and more than half of the
participants (55 %, N= 66) did not recall any alterations at all (questionnaire, question
11- Have you perceived any changes recently? ').

Table4.10:The participants'awarenessof recentchanges in the Germanlanguage
'
question11:'Haveyouperceivedanyrecentchanges?
frequency
55% (66)
no
40% (48)
yes
total of replies
95%( 114)
5% (6)
noanswergiven

In line with the previous pattern, the answers were again significantly affected by the
participants' different educational backgrounds and their diverse workplaces. As seen
in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 on the next page, the longer the time spent in education and /
or the more intense the contact with official (written) language at work and places of
training, the higher the level of awareness regarding the existence of recent linguistic
innovations. However, these results must be dealt with cautiously. The data displays a
low level of awareness of recent innovations (only 40 per cent of the participants), but,
on the other hand, the replies to questions 1 and 12 of the questionnaire and question

16 in the interview demonstrated a general good understanding of new gender-fair

terms.
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Table 4.11: The participants' awarenessof recent changes in the Germanlanguage in relation to the
independentvariable length of education
question11:'Haveyoup rceivedanyrecentchanges?
variable:lengh of education
Abitur
AbiturplusUniversitydegree
totalof all groups
withoutAbitur
27.4%(17)
22.2%(4)
67.5%(27)
40%(48)
yes
66.1%(41) 77.8%(14)
27.5%(11)
55%(66)
no
93.5%(58)
100%(18)
95%(38)
95%(114)
total of replies
6.5%(4)
0%(0)
5%(6)
5%(2)
no answergiven

21.193; df = 4; P=0; Cramer's V=0.297

(little effect)

Table 4.12: The participants' awarenessof recent changes in the Germanlanguagein relation to the
independentvariableoccupationalbackground
'
question11:'Have ou perceivedanyrecentchanges?
background
variable:occupational
andthe likelihood
of contactwithofficia (written)language
totalof bothgroups
littlecontact
moderateto extensivecontact
40%(48)
60.8%(31)
24.6%(17)
yes
55%(66)
37.3%(19)
%(47)
68.1
no
95%(114)
98.1%(50)
92.7%(64)
total of replies
5%(6)
7.3%(5)
1.9%(1)
noanswergiven

16.295-1df = 2-1P=0, Cramer's V=0.369

(moderate effect)

Thus, when asked about their familiarity with specific new gender-fair terms in
German which were implemented to remove sexist items, the participants showed a
identify
indeed
innovations
knowledge
these
a
and
could
particular
of
comprehensive
did,
12'If
(questionnaire,
could
you
question
wide range of gender-fair alternatives
those
').
Almost
who recognised recent changes
of
all
you please give examples?
the
that
The
to
suggest
to
answers
particular alternatives.
refer
were also able
innovations were noticed primarily in the written language, either in official documents
in
the
identity
forms,
information
or
and
certificates,
cards
material, students'
such as

books.
journals
in
for
or
children's
written media,
example, women's
The examples that were mentioned showed a broad spectrum of gender-fair linguistic
both
is
that
it
by
the
innovations that were perceived
remarkable
participants, and
It
is
the
4.13
Table
(see
items
also worth
page).
next
to
on
genders refer
similar
fairly
be
to
I
a
striking
/
(capital
Binnen
within a word) seems
mentioning that the
innovation (13 references). It was, for instance, characterised by two participants as
ins
Auge",
(lit.
"springt
item
"besonders
irgerfich",
'especially
which
new
an
annoying',
'hits you in the eye'). The relatively high number of references to the Binnen I and
these characterisations

Ideologem,
it
that
an
as
out
still stands
strongly suggest

'ideological symbol' of this language change (see chapter 2- 76).
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Table4.13:Recentchangesthat were noticed by the participants
'
12:
'If
did
[perceive
examples?
could
you
Please
ive
es],
chang
recent
you
question
references,men references,women
recentchanges:
9
4
Binnen1

(e.g. forms,certificates,
inwrittenlanguage
books)
information
material,
children's
suffix-in
terms
occupational
jobadvertisements
other(e.g. frau,spfitforms,Studierende)

referencesin total
13

4

7

11

3
3
4
11

4
3
1
15

7
6
5
26

A more detailed insight into the participants' relatively good knowledge of new genderfair terms was

revealed

by the data from

question

1 of the questionnaire

(questionnaire, question 1: 'Is there anything striking in the following sentences? ').
The participants were asked to underline striking aspects of the example sentences,
human
features
broad
included
nouns,
of
relevant
such
as
generic
a
range
which

indefinite
indefinite
definite
and possessive pronouns.
articles
and
generic
and
generic
There were eight examples, in which three reformed and five non-reformed, traditional
items are built-in as potentially salient elements (see the box below).
a) Veraist ein Optimist, sie möchtein zwei Wochen10 kg. abnehmen.Andreasist auch
ein Optimist,5 kg. würdenihmaberschonreichen.
Verais an optimist(genericmasc.), shewouldlike to loose10 kilosin two weeks.Andreas
is an optimist,too,however,5 kiloswouldbe enoughfor him.
Anettes
Fähigkeiten.
b) Der BerufKauffrauerfordertvonAndreasehr gutemathematische
Berufswünschesind Umweittechniker oder Lehrer, Frank möchte Xrankenpfleger'
werden.
[feminine]requiresgoodskillsin mathsfromAndrea.Anettes
Thejob as a businesswoman
Frank
],
[generic
]
teacher
[generic
masc.
or
masc.
preferredchoicesof careerare ecologist
wouldliketo becomea malenurse.
im Badliegengelassen.
c) Jemandhatsein Schminktäschchen
Somebodyleft his make-upbagin the bathroom.
d) "BarbaraundSandra,eine voneuchbeidenmussjetzt mit demHundraus."
'Barbaraand Sandra,one [feminine;but accordingto grammar:einer= genericmasc.] of
youhasto takethe dogout now.'
fliegst.
"
du
Team,
im
Schwächste
bist
der
du
"Comelia,
e)
'
'Cornelia,youarethe weakestlink [genericmasc.], goodbye.
0 Weine Enkelinist eine fichfigeRabaukin."
' [feminine;a relativelynew neologismin a
'My granddaughteris a real roughneck.
commercial]
g) Das Mädchenliebt ihren Teddyüber alles.
Thegirl lovesher [femininepronoun;is supposedto be neuter,as das Wdchen, 'the girl' is
neuter,too]teddydearly.
h) Ministerin KOnastentwickeftsich langsamzum Fachmann fOr gesundeEmjhrung.
Minister[feminine]Kbnastgraduallyturnsintoan expert[genericmasc.] of a healthydiet.
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It was assumed that the reformed features would be considered as inaccurate from

the point of view of the traditional rules of grammar (for example sentence g), and that
the generic masculines in sentences a), b), h), the definite article in sentence e) and
the two pronouns in sentence c) would be identified as striking because of the fact
that they do not match the female referents. In sentences d) and g) biological gender
takes priority over grammar. It was expected that the participants' attention would be
drawn to these items, as they were presumed to be contrary to their usual language
/
or their understanding of grammatical correctness.
and
use
Overall, the responses showed a good general understanding of what kinds of
features have been proposed by the promoters of the renovation towards gender-fair

language and how these gender-fair alternatives have transformed German
morphology and grammar (see Table 4.14 below). The replies also showed that some
features were more prominent in the participants' minds than others. As seen in Table
4.14, the generic human nouns in feminine contexts in sentences a), b), e) and h)
were, for instance, the most striking items. Their identification as striking terms
averaged around 80 per cent. In contrast, the reformed indefinite article eine in
sentence d) was recognised by only 15 per cent (N = 18) of the participants.
jable 4.14:Itemsthat were identifiedas striking by the participants
1: 'Is thereanythingstrikingin the sentences?
'
_question
strikingitems:
DerSchwichste
masculinehumannoun)
_(generic
Umwelttechniker
/ Lehrer
(genericmasculinehumannoun)
Fachmann
masculinehumannoun)
_(generic
optimist
masculinehumannoun)
_(generic
Rabaukin
femininehumannoun)
_(reformed,
jemand seinSchminktkchchen
...
('traditional'
indefinitepronounandmasculinepossessive
pronounwithfemalereferent;
grammatical
genderoverridesbiologicalgender)
.ihrenTeddy
gender)
possessive
pronoun;biologicalgenderoverridesgrammatical
_(feminine
einevoneuch
(feminineindefinitearticle;biologicalgenderoverridesgrammatical
gender)

frequency
106(88.3%)
104(86.7%)
98(81.7%)
91 (75.8%)
64(53.3%)
44(36.7%)
28(23.3%)
18(15%)

This ranking of the salient features was, however, not surprising and is presumably

interpreted
be
it
hand,
factors.
On
the
to
as a result of the
two
connected
may
one
promoters' focus in the initial stages of this language reform, when the creation of
German
language.
The
in
the
target
human
the
gender-specific
primary
nouns was
first guidelines by Guentherodt et al. in 1980 and 1981, for instance, exclusively dealt
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with the representation of women by means of nouns, and further obligatory
guidelines and laws promoted and eventually implemented the use of these genderfair alternative nouns in official writings, job advertisements and legal texts (see, for
Schoenthal,
1998a).
As a result, the use of generic human nouns has been
example,
decreasing
in
these kinds of texts, while the frequency of several
gradually
neologisms such as titles, forms of address and occupational terms for female
referents has increased. It is therefore safe to assume that the emphasis on removing
generic nouns and the resulting increased frequency of gender-specific alternatives
has eventually led to a good knowledge among the participants of these kinds of
innovations.
However, at the same time, this emphasis may be responsible for the low level of
response to the pronouns and the article. Compared to the generic human nouns,
these gender-fair items were considered as less striking. For instance, as Table 4.14
on the previous page shows, in example sentence c) Jemand hat sein
Schminkt5schchen im Bad liegen gelassen, 'Somebody left his make-up bag in the
bathroom', only a small number of participants considered the generic masculine
indefinite pronoun jemand, 'somebody', with the generic masculine possessive
pronoun sein, 'his', as an unusual feature in this supposedly feminine context (36.7 %,
N= 44). The same applies to the gender-specific feminine pronoun ihren, 'her', in
example sentence g) Das McIdchen liebt ihren Teddy Ober alles, 'the girl loves her
teddy dearly', which in fact goes against German prescriptive grammar (23.3 %, N
28).
There might be another possible reason for the lack of recognition of the pronouns
and the article. It may also be explained by the fact that it is in general much more
difficult to implement changes in the grammar of a language - which comprises
relatively closed systems such as the articles or the eight subclasses of pronouns than in the lexicon. Regarding the German language, it is, for example, fairly easy to
enlarge the vocabulary by coining new human nouns through compounding or
suffixation, such as Hausfrau - Hausmann, 'housewife - man who stays at home and
does the housework', or Busfahrer- Busfahrefin, 'male - female bus-driver'. A change
in the grammar of German, on the other hand, such as in example sentences d) or g),
may disturb the equilibrium of a system which rests on prescribed, and generally
acknowledged, fixed rules. For instance, the premise stated by promoters of genderfairness in language that biological gender should overrule grammatical gender
causes uncertainty regarding the use of personal and possessive pronouns in
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connection with human nouns such as das McIdChen,'the girl', a term that denotes a
female person but represents the grammatical gender neuter. To achieve grammatical
concord, traditional grammar prescribes the use of neuter pronouns, e.g. das
M5dchen fiebt seinen Teddy Ober alles, 'the girl loves his teddy dearly'. Grammar
according to the renovation movement, however, proposes the use of feminine
pronouns in relation to female referents: das Mcidchen fiebt ihren Teddy Ober alles,
'the girl loves her teddy dearly'. Hence, there are currently two alternatives the
from.
can
choose
speakers
In connection with question 1 of the questionnaire, the importance of grammatical
correctness became apparent, as well. Now and then some participants alluded to the
grammatical correctness of the sentences by stating that the grammar was, for
example, "OK' or "nicht korrekf', 'not correct', or that "es hdrt sich v611igfalsch an", 'it
sounds completely wrong'. Grammatical incorrectness, though, was only referred to in
connection with the gender-specific pronouns and the article. Hence, there was not
only a lower level of awareness of these items, there was also, in contrast to the
reformed human nouns, a feeling that these alternatives to the 'traditional' terms
interfered with German grammar. These statements on the grammar of the sentences
were quite surprising, because the participants were not asked to comment on this
issue. All in all, though, the replies given did not allow for a sound conclusion on this
issue. It could only be hypothesised that the participants' different levels of awareness
of specific innovations was either related to the initial emphasis of the reform towards
gender-fair language on human nouns or to the fact that different aspects of the
German language, in other words, open class versus closed systems, were affected.
However, the data once again showed a correlation with the independent variable
occupational background on the participants' knowledge of gender-fair items; the
influence of the variable length of education was tested as well, but statistical tests did
not show any significance. As expected, the figures suggest that a more intense
contact with official (written) language at work and places of training resulted in a
higher number of identifications of striking items (see Table 4.15 on the next page).
The same significant relationship became apparent in connection with the
identification of the striking pronouns and the indefinite article: participants with a
moderate to extensive contact with official (written) language in their occupational
environments had a notably better awareness of these features. Table 4.16 on the
next page) clearly displays this relationship.
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Table 4.15: The number of items that were identified as striking by the participants in relation to the
independentvariableoccupationalbackground
'
question1: 'Is thereanyhingstrikingin the sentences?
background
variable:occupational
andthe likelihood
of contactwithofficial(written)language
moderateto extensive
littlecontact
contact
totalof bothgroups
2 items
0%(0)
4.3%(3)
2.5% (3)
3 items
7.8%(4)
17.4%(12)
13.3%(16)
4 items
23.5%(12)
18.8%(13)
20.8% (25)
items
23.5%(12)
29%(20)
26.7% (32)
-56 items
15.7%(8)
17.4%(12)
16.7%(20)
7 items
9.8%(5)
2.9%(2)
5.8% (7)
8 items
15.7%(8)
1.40)
7.5%(9)
96%(49)
total of replies
91.3%(63)
93.3%( 112)
4%(2)
8.7%(6)
6.7% (8)
no answergiven
x2=

16.235, df = 7; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.368

(moderate

effeCt)

26

Table4.16:The numberof pronounsand the article that were identifiedas striking by the participantsin
relationto the independentvariableoccupationalbackground
'
question1: 'Is thereanythi g strikingin the sentences?
background
variable:occupational
andthe likelihood
of contactwithofficial(written)language
moderateto extensive
littlecontact
totalof bothgroups
contact
0%(0)
3.3%(4)
5.8%(4)
nostrikingitem
1 strikingitem
33.3%(17)
46.4%(32)
40.8%(49)
2 strikingitems
31.4%(16)
31.9%(22)
31.7%(38)
3 strikingitems
15.7%(8)
5.8%(4)
10%(12)
4 strikingitems
15.7%(8)
1.4%(1)
7.5%(9)
total of replies
96.1%(49)
91.3%(63)
93.3%(112)
6.7%(8)
3.9%(2)
8.7%(6)
noanswergiven

15.976; df = 5; p<0.01;

Cramer's V=0.365

(moderate effect)

The broad spectrum of knowledge of gender-fairness in the German language was
supported by the qualitative study (interview, question 16: 'What kind of changes did

German
language, nearly all
in
the
').
When
to
you notice?
asked
name changes
interviewees mentioned the splitting of human nouns, the indefinite pronoun frau, 'one'
(0, as a replacement of man, 'one' (m), the Ideologem, 'ideological symbol', Binnen /
(capital I within a word), economic formulas with brackets or oblique strokes and the
changed forms of address in correspondences i.e. Eheleute X, 'husband and wife X,
instead of HerrX, 'Mr. X', only.

26 More than 20
Therefore
5.
the
had
less
the
than
the
of
value
expected
cells
per cent of
categories were re-classified (merged) and tested again. A subsequent chi-square test once
more confirmed a moderately significant effect of the independent variable occupational
background on the findings.
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The results, however, show a discrepancy between what the participants stated in
11
(i.
the
of
questionnaire
e. that there seemed to be a low level of
question
awareness regarding recent changes in the German language), and what they really
knew about specific gender-fair innovations. This discrepancy may have arisen
because of the problem of self-reporting. However, there may be two other possible
reasons for this inconsistency. Firstly, it may be inferred that the participants had
indeed encountered recent changes, but a substantial number of them were at this
particular moment in the survey not able to remember these; this may be considered
as an indication that the issue of gender-fair language may not have been at the
forefront of the minds of these participants. Secondly, the inconsistency may have
arisen because question 11 of the questionnaire may have been misleading or
The
reference to recent changes may have confused the interviewees, as
confusing.
they did not perceive the changes towards gender-fairness in language as recent
anymore but as already established items in the German language.
All in all, it is encouraging - and indeed unexpected - that the participants were
familiar with so many of the innovations, especially given that their overall awareness
of the renovation movement was so low. However, it transpired that only the
participants' occupation, and not their education, was statistically significant.

4.3 The participants,

awareness of legal regulations

None of the participants

in the quantitative

study referred to the existence of

antidiscrimination legislation that enforces gender-fair language. The participants were
therefore asked in the series of interviews whether they were aware of legal
regulations which prescribe a gender-fair design of job advertisements (see the box
below).
interview, question 10:

'Are you aware of the fact that there are effective laws that prescribe the
'
job
in
the
two
advertisements?
explicit naming of
genders

The answers to this question once more suggest that, in general, the participants did
not have a high level of awareness either of this planned language change or of the
issue of sexism in the German language. As many as seven of the twelve
interviewees claimed to be unaware of any laws that set down how official language
ought to be formulated. Some of them were even quite surprised:
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extract 3:
"Ehrlich, gibt es Gesetze? "
"Really, there are laws? "
Participant 60 (female, first age-group, without Abitur, mother)
extract 4:
Wein, habe ich noch nie gehörf
"No, I have never heard about it"
Participant 75 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

The few interviewees

who knew about antidiscrimination

contact with it at work, in environments
with official (written)
organisation,

language

legislation

that were characterised

via daily correspondence

a town council, a printing-house,

had come into

by a regular contact

(such as non-governmental

a school):

extract 5:
Va, an meinem Arbeitsplatz. Da gibt es Richtlinien. Ich arbeite ja bei der
Stadt und da ist das für den Schriftverkehr sehr wichtig. "
"Yes, at my workplace. There are guidelines. I am working in the town
council and it [the use of gender-fair language, PAH] is very important in
correspondence. "
Participant 94 (female, second age-group, Abitur, secretary in the town
council):

It is also striking that those who were knowledgeable about legal regulations had
spent a longer time in the educational environment. So again, there was a correlation
between the level of awareness and the two independent variables occupational
background and length of education.

4.4 Concluding

remarks

It can be concluded from the analyses of the participants' knowledge of any criticism
regarding sexism in German and of the gender-fair alternatives that the different levels
of awareness of these issues were significantly related to the participants' different
educational and occupational backgrounds. A lengthy education and / or working in an
occupation with regular official correspondence resulted in a notably better
understanding of the problematic nature of androcentrism in language and of the
linguistic innovations.
The assumption, however, that the independent variable gender had an effect on the
participants answers, could not be statistically confirmed; the participants' gender did
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not surface as a significant variable in any of the analyses. This was unexpected,
given that this language reform is aimed at improving the depiction of women in
language.

Furthermore, the analyses of the answers to the questions revealed ambiguous
results regarding the different levels of awareness of the criticism, on the one hand,
and of the linguistic innovations, on the other hand. The replies strongly suggest that
there was a low level of awareness of a language change towards gender-fair
language. Only a small proportion of participants were able to remember having dealt
with the issue of sexism and gender-unfairness in language at some time in their lives
(questionnaire, question 16 and interview, question 12). Again, there was a relatively
low level of awareness of sexism in language (questionnaire, question 8), of
discriminatory items in German (questionnaire, question 7), of any recent changes
(questionnaire, question 11), and of any antidiscrimination legislation (interview,
question 10).
The answers suggest that the participants had encountered these points of criticism
mainly in educational institutions such as university and in the work-field. However,
even these replies suggest that this topic was not one which regularly crossed their
mind, when it did, it was only quite accidentally (questionnaire, question 16). However,
a very small number of participants seemed to have thought about this issue very
carefully; they had either taken part in specific seminars at university or had even read
the works by Pusch or Tr6mel-Pl6tz (questionnaire, question 16). Taking the long
history of this planned language change into consideration, this general lack of
familiarity with the issue of sexism in the German language is, indeed, surprising and
must be regarded as very disappointing for those who continuously support and
promote gender-fairness in language.
However, in contrast to the finding that the participants were generally unaware of the
language reform and its motives, a substantial number of them could indeed identify a
fairly wide range of specific gender-fair alternatives (questionnaire, question 1 and
interview, question 16). These participants had mainly become aware of these new
terms in official (written) language, especially in journals, newspapers and letters and
in the domains of politics, work and education.
Consequently, there was apparently a discrepancy between a relatively low level of
awareness of the issues that are connected with this planned language change (for
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example discrimination against women, sexism in language, the existence of legal
regulations) and the fact that the participants seemed to be fairly knowledgeable
about specific innovations that had been introduced into the German language. It
would therefore appear that they were more familiar with the effects (gender-fair
alternatives) than the cause (sexism in language) of this language renovation. The
data also suggest that, for reasons that lie beyond the scope of this study, the
participants were generally not concerned by discrimination against women in
language. Taking the premise by Martynyuk into account, "that the attempts of the
feminists at reforming a specific language will remain a sort of intellectual exercise
until and unless there is enough social urgency and awareness to alert lay language
(Martynyuk,
1990: 109, emphasis added), this general low level of awareness
users"
shown by the participants concerning sexism in German must be considered as a
serious problem in this ongoing language reform, especially with regard to the
participants' readiness to eventually embrace and use a gender-fair German
language.
At the same time though, as already mentioned, the participants showed a fairly good
knowledge of the effects i.e. the linguistic innovations of this language change. Thus,
the promoters of this language renovation must be considered as having been more
successful in implementing several gender-fair innovations into the German language,
and in encouraging

a substantial

number

of the

participants

to

use them

(questionnaire, question 1 and interview, question 16). In this respect, the data
strongly suggest that official (written) language,

as used in occupational

and

educational domains, was the major vehicle for the dissemination of these new
gender-fair terms among the participants. Bearing in mind that today most official
written media must be composed in accordance with non-discriminatory

language

rules, this result clearly underlines the influence and the importance of a legal / official
backing of language change. However, at the same time, this finding also calls
attention to the fact that the influence on the awareness of speakers by means of laws
has its limits. It has become apparent in this discussion, as well, that only those
participants with a moderate to extensive contact with official (written) media at work
and / or with a higher school-leaving qualification showed a good awareness of
specific new gender-fair terms and of what was actually criticised by the advocates of
gender-fair German. Participants with less frequent everyday dealings with official
(written) German appeared to be more oblivious of the issue of sexism, even if they
showed a relatively good awareness of specific linguistic innovations. Therefore, they
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seemed to be less affected by this renovation of German, and this especially applies
to the level of motivation for this language change
Taking all aspects of the previous discussion into consideration, it must be concluded
that overall, the participants' various levels of awareness regarding the reasons for
this language change were notably lower than was to be expected after more than two
decades of educational work by the promoters of this renovation of German. The
have,
however,
been more successful in introducing several linguistic
promoters
innovations to the participants. Here, antidiscrimination legislation that prescribes the
(written)
German
gender-fair
official
of
use
proved to be the most influential channel of
this language change; in this respect, the advocates of a language change towards
German
had been very successful, because they had achieved the
gender-fair
inclusion of their issues into German legislation. All in all, though, this discussion has
arrived at a quite pessimistic evaluation of the participants' awareness of the
renovation movement, an unfavourable pre-condition for an easy acceptance of this
language change in Germany.
In order to gain further insight into the participants' acceptance of language reform in
German, the subsequent analyses aimed to elicit how the gender-fair linguistic
innovations and the issues connected with sexism in language were assessed.
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CHAPTER 5. THE PARTICIPANTS' ASSESSMENT OF A PLANNED LANGUAGE
CHANGE TOWARDS GENDER-FAIRNESS IN GERMAN
The success of a planned language change relies on speakers being aware of the
proposed changes and the rationale behind them, as was discussed in chapter 4.
However, this is merely a first step towards supporting and accepting innovations. It is
also necessary that speakers agree with the proposed changes as well as the aims of
the language planners. Consequently, substantial parts of the questionnaire and the
interview were designed to reveal the participants' reactions to the changes in
German which have been planned to make the language more gender-fair. The
questions deal with the participants' assessments of the language planners' goals
(section 5.1) and of the specific linguistic innovations (section 5.2). If the participants
show a widespread positive evaluation, this would suggest that the language reform is
being accepted.
The results of the previous chapter discussing the participants' level of awareness of
the language renovation showed that the independent variables length of education
and occupational background had a significant bearing on the replies. It was therefore
presumed that these variables would again influence these replies. Furthermore,
despite the interesting result that gender did not have any significant influence on the
participants' replies analysed so far, it was, nevertheless, assumed that the female
participants would show more enthusiasm regarding the change towards a fairer
representation and naming of women in language.

5.1 The participants' general assessment of a planned language change
towards gender-fairness
Some parts of the questionnaire and interview (see the questions in the box on the
next page) aimed at identifying the general views of the participants regarding the
issues connected to reducing male bias in German. The answers to these questions
innovations
(section
linguistic
help
the
of
specific
would
put
participants' assessment
5-2) into perspective. The following questions therefore sought to elicit the
in
the
two
the
the
towards
genders
of
participants' attitudes
current representation
German language (questionnaire, question 9), towards women's role in German
in
between
this
the
representation
women's
society and
role and
relationship
language (questionnaire, questions 13f and 14h), towards the idea of gender-fairness
in language (questionnaire, question 15 and interview, question 11), towards the
importance of this language renovation for the individual participant (interview,
German
language
in
the
interventions
idea
14)
towards
the
question
of
and
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(questionnaire, questions 10 and 13c). Those questions which did not work well or
were not statistically significant were excluded from the discussion (questionnaire,
questions 13a, 13b, 14a, 14g see appendix, sections 1.1and 1.2).
questionnaire, question 9:
'Do you think that men and women are represented on equal terms in the
German language?'
27:
13f
/
14h
questionnaire, questions
'Do you agree with the following statements? '
question 13f:
"I think that women and men are on equal terms in the German language
" women are emancipated and self-confident and do not need a reform of
language
" women are emancipated and self-confident but a reform of language is a
reasonable support
" the reform of language is an important part of the emancipation of women
"I am not interested in the reform of language
question 14h:
I think that women and men are on equal terms in the German language
I am emancipated and self-confident and do not need a reform of
language
"I am emancipated and self-confident but a reform of language is a
reasonable support
" The reform of language is an important part of the emancipation of
women
eI am not interested in the reform of language
questionnaire, question 15:
'What is your opinion about the topic of this questionnaire 'the equal
treatment of the two genders in the German language'? '
interview, question 11:
'What is your opinion about the idea of representing men and women on
equal terms in language? '
interview, question 14:
'Is this topic relevant to you? '

questionnaire, question 10:
'If you agree that there are discriminatory items, do you think that one
language
to
German
in
the
take
so
as
eliminate
action
should
corrective
these itemsT
questionnaire, question 113c:
'Do you think you could get to like an increased visibility or presence of
'threat'
to
the
this
do
in
language,
as
a
process
regard
or
you
women
gnatural'use of language?'

27The
They
the
in
the
questionnaire.
were
of
part
gender-specific
questions were presented
identical, apart from the fact that they were directed at men and women individually. In order to
be able to compare the answers given by the female and male participants, the two questions
were merged for analysis.
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As already established in the previous analysis (see
chapter 4), the participants
showed a fairly low level of awareness of the existence of language change towards
gender-fairness. The present discussion will show similar results: the participants
made it apparent that they were not much convinced that a change of the German
language was necessary in order to establish an equality of the two genders.
However, although this was not an important issue to them, they showed a positive
reaction to the idea of a gender-fair language. These views were significantly related
to the participants' gender and also to the independent variable age. The independent
background turned out as significant in one question only
(questionnaire, question 9). When comparing this to the findings of the previous

variable occupational

analyses of the participants' awareness of this language change, the relationship
between this pattern of replies and the independent variables was unexpected.
However, it was also unexpected to learn that most of the participants did not seem
be convinced of one of the key issues of this language change towards genderfairness. On the question whether men and women are represented on fair terms in
the German language, a low figure of 38.3 per cent (N = 46) agreed that there was
gender-unfairness in language (questionnaire, item 9: 'Do you think that men and
women are represented on equal terms in the German language? ', see Table 5.1).
The majority of the participants were either convinced that there was no bias in
German (35 %, N= 42), or they expressed no opinion at all (26.7 %, N= 32,
combined responses 'never thought about it' and 'cannot say).
Table5.1:The participants'assessmentof gender-fairnessin the Germanlanguage
'
question9: 'Wouldyousaythatmenandwomenare representedon equaltermsin the Germanlanguage?
frequency
38.3%(46)
probablyno
35%(42)
probablyyes
22.5%(27)
neverthoughtaboutit
4.2 % (5)
_cannotsay
total of replies
100%(120)

As could be expected form the previous discussion of the participants' language
awareness, this assessment was significantly influenced by the independent variable
occupational background. Contrary to previous results, though, their views also
correlated to gender and age.
Table 5.2 on the next page shows that more mature participants (> 30 years of age)
were more sensitive to the issue of gender-fairness in German. Almost half of them
(47.1 %, N= 40) saw women as discriminated against in language; 31.8 per cent (N =
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27) disagreed. In contrast, nearly half of the younger (< 30 years of age) participants
(42.9 %, N= 15) saw gender-fairness in German. The same number of participants
(40 %, N= 14) in this group, however, said that they had not thought about this issue
prior to this study. Thus, almost half of the younger participants could not decide
is
there
gender-fairness in the German language or not. In addition, only a
whether
figure
low
of 17.1 per cent (N = 6) of them shared the view of the critics of
markedly
sexism in language that there is an unfair representation of the two genders.
Table5.2:The participants'assessmentof gender-fairnessin the Germanlanguagein relationto the
variableage
_independent
9: 'Wouldyousaythatmenandwomenarerepresented
on equaltermsin the Germanlanguag
e?'
_question
variabl age
16-30yearsof age
31-79yearsof age
totalof bothgroups
42.9%(15)
31.8%(27)
35% (42)
yes
_probably
17.1%(6)
47.1 %(40)
38.3% (46)
probablyno
0%(0)
5.8%(5)
4.2% (5)
_cannotsay
40%(14)
15.3 %(13)
22.5% (27)
notthoughtaboutit
_have
total of replies
100%(35)
100%(85)
100%( 120)
X2

=

15.444; df = 3; p<0.001 -,Cramer's V=0.359

(moderate effect)

The participants' gender also significantly correlated with their evaluation of genderfairness (see Table 5.3 below). While 47.3 per cent (N = 26) of the men saw an equal
representation of the two genders, a mere 25.5 per cent (N = 14) of them did not
share this view. By contrast, nearly half of the group of the female participants (49.2
%, N= 32) did not see gender-fairness in the German language.
Table5.3:The participants'assessmentof gender-fairnessin the Germanlanguagein relationto the
independentvariablegender
'
question9: 'Wouldyousaythatmenand womenare represented
on equaltermsin the Germanlanguage?
variable: gender
both
female
total
of
groups
male
24.6%(16)
35%(42)
47.3%(26)
probablyyes
38.3%(46)
49.2%(32)
25.5%(14)
probablyno
6.2%(4)
4.2%(5)
1.7%(1)
_cannotsay
20%(13)
22.5%(27)
25.5%(14)
neverthoughtaboutit
100%(120)
total of replies
100%(65)
100%(55)

10.501; df = 3; P<0.01; Cramer's V=0.296

(little effect)

A comparison of the figures regarding gender and age and a subsequent chi-square
test suggested28a correlation between these two independent variables (see Table
5.4 on the next page). It could therefore be deduced that the women in the second
28 More than 20
per cent of the cells have less than the expected value of 5, a fact which
causes this tentative interpretation of the finding.
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likely
to disapprove of the current representation of
more
age-group were much
women in language. In contrast, younger men seemed to be more inclined to believe
that German shows gender-fairness.
Table 5.4: The participants' assessment of gender-fairness in the German language in relation
to the independent variables age and gender
question 9: 'Would you say that men and women are represented on equal terms in the German
language?'
variable : age
16-30 years of aqe
31-79 years of age total of both groups
50%(11)
45.5%(15)
47.3%(26)
probably yes
13.6%(3)
25.5%(14)
33.3%(11)
probably no
0%(0)
1.7%(1)
3%(1)
men
cannotsay
36.4%(8)
25.5%(14)
18.2%(6)
never thought about it
100%(22)
total of replies
100%(55)
100%(33)
[women

probably yes
probably no
cannotsay
never thought about it
total of replies

female gender-

X2 =

30.8%(4)
23.1 %(3)
0%(0)
46.1 %(6)
100%(13)

23.1 %(12)
55.8%(29)
7.6%(4)
13.5%(7)
100%(52)

24.6%(16)
49.2%(32)
6.2%(4)
20%(13)
100%(65)

9.066; df = 3; p<0.05; Cramer's V=0.359 (moderate effect)

male gender- 2= 4451; df = 3; p >0.05- Cramer's V=0.192
In addition, the different occupational environments were significant in this pattern of
in
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The
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next page).
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language
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training.
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participants
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places of

language
(written)
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extensive contact with official
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N=
18)
(35.3
them
third
than
German;
however,
in
of
a
more
of women
In contrast, roughly a third of those participants with little contact with official (written)

language was convinced of gender-unfairness (29 %, N= 20). Slightly more stated
the opposite (34.8 %, N= 24) and a remarkable portion - also roughly a third of them
(31.9 %, N= 22) - declared that they had never thought about this issue before. The

latter respect once again underlined how crucial language awareness is - raised by a
for
a more
point
language
starting
conscious
use at work or university - as a
advanced reflection on language and gender.
It could be inferred from these results that women in the second age-group expressed
the most pessimistic view on the existence of gender-fairness in German. Taking the
further
that
be
it
into
assumed
background
consideration, could
variable occupational
language
(written)
at
to
extensive contact with official
mature women with moderate
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work were far more convinced of discrimination against women in language than all
the other participants. In contrast, younger men with little contact with official (written)
language at their workplaces were the most convinced of the existence of genderfairness in the German language. However, the most telling result from the standpoint
of the promoters of gender-fairness in language was the low figure of participants
(38.3 %, N= 46) who shared the view that women are not fairly represented in the
German language.
Table 5.5: The participants' assessmentof gender-fairnessin the Germanlanguage in relation to the
independentvariableoccupationalbackground
'
question9: 'Wouldyousaythatmenandwomenare represented
on equaltermsin the Ge manlanguage?
background
variable:occupational
andthe likelihoodof
contactwithofficial(written)language
totalof bothgroups
littlecontact
moderateto extensivecontact
35.3%(18)
35%(42)
34.8%(24)
probablyyes
51 %(26)
38.3%(46)
29%(20)
probablyno
3.8%(2)
4.2%(5)
4.3%(3)
_cannotsay
9.7%(5)
22.5%(27)
31.9%(22)
neverthoughtaboutit
100%(51)
100%(120)
100%(69)
total of replies

10.070; df = 3; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.290

(little effect)

The same sceptical assessment was expressed with regard to the participants' view
in
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were either not interested in this language change at all (15 %, N= 18) or said that
the change was not needed due to the belief that women are emancipated in society
(44.2 %, N= 53) and that there is already gender-fairness in German (17.5 %, N=
21). Taking together, these responses indicated a low level of support for the criticism
of sexism in language.
Table5.6:The participants'assessmentof the importanceof the plannedchangetowards gender-fair
_language
13f /14 h: 'Doyouagreewiththe followingstatements?
"
_question
andself-confident,
womenareemancipated
changeis notneeded
andmenareon equaltermsin language
_women
andself-confident;
womenareemancipated
changeis reasonable
change= importantpartof emancipation
of women
_language
amnotinterestedin the changeof language
_I
of replies
_total
answergiVen
_no

frequency
44.2% (53)
17.5%(21)
10%( 12)
12.5%(15)
15%( 18)
99.2%( 119)
0.8% (1)

This evaluation of the relevance of a renovation of German towards gender-fairness
was again significantly influenced by the participants' gender and age. Whereas a
substantial number of both gender groups - irrespective of age - agreed that women
are emancipated and self-confident, and that therefore a change of the German
language was unnecessary (men: 41.8%, N= 23; women: 46.2%, N= 30, see Table
5.7 on the next page), the views were clearly divided with regard to whether a change
was reasonable and necessary and whether it was considered as an important part of
women's emancipation. Regarding these latter aspects, the participants' statements
differed considerably in relation to the two independent variables.

The group of women was much more pessimistic about gender-fairness

in the

German language. While 23.6 per cent (N = 13) of the men believed in genderfairness in German, only 12.3 per cent (N = 8) of the women agreed (see Table 5.7 on
the next page). Consequently, the women appeared to be much more committed to
the change than men. The already low figure for a positive assessment of this
language change was mostly made up by the affirmative feedback given by the
in
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%,
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Table 5.7: The importance ascribed to the planned changetowards
gender-fairlanguagein
relationto the independentvariablegender
13f/14h: 'Do youagreewiththe followingstatements?
_question
variable.gender
female
totalof bothgroups
male
23.6%(13)
womenandmenareon equaltermsin language
12.3%(8)
17.5%(21)
andself-confident;
womenareemancipated
41.8%(23)
46.2%(30)
44.2%(53)
changeis not needed
womenareemancipated
andself-confident;
7.3%(4)
12.3%(8)
10%(12)
changeis reasonable
languagechange= importantpartof
3.6%(2)
20%(13)
12.5%(15)
of women
emancipation
I amnotinterestedin the changeof language
21.8%( 2)
9.2%(6)
15%(18)
total of replies
98.1(54)
100%(65)
99.2%(119)
1.9%("
noanswergiven

13.777-)
df = 5-)p<0.05;
x2=
The importance

Cramer's V=0.339

(moderate effect)

ascribed to a change towards gender-fairness

also correlated

significantly with the participants' age: those belonging to the second age-group
assessed the renovation of androcentric German much more positively than the
younger participants (see Table 5.8 below). Almost a third of the more mature
participants (29.4 %, N= 25, combined responses of options three and four) decided
to mark a positive statement about the change, and only two participants in the first
age-group did the same. The same striking difference became apparent concerning
the level of interest in this issue (first age-group: 28.5 %, N= 10; second age-group9.4 %, N= 8).
Table5.8:The importanceascribedto the plannedchangetowardsgender-fairlanguagein relationto the
independentvariableage
13f/14h: 'Do youagreewiththefolio ing statements?
'
_question
variable.age
16-30yearsof age 30-79 yearsof
totalof bothgroups
age
womenandmenareon equaltermsin
17.6%(15)
17%(6)
17.5%(21)
_language
womenareemancipated
andself-confident;
a
is not needed
_change
womenareemancipated
andself-confident;
is reasonable
_change
languagechange= importantpartof
emancipation
of women
I amnotinterestedin the changeof language
total of replies
answergiven
_no

48.6%(17)

42.2%(36)

44.2%(53)

2.9%(1)

12.9%(11)

10%(12)

2.9%(1)

16.5%(14)

12.5%(15)

28.5%Ll 0)
100%(35)
0%(0)

9.4%(8)
98.6%(84)
1.4%(1)

15%(18)
99.2%(119)
0.8%(1)

12.896; df = 5; P<0.05; Cramer's V=0.328

(moderate effect)
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In view of the significant relationships between the participants' answers, their gender
belOW)30,
Table
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it
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and
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showed
group
(36.6 %, N= 19, combined responses of options three and four); compared to all
they
least
the
indifference to the change (7.7 %, N= 4).
expressed
participants,
other
Hence, those women were mainly accountable for the positive response conveyed by
the whole group of women. Likewise, the male participants in the second age-group
felt more positively towards the renovation movement than younger men, and they
were also much more enthusiastic than younger women. Younger men, on the other

hand, expressed the least enthusiasm and the greatest indifference; as such, none of
them could see a positive aspect to the criticism of sexism in language (options three

and four).
Table5.9:The importanceascribedto the plannedchangetowardsgender-fairlanguagein relationto the
independentvariablesage and gender
'
question13f/14h:'Do youagreewiththe followingstaternents?
age
totalof
16-30yearsof
31-79
both
age
yearsof
groups
age
23.6%
27.3%(9)
18.1%(4)
womenandmenareon equaltermsin language
(13)
41.8%
andself-confident;
a change'is
womenareemancipated
39.4%(13)
45.5%(10)
(23)
notneeded
7.3%
womenareemancipated
andself-confident;
changeis
0%(0)
12.1%(4)
(4)
reasonable
3.6%
languagechange= importantpartof emancipation
of
6.1 %(2)
0%(0)
men
(2)
women
21.8%
12.1%(4)
36.4%(8)
1am not interestedin the changeof language
(12)
98.2%
97%(32)
100%(22)
total of replies
(54)
1
1.8%
0%(0)
3%(1)
no answergiven
(1)
15.4%(2)

11.5%(6)

53.8%(7)

44.2%(23)

7.7%(1)

13.5%(7)

7.7%(1)

23.1%(12)

1am not interestedin the changeof language

15.4%(2)

7.7%(4)

total of replies

100%(13)

100%(52)

womenandmenareon equaltermsin language
a changeis
womenare emancipated
andself-confident;
notneeded
changeis
womenare emancipated
andself-confident;
reasonable
women
languagechange= importantpartof emancipation
of
women

12.3%
(8)
46.2%
(30)
12.3%
(8)
20 %
(13)
9.2%
(6)
100%
(65)

30This table is included to illustrate the distribution
independent
in
the
to
relation
answers
of
variables gender and age, but the figures in the cells are too small to perform any statistical
test.
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These findings complement the findings of question 9 of the questionnaire. While the
9
has
of
question
established that 40 per cent of the participants were not
analysis
convinced of gender-fairness in German, the discussion of questions 13f / 14h of the
that
showed
roughly 62 per cent of them (61.7 %, N= 74, combined
questionnaire
responses of options one and two; see Table 5.6 on page 158) did not in fact see the
for
changing their mother-tongue. As was previously established, this indifferent
need
assessment of the change towards gender-fair language also correlated with the
participants' gender and age. Just as the female participants in the second age-group
were more sceptical about a fair representation of women in language (see again the
discussion of question 9 of the questionnaire), they were also the most positive about
the benefit of a change towards gender-fairness in German. What is more, the results
of questions 13f / 14h also support the previous finding that, regarding the portrayal of
the two genders in language, younger men were the most idealistic and indifferent
participants. Half of them (N = 11) thought that men and women are on equal terms in
German and none of them felt positively about a change. All in all, the analyses of
these two questions in the quantitative study allow for the tentative conclusion that a
majority of the participants were not convinced that a change of the German language
towards gender-fairness was actually needed; it was in general assumed that the two
genders were equal in society and / or in language and, hence, it does not appear that
there were convincing reasons for most of the participants to approve of this change.
In contrast to this indifferent attitude towards changing androcentric German,
however, the participants expressed a very positive view on the idea of improving the
presence of women in language (questionnaire, question 15: 'What is your opinion
about the topic of this questionnaire 'the equal treatment of genders in the German
language7). For nearly half of the participants (45 %, N= 54, combined responses of
options 'interesting' and 'positive') the intention to establish gender-fairness in German
was a positive or interesting concept (see Table 5.10 on the next page). At the same
time, though, almost a third of them regarded this idea as irrelevant or as 'a pure
waste of time' (26.6 %, N= 32, combined responses of options 'rubbish, pure waste of
time'and'I am not interested').
The female participants were in general again more positive about and interested in
this topic (see Table 5.11 on the next page). Hence, a third of them stated that the
question made them think about gender-fairness in language, whereas only 5.4 per
cent (N = 3) of the men shared the same view. In contrast, a quarter of the men (25.5
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%, N= 14) called the issue 'a pure waste of time' and a fifth of them did not give any
%,
N=
11).
(20
at
all
statement
Table5.10:The participants'opinion of the topic 'gender-fairnessin langUage,
question15: 'Whatis youropinionaboutthe topicof this questionnaire'the equaltreatmentof gendersin the
'
Germanlanguage?
frequency
interesting3l
26.7%(32)
18.3%(22)
positive
it
think
18.3%(22)
about
me
made
18.3%(22)
rubbish,purewasteof time
1amnotinterested
8.4%(10)
total of replies
90%(108)
10%(12)
noanswergiven

Table 5.11: The participants' opinion of the topic 'gender-fairnessin language' in relation to the
independentvariablegender
'the equaltreatmentof gendersin the
question15: 'Whatis your opinionaboutthe topicof this questionnaire
Germanlanguage?
variable:gender
female
totalof bothgroups
male
14.5%(8)
21.5%(14)
18.3%(22)
positive
interesting
25.5%(14)
27.7%(18)
26.7%(32)
5.4%(3)
29.2%(19)
18.3%(22)
mademethinkaboutit
1amnotinterested
9.1 %(5)
7.7%(5)
8.4%(10)
25.5%(14)
12.3%(8)
18.3%(22)
rubbish,purewasteof time
80%(44)
90%(108)
98.4%(64)
total of replies
10%(12)
20%(11)
1.6%(1)
noanswergiven

23.069;
Cramer's
V=0.438
df
5;
P<0.001;
=
x2=

(moderate effect)

As seen in Table 5.12 on the next page, the younger participants were again the most
negative about it; 34.3 % (N = 12) per cent of them considered the issue of gender-

fairness in language as 'rubbish' and 'a waste of time'. Only 11.8 % (N = 10) per cent
of the more mature participants thought the same. At the same time the second age-

first
%,
N=
21.2
18,
(second
group revealed a much more positive view
age-groupage-group: 11.4 %, N= 4) or interested view (option tmade me think about it': second

age-group-22.4 %, N= 19; first age-group: 8.6 %, N= 3) view on this topic.
With that, the participants' replies confirmed the previous finding that the more mature
women were the most supportive of gender-fairness in language. Conversely,
younger men once more had the most pessimistic and negative view on this issue.
However, in contrast to the indifferent view that had become apparent regarding the

necessity of this language change (see again the discussion of question 9 of the
questionnaire), a substantial number of participants (45 %, N= 54) assessed their
31This is
(see
the
to
format.
The
section
participants
a closed question
options were offered
3.2-3).
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in
the
topic
language
fairly
gender-fairness
of
of
as
positive (combined
opinion
'positive'
'interesting').
and
of
options
responses
Table 5.12: The participants' opinion of the topic 'gender-fairnessin language' in relation to the
independentvariableage
is
'What
the
topic
15:
this
'the equaltreatmentof gendersin the
opinion
about
your
of
questionnaire
question
Germanlanguage?
variable:age
16-30yearsof age 31-79
totalof bothgroups
yearsof age
11.4%(4)
21.2%(18)
18.3%(22)
positive
28.6%(10)
25.8%(22)
26.7%(32)
interesting
8.6%(3)
it
think
22.4%(19)
18.3%(22)
about
mademe
5.7%(2)
9.4%(8)
8.4%(10)
1amnotinterested
34.3%(12)
time
11.8%(10)
18.3%(22)
of
waste
pure
rubbish,
88.6%(31)
90.6%(77)
90%(108)
total of replies
11.4%(4)
9.4%(8)
10%(12)
given
answer
no

df
5;
11.287;
p<0.05;
=
x2=

Cramer's V=0.307

(moderate effect)

The positive view on the topic of gender-fairness in the German language found
11,
interview
(interview,
i.
in
the
the
the
question
part
of
study,
e.
qualitative
support
'What is your opinion about the idea of representing men and women on equal terms
in language? '). The interviewees were overall interested in this issue and were
below:
by
it,
illustrated
the
two
extracts
as
positive about
extract 6:
Es gibt Kontexte, in denen Gleichstellung wichtig ist [pause] öffentliche
Schriftsprache [pause] in männlich dominierten Kontexten. "
"There are contexts in which gender-equality is necessary [pause] in
by
dominated
in
language
[pause]
are
which
contexts
public and written
men."
Participant 27 (male, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, project
manager)
extract 7:
'Va natürlich sollen die gleichgestellt werden. Also ich finde natürlich
Sachen wie [pause] die Kundin ist Königin oder, was war das noch mal mit
dem Bürgerinnensteig? Find ich natürlich schwachsinnig, aber jetzt bei
finde
das
Verbraucher,
die
Studierenden
Sätzen
den
oder
solchen
wie mit
ich dann schon wichtig"
"Yes, of course, they should be on equal terms. Well, I certainly think that
things such as [pause] the female customer is queen [i. e. the customer is
PAH]
king',
is
is
'the
literal
German
translation
customer
always right; the
German
the
[pavement;
BOrgerinnensteig
it
the
or, what was again about
literal translation is 'citizen's path; here the interviewee uses the genderbut
idiotic,
that's
I
think
PAH]?
certainly
specific 'female citizen's path',
regarding sentences such as with Studierende [female and male students,
Differentialgenus] or die Verbraucher [customers, plural] that is, I think,
really important"
Participant 75 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
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Contrary to the quantitative study, the replies did not suggest that the independent
/
influential
here. But they gave useful clues
and
or
age
gender
were
variables
behind
the
possible
motives
views on representing the two genders fairly in
regarding
language. Thus, the positive evaluations were mainly based on the view that equality
in
German
the
two
the
language was a necessary and important
genders
of
to
prerequisite make women more visible in language, especially in certain domains
in
the
workplace:
as
such
extract 8:

'7ch finde das sehr gut und sehr wichtig, weil Denken und Sprache liegen ja
eng zusammen. Das ist ja einfach in unserer Gesellschaft so, die Frau ist
eben oft mitgemeint"

I consider it as very good and very important, because language is closely
related to thinking. This is how it is in our society, the woman is often only
included"
Participant 77 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
extract 9:
"Gleichstellung in der Sprache ist wichtig. Ein weiterer Schritt, Beitrag zur
Gleichberechtigung [pause] wichtig in der Berufswelt"
"Gender equality in language is important. Another step towards,
contribution to gender-equality [pause] important in the workplace. "
Participant 94 (female, second age-group, Abitur, secretary in the town
council)

It is, however, striking that nearly half of the positive answers were stated with
reservations: as shown by the following two statements, several interviewees seemed
to see at least one negative aspect in establishing gender-fairness in German.

extract10:

Wenn man die einzelnen Personen anspricht, dann sollte man schon
Unterschiede machen. Dagegen, wenn darüber hinaus nur eine Gruppe
gemeint ist, finde ich, das ist meine Meinung jetzt, das finde ich, ist nicht
nötig, weil, wie gesagt, der Bundeskanzler spricht zu seinem Volk, dann
meint der auch das Volk ob das männlich, weiblich, Kinder sind. Da muss
er nicht sagen, er spricht zu seinem männlichen Volk, zu seinem
weiblichen Volk. Mit Volk ist jetzt gemeint alle, generell. Es sind generell
alle gemeint"
"If individuals are addressed, then a distinction should in fact be made.
Conversely, if only a group of people is addressed, then, I think, this is my
opinion now, a distinction is not necessary, because, as already said, if the
chancellor speaks to his people, then he addresses his people, irrespective
of gender and age. He is not supposed to say that he speaks to his male
people, to his female people. People includes all, generally. Generally,
everyone is addressed. "
Participant 43 (male, second age-group, without Abitur, dustman)
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extract 11:

Tie Grundidee ist gut. Das immer anzuwenden ist nicht wichtig und nötig"

"Generally, it's a good idea [to establish gender-fairness in language,
PAH]. It is not important or necessary to use it all the time."
Participant 57 (female, first age-group, Abitur, pupil)

Other statements gave information about Possible obstacles to accepting this
language change (see chapter 2): two participants, for example, referred to the
habitual use (i.e. not consciously considered) of their mother-tongue which somehow
from
innovations:
them
using
prevents
extract 12:
'Ich bin mit der traditionellen Sprache aufgewachsen und kannte es nicht
anders. Ich habe nichts dagegen, dass sich das ändert und neue
Formulierungen Gebrauch werden [pause] braucht aber noch ZeiC
I grew up with the traditional language and did not know how to use it
otherwise. I am not against changes and the use of new items [pause] but
it will take time"
Participants 53 (male, second age-group, Abitur, retired printer)
extract 13:
Das ist schon richtig, finde ich, nur man selber achtet da gar nicht so
drauf'
"That's really important, I think, however, you do not pay that much
attention"
Participant 60 (female, first age-group, without Abitur, mother)

The importance of economy in language was addressed, too*
extract 14:
Va am besten dass man den Artikel weglässt, so wie das im Englischen
ist, wäre am besten [pause] oder eh nur den Plural benutzt [pause] ich
finde es irrsinnig lästig, wenn man das schreiben muss. Ein paar mal. Beim
ersten mal geht ja noch, aberliebe Kollegen und Kolleginnen" das geht ja
noch, aber wenn man bei jedem, egal weiche Endung da kommt, immer
fürchterlich
finde
Ich
das
es
muss.
wieder noch mal
wieder aufnehmen
lästig"
"Well, the best solution is to leave out the article, just as in the English
language, that would be the best solution [pause] or else to use the plural
OK
It
is
to
it
[spliftings].
it
is
to
[pause]
terrible
only
write
always
a
nuisance
write it down once, but "dear male colleagues and female colleagues", that
is still OK, however, if you have to take it up all over again with everyone,
regardless of what kind of ending. I regard it as a terrible nuisance"
Participant 47 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
extract 15-.
Das finde ich an und für sich gut nur wo setzt man die Grenzen, wo fängt
man an und wo hört es auf? Ich denke, dass uns im Alltag, in der täglichen
Sprache, eigentlich so viele Begriffe begegnen, wo es eigentlich viel zu
anstrengend ist und viel zu kompliziert ist, sich darüber Gedanken zu
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machen, ob jetzt ein Begriff sowohl die Männer als auch die Frauen
ansprechen sollte. Ohne dass ich dabei empfinde, dass die weibliche
Person, dann in diesem Zusammenhang natürlich irgendwo unterdrückt
wird. Ich habe da nicht so den Eindruck. Ich hoffe, dass auch die Frauen
das nicht so empfinden. "

"It [to establish gender-fairness in language, PAH] is actually a good idea
but where to set the limits? Where to start and where should it end? I think
that in everyday life, in the daily use of language, there are, actually, so
many expressions and it is, really, too tiring and too complicated to reflect
upon whether an expression should be addressed to both, men and
women. I don't think that the female person, is often in this connection
indeed oppressed. That's not my impression. I hope that women do feel the
same."
Participant24 (male, first age-group, Abitur, bank clerk)
The subsequent discussion will show that the obstacles of habit and economy in
language will emerge again as factors working against the acceptance of this
renovation movement of the German language.

The interviewees' positive view on the change towards gender-fair language also
emerged when asked whether the topic of removing gender-unfairness in German
in
14.
'is
(interview,
this
to
them
everyday
conversations
question
was of relevance
topic relevant to you? '). Nearly all agreed that it was of relevance. These positive
reactions were mainly based on the view that, as all people are equal, this equality
should also be reflected in the German language. Two men, however, showed a lack
of understanding and empathy regarding the unfair representation of women in
language. They did not see any discrimination against women in the use of the
generic masculine, and they took KalverkAmper's view (see chapter 2- 52) that
generics are an economical way of conveying linguistic messages, rather than a
malicious and sexist means of making women invisible. Hence, the following two
extracts point at another likely obstacle to the acceptance of this language reform- a
lack of identification on the part of (male) speakers of German with the issue of
gender-fairness in language:

extract 16:
Tin ja keine Frau, ich kann mich da nicht reinversetzen. Vielleicht ist es
deswegen, weil ich ein Mann bin, dass ich das anders empfinde, aber ich
die
jetzt
immer
fühlen
diskriminiert
nur
wenn wir
würde mich auch nicht
Frau als Beispiel nehmen würden. Ich, ich bin ja auch keine Frau oder
das
ist
Für
der
Frauen
diskriminiert
gleichberechtigt.
mich
einer
oder so.
Mann ist nicht höher als ne Frau, oder so [pause] und deswegen würde ich
das
Weil
Gedanken
keine
nur eine
über
mir
machen, eigentlich.
so was gar
Etikette ist, sagen wir mal, ist nur eine Formsache. Wichtig ist das was
ist
ich,
das
meine
meine
schreibt,
geschrieben wird und nicht wie man
persönliche Meinung"
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"I'm not a woman, I cannot empathise. Maybe it's because of the fact that
I'm a man that I feel differently about it. However, I wouldn't regard myself
as being discriminated against if we would always take the female term as
an example. I am not a woman or somebody who discriminates against
women, or something. For me there is gender-fairness. Man is not higher
than the woman, or something like that [pause] and this is why I would not
ponder over it, actually. Because this is just a label, let's put it that way, it's
just a formality. What is written is important and not how it is written, I think,
it's my personal opinion"
Participant 43 (male, second age-group, without Abitur, dustman)
3ct 17:
eigentlich wenig, weil ich die, wie gesagt, zum Teil eben inkonsequent
Dann müsste, wie gesagt, hier die Täter und Täterinnen immer
3nnt werden, was ja nie [pause]. Nein, es wird immer von dem Täter
)rochen was negativ ist, nimmt man nicht so gerne [.. ] wie gesagt, ich
das Empfinden nicht. Mich hat das vorher nie gestört, hab auch immer
)n verstanden wenn da stand, was weiß ich, die Straßenfeger, das
i nicht unbedingt Männer damit gemeint sind sondern das war die
3bezeichnung: Leute die da arbeiten, egal was für ein Geschlecht die
"Well, not much, really, because, as I already said, I regard it [the reform of
the German language towards gender-fairness, PAH] as inconsistent. Then
you should, as I said, always mention the male culprits and the female
culprits, something that never, [pause] well, it is always about the male
culprits only. They [the supporters of gender-fair language, PAH] don't like
negative things [pause] as I said, I don't have that impression. It never
bothered me. I always understood it correctly when it was written, let's say,
road-sweepers, that indeed it did not necessarily denote men, but it was a
generic term: people who are working there, regardless of gender"
Participant 47 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

Even though some negative aspects and potential obstacles for accepting the change
emerged in the opinions given by the interviewees, the qualitative study did, on the
whole, elicit a broad support for the idea per se of establishing gender-fairness in the
Germanlanguage.

However, this broad support voiced by the interviewees was weakened by the fact
that a substantial number of the participants in the quantitative study were opposed to
intervening in language in order to obtain gender-fairness in German (questionnaire,
question 10. 'If you agree that there are discriminatory items, do you think one should
take corrective action in the German language so as to eliminate these items? ').
Nearly half of the participants (48.3 %, N= 58) rejected the idea of intervening in
language (see Table 5.13 on the next page), while only a third of them (27.5 %, N=
33) approved of it. In this respect it was also striking that there was a high figure of 29
participants (24.2 %) who apparently did not have any opinion at all on this issue.
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Table5.13:The participants'view on interveningin languageto establishgender-fairness
discriminatory
there
'If
that
items,
10:
do youthinkone shouldtakecorrectiveactionin
are
agree
you
question
theGermanlanguageso as to eliminatetheseitems?'
frequency
48.3%(58)
no
27.5%(33)
yes
75.8%(91)
total of replies
24.2%(29)
noanswergiven

As could be expected from the discussion of the previous results, men in the first ageless
inclined
to
significantly
agree to an intervention in language; in fact,
were
group
intervention.
As
them
an
supported
shown in the following Table 5.14,81.8
of
none

in
first
(18)
the
the
male
participants
of
age-group were against changing
per cent
languagetowards gender-fairness. Conversely, women in the second age-group were
intervening
in
language.
This
the
about
most
positive
opposition to changing
again
language, which was in this respect also voiced by a considerable number of the
female participants (38.5 %, N= 25) and by younger women in particular, must be
considered as a serious obstacle to the process of changing the German language.
Table5.14:The participants'view on interveningin languageto establishgender-fairnessin relationto the
independent
variablesage and gender
items,do youthinkoneshouldtakecorrectiveactionin the
question10:'If youagreethatthereare discriminatory
German
languageso as to eliminatetheseiterns?
'
variable:g nder
totalof bothgroups
31-79yearsof age
16-30yearsof age
14.5 %(8)
24.3%(8)
0%(0)
yes
60%(33)
45.6%(15)
81.8%(18)
no
men
74.5%(41)
69.9%(23)
81.8%(18)
total of replies
25.5%(14)
30.1%(10)
18.2%(4)
no answergiven
yes
no
women
total of replies
no answergiven

23.1%(3)
53.8%(7)
76.9%(10)
23.1%(3)

men- Xl = 9.004; df = 2; p<0.05;

42.3%(22)
34.6%(18)
76.9%(40)
23.1%(12)

Cramer's V=0.319

38.5%(25)
38.5%(25)
77%(50)
23%(15)

(moderate effect)

An insight into the motives for their views was gained when the participants were
asked in the questionnaire to further explain their answers to this question
(questionnaire, question 10). Some participants approved of this reform because they

considered it as important to express the equality of the two genders in language.
Furthermore,it was stressed that, "man gegen Diskriminierungen grundscitzlich etwas

tun S011te",
'principally,one has to take action againstany kind of discrimination',(P 94
female, second age-group, Abitur, secretary in town council). Regarding the women's
motivation, it became evident that some of them indeed considered themselves as
being affected i.e. discriminated against by the status quo of the German language- in
their opinion, the use of the German language often suppresses women and makes
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These
invisible.
women characterised language as a shaper of society, a means
them
the
thoughts
its
and
awareness
channels
of
members. Therefore, for them a
which
German
language
the
also entailed a change of the climate in society:
of
change
extract 18:

Sprache und Denken hängen zusammen. In der Sprache werden Frauen
eben oft nurmitgemeint', und so sieht es auch immer noch oft genug in der
Gesellschaft aus. Die Frau ist nicht der Rede wert.

Language and thinking are connected. In language women are often only
'included', and this is still apparent in society, as well. The woman is not
worth mentioning.
Participant 77 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
extract 19:
Sprache schafft Bewusstsein und prägt Gesellschaft.
Language creates awareness and shapes society.
Participant 69 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

These two extracts reveal a noticeable level of awareness in the group of women as
regards the classic criticisms made by those who disapprove of sexism in language,
for instance, the influence of language on thought (the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis). In
contrast, five male participants frankly described the idea of changing language
towards gender-fairness as "Quatsch", 'nonsense'. As can be seen in the following
extracts, this view was also shared by a number of women. It was argued that the
German language should stay as it is, as it does not discriminate against women;
discrimination may happen, but it takes place unconsciously

and without bad

intentions. Besides, changes have, on the whole, already taken place and these have
now corrected the imbalance in language-

extract 20:
Es liegt an jedem bzw. an jeder Frau selbst, ob sie sich davon was
annimmt oder nicht. Ich für meinen Teil finde es nicht furchtbar gravierend.
It's up to the individual or every individual woman to decide whether they
For
PAH]
language,
in
by
it
[sexism
/
my
not.
or
are affected
androcentrism
in
items
discriminatory
I
don't
it
[the
part,
consider
presence and use of
German, PAH] as terribly important.
Participant 64 (female, first age-group, Abitur, bank clerk)
extract 2 1:
Frauen sollten sich nicht standig diskriminiert fahlen.
Women should not always feel discriminated against.
Participant 56 (female, first age-group, Abitur, student)
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extract 22:
Diese Elemente werden wahrSCheinlich unbewusst gewählt und in den
meisten Fällen sind sie wohl nicht diskriminierend gemeint.

These [discriminatory, PAH] items are probably chosen unconsciously and
most of the times they are not meant to be discriminatory.

One woman expressed her antipathy to the criticism of sexism in language very
candidly*

maskuline Sprachform wurde als allgemeingültig angenommen, bis vor
gen Jahren eine Minderheit von Frauen (sogenannte Emanzen) einen
derwertigkeitskomplex
bekamen.
Durch die
Veränderung im
achgebrauch hat sich für mich nichts geändert. Ich gehe meinen Weg
'da ist es mir egal ob ich als Referent oder als Referentin bezeichnet
Until a minority of women (women's libbers, so to speak) claimed to suffer
from an inferiority complex some years ago, the masculine form was,
generally, regarded as valid. Nothing changed for me because of the
changes in language. I'll make my way and I don't care whether I'm
addressed as a male or female advisor.
Participant 86 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
personnel manager)

These polarised assessments by the female participants on the key issues of the
renovation movement are especially worthy of note. The negative views stated by
some women draw attention to the fact that female speakers of German may also
experience a lack of identification with the criticism of sexism in language. As we saw
earlier, this obstacle towards accepting this change had already become apparent in
two statements made by male interviewees in the discussion of question 14 of the
interview (see extracts 16 and 17).
There are two other likely obstacles which were repeatedly named by the participants
in connection with question 10 of the questionnaire and which have also emerged
earlier in the discussion. Some participants were against people interfering in the
development of language since they view it as a living organismextract 24:
Ich bin nicht der Meinung, dass es diskriminierende Elemente gibt, jedoch
bin ich grundsätzlich gegen jeden 'korrigierenden' Eingriff in eine Sprache,
da diese sich von allein ändern und anpassen sollte, 'Sprache lebt. '
I don't think that there are discriminatory elements, but, on principle, I am
against any 'correcting' intervention in language, because it should change
on its own, 'language is alive'.
Participant 13 (male, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, trainee)
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extract 25:
Sprache muss und wird sich entwickeln. Korrigierend
Erachtens,
ist,
meines
nicht notwendig.
einzugreifen

(von oben'

Language must and will develop on its own. To intervene 'from above' is, to
my mind, not necessary.
Participant 69 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

For other participants, language habit took precedence over gender-fairness in
language:
extract 26:
Wird schwierig sein. Sprachgebrauch ist Gewohnheit.
[A change in language, PAH] will be difficult. The use of language is a
habit.
Participant 118 (female, second age-group, without Abitur, pensioner)
extract 27:
Es stört meistens den angelemten Sprachgebrauch.
Most of the times it disturbs the learned use of language.
Participant 9 (male, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, student)

Overall, these statements provided a good insight into the participants' wide range of
stimuli for a rejection or acceptance of the change towards gender-fairness. But, to
recap, the analysis of replies to this question also revealed a perceptible opposition to
this change (48.3 %, N= 58, see Table 5.13 on page 168).
Bearing this opposition in mind, it came as a surprise to learn that 40 per cent (N =
22) of the men assessed an increased presence of women in language as a positive
development in the German language (questionnaire, question 13c: 'Do you think that

you could get to like an increased visibility or presence of women in language, or do
Only
9
').
language?
'natural'
the
this
'threat'
to
you regard
use of
process rather as a
per cent (N = 5) of them considered an increased presence of women in language as
a threat to the natural use of language; around 21 per cent (N = 12) expressed a
moderate attitude towards this process (see Table 5.15 below).
Table5.15:The maleparticipants'opinion of an increasedpresenceof womenin language
question13c:'Doyouthinkyoucouldget to likean increasedvisibilityor presenceof womenin language,or do
jou regardthisprocessas a 'threat'to the 'natural'useof anguage?
frequency
40%(22)
view
_positive
21.8%(12)
moderate
view
9.1 %(5)
total of re lies
70.9%(39)
29.1%(16)
noanswergiven
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than younger men: half of the men belonging to the second age-group (51.5 %, N=
17) assessed this idea positively. However, 33.3 per cent (N = 11) of them also
A
at
all.
majority of the younger men, on the other hand,
opinion
expressed no
towards
issue
this
(40.9
%,
N=
9);
stance
moderate
a
only three of them
showed
(13.7 %) saw it as a threat to the natural use of German. In view of the fact that the

had
far
frank
indifference regarding a change
so
participants
exhibited
male
a
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towardsgender-fair language, this result was remarkably moderate.
Table5.16:The maleparticipants'opinion of an increasedpresenceof womenin languagein relationto
the independentvariableage
13c:'Doyouthinkyoucouldget to likean increasedvisibilityor presenceof womenin language,or do
question
'
youregardthisprocessas a 'threat'to the 'natural'useof language?
variable:age
totalof bothgroups
16-30yearsof age
31-79yearsof age
40%(22)
22.7%(5)
51.5%(17)
positive
view
21.8%(12)
40.9%(9)
9.1 %(3)
moderate
view
9.1 %(5)
6.1 %(2)
threat
13.7%(3)
t
q
ý]
39
70.9%
66.7%(22)
total of replies
77.3%(17)
29.1%Ll 6
33.3%(11)
22.7%(5)
noanswergiven
_

10.204; df = 3; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.431

(moderate effect)

The male participants once again provided reasons for their decisions, although only a
small number of them actually took the opportunity to reveal the motives for their

views. The few comments that were given, however, again exposed a great concern
for the autonomy of language, a worry which had already emerged in connection with
the question as to whether it was permissible to intervene in language (questionnaire,
question 10).

The statements again stressed the importance that was ascribed to language as a
living organism that is supposed to be 'left alone' i.e. to exist without any artificial
intervention through its speakers, because of stability and harmony in language and
for the sake of habit. Even though this idea is, obviously, a myth, as languages only
exist and develop through their speakers, it nonetheless seems to be a concept that

was strongly believed by a number of participants. It also appears to be a serious
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extract 28:

Im natürlichen Sprachgebrauch würde ich es als störend empfinden, da ich
es so gelernt habe.
I would regard it [to increase the presence of women in language, PAH] as
a disturbance of the natural use of language, because I learnt it that way.
Participant 9 (male, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, student)

extract 29:

Ich würde es nicht als Bedrohung sehen, aber es wäre ungewohnt
(teilweise) und, ich denke, umgangssprachlich würde man sich schwer tun,
das zu ändern (wegen der Gewohnheit).

I would not consider it [to change the German language, PAH] as a threat,
but it would be unfamiliar (somewhat) and, I think that you would have
trouble with changing this in spoken language (because of habit).
Participant 11(male, first age-group, Abitur, motor mechanic)
extract 30:
Wenn dadurch der Sprachfluss nicht gestört wird, sollte die Frau im
Deutschen sichtbar gemacht werden.
Women ought to be made visible in German, but only if the flow of
language remains untouched.
Participant 18 (male, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, student)
extract 31 Ist mir relativ egal, so lange die Sprache nicht vergewaltigt wird.
I don't care, as long as language is not violated.
Participant 34 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
technical expert)

All in all, the analyses of these eight questions revealed that a renovation of
androcentric German was in general of low importance for the participants. However,
it also became apparent that women, especially those belonging to the second agegroup, were the most supportive. This tendency of the group of women towards a
more positive evaluation of this issue may be explained by the fact that women are,
indeed, more affected by this change. After all, a change of German towards genderfairness would be mainly beneficial to women. The wide-ranging lack of relevance
given to this planned language change mainly originated in the belief that this kind of
change was not necessary as women were considered as emancipated both in
society and in language. In addition, as we have seen, a very substantial number of
participants (48.3 %, N= 58, see Table 5.13 on page 168) opposed an intervention in

language.At the same time, however, the idea of disposing of sexism in language, as
such,was assessed quite positively. The analyses also revealed a number of possible
obstaclesto accepting a change in language towards gencler-fairness173
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5.2 The participants' assessment of specific linguistic innovations
Just as it is crucial that members of a speech community react favourably to language
it
is
in
also necessary that they agree with the specific proposed
general,
reform
innovationsthat are part of a planned language change. A substantial part of the
questionnaire(see the questions in the box below) was therefore designed to elicit the
participants'assessments and their familiarity with the most common linguistic items
that have been introduced into German with a view to eradicating any sexism in the
language.Various alternative forms to the generic masculine - splittings of human
nouns(questionnaire, question 4), the Binnen / (capital I within a word) (questionnaire,
question 5), the indefinite pronoun frau, 'one' ff, (questionnaire, question 6), fixed
expressions(questionnaire, question 13e) - and the reformed use of Frau, 'Mrs. / Ms',
and Frciuleih, 'Miss', (questionnaire, questions 13d/14d) were included in the
questionnaireas examples of the most frequently known and applied changes in the
Germanlanguage.The awareness and assessment of alternative forms to the generic
masculineare discussed in chapter 6.
questionnaire, question 4:
'What do you think of forms such as Studentinnen und Studenten [female
students and male students] or MIhIer und Wahlerinnen [female voters
and male voters]? '

questionnaire,question 5:
'in print, the splitting of human nouns is done as follows-

Die Verbraucherinnen sollten über die Inhaltsstoffe der Produkte informiert
werden
'The consumers should be informed about the ingredients of the products'
What do you think of the spelling Verbraucherlnnen? '
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6:
question
questionnaire,
'What do you think of substituting man [one, masculine] with frau [one,
feminine] as in the following sentences? '
"Hier kann frau mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen"
'You [feminine indefinite pronoun] can pay with your credit card'
"Frau masste noch mal 17 sein"
'You [feminine indefinite pronoun] ought to be 17 again'
32
13d
/
14d
questionnaire, questions
:
'What do you think of the forms of address Frau and Frciulein?'
question 13d:
nowadays, the form of address Frau is normal language use
women should definitely be addressed with Frau
I actually do not care
I do not think that it matters if I address a young woman with Fraulein
question 14d:
form
the
nowadays,
of address Frau is normal language use
"
"I definitely want to be addressed with Frau
be
rather
would
addressed with Frau
"I
do
actually
not care
"I
questionnaire, question 13e:
'Do you mind seeing expressions such as selbst ist die Frau, 'you have to
get on and do things for yourself, [original expression: selbst ist der Mann]
Obung
or
macht die Meisterin, 'practice makes perfect', [lit. 'practice makes
the female master'; original expression. Obung macht den Meister, lit.
'practice makes the master'] 7

The analyses of this set of questions revealed that the participants had a clear
preference for specific gender-fair

innovations.

In most cases this preference

correlated with the independent variables age and / or gender.
Taking the splitting of human nouns as one example, the participants showed a fairly
positive attitude to this change (questionnaire, question 4: 'What do you think of forms
such as Studentinnen und Studenten or Mjhler und Mhlerinnen? '). Indeed, it is the
most common and efficient means of transforming generic masculine nouns into
gender-fair ones (see chapter 2: 75). A majority of the participants (49.2 %, N= 59)
regarded the split nouns Studentinnen und Studenten, 'female and male students',
and W5hler und W-Mlerinnen, 'male and female voters', as a normal means of
addressing the two genders (see Table 5.17 on the next page). However, a third of
the participants (33.3 %, N= 40) did not react favourably to this form, considering it as
annoying.
32The
questions were presented in the gender-specific part of the questionnaire. They were
identical, apart from the fact that they
In
to
individually.
order
directed
women
at men and
were
be able to compare the
the
two
female
questions
by
the
participants,
male
and
answers given
were merged for analysis.
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A similarly positive assessment was expressed in connection with changing fixed
Obung
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'practice
macht
as
such
makes perfect' (lit. 'practice
expressions
(questionnaire,
13e:
the
'Do
question
master')
you mind seeing expressions
makes
Übung
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die
die
Meisterin?
').
or
macht
selbst
as
such
Table5.17:The participants'assessmentof split humannouns
forms
do
Studentinnen
think
'What
4:
of
such
as
you
und Studenten[femalestudentsand male
question
NhIefinnen
[voters]?
Wjhler
und
or
students]
frequency
language
49.2% (59)
of
use
normal
33.3%(40)
annoying
14.2%(17)
1donotcare
3.3% (4)
neverseenthissplitting
_
100%(120)
totalof replies

Question 13e was directed only at the male participants, and more than half of them
(54.5 %, N= 30) did not mind seeing them changed (see Table 5.18 below).

Table5.18:Themaleparticipants'assessmentof reformedexpressions
Obung
l3e:
'Do
ist
die
Frau
'
suchas selbst
youmindseeingexpressions
or
machtdie Meisterin?
question
_
frequency
I donotmind
54.5%(30)
_
10.9%(6)
_undecided
I domind
23.6%(13)
_totalof replies
89%(49)
11%(6)
answergiven
L_no

An even more affirmative view was expressed with regard to the form of address
Frau, 'Mrs. / Ms', (questionnaire, questions 13d / 14 d: 'What do you think of the forms
of address Frau and Frciulein? '), where only the small number of 8 (6.6 %) participants
still preferred the use of Fr6ulein, 'Miss'. By contrast, a very negative opinion emerged
with regard to the presence and use of the innovation Binnen / (capital I within a word)
in the German language (questionnaire, question 5: 'What do you think of the spelling
of Verbraucherlnnen? '). While only a third of the participants (29.2 %, N= 35)

in
item
the
this
Ideologem
assessed
(ideological symbol) of
reform as an ordinary
German, a remarkably high figure of 55.3 per cent (N = 64) considered it as an

annoyingfeature (see Table 5.19 on the next page).
Likewise, frau, 'one' (f), another Ideologem of the change, was also considered as an
annoying gender-fair innovation (questionnaire, question 6: 'What do you think of
substituting man with frau as in the following sentences? '). As shown in Table 5.20 on

the next page, only 11 participants (9.2 %) approved of its use, and a considerable
numberof those questioned clearly rejected this new linguistic item.
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_:

frequency
55.3%(64)
29.2%(35)
11.7%(14)
5.8% (7)
100%(120)

Table5.20:The participants'assessmentof substitutingmanwith frau
do
think
[one,
6:
'What
of
substituting
man
you
masculine]with frau [one, masculine]as in the
question
jollowingsentences'?
frequency
43.3%(52)
rubbish
_unnecessary
18.3%(22)
_annoying
15.3%(19)
_good
9.2%(11)
8.3%(10)
tooradical
_totalof replies
95%(114)
_noanswergiven
5%(6)

Overall, the figures evidently revealed different levels for approval of each specific
innovation in the German language- while the presence and use of splittings in
German seems to be accepted as a normal use of language by half of the
frau
feminine
indefinite
Binnen
/
the
introduction
the
the
pronoun
or
of
participants,
into the German language did not appear to be generally approved of. However, it
came as a surprise to learn that there were such huge differences in the participants'
the
Here,
the
innovations.
result
is
most
unexpected
acceptance of gender-fair
the
93)
%,
N=
(77.9
high
figure
80
assessed
who
notable
of around
per cent
indefinite article frau as a negative aspect of German (see again Table 5.20,
following
The
'annoying').
'unnecessary',
'rubbish',
combined responses of options
Table (5.21) summarises the figures and shows the participants' different preferences

for the new gender-fair termsTable5.21:The participants'differe t preferencesfor gender-fairalternatives
negativeassessment
innovation
positiveassessment
6.6 % (N 8)
formof addressFrauinsteadof Fr6ulein
86.2% (N = 103)
15)
%
(N
27.3
32)
(N
fixedexpressions
58.2%
(maleparticipants
=
only)
_changing
40)
%
(N
33.3
59)
(N
%
49.2
splitting
=
1
_
_
53.3% (N = 64)
Binnen
% (N = 35)
I
77.4% (N = 93)
I/o(N = 11)

A closer inspection of the results confirmed again the correlation of the participants'
gender and / or age with these views. just as became apparent in the previous
discussion regarding the participants' language assessment (section 5.1), women
were significantly more positive than men, and the second age-group expressed a
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item in the German language. Conversely, the men were fairly undecided (see Table
5.22 below), although 43.6 per cent (N = 24) of them found it annoying.
Table5.22:The participants'assessmentof split humannounsin relationto the independentvariable
gender
forms
Studentinnen
do
think
4:
'What
Studenten
[femalestudentsandmale
of
such
as
you
und
question
Mhlefinnen
'
Mhler
[voters]?
und
or
students]
variable: ender
female
totalof bothgroups
male
43.6%(24)
24.6%(16)
33.3%(40)
annoying
34.5%(19)
language
61.5%(40)
49.2%(59)
of
normaluse
16.4%(9)
12.3%(8)
1donotcare
14.2%(17)
5.5 % (3)
1.5%(1)
3.3%(4)
neverseenthissplitting
100%(55)
100%(65)
100%(120)

9.365; df = 3; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.279

(little effect)

In contrast, opinion was clearly divided in the group of men with regard to the
Ideologem Binnen / (capital I within a word). As can be seen in Table 5.23 below, the
male participants were significantly more inclined to reject this item; nearly 70 per cent
of them (67.3 %, N= 37) thought that the Binnen / was annoying. Here, the female
participants were unresolved as to whether this spelling was a 'normal use of
language' (38.5 %, N= 25) or'annoying'(41.5

%, N= 27).

Table5.23:Theparticipants'assessmentof the BinnenI in relationto the independentvariable
gender
5: 'Whatdo youthinkof the spellingof Verbaucherlnnen?
'
question
variable:gender
both
total
female
groups
of
male
53.3%(64)
41.5%(27)
67.3%(37)
annoying
29.2%(35)
38.5%(25)
18.2%(10)
normaluseof language
11.7%(14)
1donotcare
13.8%(9)
9.1 %(5)
5.8%(7)
6.2%(4)
5.5%(3)
neverseenit
100%(120
totalof replies
100%(65)
100%(55)
x2=8.502;

df = 3; P<0.05; Cramer's V=0.266 (little effect)

A similar negative response by men emerged in connection with the replacement of
the indefinite pronoun man, 'one' (m), with frau, 'one' (f). None of the men evaluated
the use of frau as a positive innovation and slightly more than half of them considered
the new indefinite pronoun as rubbish (52.7 %, N= 29). The women, on the other
hand, were less resolute;
frau
the
%)
of
use
of
even approved
eleven of them (16.9
(see Table 5.24 on the
next page).
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innovationfrau.
Table5.24:The participants' assessmentof substituting man with frau in relation to the independent
variablegender
do
think
6:
'What
[one,
substituting
of
man
you
masculine]withfrau[one,masculine]as in thefollowing
question
sentences'?
variable:gender
female
totalof bothgroups
male
0%(0)
16.9%(11)
9.2%(11)
good
_annoying
18.2%(10)
18.8%(9)
15.8%(19)
12.7%(7)
23.1%(15)
18.3%(22)
superfluous
_tooradical
7.3%(4)
9.3%(6)
8.3%(10)
_rubbish
52.7%(29)
35.4%(23)
43.3%(52)
_totalof replies
90.9%(50)
98.5%(64)
94.9%(114)
_ answergven
9.1 %(5)
1.5%(1)
5.1 %(6)
_no

17.005; df = 5; p<0.01;

Cramer's V=0.376

(moderate effect)

The first age-group, for instance, definitely rejected the replacement of man with frau
(60 %, N=

21 = option 'rubbish'); only one young participant approved of frau.

Conversely, around 12 per cent (11.8 %, N=

10) of the more mature participants

approved of the new indefinite pronoun. However, at the same time, 36.5 per cent (N
= 31) considered frau as rubbish. Overall, the second age-group was less negative.
Table5.25:The participants' assessmentof substituting man with frau in relation to the independent
ariableage
'
uestion6: 'Whatdo youthinkof substitutig manwithfrauas in thefollowingsentences?
variabl: age
16-30yearsof age 31-79yearsof age totalof bothgroups
9.2%(11)
11.8%(10)
2.9%(1)
good
25.8%(19)
20%(17)
5.7%(2)
annoying
18.3%(22)
21.2%(18)
11.4%(4)
superfluous
8.3%(10)
tooradical
8.2%(7)
8.6%(3)
43.3%(52)
36.5%(31)
rubbish
60%(21)
94.9%(114)
97.7%(83)
88.6%(31)
of replies
_total
5.1 %(6)
2.3%(2)
noanswergiven
11.4%(4)
x2=

13.881; df = 5;71P "--0.05; Cramer's V=0.340

(moderate

effeCt)33

Men in the second age-group were also significantly more optimistic on the question
as to whether it was permissible to change fixed expressions in German
33More than
20 per cent of the cells in this cross-tabulation have less than the expected value
of 5. Therefore the predictive power of this test is very tentative.
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Table5.26:The male participants' assessmentof reformedexpressionsin relation to the independent
variableage
ions
'Do
ist
die
Frau
13e:
'
express
mind
seeing
such
as
selbst
you
or Ubungmachtdie Meisterin?
question
variable:age
16-30yearsof age 31-79yearsof age totalof bothgroups
45.5%(10)
66.7%(22)
58.2%(32)
I donotmind
9.0%(2)
18.1
%(6)
14.5%(8)
undecided
45.5%(10)
15.2%(5)
27.3%(15)
1domind
100%(22)
100%(33)
100%(55)
totalof replies
X2

=

6.215; df = 2; p<0.05;

Cramer's V=0.336

(moderate effect)

Regarding questions 13d / 14d, statistical tests could not confirm any significant
influence of the independent variables on the participants' high level of acceptance of
the form of address Frau, 'Mrs. / Ms. ', (questionnaire, questions 13d / 14 d- 'What do
Frjulein?
').
However,
Frau
the result as such,
forms
the
think
and
of address
of
you
that 86 per cent of those questioned (86.2 %, N= 103, see table 5.21 on page 177)
supported the use of Frau instead of Frclulein, is taken as a remarkable and strong
indication that Frau was widely accepted as the 'normal' and common form of address
for women. This finding also supports the statement made in chapter 2 (p. 73) that
today Frau has replaced Fr6ulein, and that the title Frau has undergone a semantic

generalisation.
All in all, the analyses of the participants' assessments of specific linguistic
innovationsstrongly suggest further support for the claim that women were the most
progressive i.e. the most positive recipients of language reform and its gender-fair
the
5.1,
though,
in
discussion
(see
the
section
proposals
section 5.1). In contrast to
influence of the independent variable age on the participants' assessments of genderfair alternatives could only be established in two cases (questions 6 and 13e of the
questionnaire). Here, the more mature participants once more expressed stronger
SuPportfor the gender-fair innovations.

Furthermore,it was surprising to see that some of the new items were so vehemently
rejectedby a very substantial number of the male participants. For instance, even the
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N= 59) evaluated as an ordinary item in German, was considered as "annoying" by
43 per cent (43.6 %, N= 24, see Table 5.22 on page 178) of the group of men. In
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changes
in support of their positive assessment strongly suggest that those men only approved
in
theory
expressions
and were actually not willing to put them into
of gender-fair
it
that
Hence,
argued
was
changed expressions were acceptable, provided
practice.
that these were just applied in relation to female referents and that they were not
obligatory:
extract 32:
Nein, stört nicht, so lange Frauen es sprechen und es sich auf Frauen
bezieht.
No, I do not mind, provided that women use it and that it refers to women.
Participant 26 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
software engineer)
extract 33:
Stören nicht, würde es jedoch so nicht selbst anwenden.
I do not mind, but would not use it myself.

Participant 38 (male,
industrial business)

second

age-group,

Abitur,

businessman

in an

However, the most telling and important finding of this analysis is the fact that a
notable part of the innovations that were presented in the questionnaire (splitting,
Binnen /, frau) was not broadly supported i.e. not very positively assessed by a
substantial part of the (male) participants.
In this respect, it is not surprising that the group of women expressed a more positive
view towards the innovations, since these gender-fair terms had been introduced into
the German language in order to improve their presence in language. It is, however,
also very likely that the varying assessments of the linguistic innovations were related
to the Participants' different levels of familiarity with the specific new items. The figures
strongly suggest that a high frequency of an innovation in the German language had
an influence on how participants viewed them- the use of the form of address Frau, for
example, which can nowadays be considered
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5.3 Concluding remarks
The discussion of the participants' assessment of the renovation of the German
language and the gender-fair innovations has shown that the participants' gender and
/ or age had a significant bearing on most of their assessments. While it was already
presumed beforehand that gender may have had an influence on the responses, it
was not expected that the independent variable age would sometimes have an effect,
as well. On the other hand, the independent variables occupational background and
length of education did not correlate with the participants' replies. Thus, all replies
considered, the data strongly suggest that the women in the second age-group were
the most progressive and enthusiastic recipients of this change. They were, in
general, more sensitive to the reason for this change i.e. the criticism of sexism and
they were also more approving of the implementation of specific new items. On the
contrary, the male participants in general, and the younger ones in particular, voiced
more pessimistic and conservative views on these issues. At times, the opinions
shown by younger men were even unexpectedly strong (see, for example, the
analyses of questions 5,6 and 10 of the questionnaire).

The way in which the participants were reacting to this language change is not a
surprisingpattern, though, and it conforms to findings from the study of phonological
changes.Today the study of sound changes has arrived at the conclusion that, while
both genders are indeed highly sensitive to social and linguistic changes in their
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change
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factors such as the distribution of power and status between the two genders in a
behaviour
the
affect
of women and men in language changes, too
community
speech
(see,for instance, Labov 2001). Hence, Coates came to the conclusion that "it is not
true to say that either women or men are linguistically the innovative sex" (Coates
1993: 185). She instead arrived at a very useful interpretation of the relationship
betweengender and a change in language:
both women and men are linguistically sensitive, but to different models. Women's
conservatism is merely the converse of male innovation: when male speakers initiate
change, then women can be described as conservative - they conserve older forms.
Conversely, when female speakers initiate change, then male speakers can be
described as conservative ( ) Conservatism and sensitivity are two sides of the
...
same coin, and neither sex has the monopoly of them (Coates ibid.: 185).

Thus, nowadays, the independent variable gender cannot be regarded as a
predispositionto automatically adopt a certain role - i.e. men = conservative versus
women= innovative - in a phonological change. It is also, or perhaps even more so,
the social context in which a change is taking place, that provokes different reactions
in speakersi.e. the acceptance and use of a new item or its rejection.
It must, however, be stressed that this knowledge of gender performance in language
changesis chiefly derived from studies of sound changes. But the present discussion
of the participants' assessments strongly indicates that gender-related behaviour in
sound changes can be applied to lexical changes, as well. In the case of the
renovationof androcentric German, the women in this study can be considered as
having been linguistically more sensitive, while the men were more conservative.
Thus, it was apparently the idea of altering women's disadvantaged position i.e. their
status and power in society and in language that consequently led to the pioneering
role and support of a majority of women and to a more conservative stance of the
group of men. After all, a cost-benefit-evaluation (see chapter 2- 95) of a change of
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However,even though the female participants are apparently leading this change, this
behaviour is not driven by status, as the idea of establishing gender-fairness in
language is not considered as a valuable goal by all participants. Gender-fair
languageis nowadays the standard norm in official (written) German, but, according
to this study, it cannot be identified as a prestigious norm in private language use
(see,for example, the assessments of the specific gender-fair innovations in section
5.2). The female participants seem to be leading a language change which, on the
has
lives,
their
hand,
a
potentially
positive
effect
on
as it enhances their presence
one
On
hand,
it
in
language.
the
though,
other
also entails a negative aspect
status
and
for them, because the use of gender-fair alternatives does not seem to enjoy a high
regardamong the whole group of participants. As such, the renovation of androcentric
Germanturns out to be a language change which, due to its socio-political message,
provokeddifferent reactions from the two genders: women tending towards a more
positiveassessment and men tending towards a less enthusiastic evaluation.
But there was also variation within the two gender categories. The discussion of the
participants' assessments has shown that the analysis of a planned language change
along the lines of discrete and homogeneous independent variables is too simplistic,
inadequate and, in fact, not feasible. It is essential to acknowledge that the category
gender is not homogeneous and that there is always intra-group variation (Eckert
1989). Thus, when compared to the group of women, the male participants on the
whole asserted a more negative evaluation (section 5.1). However, those belonging to
the second age-group tended to be more enthusiastic about the issues in question
than their younger counter-parts. The same tendency surfaced in the group of women.
The data do not allow for identifying the reasons for this intra-group difference.
However, based on the assumption that the great majority of the 'older' participants
have actually witnessed the emancipation of women in society and have also
experienced a gradual change of the German language into a less male-biased
medium, it can be inferred that they may have developed a more conscious, sensitive
and Positive attitude towards the reform and may have realised that there is a positive
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had also in the past witnessed the completely natural use of the occupational title
Kaufmann,'businessman', for businesswoman. Conversely, the younger participants
had not consciously experienced the implementation of the changes and the reasons
for the renovation. They grew up with a fairer German language and were, hence,
the
to
innovations.
In contrast to the
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and
use
of
gender-fair
accustomed
have
they
participants,
experienced only a German language with less
mature
more
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Furthermore, the discussion also revealed that there seems to be a difference
betweentheir evaluations of the renovation of German as an actual language change
in progress and of the change of androcentric German as a theoretical concept.
Whereasthe concept of a change of the German language towards gender-fairness
fairly
in
positively assessed, it seems that for a substantial number of the
was general
participantsthere were not enough convincing reasons for actually translating this
theoryinto practice i.e. for evaluating this change and its gender-fair innovations as a
reasonableand positive development in the German language. Hence, nearly half of
those questioned assessed the concept of an equal treatment of the two genders in
Germanas a positive and interesting idea (questionnaire, question 15 and interview,
question 11). Even the conservative group of men were, theoretically, prepared to
become used to an increased presence of women in language (questionnaire,
question 13c). In contrast to these encouraging results, the quantitative analyses of
the responses to other questions revealed that half of the participants regarded the
renovationof androcentric German as unnecessary (questionnaire, questions 13f /
14h) and only around 40 per cent of those questioned believed there was any male
bias in their mother-tongue (questionnaire, question 9). Furthermore, nearly half of the
participants agreed upon the fact that one should not intervene in language
(questionnaire, question 10). Altogether around 70 per cent of the participants
considered the renovation of the German language as not particularly relevant
(questionnaire,questions 13f / 14h). As such, the replies gave the strong impression
of a negative,even uninterested, stance towards this issue.
In additionto this view that any change was not really necessary, it became apparent
that there were serious obstacles to accepting this change, such as language
economy,the habitual use of language, a lack of identification with or appeal from
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All in all, the participants' assessments of a language reform towards gender-fair
German strongly pointed to the fact that, while the idea of changing language for the
benefit of gender-fairness was mainly approved of in theory, in reality this is not the
case. The steps taken to promote gender-fair alternatives did not appear to have
affected the private, habitual language use of a majority of the participants, particularly
the younger male participants. Hence, just as in the case of the discussion of the
participants' awareness of this language change and its specific gender-fair
innovations, the analyses of their assessment and support also arrive at a
discouraging result: the findings convincingly suggest that the promoters of this
language change had not succeeded in encouraging the majority of the participants to
Positivelyembrace the idea of changing their language in order to eradicate sexism in
the German language.

The following chapter will show the participants' reactions to the generic masculine,
which was and still is repeatedly criticised for its gender-bias, and to its gender-fair
alternatives. it aims to reveal whether the promoters of the renovation of German

have succeeded in persuading them that the "retirement of the generic masculine is
longoverdue" (Martyna 1978: 138).
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a long series of
gender-neutrality
in
essence, arrived at the conclusion that generics are often
which,
experiments
interaction
of generic masculines and extra- and intra-linguistic
an
pseudogeneric:
factorstends to generate a male rather than a female image in the recipients' minds.
The empirical evidence indicates that generic masculines must therefore be
consideredas one particularly decisive means, amongst other factors, of conveying at
best ambiguous and at worst male-biased mental images. However, as the generic
masculineis not the sole cause for a predominance of male images in the recipients'
minds, their influence on cognitive processes has not yet been fully determined.
Nonetheless,it can be safely assumed that the generic masculine can no longer today
be regarded as simply carrying a gender-neutral, that is generic and inclusive,
message.
The fact that the debate about the generic masculine is still inconclusive as regards
the actual effect of generics on recipients and also the likely influence of other extraand intra-linguistic factors led to the present research also focusing on exploring the
participants' response to the generic masculine: are the participants aware of the
ambiguousmessage of the generic masculine, do they interpret it as a gender-neutral
/ gender-inclusiveterm or do generics indeed produce or reinforce male images in
their minds? Parts of the research were therefore designed to obtain information
regardingthe influence of the generic masculine on the participants' mental imagery
(sections 6.1 and 6.5), on whether the female participants felt included in generics
(section6.2), and on the perception of the generic masculine in human nouns (section
6-3) and in job advertisements (section 6.4). The research also aimed to elicit other
factors that may have affected the participants' interpretation of the generic
masculine.
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6.1 The participants' awareness of the generic masculine
As mentioned, two small experiments were conducted during the interview in order to
the
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the
the box below,
awareness
of
generic
participants'
masculine.
seen
elicit
the twelve participants were given the following tasks (see appendix, sections 111.1
and
111.2)interview,experiment no.1:

Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit und Lachen
Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken. Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise kann ein trauriges Kind immer noch ein Lächeln auf seinem
Gesicht haben. Können Sie bitte das Gesicht eines solchen Kindes
zeichnen? Wie würden Sie das Kind nennen und wie alt könnte das Kind
sein?
'It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling reflects
happiness. However, things are not always this simple. For example, an
unhappy child could still have a smile on his face. Could you please draw a
picture of this child? What name would you give this child and how old
34
be?
could this child
interview, experiment no. 2-.
Der Patient ist der Dumme
Das deutsche Gesundheitswesen ist krank: Kostendämpfung ist die Parole,
Kostenexplosion die Realität. Beiträge und Zuzahlungen steigen, die
Leistungen sinken. Der Patient zahlt die Zeche. Er erfährt beim Arzt zwar,
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34This
quotation is adapted from Khosroshahi (1989: 511).
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Altogether,though, the results of both tests clearly reflect the deadlock in the generic
debate:on the one hand, the findings suggest that the generic masculine in some way
inducedsome participants to think of male referents rather than female ones. On the
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hand,
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substantial
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number
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seem to have been
other
influencedby other extra-linguistic factors rather than by the generic masculine.
This ambiguity became especially apparent in the first experiment that was adapted
from Khosroshahi (1989; see experiment no. 1 in the box on the previous page), in
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masculinenouns and pronouns. In line with the result of Khosroshahi's study and also
in accordancewith the findings of the long series of previous studies, it was assumed
that these masculine pronouns and nouns would predominantly evoke the mental
imageof a male child in the participants' minds.
Contrary to this expectation, though, the test arrived at a highly indefinite result:
whereas six interviewees sketched the face of a male child, the same number of
for
decisions
to
their
The
depicted
image
the
participants
reasons given
of a girl.
sketcheither a boy or a girl were manifold. When discussing the experiment and its
purposewith the interviewees, three of them (all men) admitted that they had probably
beeninfluenced by the choice of masculine words and had therefore sketched a male
child. Conversely, the same number of interviewees (1 male, 2 female) ascribed their
daughter
had
they
images
or
a
mental
of girls to their personal situation;
granddaughter.Two participants (1 male, 1 female), who both sketched a girl, stated
that they had been unaware of any influence at all. Furthermore, one male participant
attributedhis sketch of a crying boy to self-reflection, and a female interviewee drew a
Pictureof a boy because of the fact that "Ich finde es auch ganz sch6n, dass ein
Junge Weint,glaube ich", A think it is nice that a boy is crying, too, I guess', (P 75,
female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree, teacher). Only two women
drew
them
that
said
they were indeed aware of the purpose of the experiment: one of
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a better understanding of a causatory or reinforcing effect of generics on the cognitive
processesin the minds of recipients.
The second experiment dealing with the impact of generic masculines on the mental
imagery arrived at the same unconvincing result. In the second test the twelve
interviewees were given a short text, titled Der Patient ist der Dumme, 'the patient is
the loser', which was again characterised by a very high frequency of generic
masculines. The interviewees were asked to read through a short text, which gives
information about a TV programme on the reform of the German health insurance
system (see experiment no. 2 in the box on page 188). They were subsequently
Arzt,
der
in
the
singular
questioned about their interpretation of the generic masculine
'the doctor', and the generic masculine in the singular der Patient, 'the patient'.

Due to the high frequency of the singular generic masculine in the text, it was
expectedthat the participants would think of a male doctor and a male patient rather
than of female referents. The assumption about the doctor was correct. Der Arzt was,
for example, visualised with a beard or as a man with grey hair, but was never seen
as a woman. The result as such seems to strengthen the assumed cause-and-effect
However,
the
image.
relationshipbetween the generic masculine and a male mental
female
instead
doctor
of a
reasonsgiven as to why the interviewees thought of a male
one were again manifold. Four female participants were, for instance, aware of the
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fact that the text was exclusively composed of generic masculines. Hence, they knew
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interpreted
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what
This
depicting
interpretation becomes apparent in the
only
male
referents.
way,
followingextracts:
extract 34:
Es sind eindeutig nur Männer, aufgrund der Formulierung. "
"Due to the formulation, these are definitely only men."
Participant 94 (female, second age-group, Abitur, secretary in the town
council)
extract 35:
Es ist klar, worauf die Textstelle hinaus will. Streng genommen, kommen
nur Männer in der Textstelle vor. Bin mir dessen aber bewusst und sehe
daher beide Geschlechter. "
"It is obvious what the paragraph is driving at. Strictly speaking, only men
appear in this paragraph. But I am aware of that and, hence, see both
genders. "
Participant 75 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

The same number of interviewees

(3 male,

1 female), though, based their

interpretation of der Arzt on their own experiences. These participants went only to
male doctors and so they thought of their own practitioner. In these four cases, it
could be safely assumed that the generic masculine had reinforced or evoked these
particular male images of doctors they knew personally. However, it also became
obvious that in some cases the generic masculine in the singular had definitely had an
influence on the recipients' perception of the text. Four interviewees (3 male and 1
female) 'admitted' afterwards that the generic masculine term der Arzt might have
affected the gender (i.e. male) of their mental imagery. One man was quite astonished
about this effect:

extract 36:
Wabe an einen Mann gedacht, obwohl ich eine Ärztin hab, komisch. Im
Fernsehen zeigen sie immer Ärzte [ ] der Arzt, da denke ich natürlich an
...
einen Mann, logisch, nein, in dem Fall hast Du schon Recht [i.e. that the
generic masculine may have affected his idea of the doctor, PAH]"
I was thinking of a man, despite the fact that I go to a female doctor, that's
strange. On TV they always show male doctors [ j der Arzt, this is why I
...
am obviously thinking of a man, that's logical, no you were right in that case
[ i.e. that the generic masculine may have affected his idea of the doctor,
PAHJ."
Participant 43 (male, second age-group, without Abitur, dustman)
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Hence,the stereotypical impression of der Arzt may in this case have affected the
interviewees' ideas of an archetypal practitioner. In this respect they probably
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be confirmed nor refuted that generics inevitably cause or reinforce male mental
images.
This ambiguous result was paralleled by the interviewees' ideas about der Patient,
'the patient'. In contrast to the twelve male mental images that were evoked either by
the stereotypical association of a doctor, the participants' own experiences with
doctorsor by the presence of the generic masculine term der Arzt, der Patient was
identifiedas depicting a man by only four interviewees - by those three women who
had figured out the purpose of the experiment and by one male participant who said
he had put himself into the position of the patient. Quite surprisingly, in eight cases
this generic masculine in the singular was interpreted as a plural, as signifying all
humanbeings, male and female, who had to see a doctor. Here, it could be safely
by
frameworks
different
that
interviewees'
the
proposed
as
assumed
evaluative
MacKay(see chapter 2: 60) had a significant bearing on their interpretation of what
der Patient actually denoted; their own experiences of being patients probably shaped
their idea of the patient and the situation that is described in the text.
Thus,all in all, the findings of the two experiments entirely agree with the predominant
resultof the long series of studies dealing with the influence of the generic masculine
on thought processes. the generic masculine was not the single cause of the images
that were produced in the participants' minds. The participants' answers showed very
convincinglythat the evaluative framework of the individual - for example, their view
on the world, their own experiences - had a significant bearing on the decoding of the
complex message of the generic masculine in the singular. In addition, the replies
demonstrated that the advocates of a change towards gender-fair language had
succeeded in breaking down the double semantic duty (i.e. gender-inclusive and
gender-specific)of the generic masculine in only some cases. Half of the women were
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avoidits use altogether and to generally prefer gender-fair alternatives instead.
The following discussion of the decoding and assessment of the generic masculine by
female participants in the quantitative study will show whether this claim of a latent
source of ambiguity can be maintained and supported by further findings.

6.2 The female participants'

assessment

Four questions (see the questions

of the generic masculine

in the box below) were included in the

questionnaire in order to elicit the female participants' interpretation and use of the

genericmasculine in the German language of today.
questionnaire,question14b:

'Would you mind being referred to as a guter Autofahrer, 'good driver'
[generic masculine] or Radfahrer, cyclist', [generic masculine] as opposed
to a gute Autofahrerin, 'good female driver', or gute Radfahrerin, 'good
female cyclist'?
questionnaire, question 14c.
'Would you call yourself a guter Autofahrer, 'good driver' [generic
driver7
female
'good
Autofahrerin,
instead,
masculine] or,
a gute
questionnaire, question 14e:
'Do you feel included in the following sentence?
Zehn Teilnehmer gewannen eine Reise nach Agypten.
Ten competitors (generic masculine] won a trip to Egypt.
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questionnaire, question 14f:
'Do you feel personally addressed by certain words (e.g. Fachmann,
'expert', Laie, 'layman' [generic masculines]), sentences (e.g. sie steht ihren
Mann 'lit. she stands up for himself), titles (e.g. Doktor, 'doctor', Prasident,
'president' [generic masculines]) etc.?

As can be seen, the questions ought to discover whether the female participants
by
being
to
human
a
generic
referred
mind
noun (questionnaire, question 14b),
would
they
would use a generic masculine to refer to themselves
whether
and
(questionnaire, question 14c). Furthermore, they sought to elicit whether the female

believed
that
they
truly
included
in the generic masculine
were
participants
(questionnaire, questions 14e, 14f). Altogether these four questions were intended to
female
the
participants approved or disapproved of the use of generic
whether
reveal
German
language.
in
If
the
the educational work undertaken by the
masculines

German
language had been successful i.e. if the criticism
a
gender-fair
promotersof
language
in
and especially of the generic masculine had reached German
of sexism
it
be
then
could
assumed that a substantial number of the female
speakers,
participants would have a sceptical view of the generic masculine and that they would

refrainfrom using it.
In contrast to these assumptions, though, a majority of women still seemed to believe
that the generic masculine is gender-inclusive. More than half of them (56.9 %, N=
37), for instance, did not mind being referred to by the generic masculine human noun
guter Autofahrer, 'good driver', or guter Radfahrer, 'good cyclist', instead of by the
feminine gender-specific

noun gute Autofahrerin,

'good female cyclist', or gute

Radfahrefin, 'good female cyclist' (questionnaire, question 14b: 'Would YOU mind

being referred to as a guter Autofahrer, 'good driver', [generic masculine] or
Radfahrerin, 'cyclist', [generic masculine] as opposed to a gute Autofahrerin, 'good
female driver', or gute Autofahrerin, 'good female cyclist'? ). However, as seen in
Table 6.1 below, 43.1 per cent (N = 28) of them also objected to the use of the

genericmasculine in this particular case.
Table6.1:Thefemaleparticipants'assessmentof the genericmasculineAutofahrerI Radfahrer,'driver I
-cyclist'
b: 'Wouldyou mind being referredto as a guterAutofahrer,'gooddriver',[genericmasculine]or
question'14
Radfahrerin,
driver',
female
'good
Autofahrefin,
gute
or
[generic
to
cyclist,,
gute
a
masculine]as opposed
Autofahreýn,
'goodfemalecyclist'7
frequency
43.1%(28)
_yes
56.9%(37)
no
Ltotalof replies
100%(65)
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A chi-square test showed that this opinion correlated significantly with the
independentvariable length of education. The reverse distribution of the replies in the
followingTable (see Table 6.2 below) strongly suggests that the longer the time spent
in education, the more sceptical the attitude was towards the gender-inclusiveness of
While
the great majority (70 %, N= 14) of the women with
masculine.
the generic

Abitur and a University degree did indeed dislike being called a 'good driver' or 'good
in
the
generic masculine and expressed their reservations about its gendercyclist'
/
third
the
content,
only
a
gender-inclusive
of
women without Abitur (34.2 %, N
neutral

Conversely,
65
(65.8
%,
13)
N=
25) of the female
around
per
cent
agreed.
=
Abitur
der
Autofahrer,
'driver' or der Radfahrer,
acknowledged
without
participants
'cyclist'as a'proper' i.e. gender-inclusive generic masculine.
Table6.2:Thefemaleparticipants'assessmentof the genericmasculineAutofahrerI Radfahrer,'driver I
independent
in
the
to
variablelengthof education
relation
cyclist',
being
b:
'Would
mind
referredto as a guterAutofahrer,'gooddriver',[genericmasculine]or
you
question'14
'cyclist',[genericmasculine]as opposedto a gute Autofahrerin,'goodfemaledriver',or gute
Radfahrefin,
'good malecyclist'7
Autofahrerin,
variable:lengthof education
Abitur
AbiturandUniversity
degree totalof all groups
withoutAbitur
34,2%(13)
14,3%(1)
70%(14)
43.1%(28)
yes
65,8%(25)
85,7%(6)
11,4%(6)
56.9%(37)
no
65
100%(38)
100%(7)
100%(20)
totalof replies
x2=9.497;

df = 2; p<0.01;
17

Cramer's V=0.382

(moderate effect)

This significant correlation between the level of education and the acceptance or nonacceptance of the generic masculine as an economic, gender-neutral / genderinclusive item of the German language again strengthens the claim made in chapter 4
(section 4.4) that a more intense contact with written German at school and at
university had led to a significantly better level of awareness and understanding of this
language change, its points of criticism and the gender-fair alternatives. Based on the
female participants' answers, it may be tentatively assumed, as well, that a higher
education had also led to a greater readiness to support the criticism of the genderneutrality of the generic masculine. The reasons given by the women in favour of a
continued use of the generic masculine to denote female referents clearly show that
these women were indeed aware of the criticism, even though they did not support it.

For them the generic masculine was simply an economic means of representing and
addressing the two genders at the same time. It was not meant to obliterate, suppress
or discriminate against women. Thus, for example, some women felt included in the

genericmasculine terms der Autofahrer, 'driver', or der Radfahrer, cyclist', because
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37:
extract
er [the generic masculine term, PAH] wahrscheinlich nicht gewählt wird,
...
irgendwie
Weiblichkeit
meine
abzusprechen.
um mir
it [the generic masculine term, PAH] is certainly not chosen to somehow
...
deprive me of my femininity.
Participant 58 (female, first age-group, without Abitur, student)
38:
extract

ist.
allgemein
es
...
it is universally applicable.
...
Participant 107 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

extract 39:
ich mich eingeschlossen fühle in den Oberbegriff.
...
I feel included in this generic term.
...
Participant 112 (female, second age-group, without Abitur, child-minder)

On the other hand, those women who were critical of the gender-inclusiveness of the
it
definitely
did
but
disguised
that
them.
not
represent,
maintained
masculine
generic
They argued against the use of generic human nouns because
extract 40:
dies eine ausschliesslich mannfiche Bezeichnung ist
...
this is only a masculine term.
...
Participant 61 (female, first age-group, without Abitur, educator)
extract 41 -.
ich kein Mann bin, für mich ist diese Formulierung männlich;
...
Vernachlässigung der Frau in der Sprache = Benachteiligung in der
Gesellschaft.
I am not a man, for me this formulation is masculine, a disregard of the
...
woman in language = discrimination in society.
Participant 77 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
extract 42:
Frau
hierbei
dass
eine
in
Sprache
um
der
es sich
es
wird,
sichtbar
nicht
...
handelt.
it does not become obvious that it denotes a woman.
...
Participant 95 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
departmental manager)
extract 43:
ich eine Frau bin.
...

I am a woman.
...
Participant 87 (female, second age-group, without Abitur, Equal
OpportunitiesRepresentative),
Participant88 (female,secondage-group,Abitur,qualifiededucator),
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Participant 98 (female, second age-group, without Abitur, draughtswoman),
Participant 110 (female, second age-group, without Abitur, waitress)

These sceptical answers are evidence of the fact that the criticism of the generic
had
an
androcentric
conveying
as
message
reached and convinced these
masculine
for
that
They
a considerable part of them (43.1 %, N= 28; see Table
show
women.
6.1 on page 194) the reform of androcentric German had led to a narrowing down i.e.
For
the
them
the
meaning.
generic
of
generic masculine had definitely
specialisation
lost its double semantic duty in these kinds of contexts.
Both the sceptical and approving views of the generic masculine echoed the two
the
debate
(see
of
classic
generic
viewpoints
chapter 1.21): the generic
conflicting
masculine was considered either as a rule of grammar or as a conduit of sexism. The
data also revealed that, just as in the classic debate, the issue was sometimes
ridiculed and regarded

as being completely

insignificant.

Hence, the generic

masculine was preferred because
extract 44:

ich es albem finde, auf das '-in'zu bestehen.
...

I think it is silly to insist on '-in' [the feminine suffix].
...
Participant 67 (female, first age-group, Abitur, bank clerk)

extract 45:
die Kemaussage sfimmt; ich sage ja auch nicht.- Ich bin 'die' [instead of
...
the grammatically correct masculine definite article der, PAH] Mensch.
the gist of the message is correct; besides, I do not say, I am die human
...
being [die instead of the grammatically correct masculine definite article
der, PAHI.
Participant 68 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
employee)
extract 46:
Themen zur Emanzipation.
es
gibt
wichtigere
...
there are issues that are more important for the emancipation of women.
...
Participant 73 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

All answers considered, it appeared that the advocates of a Change towards genderfair German had not been successful in convincing all female participants of the
double semantic duty
the
generic
of
gender-specific
versus
gender-inclusive
194
6.1
Table
page
on
masculine; the majority of them (56.9 %, N= 37, see again
believed that they
Autofahrer,
guter
human
as
nouns such
were included in generic
good driverl, or guter Radfahrer, 'good cyclist'. This finding corroborates the result of
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the
discussion
about
participants' assessment of this language change
the previous
found
that
the participants were apparently not convinced of
5.3)
which
(see section
German
for
the
language
making
the necessity
more gender-fair. Here, it became
that
number
a
substantial
of
women, and especially those with a shorter
evident
very
themselves
did
being
hidden
regard
not
as
or marginalised by the
education,
terms
Autofahrer,
Radfahrer.
it is, therefore,
masculine
guter
generic
guter
particular
that
those
did
to
women
assume
not see any reason or even need to
reasonable
German
language,
the
their
this
of
and
use
assumption was strengthened by
change
furtherresults, as will now be discussed.
The analyses of two other items of the questionnaire made it very obvIous that the
indeed
the
of
women
were
persuaded that the generic masculine
great majority
includes and addresses the two genders (questionnaire, question 14e- 'Do you feel
included in the following sentence? Zehn Teilnehmer gewannen einen Reise nach
Agypten, 'Ten competitors won a trip to Egypt'; and question 14f: 'Do you feel
by
(e.
Fachmann,
'expert', Laie, 'layman'
certain
words
g.
addressed
personally
[generic masculines]), sentences (e.g. sie steht ihren Mann, 'lit. she stands up for
himself), titles (e.g. Doktor, 'doctor', Pr5sident, 'president' [generic masculines] etc. 7).
In both questions 63.1 per cent (N = 41) of the women expressed no concern about
the use of generic masculines in connection with female referents; only around a third
of them were not convinced of their gender-inclusive message (see Tables 6.3 and
6.4 below).

Table6.3:Theparticipants'interpretationof the genericmasCulineTeilnehmer,'competitors'
"
14e: 'Doyoufeelincludedin thefollowingsentence?
question
Egypt'
ZehnTeilnehmergewannen
trip
to
'Ten
Reise
Agypten,
a
won
competitors
eine
nach
frequency
63.1 %(41)
es
29.2%(19)
no
100%(65)
jotal of replies
7%(5)
Lnoanswergiven
.

Fachmann,
terms
as
such
of genericmasculine
'layman',
Laie,
'expert',
Fachmann,
(e.
wordssuchas g
Doktor,
(e.
titles
for
himself),
g.
v Mann,'lit. she standsup
etc.7
frequency
63.1 %(41)
27.7%(18)
100%(65)
9.2% 6
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EEL- "Is

jsý
6.6
below,
6.5
Tables
in
this decoding of the generic masculine was
and
As seen
independent
to
the
variable occupational background. In both
significantly related
little
of
women
with
majority
contact with official (written) language at their
instancesa
%,
68.4
N=
14e:
26;
(question
question 14f: 76.3 %, N= 29) believed that
workplaces
in
the generic masculine. In contrast, the group of women working
included
theywere
to
a
moderate
extensive contact with official media were fairly
with
at places
half
them
around
of
while
were convinced of the gender-inclusive
undecided:
the
the
half
did
masculine,
generic
other
of
not feel included (question 14e,
massage
55.6 %, N= 15; question 14f: 44.4 %, N= 12). This result supports and strengthens
the claim made in section 4.4 that the level of awareness and knowledge of the
problematical representation
significantly

affected

by

of the two genders in the German language was
those
occupational
environments
where official

important
a
regular
and
were
characteristic of the daily routine.
correspondences
Table6.5:Theparticipants'interpretationof the genericmasculineTeilnehmer,'competitors',in relationto
theindependent
variableoccupationalbackground
feel
included
in
following
14
'Do
"
the
e:
you
sentence?
question
Agypten,
Reise
ZehnTeilnehmergewa
'Tencompetitors
neneine
nach
wona tripto E ypt'
background
variable:occupational
andthe likelihood
of
contactwithofficial(written)language
both
total
little
to
of
groups
moderate extensivecontact
contact
63.1%(41)
55.6%(15)
68.4%(26)
yes
29.2%(19)
44.4%(12)
18.4%(7)
no
92.3%(60)
86.8%(33)
totalof replies
100%(27)
7.7%(5)
13.2%(5)
0%(0)
noanswer
given
x2=7.624;

df = 2; P<0.05, Cramer's V=0.342

(moderate effect)

Table6.6:Thefemaleparticipants'interpretationof genericmasculineterms such as Fachmann,'expert,
DOW, 'doctor',in relationto the independentvariableoccupationalbackground
_or
'expert',Laie,'layman',
14f: 'Doyoufeelpersonallyaddressedby wordssuchas (e.g Fachmann,
question
(e.
Doktor,
[generic
for
himself),
titles
'lit.
Mann,
(e.
ihren
g.
masculines]),
stands
up
she
sentences g. sie steht
'doctor',
Prisident,'president',[genericmasculines])
etc.?'
likelihood
the
background
of
and
occupational
variable:
language
I
(written)
contactwithoffici
littlecontact
moderateto extensive
both
groups
of
contact
_total
%(41)
63.1
76.3%(29)
jes
44.4%(12)
27.7%(18)
13.2%(5)
no
48.1%(13)
90.8%(65)
89.5%(38)
92.5%(27)
of replies
_total
9.2%(6)
10.5%(4)
o answergiven
7.5%(2)

9.687; df = 2- p<0.01 - Cramer's V=0.386
7,

(moderate effect)

Hence,the data strongly
the
the
generic
of
criticism
that
of
a good awareness
propose
masculine had also led to a change of mind regarding the interpretation of its
semantic content. One female teacher, for instance, stated that she did not feel
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Teilnehmer,
in
the
'competitor', anymore (questionnaire,
masculine
generic
included
14e):
question
extract 47:
Heute nicht mehr,- obwohl ich mir vorstellen kann, dass auch weibliche
Teilnehmerinnen gemeint sind, aber das können die ja dann auch so
sagen.
Not today anymore, although I can imagine that female competitors are
included, as well, but in that case they can also put it that way.
Participant 75 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

A notable part of the women with a moderate to extensive contact with official (written)
German at work and places of training were against the use of generics in connection
female
they
thought
since
referents,
generics conveyed a gender-specific i.e.
with
Conversely,
a substantial number of the female participants with little
message.
male
in
their
media
official
occupations expressed a positive stance towards
with
contact
generics. For those women the generic masculine was indeed a 'true' generic term,
and its use was legitimised by language habit. Thus, the reasons given once more
reflect the classic opinions of the generic debate.
Based on the results of these three items of the quantitative study, it could be safely
concluded that a considerable part of the women were in favour of a continued use of
the generic masculine for female referents. In contrast to those who opposed the
generic masculine, these women approved of it as an economic and gender-inclusive
means of German grammar.
The fairly positive evaluation

of the generic masculine, though, was not as
straightforward as this result suggests. The analysis of a further item of the

questionnaire (questionnaire,

question

14c- 'Would you call yourself

a guter

Autofahrer, Igood driver', or, instead a gute Autofahrerin, 'good female driver7)
revealed that even though the majority of them - around 60 per cent (56.9 %, N= 37)
der
fully
Autofahrer,
der
term
approved of the use of the generic masculine
Radfahrer in the German language for female referents (questionnaire, question 14b,
see Table 6.1 on page 194, only 23.1 per cent (N = 15) would also prefer to use it for
denoting themselves (see Table 6.7 on the next page). When asked whether they
would call themselves a good driver (generic masculine) rather than a good female
driver, more than half
66.2
human
cent
per
the
nouni
the
generic
of
women rejected
(N = 43) preferred the feminine,
instead.
driver',
'female
Autofahrerin,
gender-specific
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female
Autofahrer,
The
6.7:
'driver',
choice
participants'
of
or Autofahrerin,'femaledriver'
able
-ý-ue
Autofahrer,
4c:
'Would
Igooddriver',or, instead,a guteAutofahrerin,
a
call
yourself
guter
you
stionl
'good
femaledriver?
frequency
Autofahrerin
66.2%(43)
Autofahrer
23.1%(15)
89.3%(58)
totalof replies
10.7%(7)
noanswergiven

A chi-square test, however, did not show any statistical significance, and the result
therefore only serves as an indication that the women differentiated between their own
it
the
masculine,
and
generic
when
was used by other speakers. Most of the
use of
lack
the
feminine,
had
accepted
apparently
of
gender-specific terms in their
women
day-to-day language use. In these cases they felt included in the generic masculines
that are habitually used to refer to women. It is striking that, in this respect, the generic
defended
often
with statements such as I know what is meant" or "it is
masculine was
be
discriminatory".
In
to
contrast, most of the women refrained from using
meant
not
the generic masculine as a signifier for themselves. Here, the use of the feminine term
was important to them. However, with a lack of any statistical significance, these
tentative assumptions of a likely discrepancy between women's active use of the
generic masculine and its perception when it is used by others, can only serve as a
starting point for future research.
All in all, the analyses regarding the interpretation of the generic masculine by the
female participants found relatively strong support (around 60 per cent) for a
continued use of the generic masculine. But it also became apparent that some
women had readily embraced the criticism of the problematical semantic content of
the generic masculine: for those women the double semantic duty of generic
masculines had ceased to exist.
The subsequent discussion aims to show whether the broad support for the generic
masculine by the female participants will emerge again with regard to human nouns.

6.3 The Participants' assessment

human
nouns
of generic masculine

As shown in chapter two, the criticism of sexism in the German language has led to
the creation of several gender-fair alternatives to the generic masculine. Regarding
I
human nouns, there
/
(capital
Binnen
forms
(splitting),
with
are nowadays split forms
within a word), with brackets or oblique stokes and the D,fferentlalgenus (nominalised
forms
these
As
new
adjectives or participles; see again chapter 2: 203).
was shown,
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German
among
speakers
spread
by means of guidelines and
of
mainly
were
later
by
enforced
were
and
antidiscrimination legislation (for example §
handbooks
§
611b
11
BGB).
BGB
While these effective laws ensure the fair
11
and
611a
in
the
two
German
language, they do not prescribe
genders
of
official
representation
be
to
ought
alternatives
used, and this choice is up to the individual
gender-fair
which
German
legislation
is
What
more,
can obviously not intervene in the use of
speaker.
In
language
it
is
language.
private
use
entirely up to the individual speaker to
private
German
language
'traditional'
with generic masculines, the reformed
use either
Germanlanguage with gender-fair formulations or a combination of both.
It has already become apparent in section 6.2 that the women in this study showed a
(around
60
%)
for
support
strong
a continued use of the generic masculine
relatively
for female referents. The following questions shown in the box below from the
interview
the
further
information about the
aimed
and
at
obtaining
questionnaire
participants' assessment and use of the new alternative forms as opposed to the
generic masculine.
questionnaire, question 2:
'Which of the following expressions would you prefer and choose
accordingly? '
Die Studenten protestierten gegen das schlechte Essen in der Mensa.
'The students [generic masculine, plural] protested against the poor quality
of food in the refectory. '
Die Studierenden protestierten gegen das schlechte Essen in der Mensa
'Those who study (Differentia Igenus) protested against the poor quality of
food in the refectory. '
Die Studenten und Studentinnen protestierten gegen das schlechte Essen
in der Mensa.
'The male students and the female students protested against the poor
quality of food in the refectory. '
questionnaire, question 3:
'Which of the following spellings would you choose? '
Bei uns können die Kunden mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Bei uns können die Kundinnen mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Bei uns können die Kund(inn)en mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Bei uns können der Kunde und die Kundin mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
'Here, customers can pay with their credit card'
interview, question 3:
'Which of the following expressions would you prefer and choose
accordingly? '
Im Durchschnitt schreibt der Student zwei Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
On average, a student [generic masculine, singular] needs two months to
write an essay.
Im Durchschnitt schreibt der Studierende zwei Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
'On average, the one who studies [Differentialgenus] needs two months to
write an essay.
Im Durchschnitt schreiben sowohl der Student als auch die Studentin zwei
Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
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On average, a male student as well as a female student needs two months
to write an essay.
Im Durchschnitt schreiben Studenten zwei Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
On average, students need two months to write an essay.

interview, question 4:
'Which of the following spellings would you choose? '
Angesichts der letzten Tierfutterskandale zeigt sich der Verbraucher
verunsichert.
Angesichts der letzten Tierfütterskandale zeigen sich der Verbraucher und
die Verbraucherin verunsichert.
Angesichts der letzten Tierfütterskandale zeigen sich die VerbraucherInnen
verunsichert.
der
letzten
Derfütterskandale
Angesichts
die
zeigen
sich
Verbraucher(innen) verunsichert.
Angesichts der letzten Tierfütterskandale zeigen sich die Verbraucher
verunsichert.
The consumers are insecure, because of the latest scandals regarding
animal food.
interview, question 5:
'What do you think of this variety of expressions and spellings? '
interview, question 6:
'Do you make a distinction between written and spoken languageT
interview, question 7:
'Do any of these spellings seem problematical to you? '

The participants were asked to state which spellings and expressions they preferred
(questionnaire, questions 2 and 3; interview, questions 3 and 4), how they evaluated
the variety of gender-fair alternatives (interview, question 5), and whether they
considered any of the alternative spellings as problematic (interview, question 7).
Furthermore, one question sought to elicit whether participants made a distinction
between spoken and written language regarding their use of the generic masculine
and its gender-fair alternatives (interview, question 6).
On the whole, the results indicated that a substantial number of the participants
preferred the generic masculine form, albeit in the plural, of human nouns. At the
for
the
time,
same
though, the qualitative part of the study also showed good support
idea of addressing and representing the two genders fairly in language by means of
gender-fair human nouns.
Regarding the replacement of the generic masculine plural human noun die
Studenten, 'students',
the
for
were
forms,
participants
example,
with new alternative
undecided (questionnaire, question 2: 'Which of the following expressions would you
prefer and choose accordingly? '). When asked whether they would prefer either the
generic masculine in the plural, the Differentialgenus (nominalised adjectives or
participles) or the splitting as a form of address for university students, 35 per cent (N
203

favour
in
the
decided
(see
of
generic
Table
42)
masculine
6.8
below). 33.3 per cent
=
Differentialgenus
the
die Studierenden, 'those who study', and
40)
preferred
(N =
the
same number of participants chose the split form die Studenten und
nearly
Studentinnen,'the male students and the female students'.
Table6.8: The participants'assessmentof genericmasculinehumannounsand gender-fairalternatives
following
2:
'Which
the
expressions
of
woul
ly?'
preferandchooseaccording
question
_u
frequency
Studenten
35%( 42)
Studierende
33.3%(40)
/ Studentinnen
Studenten
31.7%(38)
100%(120)
totalof replies

Hence, despite the criticism of its ambiguous message concerning the two genders,
the generic masculine in the plural was still preferred by quite a substantial part (35 %,
N= 42) of those questioned. Statistical analysis suggested that this pattern of replies
was significantly influenced by gender. The women were much more inclined to
from
using the generic masculine human noun in the plural and to use a
refrain
gender-fair expression instead (see Table 6.9 below). Whereas the group of men was
divided over this issue, a remarkable 80 per cent (78.5 %, N=

51, combined

responses of options 'Studierende' and 'Studenten / Studentinnen') of the women
regardless of age, education and occupational background preferred a gender-fair
alternative. More than 40 per cent (44.6 %, N= 29) of them favoured the most explicit
expression Studenten und Studentinnen, 'male students and female students'.
Table6.9:Theparticipants'assessmentof genericmasculinehumannounsandgender-fairalternatives
in relationto the independentvariablegender
'
2: 'Whichof thefollowingexpressions
accordingly.
choose
wouldyoupreferand
_question
variable:gender
both
total
female
of
groups
male
Studenten
35%(42)
21.5%(14)
50.9%(28)
Studierende
33.3%(40)
33.9%(22)
32.7%(18)
Studenten/Studentinnen
31.7%(38)
44.6%(29)
16.4%(9)
100%(120)
totalof replies
100%(65)
100%(55)
x2=

14.863; df = 2; P <ý0.001; Cramer's V=0.352 (moderate effect)

The choice of the male participants

correlated

different
the
significantly with

occupational environments. As seen in Table 6.10 on the next page, those men with

Alecontact with official (written) language at work were considerably more in favour
f the generic masculine than those who had regular contact with official media; while
7.7 per cent (N = 21) of the men working at places with little contact with official
vritten) German chose the plural generic masculine Studenten, 'students', the
iajority (70.8 %, N=

17, combined

responses

'Studierende'
of options

and
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Studentinnen')
/
of those dealing regularly with official media decided on
'Studenten
two
the
alternatives.
gender-fair
of
one
Table6.10:The participants'assessmentof genericmasculinehumannouns and gender-fairalternatives
in relationto the independentvariableoccupationalbackground
following
Which
the
2:
ex ressionswouldyoupreferandchooseaccordingly?
of
"
question
background
variable:occupational
andthe likelihood
of contactwithofficial(wri en) language
totalof both
moderateto extensivecontact
littlecontact
groups
F29.2%(7)
Studenten
67.7%(21)
50.9%(28)
45.8%(11)
Studierende
22.6%(7)
32.7%(18)
men
25%(6)
Studenten/Studentinnen
9.7%(3)
16.4%(9)
r-100%(31)
--100%(24)
total of replies
100%(55)
[ wioImen

Studenten
Studierende
Studenten/Studentinnen
total of replies

18.6%(5)
44.4%(12)
37%(10)
100%(27)

8.130;
df
2;
p<0.05;
=
=
gender:
male
yI

23.7%(9)
26.3%(10)
50 % (19)
100%(38)

Cramer's V=0.384

21.5%(14)
33.8%(22)
44.7%(29)
100%(65)

(moderate effect)

The data therefore strongly suggest that the female participants were leading the way
in the replacement of generic human nouns with gender-fair alternatives. This result
strengthens the claim made in section 5.3 that the participating women generally
assessed these

gender-fair

innovations

much

more

positively

than

men.

Consequently, they appeared to be the strongest supporters of this language change,
possibly due to the fact that they benefit the most from it. The replies also strongly
suggest that occupational environments with regular official correspondence had
positively influenced the attitude of the male participants towards using alternative
forms. This finding concurs with the assertion made in section 4.4 that more intense

contact with official (written) language at work resulted in a significantly better
awarenessand understanding of the issue of gender-fairness in German.
Thisfinding that the participants were apparently still undecided regarding the choice
of the generic masculine or its gender-fair alternatives is also in line with the result so
far that there was still a strong tendency to favour the 'traditional' rather than the new
late
in
the
initiated
items.
language
gender-fair
In view of the fact that this
change was
1970s/ early 1980s, support for the generic masculine plural human noun from 35 per
cent of the participants must be considered as still very strong (see Table 6.9 on the
previous page). However, this indecision among the group of participants mirrors a
typical fluctuation stage of a language change, where innovations compete with
for
traditional items (i.e. sounds or
(see,
example,
by
for
speakers
acceptance
words)
Aitchison 1992).
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Support for the generic masculine plural human noun was, nevertheless,
in
the
as
verified
qualitative part of the study (interview, question I
considerable,
following
the
expressions would you prefer and choose accordingly?'). Here7
'Whichof
the interviewees were once more given the same task i.e. choosing the preferred
humannoun, but this time the generic human noun in the singular was also included
in the choice of expressions. The question was once more presented to the
interviewees,because there was concern that the article die, which accompanies the
human
Studenten,
'students', in question 2 of the
masculine
noun
generic
plural
influenced
have
the
might
participants' choice of expressions (based
questionnaire,
2:
64).
Rothermund's
The
study,
see
chapter
on
quantitative data was therefore
inconclusive
as
with regard to the participants' interpretation of die
considered
Studenten, 'students'. The qualitative study therefore aimed to obtain more
information
about this issue. The twelve interviewees were asked to
comprehensive
four
(see
from
alternatives
appendix, sections 11.1and 11.2)choose
der Student, 'the student'; generic masculine human noun in the singular
der Studierende, 'the one who studies'; Differentialgenus in the singular
der Student / die Studentin, 'the male student / the female student'; split
human noun (splitting) in the singular
die Studenten, 'the students'; generic human noun in the plural

The majority of the interviewees (8 participants) favoured the generic masculine die
Studenten, 'students', in the plural and confirmed the tendency which had emerged in
the quantitative question. Three interviewees decided in favour of the two alternatives
die Studenten and der Studierende, and just one woman chose the most explicit split
expression. No one selected the generic human noun der Student in the singular. Two
reasons were given for this obvious preference of the generic masculine plural form
(interview, question 5: 'What do you think of this variety of expressions and spellings? '
and interview, question 7- 'Do any of these spellings seem problematical to you? ). It
was first and foremost chosen because it was understood as addressing and including
the two genders alike. "es umfasst eine Gruppe von Menschen", 'it denotes a group of
people', (Participant

43,

male,

second

age-group,

without

Abitur,

dustman).

Furthermore, the replies
interviewees
for
the
it
that
was completely natural
underlined
to interpret the plural form as conveying this gender-inclusive message. But the plural
was also selected because of its efficiency and conciseness; most of the interviewees
stated that it conveys maximum information with a minimum of effort. Thus, the
answers demonstrated once more the importance of the cost-benefit-evaluation,

a
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induces
eventually
which
recipients of a planned language change
simplecalculation
is
low
(if
there
high
benefit) or reject (if there is a high cost
a
cost
and
accept
to either
innovations
benefit)
the
that
much
are envisaged.
not
and
However,the fact that nearly all interviewees were convinced of the gender-neutrality
human
in
the
did
noun
the
masculine
plural
generic
not entail that the variety of the
of
alternativesas such was considered as superfluous or as a negative feature of the
German language (interview, question 5: 'What do you think of this variety of
').
On
the
it
spellings?
and
contrary,
was regarded as a positive
expressions
development that speakers can choose from this variety so as to be able to make their
By
regarding
gender.
clear
choosing a very explicit form of address, such
messages
Studentin,
die
Student
'the male student and the female student', for
der
und
as
the
emphasise
speaker
can
a
presence of women. In addition, by using
example,
the
speakers are also able to express their socio-political
alternatives,
gender-fair
2:
95);
for
(see
instance, when a woman calls herself a
chapter
orientation
Stehaufweibchen, lit. 'a female tumbling figure' i.e. 'nothing gets this person down',
rather than

the

still

accepted

and

widely

used

generic

masculine

term

Stehaufmcinnchen, 'a male tumbling figure', she is also giving away the fact that she is
an emancipated woman who does not like to name herself with a masculine term.
Regarding the variety of human nouns (generic-inclusive, gender-specific terms,
Differentialgenus) one male participant concludedextract 48-.
Tiese Varianz ist positiv. Sprache transportiert verschiedene Sichtweisen
und Einstellungen. Sprache spiegelt sozialen Kontext wider. "
"This variety is positive. Language conveys different views on the world and
attitudes. Language reflects the social context. "
Participant 27 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
project manager)

Only two participants (one female, one male) considered the diversity of human nouns

as unnecessary.One man consequently estimated,
extract 49:
"Plural bezeichnet beide Geschlechter. Andere Formulierungen sind
übertrieben, überflüssig, lästig und zusätzliche Arbeit. "
"The plural denotes both genders. Other formulations are exaggerated,
superfluous, tiresome and an additional work-load. "
Participant 47 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
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for
that
became
some interviewees the presence of the different
apparent
It also
had
led
to
better
a
alternatives
awareness of the issue and to a more
gender-fair
how
to
the
address
and
two
on
represent
view
genders fairly:
sensitive
extract 50:
Trüher hat man sich darüber keine Gedanken gemacht. Das [the use of
generic masculines to denote women, PAH] war gang und gäbe, man sah
sie nicht als Diskriminierung. Man sollte schon korrekt sein und beide
Geschlechter nennen. "
"One did not think about it in the past. That [the use of generic masculines
to denote women, PAH] was the accepted way, it was not regarded as
discrimination. However, one ought to be correct and should address the
two genders. "
Participant 53 (male, second age-group, Abitur, pensioner)

However, even though this diversity was considered to be very positive by nearly all
interviewees, it seemed that the different gender-fair alternatives were of no relevance
to their everyday use of private language (interview, question 6- 'Would you make a
distinction between written and spoken language? '). Almost all interviewees stated
that they were still using pre-reformed i.e. 'traditional' German in private speech. Only
two women affirmed that they tried to avoid the generic masculine altogether, not only
in written German but also in spoken language. One of them explained, though, that
the use of gender-fair language has not yet developed into a routine for her, and that
she "still has to think about when to add feminine endings", "muss immer noch
Oberlegen wenn ich die Endungen benutze" (Participant 75, female, second agegroup, Abitur and University

degree,

teacher).

Conversely,

the other female

interviewee (Participant 77, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, teacher) did
not express any concern about speaking gender-fair language, she said that she even
manages to pronounce expressions such as StudenVin StudentIn by using the glottal
stop.
Whereas these two participants claimed to make use of gender-fair alternatives,

regardlessof private or official, spoken or written language, to avoid discriminating
5),
(N
interviewees
the
in
=
againstwomen in all contexts, a considerable number of
fact, said they adapted their language only in writing. This distinction was based on
the belief that, on the one hand, writing, and especially official writing, calls for more
thoughtabout what is said and how it is formulated. Furthermore, they believed that
written language ought to be more correct i.e. grammatically and politically, than
sPoken language. Hence, these interviewees seemed to be definitely making an effort
to use gender-fair language in
of
the
number
though,
same
In
contrast,
writing.
Even
interviewees (N 5)
different
in
contexts.
language
their
to
=
adjust
claimed not
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the
they
of
presence of various gender-fair alternatives in the
approved
though
German language, they nonetheless preferred the plural generic masculine both in
in
writing.
and
speech
Whilethe study so far has made it apparent that there was considerable support for
in
form,
the
the participants had not developed a
plural
the generic masculine
for
its
gender-fair
specific
alternative
a
and
spelling (questionnaire,
preference
following
the
'Which
3:
').
of
spellings
As seen in the
would
you
choose?
question
followingTable 6.11, the participants' replies in the quantitative part of the study were
fairlyequally distributed over the three gender-fair alternative spellings. However, this
inconclusive result was not statistically significant, and it only allows for the tentative
form
brackets
the
Kund(inn)en
that
least
the
alternative
with
was
approved
conclusion
6).
%,
N=
(5
of spelling
jable 6.11:Theparticipants'assessmentof specific gender-fairspellings
'
3: 'Whichof thefollowingspellingswouldyouchoose?
question
_
frequency
68.4%(82)
Kunden
_KundelKundin
15.8%(19)
_Kund1nnen
10.8%(13)
_Kund(inn)en
5%( 6)
_
100 % (120)
of replies
_total

Nor did the qualitative study give a more comprehensive insight into the interviewees'
4'Which
the
(interview,
the
of
question
preference regarding
various spellings
following spellings would you choose? ' and interview, question 7: 'Do any of these
spellings seem problematical to you? '). The preference for the generic masculine
human noun in the plural was confirmed (question 4); the great majority of the
interviewees chose die Verbraucher, 'consumers'. Only three female interviewees
decided on an alternative spelling and favoured the Binnen /. However, the interview
facilitated a better understanding of the possible motives for this noticeable leaning
towards the traditional use of the generic masculine (question 7). Almost all
interviewees decided against the gender-fair alternative spellings because these were
considered as unfamiliar, too long or too complicated. One man summarised the
problematical effects of gender-fair spellings as follows'
extract 51:
"Klarheit ist wichtigstes Ziel in der Kommunikation. Beim splitting wird die
Sprachlänge verdoppelt. Klammern und 1 sind künstlich; stoppen den
Leset7uss und Schreibfluss. Wie soll man es vorlesen und sprechen? Die
Verbraucher ist am flüssigsten. "
"Clarity is the most important goal in communication. Regarding the
discontinue
they
/
splitting, the length is doubled. Brackets and are artificial,
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e:

the flow of reading and writing. How are we supposed to read and
Die
Verbraucher
it?
is
the most fluent expression. "
pronounce
Participant 27 (male, first age-group, Abitur and University degree, project
manager)

Thus,the interviewees,again emphasised the significance of economy in language for
for
(see,
example, in chapter 5-- 165). However, one woman,
fluent communication
in
this
had
study as an enthusiastic supporter of the change of
emerged
already
who
(see
German
the
by
77,
for
statements
participant
androcentric
example, in this
in
5,
41
8
18),
did
or
chapter
extracts
and
extract
not consider the principle of
chapter,
language economy as important as the principle of making women visible in languageextract 52:
Vie Frau ist der Rede wert. "
35
is
"
"The woman worth mentioning.
Participant 77 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

A closer look at the qualitative and quantitative data strongly suggests, though, that
the great majority of the male and female participants did not agree with her.

Overall, taking all replies into consideration, there was much ambiguity in how the
participants viewed generic human nouns in the singular and in the plural as opposed
to gender-fair alternatives. On the one hand, the variety of gender-fair alternatives to
the generic masculine was mainly assessed as a positive feature in the German
language. Due to the presence of different expressions for naming and addressing
people, the participants stated that they had become more susceptible to the
(mis)representation of these in language, and therefore they approved of the
suggestion of alternative ways to make women more visible. However, for a majority
of the participants this approval of gender-fair innovations appeared to be a theoretical
it
In
habit.
language
most cases
exercise rather than a sincere change of thought and
had seemingly not induced them to prefer gender-fair alternatives to the generic
masculine. Thus, conflicting with the positive support for gender-fair alternatives, the
participants also exhibited a fairly strong support for the continued use of the generic
masculine in the plural. Due to its conciseness and efficiency, both in writing and in
speech, the generic plural masculine was regarded as the best alternative to address
the two genders alike. This motive again alludes to the importance of economy in
the
language (see, for instance,
this
echoes
Besides,
result
165).
5unclear
chapter
fair
towards
a
claim made previously (see section 5.3) that, while a language reform
35This
and
(1999)
women
about
is
latest
quote
publication
an allusion to Luise Pusch's
languagecalled Die Frau ist
is
mentioning'.
worth
'The
not
Rede
der
woman
wert,
nicht
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the
two
genders
was
of
mainly
in
approved
theory, in reality genderof
representation
have
did
a significant impact on the speaker's habitual use of
innovations
not
fair
German.
however,
data,
interview
strongly suggest that, despite the considerable support
The
for the generic masculine, the use of the German language had nevertheless changed
human
to
nouns, albeit only slightly and not according to the proposals of
with regard
the criticism. Based on the answers collected in the interviews, it could be inferred that
the generic masculine plural human noun, which was definitely understood as
denotinga group of people, has replaced the generic masculine singular, which was
language
the
the
to
renovation
movement
grammatically correct and accepted
prior
formof address of the two genders. For the intervieweesthe plural form of the generic
function
had
the
taken
on
of a true generic term which includes men and
masculine
interpretation
This
gender-inclusive
of generic masculines in the plural may
women.
thus be proposed as a likely reason why a substantial part of the participants
forms
the
to the generic masculine human noun as
new
alternative
considered
superfluous and too complicated. However, it also emerged that the generic
by
in
term
human
the
plural
not
accepted
as
a
gender-inclusive
masculine
noun
was
all participants.Some women in particular did not regard it as the best alternative to
the singular form of the generic masculine. They preferred new terms to stress the
fact that women are referred to as well. This analysis, however, is tentative, as it is
basedon the small amount of data from the qualitative part of the study. This tentative
human
interpretation
the
masculine
assumptionabout
and use of generic
current
indicator
in
in
the
the
to
those
as
an
nouns
singular can only serve
plural as opposed
andstimulusfor future research.
The following discussion will reveal how the interviewees decoded generic masculine
occupationaltitles.

6.4 The participants'
advertisements

assessment

of

the

generic

masculine

in

job

As we saw in chapter 2, from the late 1970s onwards the design of official job
advertisementshas successively changed considerably due to the introduction of
the
implementing
in
antidiscrimination legislation in Germany. Although progress
for
the
form
address
changeswas slow initially, today the generic masculine as a
of
two genders in job advertisements must be considered as the exception to the
prescribedrule. Companies who do not adhere to antidiscrimination legislation may
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(according
legal
to § 611a 11BGB and § 611b 11BGB).
consequences
face serious
frequency
terms
in
job advertisements still often seems to
the
of
gender-fair
However,
in
it
is
type
the
to
of
newspaper
which
printed (see chapter 2: 102). Overall,
be related
that
the
be
it
concluded
promoters of the criticism of sexism in German
must
though,
in
been
establishing gender-fair innovations in this domain of
very successful
have
Based
German.
this
the
on
assumption,
parts
of
written
qualitative study (see
official
box
below)
find
in
to
the
aimed
out about the participants' opinions of
the questions
in
job
masculines
generic
advertisements, as well as how they
of
the presence
interpretthem and whether they accept gender-fair terms.
interview,question 8:
'Do you think that these kinds of formulations are unnecessaryor do you
fact
that the two genders are mentioned?'
the
of
approve
interview, question 9:
female
interviewees
job
the
regarding
a
advertisement
with
addressing
the generic masculine:
question 9a:
'Does anything strike you about this job advertisement? '
question 9b:
What do you think of this kind of job advertisement? '
question 9c
Do you feel personally addressed by this job advertisement? '
question 9d:
'Would you apply for this job? '
question 9e:
'Do you feel discriminated against by this job advertisement? '
the
female
interviewees
and
the
masculine
generic
regarding
addressing
three gender-fair job advertisements:
question 9f:
'Which job advertisement do you preferT
the
job
with
interviewees
advertisement
the
a
regarding
addressing
male
generic masculine:

question9g
'Does anything strike you about this job advertisement?'
question9h:
'What do you think of this kind of job advertisement?'
question9i:
'Can you imagine that women feel personally addressed by this job
advertisementand apply for the job accordingly?'
and
the
masculine
generic
interviewees
the
regarding
male
- addressing
gender-fair job advertisements:

question 9j:
'Whichjob advertisements do you prefer?'

the
The questions sought to discover
generic
of
aware
interviewees
were
the
whether
masculineand the gender-fair formulations in job advertisements (interview, questions
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formulations
these
9g)
were considered as reasonable (interview,
and whether
9a and
they
Furthermore,
to
8).
the
different
were
asked
designs
assess
of the job
question
9b,
9e,
(interview,
9f,
9h,
9j)
questions
to
and
state whether they think
advertisements
by
the
addressed
adequately
are
generic masculine (interview, questions
thatwomen
9c, 9d, 9i).
The interviewees were therefore introduced to two types of job advertisements. To
to
through
to
they
job
read
asked
were
and
evaluate
a
with,
announcement
start
legislation,
despite
the
antidiscrimination
effective
still
contained
occupational
which,
title Toningenieurl Tonmeister, 'sound engineer, in the generic masculine to address
11.3.1).
(see
They
then
section
appendix,
applicants
were
shown three
potential
different designs of gender-fair job advertisements which fully abide by the German
Civil Code (see appendix, section 11.3.2). As shown in the box below, in job
by
the
potential
applicants
one,
are
addressed
means
split
number
of
advertisement
form of the occupational title (splitting). In number two, brackets are used to express
that the announcement is directed at the two genders alike, and job advertisement
f'
/
in
brackets.
'm
the
three
abbreviations
m/w,
of
makes
use
number
gender-fair job advertisement number one:
GeneralmusiWirektorin / Generalmusikdirektor
'female general musical director / male general musical director'
gender-fair job advertisement number two:
eine(n) wissenschaffliche(n) Mitarbeiter(in)
assistant lecturer'
gender-fair job advertisement number three:
Bereichsleiter (m Alv)
'head of department (m

The evaluation of the four job announcements strongly suggests that criticism of the
legal
the
of
support
job
in
and
presence of generic masculines
advertisements
gender-fair alternatives by the German Government has led to a good awareness and
be
to
so
written
job
ought
how
a very sensitive and critical opinion of
advertisement
a
as to address the two genders. All interviewees, for instance, were very much aware
the
generic
the
job
and
difference between the three gender-fair
of
advertisements
job
this
about
example (interview, questions 9a and 9g- 'Does anything strike you
advertisement?'). They recognised the different designs i.e. gender-fair versus generic
Abitur
masculine and all but one interviewee (Participant 47, male, second age-group,
and University degree, teacher) interpreted the generic job advertisement as
feel
'Do
9c*
personally
addressing only male applicants (interview, questions
you
that
imagine
women
9i.
'Can
addressed by this job advertisement? ' and question
you
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by
this
job
addressed
advertisement and apply for this job
feel personally
in
these
Hence,
').
the
cases,
generic
occupational title Toningenieur /
accordingly?
definitely
'sound
engineer',
was
Tonmeister,
not understood and identified as a
but
term
as
a
gender-exclusive
one which, to their minds, clearly
gender-inclusive
from
the
female
For
readers
group
this
of
applicants.
reason, one woman,
excluded
doubts
her
had
instance,
about the company's aimsfor
extract 53:
Van weiß eben nicht, kann ich mich da jetzt [pause] bin ich da jetzt auch
angesprochen oder nicht? Und möglicherweise würde eine Frau sich da
im
Zweifelsfall.
bewerben,
"
nicht
eben
"You just don't know, can I [pause] am I addressed, as well, or not? And, if
in doubt, a woman would possibly not apply for this job. "
Participant 75 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

Another woman expressed the same concern:
extract 54:
Ta würde ich mich tatsächlich auch fragen, ob die wirklich auch eine Frau
nehmen würden, weil das eben heute doch so üblich ist, dass beide
Formen auftauchen und wenn die da nicht auftaucht, dann denke ich, die
wollen vielleicht wirklich nur einen Mann. "
"In this case I would actually ask myself, if they would really accept a
if
forms
they
both
because
and
appear,
woman, as well,
nowadays usually
do not appear then, I think, they possibly just want a man."
Participant 77 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

Hence, apart from one male participant (P 47) who did not show any preference at all,
every interviewee favoured the designs and the choice of words of the three nonThe
the
the
job
to
one.
generic
generic
style of
advertisements and explicitly objected
generic occupational title as a form of address for men as well as for women was
'Which
9j*
9f
(interview,
and
badly
inappropriate
considered as
questions
chosen and
.
this
do
think
9h:
'What
of
do
9b
you
ones
and
you prefer? ' and interview, questions
kind of job advertisement? '). It was, however, approved of as a gender-specific form
of address for male applicants:
extract 55:
Wier ist nur der Mann angesprochen. Wenn nur ein Mann gesucht ist, ist
die Anzeige in Ordnung. "
then
for
looking
man,
just
a
"Here only the man is addressed. If they are
this job advertisement is correct. "
ParticiDant 60 (female- first aae-arour). without Abitur, mother)
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job
the
that
though,
fact,
advertisement with the generic masculine was
The
directed
being
only at men also indicated that there could be serious
interpretedas
female
for
the
these
kinds of announcements (interview,
readers
of
implications
for
Would
job?
this
').
9d:
Half
female
apply
the
you
interviewees, for
of
question
that
they
to
job
would
not
respond
stated
a
advertisement with an
example,
in
the
title
generic masculine and would, consequently, not apply for the
occupational
job. In contrast, three other women said that they would submit an application,
the
in
if
they
generic
masculine,
of
spite
even
could not at all be sure about
precisely
the employer'sintentions:
extract 56:
'Ich würde da wahrscheinlich tatsächlich das [the use of the generic
masculine in the job advertisement, PAH] entweder in die Bewerbung mit
einarbeiten, also als witzig [pause] so 'ich bin zwar eine Frau aber ich
bewerbe mich jetzt trotzdem', oder ich würde da versuchen, anzurufen,
bevor ich das schicke. "
I would probably either address this [the use of the generic masculine in
the job advertisement, PAH] in the application, well in a funny way like 'I
am indeed a woman but 1, nonetheless, apply for this job, or else I would
also try to phone them before I send anything. "
Participant 75 (female, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
extract 57:
Wenn ich jetzt Toningenieurin wäre, würde ich mich auch darauf
bewerben, weil, ich kann ja nicht sicher sein, dass die nicht mich meinen.
Aber ich würde mich ärgern [pause] und ich würde zum Beispiel in der
Bewerbung auch schreiben: Ich bewerbe mich auf die ausgeschriebene
Stelle als Toningenieurin. "
"If I were a sound engineer [the feminine occupational title is used, PAH],
then I would apply for this job, because I cannot be sure that they are not
for
I
[pause]
them
be
But
also,
I
would
and
addressing me.
angry at
would
female
job
for
the
a
'I
in
as
the
advertised
example, write
application: apply
sound engineer. "
Participant 77 (female, first age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)

The male interviewees shared the same critical view regarding the use of the generic
masculine in job advertisements. When asked whether they thougrit mat women
in
the
'sound
Tonmeister,
would apply for the job as a Toningenieur /
engineer',
generic masculine, only one man believed that the generic masculine would not
prevent women from submitting an application (interview, question 91* 'Can you
for
job
apply
imagine that women feel personally addressed by this
advertisement and
the job accordingly? '). His
with
that
belief
women
the
competent
based
on
view was
job
the
design
of
enough self-confidence would apply anyway, irrespective of the
advertisement215

58:
extract
"Warum sollten sie sich denn niCht bewerben? Wenn sie selbstbewusst
das
auch"
sie
machen
sind,
"Why should they not apply for the job? If they are self-confident, they will
do it"
Participant 47 (male, second age-group, Abitur and University degree,
teacher)
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applying.
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job
the
to
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clearly demonstrate

female
the
participants
would cause

to hesitate in choosing whether to apply for the

that the generic masculine

job. it would also make it unclear whether the employer is looking for a male or female
However,
applicant.
advertisement,

most

discriminating against

although

interviewees

the

of the women
women

clearly

rejected

the generic

did not go as far as to say that

(interview,

question

job

it was

9e- 'Do you feel discriminated

job
).
The
by
discrimination
this
term
advertisement?
against

was, in this case,

regarded as too harsh; only two women considered the writing and printing of generic
job advertisements as discriminatory

acts.

As a result, presumably of the fact that generic masculine in job announcements was
not considered acceptable, the present-day diversity of gender-fair alternatives was
positively assessed by almost all interviewees (interview, question 8- 'Do you think
that these kinds of formulations are unnecessary or do you approve of the fact that the
two genders are mentioned? ' and interview, questions 9f and 9j- Which job
advertisements do you prefer? '). Here, it became apparent, too, that the female and
male interviewees preferred different gender-fair alternatives. While the women
favoured either the explicit split form of the title or approved of all three forms
altogether, almost all men expressed a preference for the most concise form
Bezirksleiter (m / w), 'head of department (m / f)'; in contrast, some female
interViewees considered this form as the most inappropriate one of the gender-fair
alternatives. Thus, contrary to the male interviewees, the women preferred the longest
and most explicit form of address rather than the most economic formulation.
All in all, the analyses
the
generic
the
to
of
presence
interviewees'
the
response
of
masculine in job advertisements strongly suggest that the criticism of the generic
masculine has achieved a breaking-up of its double semantic duty in this official
domain. It is remarkable that
knowledge
and
good
a
all interviewees exhibited such
awareness of the current single style of job announcements, even though a
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interviewees
the
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substantial
design
job
gender-fair
a
of
advertisements (see section 4.3). At
directivesregarding
in
title
the
job
the
occupational
announcement led to uncertainty about
generic
best,
it
gender,
and,
at
worst,
applicants'
was understood as excluding half of
the potential
i.
The
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women.
generic masculine was identified as a true,
work-force
the potential
by
just
interviewee
(P
47
one
male
generic
second age-group, Abitur
gender-inclusive
This
degree,
teacher).
University
result supports the finding of the two
and
6.1)
that
the
(section
is
latent
generic
masculine
a
source of ambiguity,
experiments
both
(only
lead
to
i.
gender-exclusive
one
can
gender
e. male) and genderwhich
inclusive(the two genders) interpretations. Furthermore, the interviewees' confusion
included
in
the
also
were
women
generic masculine occupational title
whether
about
Toningenieur/ Tonmeister, 'sound engineer', clearly underlined the importance of
legaldirectives to ensure equal opportunities for men and women in the work-field.
Theanalysishas shown that the three job announcements which abide by the current
lawswere assessed very positively by almost all participants, and their designs were
consideredto be the only acceptable forms of address for all applicants both male and
female. Hence, based on the qualitative data, it could be concluded that the
interviewees objected to the presence of the generic masculine in official job
announcements.Due to the fairly small amount of data, however, the extent to which
this conclusion is representative of all speakers of German in Germany is unclear. It
can only give an indication that speakers of German may tend to react negatively
rather than positively to the generic masculine in job advertisements, and it also
titles
for
the
that
is
there
occupational
suggests
use of gender-fair
general support
instead. Hence, despite the claim made in the earlier discussion that there still
in
the
the
singular
be
for
to
broad
the
masculine
seemed
generic
use of
a
support
(section6.2) and maybe even more so in the plural (section 6.3) as a signifier for
women, these analyses revealed that the generic masculine was apparently not
approvedof in all contexts of the German language.
The following section will give additional information about how the double semantic
dutyof the generic masculine was decoded by participants.

6.5Awareness of the generic masculine in a group of students
As we saw in section 6.1, the two experiments conducted during the interview did not
leadto a conclusive
mental
on
the
masculine
influence
generic
of
result regarding the
double
its
imagery.The findings
because
of
that,
for
the
conclusion
only allowed
semantic duty, the generic masculine must be considered as a latent source of
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data
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here
the
and
recipients,
especially to their individual experiences, on
of
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Due
to
this inconclusive result, the Khosroshahi
masculines.
generic
of
the reading
1)
(experiment
(see
no.
was
carried
out
again
appendix, section 111.3).
experiment
The test was conducted this time with a group of female and male students at a
Oberhausen,
in
North-Rhine
Westphalia
(see section 3.4). The
school
grammar
intentionwas to obtain additional information about the effect of the generic masculine
the
hand,
imagery,
influence
the
on
one
and
about
mental
on
of a speaker's
backgroundon the decoding of the generic masculine, on the other. Seven students
(4 male and 3 female) were given the same task as the interviewees in the qualitative
(see
6.1):
the
section
study
partof
Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit und Lachen
Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken. Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise kann ein trauriges Kind immer noch ein Lächeln auf seinem
Gesicht haben. Können Sie bitte das Gesicht eines solchen Kindes
zeichnen? Wie würden Sie das Kind nennen und wie alt könnte das Kind
sein?
'It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling reflects
happiness. However, things are not always this simple. For example, an
unhappy child could still have a smile on his face. Could you please draw a
picture of this child? What name would you give this child and how old
could this child be? '

The other six participants (3 male and 3 female) dealt with a similar task, but the text
was written in the plural,
Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit und Lachen
Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken. Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise können traurige Kinder immer noch ein Lächeln auf ihren
Gesichtern haben. Können Sie bitte eines zeichnen? Wie würden Sie
dieses Kind nennen und wie alt könnte dieses Kind sein?
'It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling reflects
happiness. However, things are not always this simple. For example,
these
What
faces.
their
could
have
unhappy children could still
a smile on
faces look like? Could you please draw a picture of this child? What name
would you give this child and how old could this child be?'

Corresponding to the
that
pronouns
assumption that the number of articles and
accompany generic masculines may have an effect on mental imagery, too, it was
expected that the second text in the plural, with the feminine pronouns and articles,
would bring to mind a fair number of female faces (see Rothermund 1998).
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first
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experiment in the interview did not reveal a
just as
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interviewees
of
sketches
of
sketched 6 male and 6 female
predominance
the
this
with
group of students also arrived at an unexpected
experiment
faces),
female
The
seven
and
male
students sketched the faces of ten boys and
six
result.
following
in
distribution
the
The
Table
6.12 strongly suggests, though, that
threegirls.
influenced
by the generic masculine or the number of
much
not
so
was
this outcome
by
the gender of the individual participant.
but
rather
thegeneric,
Table6.12:Thesketchesof maleand femalefaces in the experimentconductedwith students
femaleparticipants
maleparticipants
boy
girl
boy
boy
singular
masculine
generic
boy
boy
boy
boy
girl
boy
plural
masculine
girl
generic
boy
boy

As seen in the Table, the male students had apparently not been influenced by the
two choices of the generic masculine; regardless of the formulation of the texts i.e.
regardless of the presence of the generic masculine in the singular or in the plural and
of the corresponding articles and pronouns, they sketched only the faces of boys.

The sketches of the female students, on the other hand, indicated that the generic
masculine might have affected their mental imagery. While those who were given the
generic masculine pronoun in the singular (seinem, 'his') sketched two boys and one
girl, those who read the text with the generic masculine pronoun in the plural ihren,
'their' drew two girls and only one boy. A discussion with the students following the
experiment revealed that it was not simply whether the generic masculine was
singular or plural that led to the gender drawn in their sketches. When asked why they
sketched the faces of a male or a female child, ten participants (all the male students
The
3
themselves
females)
children.
the
as
and of
stated that they were thinking of
two female students who sketched the face of a boy when they read the generic
masculine in the singular could not give a particular reason for their choice of the
child's gender. The other woman who responded to the text with the generic
masculine in the plural and who sketched a male face stated that she was thinking of
for
her nephew. Hence, there
for
the
preference
different
motives
were, once more,
first
in
the
very
one of the two genders in the sketches. Just as had become apparent
experiment (section 6.1), the personal experience (the evaluative background) of the
participants and self-representation were again given as reasons for their mental
imagery. A

mental
male
a
the
of
creation
causatory effect of the generic masculine on
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They
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believed
of
that the test
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their
to
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speed
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reaction
assessing
about
section 3.4).
was
As a consequence,the results of this additional experiment with the group of students
better
to
how
the
a
understanding
contribute
of
not
perception of the generic
could
in
the
in
the
intraor
singular
plural,
and
other
and extra-linguistic factors
masculine
duty
double
the
the
semantic
of
generic masculine or the evaluative
as
such
frameworkof the perceiver (see chapter 2: 60), work together. The experiment,
however,strengthens the claim made earlier that the generic masculine is one factor
amongst others that can cause or reinforce male mental imagery; it cannot be
for
the
the
origin
single
creation of male images in recipients' minds.
as
considered
Consequently,just as in the two previous experiments, it had to be concluded that the
genericmasculine is a latent source of ambiguity which can induce speakers to think
of men rather than women. The test also strikingly revealed that the male students
were particularly prone to ignore female referents when perceiving the generic
masculinenot only in the singular but also in the plural. This finding identified selfreflectionas a significant influence on the decoding of the generic masculine. Ten
participantsout of thirteen in this study (all the male students and 3 of the females)
claimedto be thinking of themselves when sketching the face of a crying child of their
gender.Thus, the result clearly strengthens Martyna's self-imagery hypothesis (1978,
1980;see chapter 2: 59) which proposes that "males have an easier time imagining
themselvesas members of the category referenced by generic "he" (Martyna, 1980:
489) and that they, hence, predominantly understand it in its gender-exclusive i.e.
malesense. In contrast, women tend to interpret the generic masculine generically.
Accordingto Martyna, "... for females to do otherwise would be to encourage selfin
this
become
has
(Martyna,
exclusion"
apparent
1980: ibid.). This tendency
similarly
experiment.The strong inclination shown by the male students not to think of female
referentsin connection with the generic masculine surfaced as a convincing reason to
questionwhether its generic duty is really decoded by all speakers of German and
whether,as a consequence, gender-fair alternatives should not be preferred instead.
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6.6Concluding remarks
the
participants' response to the generic masculine arrived at the
of
The analyses
double
due
to
the
duty
that,
semantic
as a gender-inclusive and genderconclusion
latent
its
term,
The
a
use
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source
of
two experiments in the
ambiguity.
exclusive
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students elicited a predominance of male
study
qualitative
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images
connection
with
presence of a generic masculine- 32 out of 49
mental
be
to
turned
images
(12
of
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a
male
gender
sketches in the first experiment,
mental
24 in the second one and 13 in the third test; sections 6.1 and 6.5). However, a direct
between
the
generic masculine and a male mental
cause-and-effect-relationship
imagerycould be assumed in only ten cases. The three tests convincingly confirmed
the latest claim of a long series of studies which says that it is the interaction of the
intraand extra-linguistic factors that induces recipients to
and
masculine
generic
think more often of male referents than of female ones. In this respect, it became
especially apparent that the evaluative background of the participants had a
bearing
how
the generic masculine was decoded i.e. whether it was
on
significant
read as a true generic or gender-exclusive term. Here, self-reflection emerged as a
factor
for
important
the creation of the mental imagery. For instance, ten out of
very
the thirteen participants in the group of students claimed to have sketched a male or
femaleface as they were thinking of themselves as children. Despite these useful
findings, the tests did not result in a better understanding of how the generic
masculineand other factors interact in the minds of recipients. This cognitive process
andthe role of the generic masculine in it are still not understood in their entirety, and,
as mentionedbefore, this issue requires further investigation in the future.
However,even though the experiments strongly underlined the ambiguous message
of the generic masculine in the singular, a notable number of the female participants
did not criticise this double semantic duty. They were either unaware of this ambiguity
or not concerned about it. In keeping with statements such as "I know what is meant"
or "it is not meant to be discriminatory against women", the use of the generic
fairly
female
a
masculine was defended and, on the whole, the
participants showed
strong support for its continued use in the German language. This attitude became
particularly evident when their perception of the generic masculine was analysed
(questionnaire, questions 14b, 14e, 14ý. Approximately half of them approved of a
for
continued use of the generic masculine in the singular as an economic signifier
the
in
Women. However, for 43.1 per cent (N = 28) of them the generic masculine
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singular had, as a result of the criticism of its male bias,
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view
and was understood only as a gender-specific, male term.
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decodingof the generic masculine in the singular changed in different domains - i.e.
in officiallanguage such as job advertisements the generic masculine led to a genderlanguage
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In conclusion, the results of the three experiments and of the quantitative and
(private
different
the
that
contexts
of
proposed
qualitative parts
present research
versus official) may trigger different readings of the generic masculine (genderinclusive versus gender-exclusive), and they may also cause a different readiness
(approvalversus disapproval) to actually use either the generic masculine or one of its
gender-fair alternatives. While new gender-fair alternatives were definitely accepted in
job advertisements and also to a certain extent in official communication, they were
apparently not preferred in spoken language. As such, the generic masculine still
enjoyed relatively broad support from the participants. Thus, the generic masculine
does not appear to be outdated or obsolete in the German language. Despite criticism
images,
it
fact
mental
the
that it can potentially lead to a predominance of male
of and
the participants still exhibited strong support for its continued use. The plural form, in
particular, enjoyed considerable backing. Here, it was especially striking that the plural
form was often interpreted as a collective term for a group of people. This finding
challenges the very recent finding by Rothmund and Scheele (2004) which strongly
proposes that the generic masculine in the plural form also tends to evoke a
prevalence of male mental images.
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SUMMARY
7.
AND CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER
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language,
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German
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a major social movement which has
change
languages
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around
by feminism, this reform
world.
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level
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considerably shaped the system and use of
movement
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two
language
It is a highly emotive language change,
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over
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to
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both
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Germany.Since until now little information has been available about how this farin
language
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to
impact
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language
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aimed
evaluate
research
of
change on a specific
present
Germanspeech community, in North-Rhine Westphalia.
With the research goal in mind, chapter one contextualised the criticism of sexism in
the German language. It traced the origin and evolution of the discipline of Language
and Gender in German linguistics during the past three decades. The chapter also
presented the motives and assumptions i.e. sexist discriminatory asymmetries in the
language system and language use, explaining why mostly women and (feminist)
linguists around the world instigated this change. The chapter was particularly focused
on the history of research in Germany; however, since the Anglo-American research
led the way in the study of Language and Gender, research on the English language
was relevant, as well.
The second chapter then concentrated on the specific research topic: the criticism of
sexism in the German language. It illustrated the connection between this planned
language change and the discipline of Language Planning, and emphasised the
common theoretical ground between these two previously unconnected fields of
study. It made it obvious that in the majority of cases the change towards genderfairness in language by means of grass-roots movements and through legal support
had rarely been analysed in the context of the principles and mechanisms of an
ongoing language change. For example, crucial factors for a successful language
by
change, such as potential acceptability obstacles or the cost-benefit-evaluation
speakers, have scarcely received adequate attention. Regarding German, the genderfair linguistic
their
tested
regarding
proposals have seldom been empirically
Alltagstauglichkeit, 'suitability for
German
speakers'
regarding
everyday use', nor
evaluation of the gender-fair forms and their eventual readiness to accept them.
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the fact that the renovation of language towards gender-fairness is in response to a
in
language,
than,
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rather
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often
suggested,
problem
a
and subjective
real
intereston the part of some radical feminists. As such, the chapter also emphasised
the promoters' serious efforts to find means of implementing gender-fair language.
Germannon-compulsory guidelines and antidiscimination legislation were examined
in greaterdetail, as they are the major vehicles and channels of this language change.
However, the chapter also made it apparent that, despite a serious commitment by
in
has
deal
been
language
there
of
negligence
a great
various
planning agents,
systematically analysing and integrating feedback from speakers in this language
changing process; for instance, there are only a few studies available which examine
the level of acceptance of language change towards gender-fairness in German. Such
been
has
German
how
know
it
difficult
to
a scarcity of results makes
gender-fair
receivedby speakers over the past two decades.
The paucity of research into the evaluative stage of this language renovation, and the
tentative nature of the results available so far provided the impetus for the present
research. It was designed to contribute to feedback on this global language change
and, in particular, to establish how the renovation of the German language is currently
the
Although
assessed and accepted by speakers in a German speech community.
few empirical studies hitherto conducted exhibit several shortcomings and often lack
predictive power, they nonetheless provided a starting-point for the present research,
and previous results are referred to below, in order to contextualise and cross-validate
the findings of the present
study.
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attitude
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revealed the following
towards, and
languagetowards
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Gender-fair alternatives to generic masculine terms and expressions
were in
the majority of cases positively assessed.
language
The
be
change
to
fairly
of
appears
progress
slow.
e
The speakers were quite hesitant to change their habitual use of language
and to start using gender-fair alternatives.
The use of gender-fair language was important in official wriften language
legal
texts.
as
such
The use of gender-fair language in spoken language appeared to lag behind
the use of gender-fairness in written (official) language.
The use of gender-fair private language appeared to lag behind the use of
language.
official
gender-fair
There was a parallel use of the generic masculine and gender-fair alternative
terms.
The decoding of the double semantic duty of the generic masculine was
related to context. The generic masculine was often interpreted as a genderinclusive term. In legal texts, though, it was definitely understood as a genderexclusive, male term.
A relationship between a positive attitude towards gender-fair terms and the
independent variables gender and educational background was strongly
suggested by one study.
In order to investigate further these previous results and to also deal with the data
within the necessarily limited scope of a PhD thesis, the information was gathered by
means of a survey, a series of interviews and a small experiment. These were
conducted in my hometown Oberhausen,
Westphalia.

in the German state of North-Rhine

Chapter three presented the design of the present research and explained that a
triangulation approach i.e. a combination of a quantitative (i.e. questionnaire) and a
qualitative approach (i.e. interview) was chosen as the best method of gaining
comprehensive insights into how the participating speakers in my local speech
community perceived the renovation of androcentric German and to what extent they
made use of 'traditional' and / or gender-fair German. Owing to the evaluative
character of the study, the research questions concentrated on the participants'
German
in
awareness and assessment of a language renovation towards gender-fair
general, and in particular of gender-fair innovations. The replies were expected to
reveal the extent to which the idea of removing sexism in German was supported and

acceptedby participants.
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disappointing;clearly speakers can only change their habitual spoken language use if
they are aware of the issues that are seen as problematic in language. The present
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channel of gender-fair
research
language.Those participants who regularly came into contact with official (written)
language,which is governed by antidiscrimination legislation and guidelines, showed
The
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change
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language.It also transpired that a lengthy education including intense and continuous
contactwith media written in gender-fair language enhanced participants' knowledge
of the presence of sexist traits in language. The university in particular emerged as
oneplacewhere non-discriminatory language is nowadays widely used in information
material,seminar papers or announcements. So both the university campus and the
occupationalenvironment could be identified as settings where gender-fair language
usediffusedinto the speech community.
Eventhough the participants in this study showed a fairly low level of awareness
regardinga language renovation promoting a range of gender-fair alternatives, the
effectsof this change appeared to be fairly well-established in the vocabulary of the
German language. The participants indeed identified a wide range of gender-fair
innovationsas familiar terms. Here, too, the written form of German emerged as an
importantmediator in this change. However, although the promoters of new, genderfair terminology have been fairly successful with respect to written language, they
havefailed to fully convince people that discriminatory terms (such as the generic
It
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masculine or lexical asymmetry) still exist.
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theGermanlanguage, or that they at the very least saw no urgent need for a change.
It must,however,be assumed that this indifference to the renovation of German was
also partly rooted in the generally low level of language awareness among the
participants.Since a considerable number of them were not particularly sensitive to
the issue of discrimination and sexism in their mother-tongue, the change was not
consideredas an important issue which would eventually lead to an improvement of
theGermanlanguage or in better communication between the two genders. For these
participantsany cost-benefit-evaluation of this language change is negative: although
they are asked to change their habitual language use (i.e. their cost), there is no
obvious benefit for them (i.e. they are not particularly aware that there is
discriminationin language and thus nothing would change for them as regards the
semanticcontent of language).
Thus,the analyses of the participants' evaluations of a language change towards
gender-fairlanguage arrived at the conclusion that there was a discrepancy between
the positive attitude towards the theoretical
in
any
gender-fairness
creating
of
concept
language,and the
their
motherof
this
to
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unenthusiastic reaction
tongue. A change in the direction
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feminismor the fact that some participants were simply not convinced of the cause of
this languagerenovation (i.e. androcentrism) emerged as possible obstacles of this
change.
The discrepancy between theory and practice also surfaced in relation to the generic
masculineand its double semantic duty, which was analysed in chapter six. Here,
most of the participants, regardless of gender, were convinced of the genderinclusivenessof the generic masculine, first and foremost in the plural but also in the
singular.As such, the plural form was decoded as denoting a group of male and
female people. In addition, the women generally felt personally addressed by the
singularform. Although gender-fair alternatives were regarded as a positive addition
to the language system, they were apparently very infrequently used, and even then
almostwithout exception only when their language use was prescribed by laws i.e. in
official (written) communication. Contrary to their belief in the generic masculine
principle,though, the three experiments conducted in this study revealed that the use
of the generic masculine in combination with other factors such as self-reflection or
ownexperiences indeed predominantly evoked male mental images.
The fact that participants
the
to
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using
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suggeststwo interpretations of the educational work carried out by the promoters of
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Takingall results regarding the participants' acceptance of a change towards gender-

fairlanguageinto account, this study arrives at the following major conclusions:
In essence, the participants showed a fairly low level of
awareness of the language renovation and its causes. At the
same time, they showed a fairly good knowledge of the effects i.e.
the gender-fair alternative terms.
The different levels of awareness were significantly affected by
the different lengths of education and by their type of employment.

Official written language was identified as the main channel Of
gender-fair language.
There is a discrepancy between the positive assessment of the
reform idea and the actual adoption of the change.
The participants felt the renovation of the German language was
of little relevance to them.
Gender-fair alternatives were used when language was monitored
via antidiscrimination legislation. They appeared to be very rarely
used in private language, spoken and written.
The most fervent supporters were the female participants in the
second age-group.

The use of the generic masculine was not obsolete, t was very
the
decoding
The
form.
of
in
much use, particularly in its plural
double semantic duty was related to context.
The study elicited a number of obstacles to accepting this planned
language change: habitual language use, the autonomy of
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Thus,the present research confirms the assumption established in the studies by
Hellingerand Schr5pel (1983) and Alfers et al. (1994) that even though the idea of
language
by
in
the majority of their
positively
assessed
was
gender-fairness
creating
participants,the actual everyday use of gender-fair alternatives evidently did not
reflectthis enthusiastic attitude. In this study, there was more willingness to use
1998),
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Berner
in
language
in
language
terms
than
and
private
gender-fair
official
morein written than in spoken language (see Alfers et al. 1994 and Berner 1998).
Furthermore,regarding the generic masculine principle, the results of the present
studysupportthe earlier assumption made by Alfers et al. (1994) and Gansel (1995)
that it is nowadays still very much used to simultaneously denote both genders. Its
decodingis, however, apparently nowadays dependent on the context in which it is
used.Hence,just as Frank-Cyrus and Dietrich (1997) found about the presence of the
genericmasculine in legal texts, the present research reveals that there is a shift in
thinkingconcerning the assessment and acceptance of the generic masculine in
officialtexts. Here, the qualitative findings strongly suggest that in job advertisements
the genericmasculine may not be interpreted as a true generic i.e. gender-inclusive
termanymore.
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processof changing language- the speakers' awareness of the fact that a major
language
is
their
and their assessment of this process taking place in
affecting
change
their speech community. As such, the present study provides original information
regardingthe evaluative stage of this language change, which until now has been
verymuchignored by the promoters and critics of the renovation movement.
Thus, it is possible to deduce from the participants' replies the likely profile of those
speakers who are the most knowledgeable about and sensitive to this language
renovation.The answers suggest that participants with a good familiarity with official
(written) language through a lengthy education and through an occupational
backgroundwith regular official correspondence were significantly more aware of the
issue of removing androcentrism in language and of the gender-fair alternatives. In
part, this result agrees with Hellinger and Schr5pel's (1983) previous suggestion that
a lengthyeducation resulted in a greater sensitivity to gender-unfairness in German in
their participants. However, in contrast to Hellinger and Schripel's conclusion that
genderhad a significant bearing on the level of awareness of sexism in language, the
women in this study did not show a significantly better awareness of androcentrism.
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convinced
languageuse. As the present study has convincingly shown, this indispensable
prerequisiteapplies even more to a change in private, habitual language use, as
languagein this domain is not monitored by others. Hence, while participants did not
show a good awareness of the reasons for this change, they also showed little
readinessto write and speak gender-fair German in the private domain. Unlike
previousstudies, the present research underlines that the participants did not feel that
this languagerenovation was relevant to them, even though they thought it was a
goodidea. While participants expressed a positive view on the equality of the two
gendersin all spheres of life, including language, they were apparently not persuaded
thatthe German language needed such a comprehensive change in order to achieve
a fairgenderbalance.
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It is also not surprising that a speaker's age had a significant effect on the participants'
In
language
this
change.
contrast to younger participants, more mature
of
evaluation
speakersgrew up in a time when people were becoming more aware of changes in
the Germanlanguage brought about by feminism and the related language planning
activities.They have had time to reflect upon their own language use. It is therefore
safe to assume that they are more sensitive and open to the issue of genderunfairnessin language than the younger participants who have grown up with a
Germanlanguage which has already changed to some degree in line with past
criticisms.Consequently, a substantial number of them were convinced that German
is a gender-fairlanguage and in no way discriminatory towards women.
Finally,the data clearly revealed that, in contrast to previous research, the ongoing
renovationof the German language to remove sexism was often received with a more
negativethan positive response by the group of participants. So far, only the study
doneby Gansel (1995) and also to some extent the research by Berner (1998) have
calledattention to the fact that the criticism of sexism in the German language also
met with opposition. Here, only Gansel's research discussed the likely causes for
rejectingthe change: the change endangers economy in language, the innovations
areconsideredas too time-consuming, it is regarded as unnecessary because women
haveenough self-confidence,
deemed
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In addition,the participants gave other reasons for their reluctance to adopt genderfairinnovations,and these had a very strong ideological slant. A considerable number
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change
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strong
participants
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of
feministmovement, and the stereotypes and connotations that go with this. This
barrier,
psychological
serious
a
which the promoters of gender-fair
presented
languageappear to have failed to eliminate. It is also likely that the controversy in the
initial phase of the language renovation movement between Tr6mel-Plbtz,
Kalverkimperand Pusch, with its anti-male elements, has contributed to this negative
stance(see chapter 1: 21). It can be further assumed that some female participants,
for instance,did not feel it necessary to use gender-fair alternatives in their private
languageuse, because they considered themselves and German society as fully
emancipatedand, consequently, did not want or care for special treatment in
language.In this case, efforts of language planning agents had not succeeded in
persuadingthese speakers of German that gender-fairness in language is in fact a
reasonableissue, which is needed to contribute to the continuing emancipation of
women and to reduce a male bias. What is more, the educational work has
presumablyfailed to make them sensitive to the fact that language is also a shaper of
theirreality, and that it as such still misrepresents them in certain cases, such as in
thepluralform of human nouns which does not reveal the number of women involved.
Thus, all in all, the present
both
due
these
to
rational
that,
obstacles,
study proposes
and irrational to accepting a change, the change of androcentric German enjoys only
a fairly low level of relevance and acceptance in the day-to-day private language use
of the majority of the participants. The data suggest that there are enclaves in the
German speech
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which gender-fairness

used (i.e. chiefly in official language and mainly in settings with a pro-women
environment),but, on the whole, the reception of the criticism of sexism in the German
language
and the adoption of the gender-fair alternatives is very hesitant, particularly
in the private domain. It
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The strength of the obstacles to accepting this change was underrated:
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that
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study
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indeed affected by the criticism. However, it has also become apparent that
the diffusion from the public into the private domain is not easily taking place,
due to many obstacles. In order to develop appropriate strategies to overcome
this apparent discrepancy between official and private language use, though,
future studies must collect more data about the state of diffusion of genderfairness in the private domain.
Hence,all in all, the change of androcentric German towards gender-fairness seems
to be taking place in a difficult setting, which has apparently so far led to a noticeable
success in the official domain but which has, until now, had only limited impact on
private language use. The answer to the research question as to whether genderfairness can be established in language therefore turns out to be ambivalent.
Regardingthe official German language, the present research strongly suggests that
antidiscrimination legislation has brought about considerable changes which have to
some extent improved the equality of the two genders in language. The participants
showed a certain understanding and readiness to use gender-fair alternatives, as a

resultof legislation. Regarding the private use of German, though, many obstacles
could be observed which prevent or slow down a further diffusion of gender-fair
alternativesinto the day-to-day use of language. Consequently, in order to fully
establishgender-fairness in language, including the private domain, the speaker must
becomethe main subject of future
be
information
collected
must
more
and
research,
abouthis or her motivation and readiness to accept or reject gender-fair German in
theireverydaylanguage
this
to
designed
support
use. As such, the present study was
future research
agenda, which should shift attention to the speakers' awareness,
assessmentand subsequent acceptance of a change which aims to establish genderfairnessin the German language.
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1.QUESTIONNAIRE
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1.1.German version
Es liegt im Wesen der Sprachen, sich fortwährend zu verändern; und
die
Veränderungen
von den Sprechern und
manchmal werden
Sprecherinnen initiiert.
Das verstärkte Vorkommen von englischen Wörtern in der deutschen Sprache
Erscheinung
frische
ist
beispielsweise
solch eine Veränderung.
eine relativ
Auch die vieldiskutierte Rechtschreibreform hat das Erscheinungsbild des
Deutschen entscheidend gewandelt. Auch könnte man die Neuerungen
Frauenbewegung
Zuge
der
die
im
Eingang
in die deutsche Sprache
anführen,
etwa die

gefunden haben, wie

Berufsbezeichnungen 'Stuntfrau' oder

'Bauingenieurin'.
In meiner Doktorarbeit
in der deutschen

befasse ich mich mit diesen drei Spracherscheinungen

Sprache. Vielmehr

interessiert mich Ihre Meinung

zu

Veränderungen dieser Art.
Begrüßen Sie Veränderungen

oder stehen

Sie diesen eher skeptisch

gegenüber?
Gibt es Neuerungen,

die Sie bejahen und anwenden und gibt es welche,

die Sie ablehnen?
Um diese Fragen beantworten zu können, möchte ich Sie bitten, etwas Zeit zu
Reihe
in
ist
Teil
Er
diesen
Fragebogen
von
einer
erübrigen, um
auszufüllen.
insgesamt drei Fragebögen und sich daran anschließenden Interviews, und er
befasst sich mit den Veränderungen in der deutschen Sprache, die mit der
Frauenbewegung ihren Anfang genommen haben.
Natürlich haben sie genug Zeit, diesen Fragebogen auszufüllen - obgleich ich
Sie
freuen
Ihrerseits
/
Rücksendung
über
Abgabe
würde.
mich
eine schnelle
müssen keinen Namen angeben, die Angaben bleiben daher anonym.
Ich bedanke mich herzlich für Ihren Beitrag und stehe gern für Rückfragen oder
weitere Informationen zur Verfügung.
P.S. Ich suche noch Freiwillige für Interviews zu diesem Thema. Falls Sie
Interesse haben, meiden Sie sich bitte unter folgender Adresse oder

Telefonnummer!

Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
Petra Huth
Alleestr. 115,46049 Oberhausen, M 0208 843117
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Geschlecht:

wm

Alter:
Ausbildung:
schulische

...............................................................

Berufsausbildung: ........................................................................
beschäftigt
Zeit
als:
zur
...............................................................
Berufdes Vaters: ..........................................................................
Berufder Mutter.-

1. Fällt Ihnen bei folgenden Sätzen irgend etwas auf?
BitteunterstreichenSie was Ihnen auffällt.
Optimist,
in
Wochen
ist
10 kg. abnehmen.
Vera
sie
möchte
ein
zwei
a)
Andreas ist auch ein Optimist, 5 kg. würden ihm aber schon reichen.
b) Der Beruf Kauffrau erfordert
Fähigkeiten. Anettes Berufswünsche
möchteKrankenpfleger werden.
c) Jemand hat sein Schminktäschchen

von
sind

Andrea sehr gute mathematische
Umwelttechniker oder Lehrer, Frank

im Bad liegengelassen.

d)Barbara und Sandra, eine von euch beiden muss jetzt mit dem Hund raus."
e)Cornelia, du bist der Schwächste im Team, du fliegst. "
eMeine Enkelin ist eine richtige Rabaukin. "
g) Das Mädchen liebt ihren Teddy über alles.

h) Ministerin Künast entwickelt sich langsam zum Fachmann für gesunde
Ernährung.
2. Welche der folgenden Formulierungen ziehen Sie vor, und würden Sie
demzufolge wählen? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
Die Studenten protestierten gegen das schlechte Essen in der Mensa.
Die Studierenden protestierten gegen das schlechte Essen in der Mensa.
Die Studenten und Studentinnen protestierten gegen das schlechte Essen in
der Mensa.

270

Schreibweisen
folgenden
der
oder Formulierungen würden Sie
3. Welche
selbst
Sie
kreuzen
Bitte
an.
benutzen?
Kunden
die
können
der
Kreditkarte
Bei
bezahlen.
mit
uns
o
KundInnen
die
können
der
Kreditkarte
Bei
mit
bezahlen.
uns
o
Kund(inn)en
die
können
der
Kreditkarte
Bei
bezahlen.
mit
uns
9
Kunde
der
die
können
Kundin
Bei
der
Kreditkarte
und
uns
bezahlen.
mit
o
4. Wie beurteilen Sie Doppelformen wie Studentinnen
Wähler und Wählerinnen? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.

und Studenten oder

empfinde ich als störend
ist normaler Sprachgebrauch
ist mir egal
habe ich noch nie gesehen, bzw., es ist mir noch nicht aufgefallen
5. In einigen Publikationen wird die Doppelform wie im folgenden Beispiel
durchgeführt:
Die Verbraucherinnen sollten über die Inhaltsstoffe der Produkte informiert werden. '
Wie beurteilen Sie die Schreibung

Verbraucherinnen?

Bitte kreuzen Sie an.

empfinde ich als störend
ist normaler Sprachgebrauch
ist mir egal
habe ich noch nie gesehen, bzw., es ist mir noch nicht aufgefallen
6. Wie beurteilen Sie das Ersetzen von man durch frau wie beispielsweise in
den folgenden Sätzen? Bitte kreuzen Sie an, welche Aussage am ehesten für Sie

zutrifft.
Hier kann frau mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Frau müsste noch mal 17 sein.
finde ich gut
finde ich nicht gut, es stört mich
finde ich nicht gut, es ist überflüssig
find ich nicht gut, das ist mir zu radikal
finde ich nicht gut, das ist quatsch
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Elemente
Meinung
Ihrer
in
der heutigen deutschen Sprache,
nach
Gibt
es
7,
diskriminieren ? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
Frauen
die
weiche
B
ja,
z.
o
. ...........-.....................................................................................................
o

nein

ich
kann
sagen
nicht
9
ist
aufgefallen
nicht
noch
mir
o
Übung
Satz
dern
Buch
folgender
aus
8. Beschreibt
macht die Meisterin Ratschlägefür einen nichtsexistischen Sprachgebrauch das, was sie unter
Sprachsexismus verstehen? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
Wir sprechen von einem sexistischen Sprachgebrauch, wenn Frauen und ihre
Leistungen sprachlich ignoriert und nicht explizit erwähnt werden.

ich
dem
stimme
zu
o
Sprachgebrauch
ich
sexistischem
verstehe
nein,
unter
9

o kann ich nicht sagen
9. Würden Sie sagen, dass Männer und Frauen in der heutigen deutschen
Sprache gleichberechtigt vertreten sind? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
eher ja
eher nein
kann ich nicht sagen
habe ich mir noch keine Gedanken drüber gemacht
10. Falls es Ihrer Meinung nach diskriminierende
Elemente gibt, denken Sie,
dass in die deutsche Sprache korrigierend eingegriffen werden sollte, um diese
zu beseitigen?
Bitte kreuzen Sie an, und begründen Sie ihre Antwort.
o

ja

o

nein

weil
9 kann ich nicht sagen
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Vergangenheit
jüngeren
der
diesbezüglich
in
Veränderungen
Ihnen
Sind
11.
Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
aufgefallen?
0

ja

o

nein

Beispiele
Sie
könnten
anführen?
ja,
Wenn
12.
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geschlechtsspezifischer
Männer
-

Teil -

-1dass
Frauen
Sie,
diskriminiert fühlen,
Denken
sich
13a.
wenn sie nicht
(z.
B.
Lehrer
Lehrerin,
werden
genannt
statt
Doktor statt Doktorin)?
ausdrücklich
BiftekreuzenSie an.
0

ja

o

nein

weil..........................................................................................................................

ich
kann
nicht sagen
o
13b. Können Sie es nachvollziehen,
diskriminiert fühlen? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
o

ja

o

nein

dass

sich

Frauen

diesbezüglich

weil..........................................................................................................................

o kann ich nicht sagen
13c. Könnten Sie sich mit einer zunehmenden 'Sichtbarmachung' der Frau im
Deutschen anfreunden, oder würden Sie diese eher als eine 'Bedrohung' des
natürlichen' Sprachgebrauchs sehen?
.........................................................................................................................................

13d. Wie halten Sie
Fräulein?
Frau
der
Anrede
es mit
und
Biftekreuzen Sie
an.
die Anrede Frau ist heutzutage normaler Sprachgebrauch
Frauen sollten auf jeden Fall mit Frau angeredet werden
das ist mir egal
ich finde es nicht schlimm, eine junge Frau mit Fräulein anzureden
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-geschlechtsspezifischer
Männer
«

Teil -

11
- -

Begriffe
'selbst
Sie
ist die Frau» oder 'Übung
Stören
wie
13e.
macht die
meisterin'?
Antwort.
Sie
Ihre
begründen
Bitte

13f.Würden Sie folgenden Sätzen zustimmen?
Biftekreuzen Sie nur eine Aussage an.
Ich bin der Meinung, dass Frauen und Männer in der deutschen Sprache
gleichberechtigt vertreten sind
Die Frauen sind emanzipiert
Feminisierung der Sprache

und selbstbewusst

und brauchen keine

Die Frauen sind emanzipiert und selbstbewusst, dennoch erscheint mir die
Feminisierung der Sprache als sinnvoll.
Die Feminisierung der Sprache ist ein wichtiger Bestandteil der Emanzipation
der Frauen
o Mich interessiert die Feminisierung der Sprache überhaupt nicht
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geschlechtsspezifischer
Frauen
-1-

Teil -

falls
Ihrer
Sie
Meinung
Fühlen
es
sichg
14a.
nach frauendiskriminierende
Sprache
durch
der
diese
in
diskrirniniert?
gibt,
Bitte kreuzen Sie an
Tendenzen
Antwort.
Sie
Ihre
begründen
und
0

ja

o

nein

weil .................................................................................................................

14b. Würde es Sie stören, als ein guter Autofahrerl
Autofahrerinf
Radfahrerin?
gute
eine
anstatt
werden
Bittekreuzen Sie an und begründen Sie Ihre Antwort.
o

ja

o

nein

Radfahrer bezeichnet zu

weil...........................................................................................................................

14c. Würden Sie von sich selber behaupten, ein guter Autofahrer oder eine gute
Autofahrerin zu sein? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.

o ein guter Autofahrer
9 eine gute Autofahrerin
14d.Wie halten Sie es mit der Anrede Frau und Fräulein? Bitte kreuzen Sie an.
die Anrede Frau ist heutzutage normaler Sprachgebrauch
Ich möchte auf jeden Fall mit Frau angeredet werden
Ich möchte schon lieber mit Frau angeredet werden
Ich möchte nicht mit Fräulein angeredet werden
14e. Fühlen Sie sich bei der Formulierung des folgenden Satzes mitgemeint?
Biftekreuzen Sie
an und begründen Sie Ihre Antwort.

Zehn Teilnehmer gewannen eine Reise nach Ägypten.
9

ja

9

nein

9 weil...............................................................................................................
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-geschlechtsspezifischer
Frauen
11
- -

Teil -

durch
Wörtern
Sie
(z.B. Fachmann, Laie), Sätzen (z.B.
manchen
Fühlen
sich
14f.
Titeln
(z.
B.
Doktor,
Mann),
Präsident)
ihren
etc. angesprochen?
sie steht
begründen
Sie
Ihre
Sie
Antwort.
kreuzen
und
an
Bitte
o

ja

o

nein

........................................................................................................................

14g. Stören Sie Begriffe wie 'der kleine Mann auf der Straße', 'Otto
Normalverbrauchee, 'alle Menschen werden Brüdee oder 'hier ist der Kunde
König? Bitte kreuzen Sie an und begründen Sie Ihre Antwort.
0

ja

o

nein

weil..........................................................................................................................

14h.Würden Sie folgenden Sätzen zustimmen?
Bittekreuzen Sie nur eine Aussage an.
Ich bin der Meinung, dass Frauen und Männer in der deutschen Sprache
gleichberechtigt vertreten sind
Ich bin emanzipiert und selbstbewusst und brauche keine Feminisierung der
Sprache
Ich bin emanzipiert und selbstbewusst,
Feminisierung der Sprache als sinnvoll.

dennoch

erscheint

mir die

Die Feminisierung der Sprache ist ein wichtiger Bestandteil der Emanzipation
der Frauen
0 Mich interessiert die Feminisierung der Sprache überhaupt nicht
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Sie
das
hier
beurteilen
behandelte Thema Gleichbehandlung der
Wie
15.
Geschlechter in der deutschen Sprache? Bitte kreuzen Sie nur eine Aussage an.
"

positiv

"
"
"
"

interessant
hatmichzum Nachdenkengebracht
interessiertmichnicht
findeich quatsch,das ist reineZeitverschwendung

16. Sind Sie mit diesem Thema schon einmal in einem anderen Zusammenhang
konfrontiert worden, bzw., sind Sie diesem Thema schon einmal in den Medien,
in der Ausbildung etc. begegnet? Falls Sie diese Frage bejahen können, geben
Sie bitte den Zusammenhang an.
9

ja

9

nein

kann ich nicht sagen
Sprachwissenschaftler
dass
Sie es sinnvoll,
17. Finden
und
sich
im Rahmen der Geschlechterstudien
Sprachwissenschaftlerinnen
mit diesem
Thema beschäftigen?
o

ja

o

nein

weil...........................................................................................................
-.................

das
ist
mir egal
9
18.Würden Sie gerne mehr über dieses Thema erfahren?
0

ja

o

nein

19. Stehen Sie der Frauenforschung offen gegenüber?
0

eher ja

o

eher nein

20. Möchten Sie noch etwas zu diesem Thema Sprache und Geschlecht
anmerken?
.........................................................................................................................................
Vielen Dank für Ihre Mühel
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1.2. English version
it is in the nature of languages to change constantly; in some cases, these
initiated
by
are
speakers.
changes
The increased use of English terms in the German language
-a relatively new
development- is, for example, a change that is initiated by the speakers. The muchdiscussed spelling reform has also considerably changed the shape of the German
language. In addition, innovations such as the occupational terms 'stuntwoman' or
'female building engineer' can be mentioned, which have become established in the
Germanlanguage due to women's emancipation.
Thesethree phenomena in the German language are dealt with in my PhD thesis. I
in
interested
your view on changes of this kind.
am
Do you welcome changes or do you rather take a negative view on these?
Are there innovations you approve of and use and are there innovations you do
not approve of?
To answerthese questions, I would like to ask you to spare some time and to fill in the
questionnaire.It is part of a series of altogether three questionnaires and subsequent
interviews,and it deals with changes in the German language that were initiated by
the emancipationof women.
Of course you'll get enough time to fill in the questionnaire - albeit I would be happy
about a quick return. You are not required to give your name, your answers will
thereforebe anonymous.
I thank you very much for your involvement and I hold myself ready for more
informationor any queries.
P.S. I am looking for people who volunteer for taking part in interviewees
following
the
interested,
at
ff
me
regarding this topic.
please contact
you are
address or phone-number!

Regards,
Petra Huth
Alleestr. 115,46049 Oberhausen, 2!ý 0208 843117
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gender:
age:
school education:
profession: .........................................................................
currently working as: ........................................................
(father):
occupation
...........................................................
(mother):
occupation
.........................................................

1. Is there anything striking in the following sentences?
Pleaseunderline.
is
Vera
an optimist [generic masculine], she would like to loose 10 kilos in two
a)
weeks. Andreas is an optimist, too, however, 5 kilos would be enough for him.
b) The job as a businesswoman requires good skills in maths from Andrea.
Anette would like to be an ecologist [generic masculine] or teacher [generic masculine],
Frank would like to be a male nurse.
c) Somebody left his [generic masculine pronoun] make-up bag in the bathroom.
d) "Barbara and Sandra, one [feminine, indefinite pronoun] of you has to take the dog
out now."
"
in
"Cornelia,
link
[sentence
the
[generic
a
goodbye.
e)
masculine],
you are
weakest
the
female
host
the
the
easily
use
could
she
although
gameshow;
generic masculine,
uses
feminineform die Schwachstel
0,, "My granddaughter is a real roughneck [feminine grammaticalgender; relativelynew
innovationin a commercial]"
g) The girl loves her [feminine grammatical gender of the possessive pronoun;the pronoun
is supposedto be neuter, as the girl <das Madchen> is neuter as well; however, nowadays
biologicalgender can override grammatical gender] teddy dearly.
h) Minister [feminine grammatical gender] Konast is gradually turning into an expert
[genericmasculine] of a healthy diet.

2. Which of the following expressions would you prefer and choose
accordingly? Please tick.
lity
the
of
I
qua
poor
The
against
*
students [genericmasculine,plural]protested
food in the refectory.
food
in
of
the
quality
poor
Those who study [DifferentiaIgenus] protested against
the refectory.
the
quality
poor
against
The male students and the female students protested

of food in the refectory.
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I Which of the following spellings would you choose? Please tick.
Bei uns können die Kunden mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Bei uns können die KundInnen mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Bei uns können die Kund(inn)en mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
Bei uns können der Kunde und die Kundin mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
'Here,customers can pay with their credit card.'
4. What do you think of forms such as Studentinnen und Studenten [female
Widhler
WiffhIerinnen
[male voters and female
or
und
students]
male
students and
fick.
Please
voters]?

it's annoying
it is normal language use
I do not care
I have never seen it
5. In print, the splitting

of human nouns is done as follows:

Die VerbraucherInnen sollten Ober die Inhaltsstoffe der Produkte informiert werden.
'The consumers should be informed about the ingredients of the products. '
What do you think of the spelling

Verbraucherinnen?

Please tick.

it's annoying
it is normal language use
I do not care
1have never seen it
6. What do you think of substituting

man [one, indefinite pronoun, generic masculine]

with frau [one, indefinite pronoun, feminine] as in the following

sentence?

Please tick,

which statement applies to you.

Hier kann frau mit der Kreditkarte bezahlen.
'You [feminine indefinite pronoun] can pay with your credit card.'
Frau mOsste noch mal 17 sein.
'You [feminine indefinite pronoun] ought to be 17 again.'

good
not good, annoying
"

not good, this is unnecessary

"

not good, this is too radical

"

not good, this is rubbish
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discriminatory
there
that
think
Do
are
7.
you
tick.
Please
today?

items in the German language of

9 yes, e.g ................................................................................................................

9

no

9

cannotsay

*

have not seen any

Obung
from
book
following
8.Does the
sentence
a
called
macht die Meisterin Ratschlige fOr einen nichtsexistischen Sprachgebrauch, Practice makes perfect
language',
in
for
tips
of
use
echo
your
non-sexist
understanding
of
sexism
a
language? Please fick.
Wir sprechen von einem sexistischen Sprachgebrauch, wenn Frauen und ihre
Leistungen sprachlich ignoriert und nicht explizit erwähnt werden.
'We talk about sexist language use as soon as women and their achievements are
linguistically ignored and not explicitly expressed. '

91

agree

is
do
agree,
sexism
not
91
..................................................................................
9

cannotsay

9. Do you think that men and women are represented
German language? Please tick.

on equal terms in the

probably yes
probably no
cannotsay
never thought about it
10. If you agree that there are discriminatory itemsv do you think one should
take corrective action in the German language so as to eliminate these items?
Pleasetick and give an explanation for your choice.
9

yes

e

no

because
.................................................................................................

o

cannotsay
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Have you perceived any changes recently? Please tick.
yes
9

no

12. If you did, could you please give examples?
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gender-specific
part - men -I13a. Do you think that women feel discriminated against, if they are not
Lehrer
(e.
to
[generic
instead
g.
referred
masculine]
of Lehrerin [female
explicitly
instead
Doktor
[generic
masculine]
of Doktorin [femaledoctor])? Please tick.
teacher],
9

yes

9

no

because

9

cannotsay

13b. Can you reconstruct the thought that women feel discriminated
these cases? Please tick.
9

yes

e

no

against in

because

9

cannotsay

13c. Do you think you could get to like an increased visibility or presence of
women in language, or do you regard this process as a 'threat' to the 'natural'
use of language?

13d. What do you think of the forms of address Frau [Mrs. / Ms] and Frdulein
[Miss]?Please tick.

nowadays, the form of address Frau is normal language use
women should definitely be addressed with Frau
I actually do not care
I do not think it matters if I address a young women with Frclulein
13e. Do you mind seeing expressions such as selbst ist die Frau, 'you have to
Obung
get on and do things for yourself, [originalexpression:selbst ist der Mann]or
Macht die Meisterin, 'practice makes perfect', [lit. 'practicemakesthe femalemaster',
originalexpression:Obungmacht den Meister,lit. 'practicemakesthe master']? Please give
an explanationfor your answer.
.........................................................................................................................................
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gender-specific
part - men 11
- following
the
Do
statements? Please tick only one statement.
13f.
you agree with
that
in
German
terms
language
think
the
men
are
and
on
women
equal
91
do
and
self-confident
emancipated
are
and
not need a reform of
women
language
but
language
is
and
self-confident
emancipated
a
reform
are
of
a
women
reasonable support
is
important
language
the
the
an
part
of
of
emancipation of women
reform
e
*I

am not interested in the reform of language
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-gender-specific part - women -Itendencies in language, do you feel
14a. If there are discriminatory
discriminated against? Please tick and give an explanation for your answer.
9
yes
9

no

because

14b. Would you mind being referred to as a guter Autotahrer, 'good driver',
[generic masculine] or guter Radfahrer, 'good cyclist', [generic masculine] as
'good
female
Autofahrefin,
driver'
Radfahrerin,
to
'good
gute
a
or
gute
opposed
female cyclist"? Please tick and give an explanation for your answer.
o
yes
e

no

because

....................................................................................................................

14c. Would you call yourself a guter Autofahrer, 'good driver' [generic masculine]
or, instead, a gute Auffahrerin, 'good female driver'? Please tick.
*a

good driver

*a

good female driver

14d. What do you think of the forms of address Frau und Frfiulein? Please fick.

"

nowadays, the form of address Frau is normal language use

"I

definitely want to be addressed with Frau

"I

would rather be addressed with Frau

"I

do not want to be addressed with Fr5ulein

14e.Do you feel included in the following sentence? Please tick and give an
explanationfor your answer
Agypten.
Reise
Zehn Teilnehmer gewannen eine
nach
'
Egypt.
to
trip
'Ten competitors [generic masculine, plural] won a
o

yes

e

no

because

.......................................................
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Fragebogen

-geschlechtsspezifischer
Frauen
11
- -

-

10. Do you feel personally addressed by certain words (e.g. Fachmann, 'expert,
'layman'[generic
Laie,
(e.
masculines]),
sentences
g. to sie Steht ihren Mann 'lit
or
for
himself),
titles
(e.
Doktor,
'doctor', Prasidentq 'president'
up
g.
stands
she
Please
tick and give and explanation for your answer.
[genericmasculines])?
yes
no
because

14.g. Do you mind expressions such as der k1eine Mann auf der Straft, 'the
Ofto
Normalverbraucher,
in
the
'the average punter' [generic
street',
man
Menschen
BrOder,
'lit. all humans become brothers', or
alle
werden
masculine],
hier ist der Kunde Kdnig, 'the customer [generic masculine] is always right'?
Please tick and give an explanation for your answer.
9

yes

*

no

because
.....................................................................................................................

14h. Do you agree with the following

statements?

Please tick only one statement.

oI

think that women and men are on equal terms in the German language

*I

am emancipated and self-confident and do not need a reform of language
I am emancipated and self-confident but a reform of language is a reasonable
support

e the reform of language is an important part of the emancipation of women
*I

am not interested in the reform of language
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16. What is your opinion about the topic of this questionnaire
in
German
the
language?
two
the
genders
of
treatment
Pleasetick only one statement.

the equal

positive
interesting
it
think
about
me
made
I am not interested
time
of
pure
waste
rubbish,

16. Have you ever come across this topic e.g. at school, in the media etc.? In
in
indicate
did,
which setting.
please
caseyou
*

yes

9 no........................................................................................................................
9

cannotsay

17. Do you think it is reasonable that linguists deal with this topic against the
background of gender studies? Please give an explanation for your answer.
9

yes

9

no

because
.....................................................................................................................
*I

do not care

18. Would you like to get more information
9

yes

*

no

about this topic?

19.Are you well disposed towards women's studies?
e more likely yes
9 more likely no
20.Would you like to add anything regarding the topic gender and language?

Thank you very much!
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11.INTERVIEW
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11.1.German Version
Experiment no. 1 (see section 111.1)
2. Experiment no. 2 (see section 111.2):
SchließenSie bitten die Augen. Versuchen Sie bitte, sich die Personen aus dem Text
vorzustellen.
KönnenSie bitten den Arzt beschreiben?
KönnenSie bitte den Patienten beschreiben?
3. Welche der folgenden
demzufolge wählen?

Formulierungen

ziehen Sie vor, und welche würden Sie

Durchschnitt
Im
der
Student
schreibt
9
zwei Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
Im
Durchschnitt
der
Studierende
schreibt
zwei Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
,o
Im
Durchschnitt
schreiben sowohl der Student als auch die Studentin zwei
o
Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
Im
Durchschnitt
Studenten
schreiben
zwei Monate an ein einer Hausarbeit.
9
4. Welche der folgenden Schreibweisen
9 Angesichts
verunsichert.

würden Sie wählen?

der letzten Tierfutterskandale

zeigt sich der Verbraucher

Angesichts
der
letzten
Tierfutterskandale
o
zeigen sich der Verbraucher und
die Verbraucherin verunsichert.
Angesichts
der letzten Tierfutterskandale zeigen sich die VerbraucherInnen
o
verunsichert.

Angesichts
der letzten
0
Verbraucher(innen) verunsichert.

Tierfutterskandale

zeigen

die

sich

Verbraucher
Angesichts
die
der
letzten
Tierfutterskandale
sich
zeigen
*
verunsichert.
5. Was halten Sie von dieser Auswahl an Formulierungen

6. Würden Sie eine Unterscheidung
geschriebener Sprache?

und Schreibweisen?

machen zwischen gesprochener und

7. Erscheinen Ihnen einige Schreibweisen als zu problematisch?
8. Finden Sie diese Art
von Formulierungen
dass beide Geschlechter
genannt werden?

9. Stellenanzeigen

unnötig,

Sie
finden
es gut,
oder

werden vorgelegt

o gerichtetan die weiblichen Teilnehmerinnen bezüglich einer Stellenanzeige mit dem
generischenMaskulinum (appendix, section 11.3.1):
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dieser
Ihnen
Stellenanzeige
Fällt
ga.
an
etwas
auf?
o
Sie
dieser
halten
Stellenanzeige?
Was
9b.
von
o
Sie
Fühlen
9c.
sich persönlich angesprochen?
9
Sie
diesen
Job
Würden
bewerben?
gd.
sich
auf
9
Sie
durch
diese
Stellenanzeige
Fühlen
9e.
sich
diskriminiert?
9
die
Teilnehmerinnen
bezüglich
an
weiblichen
der Stellenanzeige mit dem
gerichtet
o
Maskulinum
drei
und
geschlechtergerechten Stellenanzeigen (appendix,
generischen
11.3.2):
11.3.1
and
sections
Stellenanzeige
bevorzugen
Welche
Sie?
9f.
o
die
Teilnehmer
bezüglich
männlichen
an
einer Stellenanzeige mit dem
@gerichtet
Maskulinum
(appendix,
11.3.1):
section
generischen
9g. Fällt Ihnen etwas an dieser Stellenanzeige auf?
9h. Was halten Sie von dieser Stellenanzeige?
9i. Können Sie sich vorstellen, dass sich Frauen persönlich angesprochen
fühlen und sich daraufhin bewerben?
die
Teilnehmer
bezüglich
der
Stellenanzeige
an
männlichen
mit dem
*gerichtet
generischen Maskulinum und drei geschlechtergerechten Stellenanzeigen (appendix,
sections 11.3.1and 11.3.2):

Stellenanzeige
bevorzugen
Sie?
9j.
Weiche
9
10. Haben Sie davon gehört, dass es Gesetze gibt, welche vorschreiben,
sich Stellenanzeigen ausdrücklich an beide Geschlechter richten muss?
11. Was halten Sie von
gleichstellen zu wollen?

der

Idee,

Männer

und

Frauen

dass

in der Sprache

12. Haben Sie von dieser Reform, welche sich mit der unfairen Behandlung
beider Geschlechter in der Sprache befasst, schon einmal etwas gehört?

13. Haben Sie sich darüber schon einmal Gedanken gemacht?
14. Hat dieses Thema für Sie Relevanz?
15. Sind Ihnen diese Veränderungeng die ich vorhin angeführt habe wie zum
Beispiel Beidbenennung, schon einmal im Alltag begegnet? Wenn ja, wo?

16.Welche Arten von Veränderungen sind Ihnen aufgefallen?
17. Denken Sie, es gibt diskriminierende
Sprache?

Elemente in der heutigen deutschen
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2. English Version
1. Experiment no. I (see section 111.1)
2. Experiment no. 2 (see section 111.2):
Pleaseclose your eyes. Please try to imagine the persons who are referred to in this
shorttext.
Couldyou please describe the doctor?
Couldyou please describe the patient?
3. Which of the following
accordingly?

expressions

would

you

prefer and choose

Durchschnitt
der
Student
Im
schreibt
zwei Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
e

'On average, a student [generic masculine, singular] needs two months to write an
essay. '
Durchschnitt
der
Studierende
Im
Monate
schreibt
zwei
an einer Hausarbeit.
9
'On average, the one who studies [Differentialgenusl needs two months to write an
essay. '

Durchschnitt
der
Student
Studentin
Im
die
schreiben
sowohl
als
auch
zwei
o
Monate an einer Hausarbeit.
'On average, a male student as well as a female student needs two months to write
an essay. '
Studenten
Monate
Hausarbeit.
Im
Durchschnitt
schreiben
zwei
an
ein
einer
o
'On average, students need two months to write an essay. '

4. Which of the following
Angesichts
o
verunsichert.

spellings would you choose?

der letzten

Perfütterskandale

Verbraucher
der
sich
zeigt

Verbraucher
der
Angesichts
Tierfutterskandale
der
letzten
und
sich
zeigen
o
die Verbraucherin verunsichert.
Verbraucherinnen
die
Angesichts
Tierfutterskandale
der
letzten
sich
zeigen
o
verunsichert.
0 Angesichts der letzten
Verbraucheffinnen) verunsichert.

Tierfutterskandale

zeigen

sich

die

Verbraucher
die
Angesichts
Tierfütterskandale
der
letzten
zeigen sich
9
verunsichert.
'The consumers are insecure, because of the latest scandals regarding animal food.'

S.What do you think of this variety of expressions and spellings?
6. Do you make a distinction between written and spoken language?
7. Do any of these
to
you?
spellings seem problematical
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8. Do you think that these kinds Of formulations are unnecessary or do
you
fact
that
the
the
two
of
genders are mentioned?
approve
9. Job advertisements are presented
female
interviewees
the
job
regarding
addressing
a
advertisement with the generic
9
11.3.1):
(appendix,
section
masculine
Does
this
job
9a.
strike
anything
you
about
advertisement?
"
do
kind
think
this
What
job
9b.
of
you
of
advertisement?
"
feel
Do
by
9c.
job
this
personally
addressed
you
advertisement?
"
for
job?
this
Would
9d.
apply
you
"
feel
discriminated
Do
by
this
job
9e.
against
you
advertisement?
"
female
interviewees
the
regarding the generic masculine and three
*addressing
(appendix,
advertisements
sections 11.3.1and 11.3.2):
gender-fairjob
do
job
Which
9f.
advertisement
you prefer?
9
interviewees
the
job
male
regarding
a
addressing
advertisement with the generic
9
masculine(appendix, section 11.3.1):
Does
job
9g.
this
strike
anything
you
about
advertisement?
"
kind
job
do
this
What
think
9h.
of
of
you
advertisement?
"
Can
imagine
feel
9i.
that
you
women
personally addressed by this job
*
advertisement and apply for the job accordingly?
interviewees
the
the
addressing
male
regarding
generic masculine and three
e
gender-fairjob advertisements (appendix, sections 11.3.1and 11.3.2):
9j.
Which
job
advertisements
e

do you prefer?

10. Are you aware of the fact that there are effective laws that prescribe the
explicit naming of the two genders in job advertisements?

11. What is your opinion about the idea of representing men and women on
equal terms in language?
12. Have you ever heard of a reform movement that deals with the unfair
treatment of the two genders in language?
13. Have you ever thought about this issue i.e. the representation of people in
language?
14. Is this topic relevant to you?

15. Have you ever encountered any of these changes I have mentioned before
e.g. splitting, in your everyday life? if you have, in which contexts did you
encounter them?
16.What kind of changes did
you notice?
17. Do you think that there
are discriminatory
today?

items in the German language of
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3. Job advertisements
Job advertisement in the generic masculine
11.3.1.

Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie Karlsruhe

Zum nächstmÖglichenZeitpunkt ist im Institut für Musik und Akustik die Stelle eines

Toningenieurs
zu besetzen.
Zu den Aufgaben gehört u.a. die Durchführung neuester experimenteller Produktionsverfahren,
Problemlösungen
innerhalb
Entwicklung
von
von Projektkonzeptionen, das Recording,
eigenständige
Abmischen und Mastern von kleinen bis großen Produktionen sowie die Ausführung aller Tätigkeiten, die
in einem eigenständigen Arbeitsbereich fallen.
Voraussetzungen für die Bewerbung ist ein den Erfordernissen entsprechendes abgeschlossenes
Hochschulstudiumverbunden mit Erfahrungen in den genannten Aufgabenbereichen.
ihre vollständigen Bewerbungsunterlagen mit Lichtbild senden Sie bitte bis spätestens 22.6.2002 an das
ZKM - Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie
Postfach 6909,76049 Karlsruhe

Karlsruhe - Institut für Musik und Akustik

DIE ZEIT, 28-05-2002
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11.3.2.Job advertisements in a gender-fair design

Heidelberger
Akademie der Wissenschaften
Die Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften sucht für die Tübinger Arbeitsstelle des GoetheWörterbuches

Mitarbeiter(in)
eine(n) wissenschaftliche(n)
zum 1.10.2002
(Verg. Gr. 11a BAT)

Promotion
Mit
Voraussetzungen:
Hochschulstudium mit Schwerpunkt
abgeschlossenes
Sprachwissenschaft/ Germanistik, bevorzugt in Kombination mit Klassischer Philologie, Philosophie oder
Kunstgeschichte;fundierte Kenntnis der Literatur der Goethezeit; Kenntnisse in Wissenschaftsgeschichte
Sprachen
(Englisch
in
alten
und
neueren
und/oder Französisch bzw. Italienisch,
sowie
Latein/Griechisch). Ausgeprägter Sinn für semantische Phänomene für Wort- und Begriffsgeschichte;
,
Fähigkeit zur Analyse und Interpretation komplexer Texte sowie zu knapper Darstellung semantischer
Befunde.Bereitschaft zur Einarbeitung in neue Sach- und Wissensgebiete; EDV-Kenntnisse.
Aufgaben: Verfassen und Redigieren von Wortartikeln; Archivpflege; Anfragenbetreuung; aktive
Teilnahmean Fachtagungen.
Bewerbungenmit den üblichen Unterlagen sind bis zum 22. Juni 2002 zu richten an:
HEIDELBERGER AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN
GeschAftsstelle
Karlstr. 4
69117 Heidelberg

DIE ZEIT, 28-05-2002

Am Hessischen Staatstheater Wiesbaden
ist die Stelle

Des Generalmusikleiters (m 1w)
zum 16. August 2002

neuzu besetzen.
Bewerbungenmit aussagefähigen Unterlagen sind bis zum
4. Juli 2002 an das
Hessische Ministerium
Für Wissenschaft und Kunst
K
12
Referat
Rheinstr. 23-25
65185 Wiesbaden
zu senden.

DIE ZEIT, 28-05-2002
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Diakonie
Die Neinstedter Anstalten, DiakoniSChe Einrichtungen für Menschen mit geistiger Behinderung,
psychiatrisches Fachkrankenhause, Diakonieschule, Ev. Fachschule für Heilerziehungspflege,
Sonderschule für geistig Behinderte, Werkstatt für Behinderte, suchen zum nächstmöglichen Zeitpunkt
einen

Bereichsleiter
(rn 1 w)
Fürdie Leitungdes Bereiches'Wohnheime an der WfB".

Zu Ihren Aufgaben gehört unter anderern
die fachliche und organisatorische Leitung von differenzierten Wohnangeboten (ca. 280 Plätze)
konzeptionelle Weiterentwicklung im Rahmen eines heilpädagogischen Konzeptes
für
Personalführung
zugeordnete Mitarbeiter (ca. 100 Mitarbeiter)
verantwortliche
Wir wünschen uns eine christlich engagierte Persönlichkeit mit eine abgeschlossenen Ausbildung als
Dipl.-Heilpädagoge (FH) oder Dipi.-Sozialpädagoge mit mehrjähriger Berufs- und Leitungserfahrung.
UnsereVergütung erfolgt nach AVR-Ost.
Wenn Sie diese Aufgabe anspricht, richten Sie Ihre Bewerbung bitte and die:
Neinstedter Anstalten
Personalabtellung Lindenstr. 22
06502 Neinstedt
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Ill. EXPERIMENTS
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Experiment no. 1
111.1.
Experiment no. 1- German version
111.1.1

Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen, dass Weinen Traurigkeit
Fröhlichkeit
Lachen
ausdrucken.
und
Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweisekann ein trauriges Kind immer noch ein Lacheln
haben.
Gesicht
auf seinem

KönnenSie bitte das Gesicht eines solchen Kindes zeichnen?
Wie wurden Sie das Kind nennen und wie alt könnte das Kind
sein?
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Experiment no. 1 - English version
111.1.2.

is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and
happiness.
smiling reflects
However, things are not always this simple.
For example, an unhappy child could still have a smile on his

It

face.
Couldyou please draw a picture of this child?
What name would you give this child and how old could this
be?
child
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Experiment no. 2
111.2.
Experiment no. 2- German version
111.2.1.

Der Patient ist der Dumme
Das deutsche Gesundheitswesen ist krank:
Kostendämpfung ist die Parole,Kostenexplosion
die
Realität. Beiträge und Zuzahlungensteigen, die
Leistungensinken. Der Patient zahlt die Zeche. Er
beim
Arzt
zwar, was mit ihm passiert,
erfährt
das
kostet.
Der
Arzt muss viele
nicht,
was
aber
Vorschriften beachten, damit seine Leistungen
bezahlt werden. Er wird erfinderisch und bestellt
Patienten
die
Die
Kassen
seinen
mehrmals.
wälzen
die
Versicherten
Kosten
steigenden
auf
ab.
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Experiment no.2 - English version
111.2.2.

The patient is the looser
The German health-authority is unwell: cost saving
is the motto, cost explosion the reality.
Contributions and additional payments are rising,
the performance is deteriorating. The patient pays
happening
he
learns
doctor
is
bill.
At
the
the
what
learn
how
does
it
he
but
him,
to
much will cost.
not
The doctor has to follow many regulations so that
his performance will be paid for. He becomes
him
his
to
more
see
patient
asks
and
resourceful
frequently. The health insurance institutions pass
the rising costs on to their customers.
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Experiment no. 3:
Experiment no. 3- German version, singular
111.3.1.
Reaktionstest

Dauer 1,5 min

Im Allgemeinen wird angenommen,dass Weinen Traurigkeit und
Lachen Fröhlichkeit ausdrücken.
Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise kann ein trauriges Kind immer noch ein Lacheln
haben.
Gesicht
ckufseinem

KönnenSie bitte das Gesicht eines solchen Kindes zeichnen?
Wie wurden Sie das Kind nennen und wie alt könnte das Kind
sein?
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Experiment no. 3- German version, plural
111.3.2.
stest 3a) : Dauer 1.5 min

im Allgemeinen wird angenommen,dass Weinen Traurigkeit und
Lachen Fröhlichkeit ausdrucken.
Allerdings ist dies nicht immer so eindeutig.
Beispielsweise können traurige Kinder immer noch ein Lacheln
haben.
Gesichtern
ihren
auf
KönnenSie bitte eines zeichnen?

Wie wurden Sie dieses Kind nennen und wie alt konnte dieses
Kind sein?
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Experiment no.3 - English version, singular
111.3.3.
Test 3a) time: 1.5 min

It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling
happiness.
lects
ref
However, things are not always this simple.
For example, an unhappy child could still have a smile on his
face.
Couldyou please draw a picture of this child?
What narnewould you give this child and how old could it be?
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Experiment no. 3- English version, plural
111.3.4.
3a): time 1.5 min

It is usually believed that crying reflects sadness and smiling
happiness.
lects
ref
However, things are not always this simple.
For example, unhappy children could still have a smile on their
faces.
Couldyou please draw a picture of this child?
What narnewould you give this child and how old could it be?
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